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In the text, Zem1J.?-_j._~ol.Y.§-, i!.9rod.n~~_y_01.Y.?- and Chern~l~L!,_eF_e_del denote 

the revolutionary papers of those names whereas, '~emlya i Volya' , 

'Narodnaya Volya' and 'Cherny} Feredel I are referencEs to the 

revolutionary organisations which issued the papers. 

The older version of the name D. T .!3utsynsky is used here in preference 

to D.T. Butsinsky which has appeared in a number of Soviet works. 

In the reference sections of the following chapters, apart from 

ab8reviations in general use, the following have also been used: 

Annal~ = Annal.§ of_~E~ Ukraini.9E~~~2-~..!P.Y_2f Arts a nd Sciences in_ .:the U. S •• 

B.Bazilevsky(ed.) 'Gos Pr~..§~E.£' = B.Bazilevsky(V.Dogucharsky) (ed.) 

I Gos udars tvennyya Pres tUP].~.!11-,;y.§._'y_ Rossi i_ v XIX veke I 

I Bio-BibliE_§.10V2,!' I I = F.Kon et a1. (eds.) 'Deyateli revol;y~.,!;siQnnogo 

d vi z heniya v Ros s ii !._~j.2:" ]2: b li2E'.§li chel'!:iL.§1 0 var I ot predshe..§_tve nnik 

dE?kabristov dOJadeniya tsarizma I 

ch. = chastI 

col. = column 

doc. = document 

k. = kniga 

KiS = Kato~i Ssylka 

'Literatura' = 'Li teratura sotsial ' no-revo1yutsionrcoy partii 'liarodnoy 

Voli I I 

'Materialy' = 'Materialy §lya istorii Russkogo Sotsial~!!2..-~~.Y.21.:i~tsioEnago 

dvizheni~' 

A.H.Pankratova(ed.) 'Rabocheye Dvizheniye' = A.M.Pankratova(ed.) Rabocheye 

dvizheniye v Rossii.l. XIX veke.Sbornik dokumentov i materialov' 

I.L.Rudnytsky(ed.) 'S;YlIlposium l = I.L.Rudnytsky(ed.) '~iykhaylo Drahomanov. 

A symposium and selected writings' in Annal§_2,Lthe Ukrainian Academy 

of Arts and §2ien2~s in the U.S •• Spring 1952, vol.II, no.l(3). 

B. Sapir( ed.) 'Lavrov' = B. Sapir( ed.) I Lavro'y_ - Gody Emigratsii. Arkhi vn;yy:8 

materi.~_1.Y_.Y-..9-vukb~omakh' 

B .Sapir( ed.) 'Vpered~' = B. Sapir( ed.) "Vpered~' ~872-18Z7 .}:!aterial,Y 

iz arkhi va Val~ri~-Bl.!::.91.~yevi.9ha ~mirE.£!§' 

'Svod'" in Byloye 1907, no.6. = 'Svod" ukazaniy dannykh nekotorymi iz 

arestovannykh po delam 0 §!osudarstvennykh prestupleniyakh. (Kay 1880 

goda) , in Byloye IC07, no.6. 
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'.3vod'" in Byloye 1907, no.7 and 8. = 'Svod" pokazaniy dannykh nekotory:ni 

iz arestovannykh po dela~ 0 gosudarstvennykh prestupleniyakh' in Byloye 

1907, no.7 and 8. 

v. = vypusk 

S.N.Valk(ed.) 'Rey r;arod' = S.N.Valk(ed.) 'Revol'yut~ionnoy'e Na.r0dnichestvo 

70-kh godov XIX veka. Sbornik dokumentov i materialov v dvukh tomakh' 

In the tables which provide information on the members of the revolutionary 

kruzhoks and appear on pages 151 - 174- and on pages 209 - 230, the 

following abbreviations have been used: 

Acad. = Academy. 

Dvor. = Dvoryanin. 

educe q/s. S. = edUCAtion outside the South. 

gymn. = gymnasium. 

h.e. = higher education. 

Inst. = Institute. 

Kamenets-Pod. = Kamenets-fodol'sky 

Med.-Surg. Acad. = Medico-Surgical Academy. 

Meshch.= Jl'eshchanin. 

N = North. (in the sense defined on page 26) 

Petrov. Agric. Acad. = Petrovskaya Aericul tural Academy. 

prop. = propa~andised. 

rev. = revolutionary 

S = South. (in the sense defined on page 26) 

St.Pb. = St.Petersburg. 

Tech. lnst. = TechnologicAl I'lstit",te. 

Univ. = University. 

Vet. Inst. = Veterinary Institute. 
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Summary of 'THE_P~YEI.QfEEljT OF TH~: RiVOLUTIONARY lfOVEMJ:<~NT~ THE 

SO~lj OF Tm~ RUSS3=AN E~rPI~~Q - 1822. ' 

The thesis is concerned with the central question of the revolutionary 

movement: why the methods used by the revolutionaries developed as 

they did? Specifically, it considers why the method of revoluti,~nary 

action used by the Southern revolutionaries changed frou; one characterised 

by a weak interest in propagandising the peasantry to a full-blooded 

commitment to political terrorism, and why this change took place so 

early in the 1870' s. The common explanation is that the revolutionaries 

chose their methods because of extrinsic factors: influence exerted by 

St.Petersburg and Moscow revolutionaries; the backwardness of the 

provinces; the lack of response from the peasants; persecution by the 

government, sparking off a violent response from the hot blooded 

Southerners. 

alternatives. 

The thesis criticises some of these reasons and suggests 

Underpinning this 'common explanation' for its development is a 

particular understanding of the wture of the revolutionary movement 

itself. This understanding is examined in Chapter I since it implicitly 

denies the possibility of some of the other reasons for the development 

of the revolutionary movelEent which are advanced 113 ter. 

Chapter II considers if the Southern revolutionary movement was 

'backward' , susceptible to influence from the North, and how this 

influence coul d ha ve opera ted. 

ChaptL'r TIl and IV are mainly concerned to examine the composition 

of the kruzhoks involved in, respectively, propagandist activity amongst 

the peasants and political tprrorism. Chapter TIl tries to as sess and 

explain the limited nature of Southern involvement in the 'v narod' 

movement and to establish the characteristics of those kruzhoks which 

did or did not participate in it, 1873 - 1876/7. In Chapter IV those 

revoluti(maries who chose political terrorism are studied. It emerges 

that a different type of revolutionary was attracted to this method of 

activity; the supporters of political terrorism were generally likely 

to be more 'provincial', less well educated etc., than their predecessors. 

However this does not establish any cau3lil relationship between 'type' 

of revolutionary and method of acti vi ty, because acti vi ty amongst the 

peasants and political terrorism dominated the revolutionary movement 
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at different times during the decade under consideration, and so it may 

have been that the type of revolutionary that was prorr;inent at the end 

of the seventies and the start of the eighties was unable for some 

reason to participa,te in rural propagandist activity at the beginning 

of the seventies. Cons equently, particular attention is pa id in 

Chapter IV to those revolutionaries who composed the first kruzhoks 

which turned to political terrorism, and to what they had been doing in 

the early seventies. Such analysis is of little value for the later 

kruzhoks since their members had usually been too young in the early 

seventies to have had the opportunity to go amongst the peasants. 

Wherever possible, the reasons which these revolutionaries gave for 

practising political terrorism, rather than propaganda activity amongst 

the peasantrj, are also examined. 

Chapter V, VI, and VII look at three areas in which the Southerners 

were heavily involved: propaganda amongst urban workers, liberal 'society' 

and Ukrainophilism, and suggest that the revolutionaries were influenced 

in their choice of revolutionary tactic by the se groups. 

The thesis is based on an extensive use of memoir material (although 

little reference has been made to two Southern memoir sources which 

have been grossly over-exploited), on published documents and on con

temporary writings by the revolutionaries in their papers and elsewhere. 

The originality of the thesi s 1 ies however not so much in the rna terial 

which sustains it as uiJon its subject and the treatment of that subject. 

The reasons for the revolutionary movement developing in the South in 

the way in which it did, over this eleven year period, has not previously 

been subjected to serious examination. Consequently, a number of those 

causes which are identified here - the relationship with Ukrainophiles, 

liberal society, kruzhoks' finances etc., - have also not been scrutinised 

in detail before. Soviet historians have exardned the leadership of the 

Chaykovtsy, 'Zemlya i Volya' and the }<;xecutive Committee of 'iJarodnaya 

Volya', but a systematic longitudinal study - within the severe limits 

imposed by the sources - of the membership of the kruzhoks which composed 

the revolutionary movement, is a new approach. 
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CHAPTER I. AN ANALYSIS OF THE PRESEN~ TRRA.TMENT OF Tffi" SUBJECT. 

Interest in the 'narodnichestvo revolutionary movement' has been 

subject to considerable fluctuations, and the precise course of 

that interEst has varied between Eastern and :lestern Europe. 

l~OW, one hundred years after the revclutionary movement has ceased 

to be of practical significance, the narodnichestvo ideology, with 

which it is associated, has attracted a more widespread interest 

than perhaps at any previous time. 

In Eastern European countries, predominantly in Russia and 

Poland, these have always been phenomena which have occasioned 

considerable interest, despite a brief hiatus between the late 

1930's and 1956. Before the October ~evolution, tsarist historians 

claimed that the revolutionari.es were merely murderers and criminals 

paid and directed by foreign powers. (1) The revolutionaries of 

this time were concerned to establish the relationship of their 

ideas to the principles of their predecessors in the 1870's. Russian 

liberal historians, and some East ~uropean historians, tended to 

concentrate upon the revolutionary movement as such, basing their 

studies mainly on the memoirs of the revolutionaries v.hich appeared 

in the freer post-1905 atmosphere in journals such as !tiloye. 

(2) Since 1917, Soviet historical work - other than the large amount 

of memoir material produced during the 19?0' sand 1930' s in Ka torg!: 

1- Ssylka and KrasnY}' Arkhiv - has focused overwhelmingly upon the 

question of the nature of' the rela.tionship of thE; narodn~g.!"t_e~tv.Q 

ideology of the 1870's to that of the 1860's, on the one hand, and 

to the ideology of the Social Democrats and subsequently the 

Communists, on the other. By 1938 this WaS decided in a manner 

unfavourable to the narodniks ; they were found to have been 

ideologically inferior to the men of the 1360's, and therefore 

implici tly hostile to Social Democracy. (3) Althoup-:il the study of 

the seventies did not cease altogether, it was greatly diminished 

from 1938 until 1956 when the subject was 'officially' re-opened. 

Historical interest during the post-1956 period has remained mllch 

as before: the periodisatiun of the philosophical views of adhGrents 

of narodnichestvo, its relationship with the Enli{!htenment of the 
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1860's and with l'\arxism of' the 1830's. (4) I-to.,'isver there is a number 

of new elements. The moti vati on for the 18 test ui,surce of interest 

is adm tted to be, in part at least, the wish to d~scover if lessons 

may be drawn from the stud27 of the ~odn~.9h~~tv..2 i,ieoloe)' which 

can be utilised in the contemporary debate concerning the course 

of events in 'undE:rdeveloped' countries. (5) Also, the:'d has been 

a new concern with the revoluti.onary movement - that is, the 

revolutionaries, their organisation~, their programmes, their 

activities - and in 1961, Soviet historians set up a '";roup for the 

Study of the History of the Social Movement in Russia in the l-ost

Reform Feriod. (6) SOIDe 'local' studies of the revolutionary 

movement have also appeared. (7) Ho<,'ever the lack of interest in 

Soviet historical journals on the centenary of Aleksandr II's 

assassination may indicate a further development. 

In the ;~'est, interest in this movement is of recent origin. 

Prior to 1905, wi tb a few important exceptions (8), the revolutionary 

movement was regarded by visi tOl'S to Russia as part of that nihilist 

movement which was characterised by outlandish dress and behaviour(9). 

Not untjl after the 19(;5 Revolution were '/restern writers incluced to 

seek a !Teater meaning in the preceding revolutionary history of 

the Empire, although no clear picture of the movement emerged. (10) 

The revolutions of 1917 almost obliterated the earlier revolutionary 

movement from the minds of the Western observers, many of v.hom could 

only eXlJlain them in terms of a major break wi th the past, linked 

with alien conspiracies. So meaEre was the heritave of Western 

historical writings on the subject that the interest seems to be 

almost new when recommend ng in Italy with the publication of Franco 

Venturi's wurk in 1952.(11) Since then, Nestern historians have 

concentrated upon the ideology and ideologists of the movement, as 

indeed diel Venturi for a large part of his ,,"ork. (l?) One reason 

for the interest in this particular 9.spect of the movement, appears 

to be an almost universal belief thAt the ideology dealt with 

problems similar to those faced by educated minorities in contemporary 

'developing' nations.(13) The logical development of this situation 

has occurred, and political scientists and socioloEists have to 

some degree expropriated the subject in order to establish a 
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typological classification of 'Pofulism'.(14) The r2volutionaries 

themselves, being a specifically Russian historical phenomenon, and 

thus not having the comparative significance of the ideology, have 

assumed a secondary role in 'ilestern writings on the sub,ject. To 

sume extent the revolutionary movement of the seventies is touched 

upon by those interested in the study of the Bolshevik party (15), 

but even in this field, it is usually the inspiration for Lenin's 

view on the party, its organisation, the revolutionary elite and 

so forth, which is being sought in the writings of individual 

narodniks of the 1870's.(16) 

From this brief survey it will be apparent that it has been 

the fate of the 'narodnichestvo revolutionary movement' , in the 

historiography and literature of both Eastern and Nestern Europe, 

to be considered predominantly as a philosophical or political 

current of thought, and not as a revolutionary movement. Increasingly 

this current of thout.;ht is being studied in the light of the con

temporary discussion on 'development', thus removine attention 

further from the Russian historical context of the 1870's to which 

the revolutionary movement was bound. A;.¥alicki gives the advice 

that we must make a "clear distinction between populism as such 

(i.e., populism as a current of thought) and the populist revolutionary 

movement - a distinction which should be made if we wish to avoid 

confusion. "(17) The present study is uneouivocally about the latter 

- the revolutionary movement. It is concerned with what the 

revolutionaries did, and when; with who they ""ere, and, above all, 

wi th why they did what they did. To some extent we v,ould wish to 

associate with the views expressed by O.H.Radkey when writing about 

the Social :{evolutionflry Party, that "too much attention has been 

paid tc. the ideology of movements and too little to their practice 

anu "attention has been riveted upon the high-flown abstractions 

of a few individuals, and particularly upon the vastly overpublicised 

anti theses between r~ast and Nest, instead of the conflict of social 

groups, national or class, Eastern or Nestern, out of which this 

vapour arises."(18) And yet, it is not possible, even once the 

distinctions have been made, and the preferences stated, to proceed. 

A study of the literature on the revolutionary movement shows clearly 

" 
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that the revolutionary movement in Russia, 1873-1883, is the subject 

of a particular interpretation which inhibits, indeed prevents, the 

consideration of the movement as a social movemerit and the discussion 

of those questions about the revolutionaries which were outlined 

overleaf. The recognition of the existence of this interpretation 

does, incidentally, go a long way to explain the historiographical 

imbalance indicated previously. 

This interpretAtion of the Russian revolutionary movement makes 

the philosophy of the movement, rather than the social and political 

environment, assume fundamental importance in the explanation of 

any aspect uf the revolutionary movement. As a result of this 

interpr~tation, the distinction between the narodnichestvo ideology 

and the revolutionary movement has become blurred; the revolutionary 

movement has been treated as part of the philosophical histo~, 

without a separate existence. A number of writers have reco€,:nised 

the necessity of distinguishing between the two, and while this 

has been succe~:;sfully and simply done in the case of the narodnichestvo 

ideology, it is a harder task to remove narodnichestvo ideology 

from the histo~ of the revolutionary movement, for the links are 

far more subtle due to the particular interpretation of the 

revolutionary movement. (19) Four elements can be discerned in this 

interpretation : that the revolutionary ranks were composed of the 

'intelligentsia'; that the different tendencies and groupings within 

the movement are explicable only in terms of imputed philosophical 

categories; thirdly, that the revolutionary moverrent had a 'passive' 

nature; fourthly, that the sequence of stages through which the 

revolutionary movement passed in St. Petersbur~ must have been 

repeated throughout the Empire. 

The most pervasive element of this interpretation concerns 

the nature of the revolutionaries. They are considered to have been 

from the 'intelligentsia' , or the '~_ochintsy intelJj.~ntsia' • 

The t8rm intellieentsi.!!: appears to heve come into common usage 

during the late 1860's.(20) Since then it has been variously 

defined. Occasionally, it is equated with the revolutionaries and 

the broad mass of their active and inactive sympathisers; usu.ally 

it refers to the oppositional forces in general, or, simply educated 

society without the sup.uorters of the autocracy. Cne writer has 

observed that, in view of this conf,"sion, '"Histor'ans have little 
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rE:ason to believe that the so-called intelligentsia corresponded 

to any real group of men in Russian society ••• tt "it has been 

defined in so many ways and been the subject of such partisan 

debate that it has lost any objective meaning. "(21)H th regard 

to the ~~ochjnts~, there also exists a mUltitude of meanings: 

men of all, or of no ranks, the declaE'se elements cf post-Reform 

society, men of petty-bourgeois origin etc.(?2) It encompasses a 

group larger than, but not entirely subsuming, the .:!-_~telliBentsia 

or the revolutionary movement. In short, this term also "is 

virtually meaningless as an accurete description of a group in 

Russian society."(?3) The relevant point here is that neither 

the intell.i~Etsia nor the ~ochiE!.s.l i!1.!elligentl?ia is conter

minous with the revolutiona.ries, and thus do not assist in defining 

them, for clearly that qualitative difference between a trevolutionary 

intelliEent 'and a non-revolutionary one is crucial in this context.(?4-) 

The intelligentsia is invariably seen above all else as a group of 

people who shared ideas and it is these ideas which provide the 

cohesive and defining forces of the group. G.Fischer, for example, 

writes that "The criterion by which the intelligentsia was defined 

in the middle of the 19th century was a subjective one. It was 

their outlook or Weltanschauung. tt (25) Such an undErstanding of 

the intelligentsia is obviously extremely useful in the study of 

the intellectual history of Russia. It is rather less helpful when 

studying social or political history since the variety of trends 

and groups within the revolutionaries by definition, are already 

more or less explained in ideological terms, wrdch conde~ns any 

social or political investigation to futility beforehand. 

As might be expected, the writings of the revolutionaries are 

replete with evidence to substantiate the opinion that ideological 

commitment was indeed their raison dt@tre: the nineteenth century 

Russian revolutionaries delighted in representing themselves as 

selfle;3S youths, motivated by idealism to advance the cause of the 

'~'. They frequently described Each other as tthe best and 

the most noble' in Russian society. The disavowal by almost all 

the revolutionaries of any interest in the post-revolutionary 

future, and of their position in that future, adds force to the 

apparent nobility and selflessness of their aSI-;irations. They 
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claimed to be fig\ting for the 'narod' against the autocracy; they 

nei ther a.clpeared to re iJresent any sectional interest nor to develop 

any programmatic differences which could be interpreted as such, 

rather than just disagreements over tactics. Further, the 

revolutionaries of the 1870's quickly passed into revolutionary 

mythology. As early as 19(:2, Lenin could accuse his colleagues of 

being ignorant of their real revolutionary heritage, and of having 

only a romantic nction about the narodniks.(26) Almost all parties, 

including the liberals and, of course, the Social Revolutionaries, 

looked to the revolutionaries of the 1-70' s, and found there some 

presage of themselves. (27) The men of the H370's thus became 

devoid of any reality, and became only examples of selfless devotion 

to the narod, admired, in retrospect by almost everyone - save the 

most reactionary - for their intentions if not their :r:ethods. This 

is substantially the position of modern writ ings on the subject, 

both in the East and in the ,'vest of Europe and in North America. 

All of which makes it appear that the very existence of a 'revolutionary 

intellij?ientsia' can onl:, be explained in the light of the revolutions ry 

content of the philosophical currents of their time. However, it 

does seem unwise to accept so uncritically this evaluation, by the 

revolutionaries, of themselves. 

It is implicit in the notion of the raznochintsy and, to a lecser 

extent in that of the i-nte,!lil3entsia, that individuals from different 

classes were present in the revolutionar} movement, but not as 

representatives of those classes because, as has been discu"sed, 

the social basis is of very minor consideration by comparison with 

the over-riding importance of the ideology. Nevertheless, a number 

of indicators do exist which would seem to suggest that certain 

social groups h"l.d a predominant presence within the ranks of the 

revolutionary movement at different times. Such a situation would 

rec;:uire some modification in the meaning of the term intelli~entsia. 

Indications are provided in the memoirs of the revolutionaries 

themselves. Breshko-Breshkovskaya wrote thAt "the first detachments 

which went 'to the people' were almost e):clusively the children of 

noble families, because of their higher educational preparation. 

The tiers-€tat Dad jU.3t begun to come forward in appreciable numbers •• "(?8) 
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Stepnyak and Lavrov both claimed thAt the revolutionaries who were 

tried in the trials of the supporters of 'Narodnaya Volya' were 

"men sprung from the people themselves ••• "(29). Vera FiEner 

observed, concerning the arrests which followed the v narod movement, 

th'Jt "i t Nas as though a pestilence had swept through a certain 

socia.l stratum ••• "(3e) The interested and not completely uninvolved 

observer, N.Mikhaylovsky coined the terms 'repentant noblemen' and 

'enraged plebians' to describe different types of revolutionaries. (31) 

Subsequently, D.!llirsky wrote about the two social types represented 

in the revolutionary movement. One group was of d~class~ gentry 

and conscience-stricken noblemen; their socialism was "purely 

altruistic and utopian". The second group was of mainly plebian 

origin, which had Ita strong tendency towards purely educational 

works ••• "(32). 

Sociologic31 work might also be relevant to this !Joint, for it 

would seem to indicate that wi thin the revolutionary movement of 

the 1870's was a number of fundamentally different types of 

oppositional movement - in terms of policies, tactics, organisation 

and pErsonnel.(33) Further, that the different policies of different 

poli tical groups tend to be related not only to the political and 

social context, but also to differentiated social support. (34) 

It may be therefore, that there are sufficient grounds to look 

at socia.l backgrund when studying the revolutionary movement; that 

there is sufficient reason to accept as a working hypothesis that 

revolutionaries from sharply contrasting backgrounds may well have 

different perceptions of the world and that these could manifest 

themselves in diffFrent forms of revolutionary b eha viour. It is not 

being suggested that social background was the main deterrrinant, 

far less that it was the only one, but that it is one amongst a 

number of forces shaping the revolutionary's behaviour. 

In view of the understanding of the revolutionary movement 

as :;eing composed of the intelligentSia, it is lOGical that the 

revolutionaries should be discussed in terms of p~tative philosophical 

categorisations and allegiances. This is done on two levels: the 

thinkers who created the narodnichestvo philosophy which, it is 

assumed, motivated the revolutionaries - Mikhaylovsky, Chernyshevsky, 

Pisarev, Herzen etc., in various permutations - and secondly, the 
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thinkers who devised the tactics of the revolutionary movement -

mainly Bakunin, Lavrov and Tkachev. The latter group constitutes 

the second theme of the traditional view of the revolutionary 

movement, but s . me thing should be said about the former. 

In the writings of the 'motivaters' of tile movement there is 

little that if specifically revolutionary, which mieht explain 

why so few of the activists' memoirs mention these particular 

individuals as being important in the writer's conversion to the 

revolutionary path. ~"arx, J. S.llill , German romantic writers such 

as Speelhagen, Garlbaldi, Pisarev to a certain extent, and F.Lassalle, 

are as frequently, or more frequently, encountered in this context. 

Indeed as ,T .H.Billington has observed, both Soviet and ,'lestern 

historians have "collaborated in constructing a hagiography of 

early revolutionaries which includes only Herzen, Belinsky, 

Chernyshevsky, Dobrolyubov and Fisarev ••• all these fip;ures were 

either dead or in ,fJrison by the late sixties ••• "(35) However it 

cannot be doubted that these men greatly influenced the general 

intellectual atmosphere of the Empire. This question of the source 

of the intellectual motivation of the revolutionaries mig~tbe set 

aside if it did not impinge upon the study of the revolutionary 

movement in at least two respects. Firstly, the movement has been 

defined in time by the influence of these ideologues amongst the 

revolutionaries. 'rhus F. Venturi terminates his study of the 

revolutionary movement at the time of the assassination of Aleksandr 

II on 1st March 1881, because he consi dered that the populist ideolo€:",y, 

which for Ventclri means Herzen's beliefs, lost its prominence after 

tlo.at time. Yet, Venturi knew that the revolutionary movement was 

to continue to be of importance for a number of years. (36) Similarly 

J .H. Billington considered that trle popllli st movement existed until 

the 1890' s becauE: :"ikhaylovsky continued to be a very infl uential 

thinker and for 3illington, the philosophy of populism was in essence 

the creation of "ikhaylovsky. (37) Of course the revolutionary 

movement could not be seen as continucus durin?' this period, as after 

the early 18~)O' s, rikhaylovsky's supl;ort was located amongst the 

liberals. In the Soviet Union the Question of periodisation of the 

revolutionary movement - based on the influence of selected 

ideolof,ues - ha.s been highly developed.F-. S. Tka chenku, Sh.l.' .I,evin 
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and V. V.Shirokova, for exa'Iiple, believe that the TiOvement should 

be consid:Ted as h"lving stretcheli continuousl;y from 1860 to 1880, 

because of the predominance durin!" that time of the ide8s of 

Herzen and Chern,Yshevsky amongst the revolutionaries.(38) 

B.S. Itenberg would accept the significance of Herzen's call of 

'V narod! K narodu!' in defining the movement but he dr~lws a 

distinction bEtween the movements of H36l - 1873 and 1874 - 1879 

on the basis of their scale and method.(39) R.V.Filippov, for 

the same reason, believes that the years from the appearance of 

the Ishutin group in 1863 until 1<:374 should be seen as a distinct 

epoch in the movement. (4C) OthEcrs - the majority - subscribe to 

the view that the iJeriod of the 1870' sand e"lrly H380's was 

different from that of the revolutionary democrats of the 1850' s 

and 186c's, and also from the 'liberal narodniks' of the 188e's 

and l89C's.(41) It will be appreciated that there can be little 

agreement on this question since some writers base their 

periodisation on the activities of revolutionaries, some on 

philosophical trends, and others on a ccmbin8tion of these two. 

This demonstrRT-es the fashion in which the revolutionary movement 

has come to be re~l1rded as part of the philosophical histor,: of 

the period. Yet the revolutionary movement defines itself, and 

can be quantified, as stretchinf; from approximately 1873 to 1583, 

regardle!3s of the periodisation of the pnilosophy. The quanti tati ve 

upsurge of ke Illovement in 1873 can only signify a qualitative 

change in the 19th century revolutionary movement in the Russian 

Empire. 1 t changed from A handful of minute groups into a sub

stantial movement. (42) 

3econdly, the insistence upon interpreting the movement in the 

light of ideologues obfusca.tes areas of concern wi thin the 

revolutionary movement, if they were not reflected in the writings 

of the ideologues. For example, throughout the l87C' s the idea of 

federation appe8.red in Illany of the demands by revolutionaries, as 

also was increasingly a call for independence for national 

minorities. S.Y.Kravchinsky claimed th'1t for him, the whole 

revolutionary movement had been about geographical federalism which 

he saw as the only true guar"mtr-e of personal freedom. (43) T!;is 
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subject exercised the ideologues little. Conversely the idee fixe 

of Herzen or i,Iikhaylovsky was the obshwna or mir which did not 

possess quite the same pril11l'lcy for the revolutionaries. 

The second theme in the traditional view of the revolutionary 

movement hBS been mentioned previously: the division of the 

revolutionaries according to their adherence to the tactical 

principles of Lavrov, Bokunin or Tkachev. It should be repeated 

that these terms are largely pJ.tative. In other words, it is 

simply assumed that because some of the activists behaved in certain 

ways during the Ib7C I s that they were guided in those actions by 

these think~rs. Little evidence exists to prove this in the 

majority of cases. Howev,r, assuming that the revolutionaries 

were I intelligentsia I, it is inevitable that the techniques of 

the study of philosophy will be used in the study of thb social 

lJhenomenon. Even if these categories are accurate it would still 

not be known what they meant to the revolLltionaries. The theory 

espoused by a grouf does not, after all, of itself, explain the 

appeal of the group to would-be members, nor ,:'oes it indicate 

what the members believed significant and insignificant in its 

theory. Tn this vein, R.:'tortrnan has written that as a res:.;lt of 

the igncrance of the views of the rank and file revolutjonaries, 

"one gains little appreciation of the populists as human beings 

aGd little understanding of what impelled them to embark on tneir 

seemingly futile course. As a result, populism appears fantastic 

and unreal ••• " "1:ost created their own particular amalgam of 

ideas and attitudes and did so with an intensity and deterr::ination 

that is so far unexplainecl." ""7.:e do not know what was ,2rimary and 

whet secondary in the pop:.llist mentality, what a vital and deep 

concern and .vhat merely a strategic consideration. "(44) A.Ulam 

has gone rather further and refers to the ideoloF~ical "rnish-mash" 

of the pO.tJulist revolutioneries. (45) The evidence upon which 

jUdgements are made about the ideological commitments of the 

revolutionaries is, then, rather shakS. 

The results of this are n,anifeft in the confusion amongst 

historians about 'Nhich revolutionary group adhered to Which 

ideological mentor. In the case of Chaykovsky's kruzhok, for 
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example, V.Ya.Bogucharsky, V.I.l'Jevsky and Ye.A.Korol'chuk believe 

that it was Bakaninist.(46) N.K.Ycara.tayev, S.S.Dmitriyev, 

D.Footman and S.V.l1techin have declare,l it to be Lavrovist.(L1-7) 

V.O.Levitsky, N.V.i\echkina, Sh.! .revin, G • .'foodcock and I.Avakumovic 

believe that it stood between these two. (48) N .A.Troi tsky takes 

the view that it was a unique combination of both trend.s.(49) Tne 

'.Narodn3ya Vo lya , party, at the opposite end of the period under 

consideration, has been variousl: described as Bakuninist (50), 

pioneers of 'poEtioal realism' (51) and Jacobine)?). The last 

assertien is explicitly denied b}' one authority. (53) The' Chernyy 

Peredel' groulJ is evaluated as both Bakuninist(54), and Lavrovist(55). 

The ideological orientation of individ~als has proven no more 

straightforward: P.B. Aksel'rod was classified by his i"estern 

biographer as a moderAte Eakuninist in the spring of 1874 (56), 

whereas a friend of Aksel'rod - 3reshko-Breshkovskaya - refers to 

him as "the leading Lavrovist in Kiev", in the same year. (57) 

Breshko-Breshkovskaya herself is fenerally considered to have been 

a 13akunini.st .3ince she was a prominent participant in the Kiev 

Co;nmune. This is fundamentally contradicted by the outlook which 

she revealed during one of the discussions in the early seventies 

conc6rning ·"hether revolutionaries should try to set up schools to 

educate peasant children. She supported the idea because she 

"knew how eagerly they aspired to even the most elementary knowledge."; 

without schools "it would be ver:, difficult to inculoate, BLr,ong 

illiterate people our socialistic views and our resolve to do away 

with the monarchy." (56) Even generalities seem equally di fficul t 

to agree upon. P.Pomper, A.Tun and Z.V.Pereshina concur that 

Bakuninism or Buntarism was very strong in the South of the Empire, 

after the failure of the v narod_movement (59 ~. A.B. Ulam and 

B.Sapir deny that Bakunin had any significant following in the South. 

Ulam ~)elieves that those revolutionaries who the first three 

historians would oall Bakuninists were followers of Lavrov who 

hankered after heroism and violence. (60) No doubt it is rather 

unfair - and too easy - to isolate contradictory opinions in this 

way since they might reflect justifiable and genuine differences 

of opinion. Part of the diffjculty lies in the lack of ideological 

cla.rity of the revolutionaries, as was indicated above, but a second 
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source of conf:.ision resides in our not knowinp- precisely what is 

meant by 3akuninist, Lavrovist or Tkachevist. 

On the face of it, the contemporary meanings of the terms are 

obvious: they describe the interrelated philosophical and tactical 

opinions of :Lavrov, Bakunin and Tkachev. Lavrov advocsted the 

educ'ltion of the rr.asses by a group of cri ticaUy thinking individuals, 

as a result of his subjectivist philosophy. The educated ~lite of 

Russian Imperial society, if it had a sufficiently acute moral sense, 

would realise that its intellectual advancement had been achieved 

at the price of the degradation of the narod. It would thus have 

acquired a debt which - given Lavrov's subjective philosoflhica.l 

notion of debt - it would feel was in its own interests to honour. 

Bakunin believed, as a result of his Hegelianism, absorbed in the 

Stankevich circle in Moscow, that the narod was always prepared for 

revolution and knew what it wished to achieve. Th2 revolutionaries 

were only required to put the spark to this explosion. Tkachevists 

adhered to Tkachev's view that the Russian state was "suspended in 

air", thAt is , without any social basis. So, he advocated that a 

small band of revolutionaries should, and could, seize control of 

the state machinery by a coup, in conjunction with mass disorder. 

However these terms have not always possessed the above meanings, 

nor did Lavrov ,Sakunin and Tkachev adva.nce such clear programmes. 

It would appear that !,he first time they were used with these 

contemporary mea.nings was by l-lekhanov in 1884 in his pamphlet 

'Our Differ~~'. In this work :le defined the meanings, indicating 

presumably that, if they were not new, then they were not generally 

given the: meanings which he imparted to them.(61) By the 1920's, 

they were widely used wi th Flekhanov's meaninc:s, and it became common 

to associate the revolutionary groups of the 187e' s with 6migr€ 

thinkers. But when the terms were used in the 187" s - which was 

seldom - and during the subsequent two decades, they referred either 

to the emigre sUp.f!orters of these men or to those "mo supported 

their publications, both wi. thin and without the Em.£.lire. In this 

second sense, .Y,Eeredist and l\abatist were more COII1'T[on terms, be:Lng 

the narres of the papers wit" which Lavrov and Tkachev, respectively, 

were involved. Thus V. Figner defineci the Lavrists as tI ••• the group 
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which was centred around Lavrov and supported the journal !£ered: 

with money and literary matei'ial ••• " (6')) Lavrov used the term 

Bakunist to refer to the €mit~r6s linked to and guided by Bakunin. (63) 

This group, incidentally, included not only, or even mainly, people 

from the Russian Empire but also followers from the Latin countries, 

particularly Italy. For those involved in the revolutionary world 

of the 1:';70' s, Lavrovist and Tkachevist could also have insJlting 

connotations. A !·avrovist could mean a student whc talked eloquently 

about revolution, but did nothing; a Tkachevist was a dictatorial 

person. (64) To be a Vperedist or a Nabatist did not necessarily 

imply an ideological commitment. Lavrov had dec18red his resolve 

to make his occasional symposium and paper, Vl?ered~, the organ of 

all revolutionaries, and initially he offered three versions of a 

programme for the publication in order to attract as much support 

as possible.(65) In fact the only people who he was not willing 

to accommodate were the 'Jacobin soc".alists'.(66) On the editorial 

board of Kabat, there co-existed a number of different trends as 

well. Nhat then were the 'real' views held by Bakunin, Lavrov and 

Tkachev on the question (·f the revolutionary movement? 

Lavrov, in the early years of the decade, does indeed SH:rn to 

have advanced the idea that the educated youths should prepare the 

'~' by peaceful propaganda for an eventual revolution. This was 

what the revolutionaries appeared to deduce from his 'Historical 

Letters' published in 1869 in Nedelya, although as Lavrov feared 

that this work would destroy his reputation as a serious philosopher, 

perhap s too much importance should not be attached to this as a 

reflection of his thought.(67) In 1873, Lavrov said thFlt revolution 

would call for bloody sacrifice, but warned against usin[ evil or 

harmful means - except in exceptional circumstances.(6o) By 1875, 

he countenanced bloody retaliation to attacks on political prisoners.(69) 

In 1876 he parted company with the peaceful propagandists and in 

1879, when the 'Narodnaya Volya' party was formed, he declared his 

sympathy for terrorism. (70) Rusanov, his friEnd and biographer, 

wrote that Lavrov had evolved from an op.;Jonent of terror into a 

defender.(n) But Iflvrov himself, in his recollections of 1850 and 

1881, declared that he had warned young Russian emigrGs against the 
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tactical danger of terror, and said that the :~~xecut i ve Committee 

of 'lJarodnaya Volya' must bear responsibility for its consequences. (72) 

By 182j he ',vas cu-edi tor of Vestnik Narodnaya Volya, the organ of 

'Narodnaya Volya' in exile. Lavrov's advice to the revolutionaries 

was thus not consistent or a logical result of his philosophy. 

Nor was it necessarily revolutionary, at least in the beginning, 

when it WaS a philosophy which could and was held amonp·st others 

by liberals an:i zemstvo workers. It is also extremely obvious 

that Lavrov followed, rather than gel'ded the developments in the 

revolutionary m(J\T ement. 

The categor;y of Bakuninist, which has been applied by different 

people to all stages of the movement, is on first ,--:;lance .possessed 

of a clear meaning. He advocated a spontaneous revolution by the 

peasantry; an event which would be sparked off by the revolutionary 

intel~ig~tsia. He espoused the bUE.!; the 'pugas:l?-evshchina. This 

followed logically from his ana rchi st thought, for only by means 

of a popular revolt would the destruction of the state be assured 

and hence the freedom of the individual. in his own political 

activities and his vVritinEs he aJ so advance-] the opr;osite of this 

method, that is, the method of a small conspiratorial group 

directing events at the time of mass unrest. He wrote that: a 

real revolution does not need individ .. als standing at the head of 

it, but men hidden invisibl" among the crowd and forming an invisible 

link between one crc.wld and another, and thus invisibly riving one 

and the salTe direction, one spirit and character to the movement.(73) 

These organizers were absolutely indispensable; IlThe workers are 

great in number, but numbers mel'm nothing if forces are not organized ••• 

Spontaneous move~ents of the masses of people •.• (need to be) •.. 

well organized aWl cUrected by intelligent people ••• (in order to 

prod.uce) ••• a formidable revolution."(74) In short, 3akunin was 

convinced that "the existing order cOt.J.ld be effectively attacked 

only by underground mining and conspiracy", " ••• it was a conviction 

from which he never ••• sv,erveJ. n (75) As he shovved in his pam~)hlet 

'T;e Feople!"Cause. RornanovJ-Puj5.achev <?.!' P~stel.', he ,':as even 

wi] ling to abandon the a.ccompanying jJopular revolt; he would be 

willing tG accept a dictator, even a Romancv, if such a person would 

guarantee to cai'ry out revolutionary change. (76) This blatant 
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contradiction did not escalJe the n~tice of ..Jeople at the time. 'rhe 

charitable ones, such as Lavrov, preferred to i€,:nore it (7'7), others, 

such as Earx, used it to discredit Rnd isola.te the a.narchist m0ve

mente Thus, in view of the fact that Bakunin advocated a "'ide 

range of tactics, the lJossibility of aHlyine: the term' Bah.ninist' 

to a range of the revolutionary organizAtions of the 1870' s is 

comprehensible. At the sa'!l8 time it is devoid of any specific and 

absolute mean::ng. 

It is difficult to disao;ree with the observation by Z.K.Ralli, 

made in 1875, that the revolutionaries 'creFlted' Lavrov and 

Bakc;nin: "It was not Tavrov "ho created the youths of St.Petersburg 

and ~-·oscow. It was not he wh 0 tol d therr. that it was time to begin 

action. Cn the contrary, it is this youth that hes created Lavrov. 

It has dragged him fro~r his world of transcendental metaphysics, 

and ,.ut him on to a more active and vital road. As for Jakunin and 

the enormous influence he is SUPi-0sed to have on Russian youth, 

here again the report (i. e" the report of Count Fahlen .i'inister of 

Justice, on the ~od movement) is wrong and sees a highly 

exagt'erated picture of what hap},ened •• • ','e -10 not .vant to do any

thing to diminish the significance of Bakunin as a strong 1-'ersonali ty 

and a [treat agitator, but we must ,oint out that his influence on 

the Russian revolutionary movement was always fairly weak, "(7=:) 

Lavrov acknowledged that the arguments betWeen Lavrovists and 

Bakuninists in :-:witzerland "had little influence on revolutionary 

activity in Qussia."(79) 

In the case of Tkachev, the matter seerrs simpler; a fairly 

consistent body of advice was t~ven to the revolutionaries by him. 

Unfortun3 tely both ~~kachev and Lavrov, 'Nho seldom agreed, concurred 

in the judgement that the paper to which the former contributed -

Nab~ - had almost no influence on the movement in Russia. (30) 

Tkachev believed however that the princip~es which he enunciated 

were, of their own accord., developing amon,,,;st the revolutionaries 

and that this included a considerable number of the Executive 

Coc;,ittee.(81) He eS:Joused the seizure of power by a small 

disciplined group of ~En at the time of ~ass di2turbance, ana con

sequently his na;re is most fr'equently associated with that of the 
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'Harodnaya Volya' party. ThcTE any similarity ends, for Tkachev 

strenuously opposeo any attempt to use indi vid'Jal terror as a means 

of seizing power or of 81 tU:'ing ·overnments; he warnel that such 

tactics "co"lld only lead t,: the break-up of the revolutionary 

organizations by t.he police and to the overall weakening of the 

revolutionary movement.'4I!(E32) Tkachev advocated a post-revolutionary 

mass terror in conjunction with propa~anda in the event of counter

revolutionary attacks. This seaue'lce of event:" which Tkachev 

proposed was condemned by 'IIarodnaya Volya'. '':''he difference between 

pre-revol, .... tionary individual terror and post-revolutionary mass 

terror was no light matter for the riOvolutionaries. Because of 

Tkachev's refusal tc ap,,.rove the l'ro'Tamme of the pre-revolutionary 

indi vid~Lal terrorists he, in September 1876, 'Nas forced by the 

oth€;;r members of the Fabat staff to vacate his position as editor 

which he had held since Novertber 1875 and to accept a co-editorship. 

In 1879, when events in the Empire demanded that an unequivoc81 

line should be adopted, Tkachev 'Nas removed altogether by l'aspar 

Turski and the rest of the:abat staff 'Nho favoured the widest use 

of terror, both mass and individual. (83) 

Nei ther ::akunin nor I.avrov was in the Emyire during the 187C' s. 

Bakunin h"'d vcc:ry little idea of developments there except in the 

versi0ns rendered to him by S.Nechayev. HCTzen, as early as 1847 

had accused Bakunin of being out of touch wi th Russian reality. (84) 

Tkachev \'iRS in the 'Rmpire only during the :f'irst three year,' of the 

decade, and during that time was in exile in Veliki Luki. His 

views had such a small fonowing in Russia that he received little 

of tha.t vital flow of information about events within the Empire. 

In this respect, Lavrov, as editor of the fortni[-"htly paper Vpered!, 

and of four of the five iSSues of the occasional symposium of the 

same name, 'Nas in an enviable position. ;1e ha d a cumparatively 

large network ('or providing information and distributing his journal. 

The result of this, as has been seen, was not that he could exert 

inf1uence but that it allowed him the better to flow.vi th the 

current of events i:,roceeding wi thin Itussia. "'he meaninglessness 

of these categor~ es of lavrovisrr, 3akuninisrn and Tkachevi S:fl as 

accurate descriptions of the tllQught of the ective revolutionaries 

has begun to gain recognition arEongst C'oviet historians. :,either 
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R. V. Filipl:ov nor B. S.l tenberg Jse them oecauss they feel that the 

revolutionaries in Russia had not developed sufficiently clear 

programmes to allow any identific·otion of the source of their 

principles. (E3S) 

The above discussion shows that there is no consensus 

amongst historians as re[ards the use of the terms Bakuninist, 

Lavrovist or Tkachevist; that the body of theory which these 

labels are meant to describe contains contrarlictions which allow 

of a variety of interpretations, and that these thinkers had 

little op;)ortunity to exercise any influence over the practices 

of the revoluti onaries inside the "Rmpire. The categorisation of 

the revolutionaries according to 8 supposed ideological commitment 

to La.vrovism, Bakuninism or Tkachevism does not form a sufficiently 

definite basis for the analysis of the revolutionary movement. 

The revolutionaries t~lemselves appear to have analysed their 

rnovecent into groups a.ccoruing to the tactics which teley eSl-'oused. 

V.Figner described the IJre-l876 revolutionaries as being either 

13untists or }ropagandists.(~6) Lavrov in lE376 distinguished, in 

the socialist opposition, the following: the legalists, who 

wanted socialism by gradual reform; the Jacobin socialists who 

looked to a violent seizure of power; the Populist experimenters 

who SOUgilt to arouse peasant revolts; Populist preparers who 

believed that it ,vas necessary to conduct systematic 11fork amongst 

the masses -Ni th the aim of making them aware of the uesirabili ty 

of socialism. (87) In 1873, P.B.Aksel'rod offered an a.nalysis of 

the mover:lent in four main factions - buntars, narodpiks, 

propagandists and obshchinniks. (8) By 1881, Ioavrov had revised 

his views to take account of new developments, and presented 

a prospect of four ~:roups, which were the propagandists, the 

ae;itators, the organisers and the terrorists.(89) Looking back 

over the preceding ten years from the vantage point of 1':'83, 

G.F1ekhanov gave a role-call of: the Vperedists (lithe supporters 

of that publication working in Russia. It), Rebels, Nabatists, 

buntars, narodniks, blanouists, "iaroCinaya Volya' and Lavrovists 

and Bakuninists.( 90) r~(Jstly these names are rou£:h and transient 

descriptions of the tactics used by the various groups and the 

names are largely self-exulanatory. Regarding the meaning of 
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'naro~ik' , R. fipes h3S examined its meaning a nd dem::mstr~"tes that 

the real definition of naro(lnik is essentially a tactical one.(91) 

i)lekhanov's use of Lavrovi:-;t and !.!akuninist has already ()een 

discu:"sed. 

The choice of tactics was not the result of jJhiloso}!hical 

allegiances, about which the great majority of revolutionaries 

knew very little indued. Theor'J was not significantly developed 

untH tile 1880' s, when clRshes with the Social Democrats made it 

necessary. Precisely because of the paucity of' articulste 

expressions of philosophical justifications for their particular 

forms of activity, among the active revolutionaries, the objective 

evidence of the various tact ics which they adopted rray be the best 

way to analyse the movement. However the undeniable fact thet the 

revolutionAries were not overendoVJed with theoretical conce,b,ts 

should not be misconstrued as evidence that their tactins were 

dictated by nothing more significant than the exieencies of the 

moment. I.:_<erlin has wri tten that "violent disputes took place 

about means and !llethods, an:'! timing, but not about ultim9te 

purpose."(:;l:::') lihen .F-lekhanov attacked 'Narodnaya Volya' in the 

lead article in the first number of Chernyy feredel, "He took issue 

only on the revolutionary strate€,~'." He "flun[ the same Becusa tions 

at the autocracy as had his riva1s."(93) The chuice of tactic 

therefore was important to the revoluU onaries. Anne .3ranfoot wrote 

in 1926, in 'A Critical Survey of the Iiarodnik ~,:ovement. 1861-1881', 

that "'the choice of tactics was of .primary importance. A difference 

in method vel': often implied a fundamental difference in outlook." (94) 

Indeed choice of tactics could confound and transcend philosoLJhica1 

orientation; Buntars, Lavrovists, Jacobinists, anarchists, ~"arxists 

when, for example, s,i.ireading propaganda amongst the peasants were 

for the duration of that activity, all 'propagandists' .(95) 

'fhe third and most important theme in works on the revolutionary 

movement concerns the view of how thE> development of the moverrent 

came about. The two themes discussed above - that the revolutionary 

movement was composed of a substantive and homogeneous t'TOUp called 

the intelligentsia, and consequently that the putative philosofJhical 

categoris'ltions are the only real ones - allows but one view to be 

taken of the developme,lt of the movement, namely thai, it can be 
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explained solely in terms of responses to external challenges. 

Thus, the chrmge in the technicalities of the movement, thAt is, 

the organisation of the ~arty, the switching from one tactic to 

another, the predominance in it at any given time of 'Bakuninism' , 

'Lavrovism' or 'Tkachevism', etc., cannot - given the above 

premises - be explained by reference to any intern81 dynamic but 

only as the results of stimuli external to the movement itself. 

This point, which never requires to be stated, will be apparent 

from the following characterisation of the traditional view. The 

movement began as an open jJropagandist movement with casual 

contacts between its participants rather than an organisation. 

This movement failed due to repression and to the lack of response 

from the peasantry, and consequently the 'Zemlya i Volya' party 

was formed. It was distinguished by greater organisation and b;y 

secrecy, out it continued agitational work amongst the peasants, 

in settlements, and carried out some acts of retaliatory violence. 

Due to the continued unresponsiveness of the peasants; increasingly 

violent repression by the state; and to the ignominy accru ___ ing to 

the au.tocratic government, (partly through its mishandling of' the 

Russo-Turkish liar of 1877-1878, and partly througli the contradiction 

of providing Bulgaria with a constitution while denying one to the 

peoples vf the Russian Empire), the revolutiom.ries were once again 

compelled to chane;e their form of struggle. The product of this 

change was the' Narodnaya Volya' party whic't subscribed to the 

view that it should kill the tsar in order to destroy the autocratic 

system, and should concentrate ·nore attention amongst the more 

congenial atmosphere of the urban workers. The revolutionary move

ment was therefore, in this view, more acted upon than active. 

The interpretation of events was of course precisely the one 

presented by the revolutionaries and their supporters at the time. 

The revolutionaries urged this view more stridently as the methods 

which they adopted became more extreme and increasingly unacceptable 

to many of the people whose sympathy they wished to gain. It was 

the argument used by the revolutionaries - such as A. Zhelyabov, 

N.Kibal' chich and A.Yikhay1ov (96) - at their trials and sub seq uently(97). 

Lavrov ancl Tikhomirov assured the whole movement that terror was 

abhorrent to them and that they would gladly return to peaceful 
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propaganda if only the government would cease its persecution. (98) 

'Narodnaya Volya' sought to assure Am8ricans that it detested 

terrorism but found itself forced to use it because of government 

persecution. (9S) The Italians, 7rench and British were given the 

same assurances by Stepnyak, Kropotkin and others. (IOO) The most 

recent American history of the movement apparently concurs in this 

view and observes tha.t ve-:.'y few would have turned to terrorism if 

the government had been less viciolls in its treatment of tL e peace

ful revolutionaries, and if the revolutionaries had not been so 

disaHointed by the lack of response from the peasants to their 

call for revolution. (101) Yet, as A.Tun remarked at the time, 

on the basis of his acquaintance with many ~migre revolutionaries 

in Switzerland, they '1"'ere not averse to making Hestern readers 

believe that they only wanted a constitution and political freedom 

as an end in themselves, ",.hereas they really wer'e just means to an 

end. (102) Duplicity was not tutally unknovin to the revolutionaries. 

The revolutionaries obviouslytlould want to deny thRt terrorisrr 

was a principle of revolutionary Activity; they had to claim that 

it ,\Tas the product of conditions peculiar to the Russian Empire. 

':"he theoreticRl poverty of a large section of the movement lends 

credibili ty to this view. Ahen the first major division occurred 

in the revolutionar;y movement with the conversion of part of the 

'Chernyy Feredel' to social democracy, precisely this point was 

part of the initial polemic. rlekhanov in his brochure 'Socialism 

and the I'olitical Struggle' of 1383, stated that ';Jarodnaya Volya' 

had its ~ethod of strugfle dictated by the exigencies of the moment 

without ap~Jreciatine its true significance. He wrote: "the !hembers 

of 'NarodnaY.'3 Volya' were only surrl'ning up the revolution'lry 

experience of previous years; in raising the banner of political 

struggle, they only showed that they \Nere not afraid of the con

clusions and COGsciously continued to follow the road which they 

had stepped upon although they had an erroneous iciea of where it 

led to."(lC3) 

The 'passive' view of the revolutionA ry movement has much 

SUP.00rt and :::'its neatly with the other themes in the norm81 view 

of the movement. It is called ~nto cmestion here, for two reasons. 

The source of this interpretation resides in the rather suspect 
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area of polemics and tJropagande; this of itself might justify j ts 

re-examination. Fore imlJortantly, it cannot fully accommodate 

the reality of the sitclBtion, which was that at anyone time, there 

existed a multiplicity of different groupings and lJolicies within 

tle movement. The revolutionaries were aware of a mimber of 

alternative courses which were wailable to them at anyone time.(lC4) 

It is not the case that there was only one possihle response to each 

set of extero'31 pressures. 

The traditional image of the revolutionary movement is permeated 

with the idea of unity: unity in the type of revolutionary personnel, 

uni ty in ideological patterns and unified res ponses to external 

stimuli. Consistent wi th this, a unity of development throughout 

the Empire is also a ssumed and this constitutes the fourth and fina} 

theme which :is to be examined here. This theme involved the belief 

thAt in all parts of the Emfire the movement passed through the 

same seouence of stages as in St.Petersburg and did so largely under 

the influence and tutelage of the metropolitan revolutionaries. 

As Venturi expr(sses it: "The initiative was no longer to ccme 

from the provinces; the revolutionary movement of the H37," s began 

in 3t. Petersburg and spread out to the provinces, which found 

their natural lilace :in a genera} current." After reviewing the events 

in the early seventies in the capital, he writes thet "there occurred, 

though on a different scale, what had happened in the capital. "(105) 

S. F .Kovalik, in his memcirs refers to i1oscow an d the other provinces 

receivin,"; "a push from l-'ett::r" to start on the ~.!'od movement.(;L06) 

Of a later stsge in the :novement's history, V.V.Shirokova writes 
• 1 

that "The revolutionary movement ~n Kharkov at the end of the 70' s 

developed as an integral part of the all-Russian movement, in close 

links with the Petersburg centre, under its leadership ••• "(I07) 

One apparently minor deviation in this unity is recognised; namely 

that the southern part of the ;;;mpire transferred to terrorism before 

the remainder, although this early manifestation is generally viewed 

as having JEen rather incomplete and unsatisfactory. This recognition 

is s~metimes rather reluctant, AS can :Je seen from V.V.Shirokova: 

"The widesfread opinion, that in the south the transition to 

political struE:!!le be:'!;an earlier, than in the north, is true only 

in relation to individ~al revolutionarier in the large~ centres 
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(Kiev, Odessa). In Kha:r?kov the majority of the rTlEIDoers of the 

kruzhok up till autumn 1879 held to the naF_odnichestvo views and 

their reco&:ni tion of the narodovol' chestvo tendency carne und6r the 

influence of representatives of the ;-::Xeeutive COI1L"nittee ••• "(lOS) 

Others, the majority, Are less equivocal: V.A.Tvardovskaya boldly 

states that "The revolutionaries of the ;.louthern kruzhoks Viere 

the first to start on the path of political str,iggle (end of lr77-

begin.ling of 1378):(1~9) ~his precocity of the South has been 

explained by reference to exceptional eirc llTJstances: the hot 

blood of the G ~utherners, the milder climate, the polyglot urban 

populations, the l"reater brutali ty of the authorities or in

articulate national grievances. (110) In this :Nay it has been 

possible to accom~odate the aberration within the scheme of a 

uniform pattern of development for the revolutionary movement. 

However in connection with the fourth theme there are some 

warning signs which rna: justify a :iiore circumspect approach to 

its acceptance as a fundamental and unquestioned premise. \.-ne 

general point is that research on other periods of the revolutionary 

movement has ~ointed to the importance of regional differences in 

terms of support and policies. (Ill) A second genEral consideration 

is suggested. by M. R..Fopov when he wrote that "the ;nost untypical 

representlltives of both tendencies in the organisation 'Zemlya i 

Volya' were in Fetersburg. "(112) Development in capital cities may 

well be more dynamic and pro[ressive than developments in the 

::,Jrovinces but it is unwise to assume thBot they would typ~fy what 

was happening in the provinces in the absence of empirical evidence 

to that effect. A third factor is that the government found it 

worthwhile, for practical and political reasons, to encouraf,e the 

belief that St.Fetersburg was the centre of this evil conspiracy 

to subvert tte state. The evidence which the ~rosecutiQn UeES at 

the Trial of the 193 is orgllnised in such a way that the reader can 

only conclude that the revolutionary movement originAted in a 

small number of groups in the capital which di spatched agents into 

the provinc;e;; wherf; they successfull,Y beguiled the unsoptlistocated 

inhabitants. (113) 

The prime reason for doubtin€: the accuracy of a unitary pattE.rn 
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of development in the revolution3ry movement between 1873 and 1883 

is the weight of memoir material \\Thich points to continuous and 

varied differences in the way the ;')outhern provinces developed. 

These differences are sufficiently extensive as to indicate that 

there was something more fundamentally distinctive about tb e 

developmed of the SouthE,on revolutionary movement than can be 

accounted for by 'exceptional circillllstances'. Vera Figner, for 

eXaml!le, observed that "Until the end of 1876, the Russian 

revolutionary groups were divided into two main branches: the 

Propagano.ists and the Bun tars. The former prevailed in the north, 

the latter in the south."(114) A.~un believed that there was a 

similar geographical basis for sUlJPort for the different tendencies 

embraced by the' Zemlya i Vol;ya' organisation. (115) F.1';ilyukov 

claimed quite bluntly that the 'Harodnaya Volya' party was almost 

entirely composed of Southerners.(116~ Figner also recollected 

that "In contrast to the south, the question of oreanisation was 

seriously considered in the north, and its adequate solution proved 

of [Teat service for the cause of the rE,volution, for it secured 

contimiity, accumulation of eXl;erience, and the gradual development 

of a superior type of organisation."(1l7) 30th !{ikhaylov and 

Steblin-Kamensky observed the same difference between the north 

and the south of the 1<~mpire in tilis reslJect. (n8) HONever the Soviet 

historian, S.H. Valk, writing in 1930, neatly sUInmarised the whole 

matter: "The revolutionary movement of the 1870' s developed for a 

long time in separate local channels, differing in character from 

one anothEr, a nd only at the end of this decade were t:ley united 

in an all Russian, and centralised party - 'lTarodnaya Volya'. The 

traditional history of the revolutionar"J movement devotes little 

time, to be exact - it even ignored these local lines of development. 

It was interested in stat"es of development, which, it seemed, were 

ex.perienced equally eVerywhere. This j?oint of' viev, now demands 

reconsideration. ""(119) As Valk indicates there were a number of 

different regions which ex.perienced their own pattern of development, 

and not only the south. Foland (120), Byelorussia (121), Georeia(122), 

the Volga (1?3) etc., all made their distinctive contribution to 

the development of the movenent. 
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Tne four themes in the traditional view of th e revolutiona ry 

movement - that the revolutionaries belonged to the intelligentsia, 

that the revolutionarir:s can be allocated to ideological categories, 

th'it the :novement had a passive nature and that the pattern of 

development witnessed in the capital was substantially repeated 

throughout the F;mpire - are deeply interconnected, and reinforce 

one another. It is not possible to call in question anyone 

element without being involved in questioning the whole. In view 

of the high regard in which the concept of the Russian intelligentsia 

is held in both East and¥est, there is a strong disincentive to 

any questioning of the totality. However this framework imposes 

a homogeni t~' and unity upon the revolutionaries -,vi th regard to its 

personnel a.nd beliefs, and upon the development of the move'llent 

both in time and sp3ce, which can onl;,/ be accepted at the price of 

ignoring or obfusceting evidence of diversity. 

The subject of' the present stu.dy is the question of why the 

revolutionary movement in the South of the Russian Empire developed 

as it did. In examining the usual answer to the ~roblem, and in 

considering a.1 ternqtives and additions to ~ t, lines of investigation 

were repeatedly halted by the implicD tions contained in the four 

themes which underpin that answer. :a was for this reason that it 

has bEen found necessary to isolate and to query these feur premises 

in the first Chapter. It should be stresseJ that it is not the 

purpose of this thesis to undertake any further systematic examination 

of the historics 1 validity of these premises. The thesis will only 

examine the account of the Southern revolutionary develo,iJment to 

which they have given rise, and sun?est modifications to it. 

However, in view of the criticisms made in the present Chapter , it 

does not seem necessary either to be constrained by these premises 

or subsequently to have t" justify their absence from the f'resent 

study. Thus, for exan:ple, it should now be possible to examine the 

actual nature of the composition of the revolutionary movement and 

to postUlate that changes in that composition might well be a con

tributory cause of development in the movement. Equally, the 

revolutionaries will not be discussed in terms of their ideological 

classifications, nor will the movement's development be viewed 

through the prism of the Chaykovtsy-'Zemlya i Volya' - 'Narodnaya 
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Volya' pattern which obtained in St. Petersburg. 

In the usual account of the development of the movement in 

the South the four premises can be discerned, and it can be 

rendered as follows : The South was a backwater 1l0li tically, 

and enly had a slightly deve10ped revolution8ry movement. '1'hus, 

not till ,;t. Petersburg, and to a lesser extent ].:oscow, provided 

the leadership did a v narod movement BmoDEst the peasants start 

in this region. It began rather tardily and continued half

heartedly. Police ~ersecution and the unresponsiveness of the 

peasants caused the revolutionaries to progress from an incipient 

Bakuninism to a more full-blooded variety, Buntarism. Frustration 

here, coupled wit" continued police harassment of the revolutionaries 

and of prisoners, brought ab out a rapid transitiGn to terrorism 

which was further fuelled by slJecific factors such a s passionate 

Sout .ern temperaments and the climate. The move;nent \Nas therefore 

much more significant in the South by the end of the period than 

it had been at the start. Having considered the thprr.es which 

underpin this account in the present Chapter, the remainder of this 

study will consider individual parts of the account itself. Cha1-'ter 

II considers if the ,:outhern revolutionary movement really was 

initiated and led by St .1-etersburp through the same series of 

revolutionary sta{.';es as obtained in the capital. Chalter ITT, 

while confirming that the comnitment to agitation aIT'on,·st the 

peasantry WI1S "leak during the early stares of the r8volutionary 

movement, sU,l.?'gests CAcU38S for this, apart from the supposed ;::outl'.8rn 

'backwar,mess' in revolutionary mAtters. Chapter IV examines the 

reasons for Southern revolutionaries turning to political terrorism: 

was it really because of police persecution and peasant unres)onsivenef~s'~ 

This Chapter feels able to explore any changes in the social and 

educational composition of the sup.:::,ort cflifferent revolJtionary 

policies. In the course of consjdering the reasons for chanses in the 

revolutionary movement in the Sout;;, it became clear that a range 

of local factcrs, extrinsic and intrineic to the revolutionary 

movement, must also be taken intu acccunt. Chapter V therefore 

examines the r~volutiona.ries relations with the urban workers; 

Chapter VI, their contact with liberal society end, Chapter VII, 

their involvement "i th the Ukrainophile TTlovement. 
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The dates which delimit the present study were dictated by 

the movement's v:m activities. 'i'here had, of course, i)8en 

considerabl e activity before 1873 and therE: was consid( rably :nore 

in the l88e's than in the 186('s. However the intervening ten 

years, from 1873 till lSF53, witnessed a consider'able quanti tati ve 

upsure;e in revoluticne.ry activity which, despite vicissitudes 

maintained itself for this period. 

In the course of this stud,?, 'South' will indicate the area 

which is the subject c)f investigation and wlich corresponds 

roughly to -"hat, at the ti me, \'l"l.S referred to by most people as 

little ?u::S::a and New Russia. It covered the following provinces 

and areas: Volynia, Podolia, Bessarabia, Kiev, Y;horson, Cherni_ov, 
1 

Fodolia, Yekaterinoslav, -'auride, Yharkov, the Don ~,(ili tary 

R.egion and the Kuban District. Similarly, 'l~orth' win denote 

the area outwith t;-Jis. ~'lhen' south' or 'north' are used, they vrill 

have tlJe normal €e0v-arhical ILeaninf,. 
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CHAI-TR1 II. TtE REVOLUTION;;RY I.-OVEWENT IN 'IDE SOUTH 

1. Introduction. 

The traditional view of the revolutionary movement in the South 

stresses that the pattern of development witnessed in the capital 

was substantially repeated throughout the Empire, and that it 

did so largely under the leadership and direction of the St. Petersburg 

revolutionaries because of provincial backwardness. If this was 

indeed the case then, theoretically, at the organisational level, 

the mechanics of this leadership would have to operate through all 

or some of the following channels: St.Petersburg would instigate 

the formation of kruzhoks in the South whose prime organisational 

ties would be with St.Petersburg; control their literature and 

finances (and thus their thinking and action); and by binding 

these Southern kruzhoks, which it had created, into 'all-Russian' 

organisations it would direct them. This Chapter will consider 

the validity of each of these theoretical postulates insofar as 

they affected the South in 1873-1883. 
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2. The Anatom.z of the Southern organisation. 

This Section will consider the patterns of organisation amongst 

revolutionaries in the South from 1873-1883. Organisation within 

the South was based on the three educational centres of Odessa, 

Kiev and Khatkov. These three towns were not equally active 

throughout the whole period, and on the basis of the number of 

active revolutionary groups, different towns appear to have 

dominated at different times. Thus, d~ring the v narod movement, 

1874-1875, Kiev was the most active centre in the South and, 

within Kiev, the Kiev Commune set the pace. The Commune's 

members carried out propaganda work in the provinces of Kiev, 

Volynia, Chernigov,Poltava, Kherson and possibly Podolia as well 

as in the cities of Kiev, Chernigov, Odessa and others.(l) Its 

members were even active in the Northern provinces, as in the 

case involving Ye.Breshko-Breshkovskaya in Kursk province.(2) 

On the basis of the number of groups and the extent of their 

activity, Odessa emerges as the main centre of the South's 

revolutionary movement during the 'Zemlya i Volya' period, from 

1876· to 1879.(3) Groups from Odessa set up branches in Kiev, 

Nikolayev, Kherson and all along the Black Sea coast from Odessa 

to Rostov.(4) However, as the decade progressed it becomes more 

difficult to associate particular groups, such as the Buntars, 

the kruzhok of I.~'.Koval'sky, or that of V.Osinsky, with any 

specific town because their participants moved freely between 

Odessa, Kiev and, to a lesser extent, Khatkov. This development 

in itself may indicate a greater degree of organisation. During 

the last years of the period under consideration, when the 

'Narodnaya Volya' Party was functioning, Khatkov seems to have 

experienced the greatest activity.(5) 

The kruzhoks in these three towns tried to exercise control 

over the surrounding regions; inspiring, organising and assisting 

groups. This can be exemplified in the case of Kiev. The first 

circle in the town of Chernigov developed in the spring of 1874 

under the influence of G.G.Bozhko-Bozhinsky, a student of Kiev 

University, who was linked with the Kiev Commune. The circle was 

composed of people drawn from the local gymnasium and seminary, 

such as Ye.D.lmshenetsky, A.A.Karlovich, V.D.Tishchenko and 
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Ye.I.Karchenko. At the beginning of 1875, Bozhko-Bozhinsky was 

arrested, and one of his seminarist friends, A.A.Karlovich, 

testified to the police that "this gentlerran (Bozhko-Bozhinsky) was 

the breeding-ground of all ideas and doctrines connected with the 

kruzhok of seminarists and other people belonging to it. All the 

kruzhok endeavoured to digest (these 'ideas and doctrines'), and 

to carry them out ••• " Bozhko-Bozhinsky told his Chernigov comrades 

that he had been sent by the Kiev kruzhoks to spread revolutionary 

propaganda for "the good of all mankind." "he familiarised the 

seminarists with revolutionary propaganda, and in addition, supplied 

books ••• "(6) Ye.Levental' of the Kiev Chaykovtsy also travelled 

to Chernigov in order to organise the students in May 1874.(7) 

During 1875, the Kievan kruzhok headed by I.F.Fesenko maintained 

strong links with Zhitomir.(8) Meanwhile, another Kievan, G.Vilents 

who was a student at the Kiev Technical Institute, organised a 

revolutionary kruzhok in Zhitomir, from amongst the senior classes 

of the gymnasium, which lasted until 1877.(9) In 1878 and 1879, 

the revolutionary kruzhok of I.Basov came to be called 'the 

Zhitomir-Kiev group' because a majority of members lived in the 

former town.(lO) Close ties with Zhitomir were maintained by the 

combined 'Narodnaya Volya' and 'Chernyy Peredel' group in Kiev in 

1879 and 1880. (n) Many other towns had similar links with the 

revolutionary kruzhoks of Kiev. P.B.Aksel'rod formed a local 

kruzhok in Kamenets-Podol's~from amongst gymnasists and seminarists 

in the summer of 1874 when he was a member of the Kiev Chaykovtsy.(12) 

V.I.Bychkov in 1881 also organised a kruzhok of seminarists in the 

same town, assisted by a local seminarist, A<;.Vaydvich.(13) This 

Kiev kruzhok led by V.I.Bychkov and I.YaLevinsky which functioned 

from 1879 to 1881, directly controlled a group of revolutionaries 

in NBzhin, which included N.V.Aaronsky, G.Parkhomenko and others (14), 

as well as having links wi th revolutionar~.' organisations in 

Kremenchug, Poltava and elsewhere.(15) Similar examples could be 

provided for each of the three centres. As time passed, the move

ment became more organised and by the time of 'Narodnaya Volya' , 

according to V.N.Figner, "Each local group possessed its own sphere 

of influence."(16) 

Repeatedly attempts were made to maintain communications between 
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the three main Southern oentres themselves, espeoially by the students 

of the universities and oolleges, but at times this went further 

and an effort was made to establish an organisation which would unite 

the whole of the Southern revolutionary movement. During the late 

1860's the students kept in contact with each other in pursuanoe 

of their speoifioally student objeotives and this continued into 

the early 1870's.(17) The task became more urgent as kruzhoks for 

self-eduoation were replaced by ones with a more revolutionary 

purpose. This process oan be seen at work when in February le74, 

a self-education kruzhok was created amongst the students of , 
Kharkov University. At the beginning of April 1874, S.F.Kovalik 

arrived to organise a revolutionary kruzhok whioh would join in 

the v oarod movement. He suooeeded in forming suoh a kruzhok froID 

students' self-education kruzhoks and established links between 

it and kruzhuks in Kiev, Pol tava and Odessa. (18) Likewise the 

Kiev Commune had links with the Zhebunev kruzhok in Odessa through 

Ivan Trezvinsky in partioular, Ya.Stefanovich and S.Lur'ye.(19) 

As early as 1873 an attempt was made to form an organis8tion 

to embraoe those in the South who oonsidered themselves to be 

revolutionary. S.A. Podolinsky, aoting on behalf of the journal 

Vpered!, returned to the south of Russia in order to seek support 

for the pUblioation. He reoorded in his memoirs that "At this 

time the Kievans planned to construct a congress of representatives 

of some southern cities in Kiev, with the aim of forming a oommon 

organisation for propaganda amongst the narod, the colleotion of 

information and of funds for Vpered!, the distribution of publioations 

from abroad etc... The Congress was in Kiev in November 1873. No 
• delegate came from Kharkov, but from Odessa arrived Zhelyabov and 

people were present from Chernigov provinoe, from the Crimea and 

other places. At the oongress there were no disagreements and 

formal decisions were very quiokly taken as regards organisation, 

the oreation of a revolutionary fund, the distribution of 

publioations." In the event little came of this oongress and the 

idea of a revolutionary fund was hardly put into praotioe.(20) The 

Buntar kruzhok held two conferenoes for its supporters from all 

parts of the South; the first being in Kiev in Maroh 1876 whioh 

twenty people were olaimed to have attended in order to disouss the 
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plan for the Chigrin conspiracy (21), and a second during the 

winter of 1876-1877 (22). Apart from these meetings, the Buntars 

of Kiev, according to F.Venturi, were "in constant touch with 

other centres of Southern Russia, especially Odessa."(23) As with 

the example of the conference held to assist Vp~red!, specific 

events could draw the Southern revolutionaries together. Thus, a 

general meeting was held to discuss the preparations for a demonstration 

by groups from Odessa and other Southern towns on the occasions of 

the hanging of LM • Koval 'sky. (24) Potentially more significant was 

the conference of Southern revolutionaries which was planned for 

Kiev at the beginning of 1879 in order to consider the "programme 

of revolutionary activities" worked out by V.Osinsky and V.K.Debagory

Mokriyevich. Mass arrests in Kiev prevented this meeting taking 

place.(25) The significance of such developments is brought out in 

D.T.Butsynsky's letter of 1880: -This intimacy of the youth of the 

three university towns gave some independence to the South in con

ducting revolutionary affairs in South Russia ••• "(26) 

Of course, during the period of the party 'Narodnaya Volya' , 
1 

organisational links were stronger. In 1879 in KJlarkov the 

'Narodnaya Volya' kruzhok of P.A. Tellalov and I. I. Glushkov ,"maintained 

links with the Kiev kruzhok headed by M.R.Popov and with the Poltavan 

revolutionaries.", and one of its members, V.Zhebunev went from 
I 

Kharkov to Foltava to help organise the revolutionaries there. The 

Kha~kov krvzhok also acted as the distribution point for various 

'Narodnaya Volya' publica.tions going to Southern towns.(27) With 

the decline and eventual disappearance of the Executive Committee 

of the Party, the South's separatist tendency became more marked.(28) 

Following the appearance of the 'South-Wed organisation of'Narodna.ya 

Volya" based in Kiev in 1884, in the autumn of the same year, after 

the arrest of Lopatin, an attempt was made by groups in the South 

to form a 'South-Russian Narodnaya Volya party' organisation.(29) 

By the beginning of 1885, a plan was well advanced to set up a 

South-Russian Central Group of the 'Narodnaya Volya' Farty encompassing 

Yekaterinoslav, Odessa, Kha,~kov and the Crimea. (30) These developments 

owed much to the "Young' Narodnaya Volya' movement which demanded 

greater federalism in the party's organisation and greater activity 
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amongst the urban workers. 

The view that the South was an organisationa.l unit gains further 

support from the acti vi ty of revolutionAries amongst the urban workers 

of the South. The organisations whioh were formed express this 

regionalism in their prog:rammes but also in their titles: the 'Union 

of Workers of South Russia', led by Zaslavsky, the 'Workers' Union 

of South Russia' founded by Shchedrin and Kovarskaya in 1880, and 

the 'Workers' Union of South Russia' which owed its brief existence 

in l87S to f.B.Aksel'rod.(3l) 

The Southern revolutionaries did try to maintain oommunioations 

amongst themselves and to form discrete Southern revolutionary 

organisations, both amongst themselves and amongst the urban workers. 

These organisations often proved unsuccessful and were always short

lived, as indeed was the case with most organisations amongst the 

revolutionaries in all parts of the Empire during the p6riod under 

consideration. However the revolutionary movement in the South can 

be considered as a distinct unit mainly because from the early 

1870's until the early 1880's it witnessed a continuous generation 

of revolutionary kruzhoks largely without any outside prompting. 

Below are listed the main kruzhoks in the three main centres of the 

South: Kiev, Kha~kov and Odessa., from 1874 to 1884. These will be 

dealt with at length in later Chapters. Lesser kruzhoks and individual 

revolutionaries, whether in these towns or in other Southern towns, 

have been omitted b~t as was indicated above, it was these three 

main centres which provided leadership for the others. 

It would not be possible to provide the exact dates - even if 

it was necessary for the present purpose - of the start and end of 

each of the kruzhoks. They were not formations which started at 

an inaugural meeting. The kruzhoks gradually emerged from amongst 

friends an~or fellow-thinkers. Their demise tended to be equally 

protracted and nebulous, unless the police made 8. particularly 

successful raid. The kruzhok was more likely to disappear because, 

over an extended period, a few members were lost in arrests, others 

moved to a different town, while some simply retired from revolutionary 

life. 
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mY. 
Kiev Commune. Started: emerged during 1873 (32) 

Ended late 1874 

Kiev Chaykovtsy. Started: Summer/autumn 1873 (33) 

Ended summer 1874.(34) 

I.F.Fesenko's kruzhok. Started: beginning of 1875 

Ended summer 1875.(35) 

Buntar' kruzhok headed by V.K. Debagory-Mokriyevich. 

Started: Id75, prooab1y in the autumn.(36) 

Ended end of 1876.(37) 

V.Osinsky's kruzhok, the 'Executive Committee of the Socialist 

Revolutionary Party~ 

Started: winter 187 7/1578.(38) 

Ended : January/February 1879.(39) 

1.I.Basov's kruzhok, the 'Kiev-Zhitomir' kruzhok. 

Started: 1873 

Ended 1879.(40) 

The kruzhok of M.R.Popov and D.T.Butsynsky, a joint 'Chernyy Peredel' 

and 'Narodnaya Volya' kruzhok. 

Started: Septen::ber 1879.(41) 

Ended early 1880.(42) 

P.B.Akse1'rod's 'Workers' Union of South Russia'. 

Started and ended in the summer of 10379.(43) 

N.P.Shchedrin and Ye.N.Kova1'skaya's 'Workers' Union of South Russia'. 

Started: Summer 1880 

Ended early 1881.(44) 

I.Ya.Levinsky and A.I.Bychkov's kruzhok, called the 'Terrorist group'. 

Started: 1879.(45) 

Ended : April-May 1882.(46) 

This kruzhok joined 'Narodnaya Volya' Party at the beginning of 1880 

(47), and was linked to the Executive Committee at first by 

S.S.Zlatopol'sky and later by P.V. Gortynsky (48). 
P.V.Gortynsky's kruzhok. 

Started: autumn 1881.(49) 

Ended Spring 1882. (50) 
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F.V.Gortynsky was an agent of' the Executive Committee and his 

kruzhok, according to A.i'l" .Bakh, was the officially reco§';nised 

'l,\arodnaya Volya' local group, nevertheless, it clearly worked 

very closely with the rival kruzhol{ of Levinsky and Bychkov. (51) 

A.N.Bakh's 'Narodnaya Volya' local central group. 

Started: June 1882.(5Z) 

Ended April 1883.(53) 

This kruzhok mAintained links with the Executive Commit tee 

through V.Figner.(54) 

'South-1'vest Group of the Party Narodnaya Volya' 

Started: January 1884. 

Ended March 1')34. (55) 
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ODESSA. 

Vo1khovsky's kruzhok, the 'Odessan Chaykovtsy'. 

Started: Autumn 1872/ spring 1873. (56) 

Ended : mid 1874.(57) 

Ye.0.Zas1avsky's 'Union of Workers of South RU2sia'. 

Started: end of 18741beginning of 1875. 

Ended December 1875.(58) 

Zhebunevs' kruzhok. 

Started: September/November 1873.(59) 

Ended end of 1874. 

I.M.Kova1'sky's kruzhok. 

Started: end 1876/midd1e 1877.(60) 

Ended : 30th January 1878(0.s.)(61) 

Bashentsev Group(or S.Ye.Lion's kruzhok). 

Started: late 1874. 

Ended : 1878.(62) 

Buntarl kruzhok which included S.F .Chubarov and M.Fro1enko. 

This was a rather nebulous group which was closely associated with 

the Bashentsev and subsequently appears to have merged with 

V.Osinsky's kruzhok, the 'Executive Committee', in winter 1877/8. 

Started: end of 1876.(63) 

Ended : winter 1877/78. 

V.Osinsky's kruzhok, the 'Executive Committee of the Socialist 

Revolutionary Party' • 

Started: Winter 1877/78. 
Ended January/February 1879.(64) 

'Narodnaya Volya' group formed by A.I.Zhe1yabov, N.N.Ko10dkevich 

and Vera Figner. 

Started: Summer/Autumn 1879. 

Ended 1880.(65) 

M.l.Drey and I.I.0vedentsev's local central group of 'Narodnaya 

Volya' • 

Started: Summer 1880.(66) 

Ended Spring/Summer 1882.(67) 
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M.N.Trigoni represented the Executive Committee of 'Narodnaya 

Volya' until he was arrested in February 1882 whereupon, 

V.Figner took on this responsibility.(68) 

'Narodnaya Volya's' local central group headed successively by 

N.M.Sa1ova, V.I.Sukhom1in, B.D.Orzhikh, Yakov Barsky. 

Started: middle 1882.(69) 

Ended middle 1884. 
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I 
V.A.Danilov's kruzhok of students from Kharkov University. 

Started: February 1874.(70) 
Ended Merged with other kruzhoks in 

April 1874. (71) 
I.F.Tsebenko's kruzhok of students from Kha~kov Veterinary 

College. 

S.F.Kovalik's kruzhok. 

Started: 1873.(72) 
Ended Merged with other kruzhoks in 

April 1874. (73) 

Started: April 1874.(74) 
Ended late 1874. , 

A.V.Andreyeva's kruzhok of students from Kharkov's Railway Technical 

College. 

Started: April 1874.(75) 
Ended late 1874. (76) 

1>:.Popov's Khatkov-Rostov 'Zemlya i Volya' kruzhok. 

Started: 1876.(77) 
Ended Spring 1877.(78) 

D.T.Butsynsky's kruzhok. 

Started: 1877. 
Ended 1878.(79) 

Ye.Koval'skaya's kruzhok. 

Started: February/March 1879.(80) 
Knded summer 1879.(81) 

P.A.Tellalov and I.I.Glushkov's kruzhok 

Started: August/first half of September 

1879.(82) 
Ended End of November/beginning of 

December 1879.(83) 
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G.D.Gol'denberg, according to V.A.Danilov, was the first to try 

to get this kruzhok to join the 'Narodnaya Volya' , but he failed,(84) 

and it was not till September 1879 that A.Zhelyabov succeeded.(85) 

Thereafter P.A.Tellalov served as the agent of the Executive 

Committee. 

V.A.Danilov's 'Narodnaya Volya' local central group. 

Started: summer 1879 

Ended 1881.(86) 

V.Figner's 'Executive Committee' of 'Narodnaya Volya'. 

Started: end of 1882. 

Ended : end of 1883.(87) 
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The preceding list is only of some of the most important kruzhoks 

about which memoir material is available. It does not, perhaps, 

convey the depth or the extent of rev0lutionary activity. A 

police report on revolutionary activity amongst urban workers in 

Odessa and Kherson from 1877 to 1881, for example, mentions ten 

separate kruzhoks, only two of which are included above.(8B). 
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3. The organisation of the Southern supply of illegal literature. 

An adequate supply of revolutionary literature was essential for 

the revolutionary kruzhoks and not just because it aided the 

members' intellectual development. A good supply of literature 

was necessary in order to attract recruits to a kruzhok. 

I.P.Klemen'tev admitted that he had attended a revolutionary 
l 

kruzhok amongst students of the Kharkov seminary in April 1874, 

but said that he "went to the meetings mainly in order to receive 

books, in which, so it seems to me, everyone, like myself, was 

much more interested than in the questions which were decided at 

the meeting."(89) Once a kruzhok had attracted a large following, 

ittended to have rrore money which in its turn could be used to 

purchase more literature, plan more activities etc •• Another 

benefit of a good supply of literature was that it could be sold 

to other kruzhoks in order to raise cash.(90) Again, independent 

accesss to this type of material allowed the Southern revolutionaries 

to read whatev.-!r they wished: nobody could censor their reading 

matter. Finally, that type of revolutionary literature which was 

designed for the narod was essential for propaganda work, especially 

in the early part of the ptriod. Some of the literature used was 

in fact legally produced inside the Rmpire (91), but the sources 

of forbidden material which will be considered here were: the 

Russian emigr~ colonies, the presses inside the South, and thirdly, 

the North. Each of these sources will be considered in this section. 

It might be expected that the South would have good contacts 

with the emigration as many of the €migres were Southerners and 

s orne of these worked on the €migre pres ses. (92) However the 

emigration was not of continuous importance to the Southern 

revolutionaries throughout the whole peri ad, and "beginning from 

1876 the influence of emigrant literature ••• declined." (93) During 

the period from 1878 to 1883, on the one hand, the ~migr~ papers 

Vpered~, Obshchi~! and Rabotnik had ceased publication, while on 

the other hand, the revolutionary papers began to appear inside 

Russia: Nachalo, Zemlya i Voly,a, Narodnaya Volya etc •• With the 

collapse of the Executive Committee and the arrest of V.Figner in 

Februa.ry 1883, the emigration and its publications again came to 
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assume an important position. 

There were a number of routes by which literature could be 

brought directly from the ~migres into the South. The Black Sea 

ports, during the 1870' s, handled a.s much shipping as t'1e Baltic 

ports, and Odessa in particular was a cosmopolitan centre which 

provided the revolution8.ries with international contacts. (94) 

One route therefore was by steamships, perhaps from London, via 

Constantinople to Odessa. The second was from Switzerland via 

Vienna to the Galacian frontier and on to Kiev. The last main 

route also went via Vienna but then to Bucharest, or some other 

Rumanian town, from where the transport would cross the Russian 

frontier, usually at Jassy, and proceed to Odessa. Combinations 

of these three routes were also possible.(95) The ways in which 

most of the Southern kruzhoks contrived to bring literature from 

abroad by way of these routes, and also how the paper Vpered~ 

organised supplies of their product to reach the South, will be 

examined below. 

The Odessan Chaykovtsy came to appreciate quickly the 

desirability of possessing their own route for obtaining illegal 

literature. As Langans recalled: "At the start of the formation 

of the kruzhok (i.e., the Odessan Chaykovtsy), we received 

publications from abroad through the Petersburg'ers, who had their 

own route across the frontier, or from the Kievans; with the 

increased need for books, this method, being slow and costly, 

seemed inconvenient, and that is why Chudnovsky was instructed to 

construct a new path through Austria, which was used with success •• "(96) 

Another member, Makarevich, did however assist Chudnovsky.(97) To 

carry out his work, Chudnovsky went to Vienna where he stayed from 

6 January to 31 July 1873 (98), and made arrangements with his 

friends in L'vov to get material to the Russian frontier (99). 

At Volochisk on the Austro-Russian border, it was to be taken across 

into Russia by a Jew, Jos' Eller, transferred to another Jew, 

Zeylikovich, who was to hand it to a certain Ivan Ivanovich in 

Odessa. (100) S.L.Chudnovsky came to specialise in this work, and 

F.Volkhovsky, the leader of the kruzhok, began to refer to him as 

his 'minister of communications' .(101) The arrests of various 

participants necessitated constant activity by Chudnovsky to find 
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replacements. (102) However, the route was a success, and even 

"'the },~oscow and 1-'etersburg sections of the (Chaykovtsy) Circle 

were relying more and more on this way of entry."(103) An 

indication of the scale of the operation may be gained from the 

fact that on the 31 December 1873 the police seized one transport 

of books and pam~hlets which contained 1,587 items, including 523 

copies of 'Istoriya o~ogo frantsuzska~~est'~anina' , 92 copies 

of Vpered:, and 490 of '0 mU..9henik:e Nikolaye • (104) Chudnovsky 

did not confine himself to printed ma.terial, and in 1873 he and 

his L'vov friends again assisted the St.Petersburg Chaykovtsy when 

they "helped Kupriyanov ••• to ship a printing press to Russia."(105) 

According to Chudnovsky,he used "the usual route ••• "', which was to 

cross the frontier at Podvolochisk, and he took this opportunity 

to arrange the transport of Vpere~;, into Russia. (106) 

The Kiev Chaykovtsy trod a similar road. In Iebruary 1873, 

S.Lur'ye took the responsibility for organising a route from 

abroad to Kiev, and to this end went abroad in the summer of 1873.(107) 

There apperas to have been some co-operation between the Chaykovtsy 

and the Kiev Commune in this matter, for V.Debagory-Mokriyevich of 

the Commune assisted Lur'ye in 1874.(108) According to the former, 

"the transportation across the frontier of forbidden books and their 

storage." was the main activity of the Kiev Chaykovtsy from 1873 (109), 

which was c€:rtainly not the case with the Commune. There is reason 

to suppose that the Commune used professional smugglers to import 

some of their material. A letter found at the home of V.Il'yasevich, 

one of the Communards, gave the police the names of the smugglers 

who had brought revolutionary books for the Commune across the 

frontier near the small town of Radzivilov.(llO) Debagory-~okriyevich 

himself was believed to have had "direct relations with the emigrant 

Sazhin ••• "'(Ul) Indeed it was the involvement of the Commune with 

smugglers which led to the downfall of that group. Debagory

Mokriyevich went to Volochisk to engage a smuggler who had been 

recommended to him by Lermontov. The smuggler was given the Kiev 

address of N.Sudzilovsky where the books were to be sent. Unfortunately 

this address fell into the hands of the police who subsequently 

searched the members of the Commune. (11?) 
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The kruzhok of the brothers A. and I.Pavlovsky, in Taganrog, 

which had been formed in the summer of 1874., also busied itself 

with the transporting of forbidden literature, and may also have 

had direct contact with Sazhin. Members of the kruzhok, had plans 

to transport illegal books from Bessarabia to Khar'kov in July 1874.. 

These were Zubkov and Li toshenko. (113) Howevf.::,r, there is no evidence 

that they did establish a long-lasting route, although they did 

undoubtedly succeed in bringing in small quantities of material.(ll4.) 

The 'Union of Workers of South Russia', led by Ye.O.Zaslavsky 

had contacts with the emigration, in London at least. The route 

which was developed by the 'Union' was one which derived from 

Odessa's position as a sizeable commercial port. M.Lyakhovich was 

a stoker in the steam-ship 'Lazarev', which belonged to the 'Russian 

Shipping and Trade Company' , and traded between Odessa and London. 

The police were convinced that he had been smuggling forbidden 

li tera ture from London, in 1875, for the 'Union'. (1l5) When 

Lyakhovich was arrested and charged, he said that he had been 

given, on the first occasion, four books by two Russians - Pustov 

and Larionov - who lived in London. These books were to be delivered 

to Voloshchuk in Odessa. On subsequent occasions he made his 

delivery to Rybitsky, anQ it was the latter who introduced him to 

Zaslavsky, for whom Lyakhovich agreed to convey letters to Pustov 

in London. Lyakhovich claimed that he was paid for these services.(116) 

However there seems little doubt that Lyakhovich was an enthusiastic 

member of the 'Union', and supplied his colleagues with large numbers 

of illegal books. In the winter of 1875, he told another worker, 

Yakov Panteleymonov that he had brought on one particular trip 

32 kilograms of books hiQden amongst the coal,which remained 

undiscovered despite a search.(117) As a result of the activities 

of these men, adequate supplies of illegal literature were getting 

to Odessa, and through Odessa to neighbouring cities in the South, 

at this time.(118) 

The revolutionary, G.A.Popko, spent a considerable part of his 

revolutionary career in smuggling literature into Russia. He had 

been a student at the law faculty of Odessa University since the 

second half of 1874. and drawn close to Ye.Zaslavsky. Amongst other 

things, Popko helped with transport between 1874. and 1875. At one 
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stage during these years he settled in Ki~ev with the intention 

of organising and receiving a transport of books from across the 

border to which end he acquainted himself with a number of Jewish 

smugglers. (119) Later, in 1876, after the collapse of Zaslavsky's 

'Uhion', Popko tried to establish a regular supply of books 

presumably for the Odessan kruzhok to which he now belonged, the 

Bashentsev. He, K.I.Grinevich and a third party had been returning 

to Russia after attending the Lavrovist Conference in Paris, in 

1876, as the Odessan and Kievan delegates. They visited L'vov 

to get assistance with their plan. Grinevich then proceeded 

across the border where he was arrested at Radzivilov and found to 

be carrying a quantity of illegal literature.(120) Popko and 

the other delegate returned home safely with their consignment. 

When Popko subsequently joined V.Osinsky's kruzhok, according 

to M.Frolenko, he was the one who conducted negotiations with 

smugglers in order to get a press and weapons.(12l) 

That the South was in communication with the emigration in 

1877-78 is substantiated by the testimony given by F.Kuritsyn on 

the basis of his conversations with D.Lizogub while sharing a cell. 

Lizogub claimed that his kruzhok had a Jewish contact on the border 

at Volochisk, who conveyed anything to and from Russia - including 

"Stefanovich, Deych, Bukhanovsky, Vera Zasulich and others, and 

from abroad to Russia conveyed presses etc •• "(122) 

The kruzhok of I.M.Koval'sky in Odessa also had these contacts 

for, when the kruzhok was arrested in January 1878, 130 copies of 

Nabat were found; a paper for which Koval'sky had been writing 

articles. These papers had been smuggled into Russia by one of 

the kruzhok, N.A.Vitashevsky.(123) The kruzhok had received other 

material during the spring of 1877 from Warsaw revolutionaries who 

had imported it across the Polish-Austrian border.(124) 

There is sufficient ground to believe the testimony of 

D.T • Butsynsky that due to the degree of internal organisation 

achieved in the South in the second half of the 1870's, that 

"the South independently, independent of Peter, ordered books 

from abroad ••• "(125) This relationship with the emigration was 

important for the movement not only for bringing in literature, but 

also for allowing the revolutionaries to send o~t information. 

Further, it was an activity of interest not only to revolutionaries, 
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but was done by more sober elements. Gr.Borzyakov recalled in his 

memoirs that at the home of Count Stroganov in Odessa there was 

a library of illegal books in 1881 which the Count had received 

from abroad and which he lent out to the students of a self

development kr~"zhok. (126) 

Although the importance and necessity of transporting:literature 

from abroad declined at the end of the seventies, the activity did 

not atrophy to the extent suggested by Ya.Jtefanovich who claimed 

that the only attempt to use the Rumanian route, for example, 

between 1878-1880, was the well-known one by P.B.Aksel'rod in early 

August 1830 which led to the latter's arrest. He also stated that, 

as a result of the assassination of Aleksandr II, the Rumanian 

government expelled one of the two Russian colonies in Rumania, 

that at Jassy, leaving only the one at Tul'ch (Dubrudzh) which was 

of little significance.(127) However there is evidence to show 

that the kruzhoks of P.Sokol'sky and A.Frunze in Bessarabia in 

1879 (128), and the Kievan 'Workers' Union of South Russia' in 

l8bO (129), were in contact with the Rumanian emigration and trans

ported literature from there. 

As the Soviet historian, T.G.Snytko, amongst others, has shown, 

literature came to the South via Poland.(l30) This route was 

facilitated by the family and national connections of the Poles 

with a considerable section of the population of the Southern 

'right-bank'. Those such as Florian Bogdanovich, a lecturer from 

L'vov Polytechnic~made an important contribution to the South's 

supply of illegal literature (131), but some, which was ultimately 

destined for the St.Petersburg revolutionaries, also came via the 

South (132). 

The question of transporting literature to the South, and the 

importance of the Jouth to the emigration, can be considered from 

the point of view of one of the papers: Y:.E..~ed~. Due to the large 

number of Ukrainians who worked on this paper, S .A. Podolinsky 

appears to have been determined that the main route for Vpered! 

should be throu;f,h the South. In September tc November 1572, he 

spent six weeks in Russia discussing the practicalities of setting 

up an organisation for the distribution of .Y.l?-ered~ in the SoutL. 

In Kiev, he met some Little Russians, after which he was able to 
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wrjte that Vpered~ "to a certain extent is able to count on one 

transport across the frontier (the most reliable of all existing 

at the present) and on one method of wide distribution in Southern 

Russia " "it is possible to count on provincial correspondence, 

two or even three transports across the frontier and, in pal'ticula.r, 

on energetic distribution since the latter is, to some extent, 

their speciality."(133) The 6migrl!3S were, of course, never able 

"to count" on any route, but nonetheless the transl-'ort of the 

programme of Vpered~ to Russia in Y:arch 1873 was probably done 

by this route organised by F.V.Volkhovsky with whom the programme 

was found in March 1873.(1")4) This route was one which crossed 

into Russia at the Galacian frontier and required the help of 

Podolinsky's Ukrainian friends. (135) The route had to be constantly 

renewed, and already by ?9th December 1873, N.G.Kulyabko-Koretsky 

was arranging a route for transport whereby "material was to be 

sent to L'vov and then smuggled into Russia via Jassy ••• "(136) 

Possibly a more successful route - as more material could be 

tra.nsported at each occasion - wa.s that by sea from the Vpered~ 

offices in London to Odessa. One of the Vperedl Commune in London, 

Ya.V.Voshchakin, reported that up till autumn 1876, regarding the 

use of sea routes to smuggle VpE-red~ into Russia, "we had relations 

only with steamships of the 'Russian Steamship and Trading Company' , 

making trips between London and Odessa. Steamships of other 

companies making voyages between London and the Russian ports in 

the Baltic andrVhite Seas very seldom visit here, and up till now 

we h~ve still not been able to establish relations with them." He 

went on to report that members of Zaslavsky's kr.uzhok working on 

steamships had taken to Odessa "quite significant numbers of our 

publications and sometimes correspondence and even money was 

received by us. "(137) However it was not only .Zaslavsky's 'Union' 

which helped !pered! financially. In 27th February 1877, N.G. 

Kulyabko-Koretsky reported that the Vpered~ Commune in London had 

received 250 rubles from Southerners to help payoff its debts.(138) 

Zaslavsky was also aware of the importance of opening up new 

routes; at the end of November 1875, he wrote to the editor of Vpered! 

acknowledging receipt of revolutionary literature, promised to send 

money and said that from spring 1876 he would organise a route 

through Constantinople.(139) This route was indeed established but 
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not till after Zaslavsky's arrest. I.M.Koval'sky used it to bring 

in copies of Vpered! and to send reports to the editors as well as 

to send out the manuscript of his book on 'Organisations of the 

Brigands and the Sectarians'.(140) A discordant note arose when 

Koval'sky wrote to the editor, some time between December 1876 and 

January 1877, that Ypered! was reported to be planning to become 

more theoretical in nature despite the growing militancy of the 

youth in "Odessa, Kherson, Nikolayev and other of our southern 

cities ••• ", and he threatened that if this did come about, then 

his kruzhok would close the transport route through Constantinople, 

perhaps by withdrawing funds from B.A.Vaysman who was the Vpered~ 

agent in Constantinople. (141) The route continued, in fact, till 

the end of 1877.(142) 

Another route was from Rumania into Russia through Jassy. In 

a letter of 19th June/1st July 1875, N.~.Kulyabko-Koretsky revealed 

his plan to transport five poods of books from Bucharest to Russia 

via Jassy. If the transport was successfUl, "then all books could 

be sent by this route, which is particularly necessary in view of 

the disrepair of the northern route."(143) In March 1876, N.P.Zubko

Kodreanu who had himself organised large transports along this route 

during the second half of 1874, reported that K.A.Kats - who had 

been in Bessarabia since autumn 1875 (144) - was "working energetically 

and discreetly, and has got the first transport into Russia. "(145) 

In the first quarter of 1878, I.A.Glashko was planning to use the 

Red Cross to transport 25 poods of Vpered! publications from 

Rumania into Russia - the Red Cross being there as a result of 

the war. Glashko contacted some Odessan who were in comwunication 

with the editors of Ob~hchina and undertook to include copies of 

that paper in the transport provided the Odes sans assisted in the 

delivery of the Vpered! publications.(146) This particular scheme 

did not bear fruit. 

The Southern routes may not have been as significant as the 

northern one (147), and there is no evidence that any of the 

Southern routes accounted for the major part of the 1,000 copies 

per issue of yp'ered!, but it does appear to have been on a sufficient 

scale to meet the needs of the South. Some indication of the 

relative importance of the two areas may be gained from Smirnov's 

letter of 30 December 1875 when he writes that he made up 3 bundles 
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of literature to be taken to Russia, "Two for the north, one for 

the south, in all twenty-one poods. "(148) Or alternatively, at the 

Paris Congress of 1876, when the delegates were planning a new 

(but never to be realised) periodical, it was agreed that Kiev 

and Odessa would each subscribe 1,000 rubles, while St. Petersburg 

contributed 4,OCO rubles. In return for this 70 copies were to 

go to the capital and 50 were to be shared between Kiev and Odessa. (149) 

There seems to be grounds therefore to extend the evaluation of the 

Soviet historian, Z.V.Pereshina, to the whole of the South: "From 

the start of the seventies Southern Ukraine was an important centre 

of foreign links for the revolutionaries."(150) 

The South also had facilities for printing its own literature 

which gave it the chance to express indigenous views cheaply. This 

is an area in which there was clear technical progress in the South 

during these years, with regard to the sophistication of the 

reproductive method, the distribution of the material and ambitious

ness of the item to be produced. No paper lasted for long whether 

in the South, or in st.Petersburg or in the emigration. 

From the end of 1872 to early in 1873, the Odessa kruzhok 

headed by F.V.Volkhovs~ produced a manuscript paper called Vpere~, 

which lasted for eight numbers and appeared on a weekly basis. It 

was edited by the leader of the kruzhok and S. Chudnovsky , 

D.Zheltonovsky and I.M.Koval'sky. It is believed to have been 

circulated not only in Odessa and Kiev, but also in St.Petersburg.(15l) 

P.B.Aksel'rod,in Kiev, recollected that the fact "that in Odessa 

exists a revolutionary kruzhok, which is able to produce its own 

paper." had "great significance in our eyes". (152) Aksel' rod himself 

later encouraged a more modest project of this type. The Chernigov 

kruzhok of seminarists founded by Aksel'rod and G.G.Bozhko-Bozhinsky 

in May 1874 produced two numbers of a manuscript journal which had 

a limited circlllation.(153) By the end of 1874, Zaslavsky's 'Union' 

was producing material on Zaslavsky's own legally owned press. In 

Odessa the kruzhok of I.M.Koval'sky possessed its small press on 

which two proclamations were produced. One of these was on the death 

of Luk'yanov of which 300 copies appeared (154) and the other about 

the spy Krayev. In fact it was while the members were printing a 

third leaflet, 'Golas chest"ykh lyudey' , that the police burst into 
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their flat and the kruzhok put up armed resistance to arrest.(155) 

The Buntars required a press for the 'Chig~in Affair', and 
II 

in the first half of 1876, Stefanovich had travelled from 

Yelisavetgrad to Kish:inev to plead far the rapid delivery of a press 

through Rumania. (156) Eventually, Anna Makarevich managed to have 

a press smuggled from abroad to Kishinev where it was received by 

Deych and Stefanovich and taken to Kiev.(157) According to one 

source, the Buntars used this press to print two proclamations. 

One was distributed - on the occasion of the death of the worker 

Luk'yanov.(158) Certainly in September 1877 it printed the Ukaz 
~ 

used in the Chigrin Affair. (159) It may be that this was one of 
71 

the presses alluded to be Lizogl.lb when in conversa.tion with 

F.Kuritsyn, in 1879. Kuritsyn reported that "Lizogub once said 

that they got from abroad some presses of the most advanced 

kind", "each of these presses ••• cost 300 rubles. "(160) When 

the Buntars were arrested the press escaped the police search. 

Valer~n Osinsky provided a new twist to the business of 

issuing leaflets, for he introduced the idea of including on them 

the name of the 'Executive Gommittee of the Russian Social 

Revolutionary Party' and the motif of the dagger and revolver. 

The printing of leaflets about the first two acts of this kruzhok 

in February and March 1878 - the attempts on Nikonov and 

Kotlyarevsky - was done in St.Petersburg.(16l) G.A.Lopatin wrote: 

"I saw copies of the proclamation (about Nikonov) stuck up in 

Rostov, Odessa and. Kha.rkov: the printing was very good. The 

paper poor. "(162) At some time between 1V1arch and ~;~ay 1878, the 

kruzhok equipped itself with a press which was kept in Kiev and 

used it to print the rest of the kruzhok's leaflets but these were 

considered by L'ev Deych to have been "extremely primitive, coarse."(163) 

Smaller groups also aspired to reach a wider audience. The 

combined kruzhok of M.R.Popov and D.T.Butsynsky, being respectively 

supporters of the' Chernyy Peredel' and the 'Narodnaya Volya' parties 

in Kiev, tried to set up their own paper called Zemlya i Volya.(164) 

Similarly, the 'Workers' Union of South Russia' founded by N.P. 

Shchedrin and Ye.N.Koval'skaya in 1880 had its successful press 

which lasted for almost a year, called the 'Southern Russia Free 

Press'. It was manned by the workers P.O.lvanov, V.E.Kizer and 
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A.I. Dollar and it printed proclamations such as 'Sud nad sotsialistami 

v Kieve', as. well as 'Programma yuzhnogo rabochego soyuza'.(165) It 

produced fifteen items in all, including one in lRte spring 1880, 

in Ukrainian, for the peasantry.(166) 

The paper Narodnaya Volya received its main readership from 

amongst the educated classes, so the revolutionaries of that Party 

had the task of producing material for the working people as well 

as leaflets about specific and local issues. Thus the 'Narodnaya 

Volya' group of A.I.Bychkov and I.Ya.Levinsky which functioned in 

Kiev from 1879 until 1882, "arranged a press for the wider 

distribution of the 'Narodnaya Volya' views amongst the workers."(167) 

'Narodnaya Volya's' press in Odessa in 1881 was also mainly concerned 

to print leaflets for the workers. (168) 

The number of reproductive facilities increased in the early 

1880's, so that the 'Narodnaya Volya' Party alone had in the South, 

two presses in Odessa in 1882; one in Kiev in 1882-1884; two in 

Kharkov in 1883; in 1884 there was one in Kiev and one in Rostov.(169) 

Some of these presses operated on a considerable scale. The first 

'Narodnaya Volya' press in Odessa by the time of its seizure by the 

authorities in 15 February 1882, had produced 695 copies of different 

appeals and 191 copies of revolutionary brochures.(170) The second 

press, which was worked by S.P. Degaye~was discovered in December 

1882.(171) The press in Kiev at the beginning of 1882 was that 

belonging to the kruzhok of I.Levinsky, A.Bogdanovich and A.Bakh 

but after the arrest of the first two in April 1832, the latter 

carried on. By the end of October l882,Zakharin of the 'Narodnaya 

Volya' group had taken over and this press went on to print six 

different leaflets, two of which were in Ukrainian. (172) 

Two presses existed in Kharkov in 1883, and one of these, that 

organised by V.Figner, had had a rather remarkable history, and 

became, once in Kharkov, in reality the official Executive Committee 

press. It had been constructed by the Grodno printer M.Yanchevsky 

in Warsaw and then moved to Kharkov where it was taken over by 

Figner, V.G.lvanov and V.I.Chuyko, and housed in the flat of 

A.A.Osinskaya and F.V.Krilov who were also to do the printing.(173) 

Here the press was discovered by the authorities on 22 June 1883. 
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A.I.Nemolovsky had obtained materials for the press from St.Petersburg. 

(174) The other Kharkov press of this time was set up by V.S.Pankratov 

and V.Vol'nov.(175) 

The following year in Kiev, an even more ambitious literary 

project was afoot, for the 'South-West Group of the farty l~arodnaya 

Volya' planned to produce a journal called Sotnalist. A press was 

obtained in January 1884, the editor M.N.Vasil'yev was chosen, and 

on 18 February 1884 (0.5.), a 'Declaration' for the paper was printed 

and distributed. The paper itself however did not materialise as 

the press was seized in March l8,~.4. (176) 

The general movement of the .. arty's base of activities to the 

South was reflected also in its printing exploits. In the spring 

of 1884, a press in Rostov headed by A.Bukh and S.Ivanov printed 

a second copy of Narodnaya Volya No.lO in September 1884, having 

been given the manuscript by Lopatin. (177) 

This section has only surveyed the presses of the 'Narodnaya 

Volya'; it has not included a number of others. For example, the 

'Chernyy Peredel' press was set up in Khar!kov at the end of 1863 

and was manned by N. V.Iordana., I.L.Manucharov and A.Oslopov. 

This press produced a number of' proclamations and three brochures 

before being seized on 11 January 1864.(178) A more interesting 

endeavour outside of the 'Narodnaya Volya' Party was the journal 

R~bochiy which was published in Rostov at the end of 1883. This 

was an hectographed publication by a group of Rostov workers headed 

by A.Karpenko and V.¥:uclryashov of which two issues may have appeared. 

(179) These, and other presses and hectographing ma.chinery existed 

in the South during the period under consideration which gives a 

basis for the belief that the ~outh could enjoy some measure of 

autonomy in this field of its activity. 

A final source of literature which must be considered is that which 

came from the North, especially from St.Petersburg. This material 

could be of any of the three varieties mentioned above: ~mi~r~ 

literature, 'home-produced', or legal. It is important to point 

out that the literature which came from the North did not necessarily 

come from Northern revolutionaries; it might, and often did, come 

from Southerners living in the North. Thus, even as early as the 
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first half of January 1871 during the students' congress in 

St.Petersburg it is clear that the South had independent contacts 

with the capital. S.Podolinsky describes how "the provincials did 

not want to leave without constructing closer links with Petersburg. 

These links the Kievans already had and at that time these were 

Ginzburg, Idel'son, Varzar, S.V.Mokiyevsky-Zubok and othE;rs, but 

besides these the Kievans and the Odessans acquainted themselves 

with the artillery officer Lobov and founded amongst themselves a 

small society for mutual information and advice. "(180) Thus people 

from "the Ukraine who were living in St.Petersburg formed themselves 

into a separate group, connected with A.A. Lobov ••• " This group 

was later headed by S.Ginzburg. (181) The Odessan kruzhok had 

another personal link with the St.Petersburg group of Southerners 

led by Lobov, in that Solomon L.Chudnovsky's brother Miron, was a 

member of Lobov's group, while Solomon was a member of the Odessan 

Chaykovtsy.(182) The Kharkov delegate, Ya.I.Koval'sky, also 

developed contacts wi th the ca.pi tal, in the person of the Southerner 

Ginzburg, about whom he informed Ye.N.Yoval'skaya and A.A.Aptekman 

on his return home.(183) These particular contacts continued till 

the second half of the 1870's, but others were constantly being 

developed. (184) 

The f:outhern students who went for their education to St. 

Petersburg and MoscO'll usually formed a zeml~9!testvo. which united 

students from a particular province. Thus, O.V.Aptekman, when he 

went to the Medico-Surgical Academy, joined a zemlyachestvQ which 

united the natives of Yekaterinoslav province.(185) M.R.Popov 

somewhat later joined one for natives of Yekaterinoslav and 

Astrakhan provinces in St.Petersburg (186), while A.F.Mikhaylov 

joined one at Moscow University for students from Stavropol'(187) 

In his history of the movement in the first half of the seventies, 

S.F. Kovalik comments that the zemlyachestvo maintained regular 

communications with the groups in their native cities, and "Thus 

was secured the largely uniform pace of the movement everywhere." 

(188) The ~~~acE~~!!~ provided a natural source of literature 

for the revolutionaries in the provinces. Also, the revolutiona.ries 

could profit from the fact that much of the literature which they 

used was legal. Thus S.S.Topchayevsky wrote to A.I.Mikhalevich, 
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who lived in the capital,asking for children's books for the peasants, 

and amongst other things, "a catalogue of books of any of the 

Petersburg book shops."(189) Southerners who visited the capital 

for some other reason would seldom fail to bring back some literature. 

(190) HONever, on a number of occasions Northerners were responsible 

for directly supplying the South with literature and the following 

section will examine this. 

The earliest instance of Northerners supplying the South was 

perhaps the extension of the 'book affair' to the South which was 

arranged at the students' congress in St.Petersburg in Ja.nuary 1871. 

The second of the aims which the congress set itself wa.s to set up 

"the book affair to provide material for agitation, and as a means 

of organisation on the basis which was practised in the north. "(191) 

According to S.A.Podolinsky who was present at the conference as 

a Kiev delegate, "the construction of a general organisation for 

the distribution of books was achieved ••• "(192) On returning from 

the congress, the Kharkov delegate Ya.I.Koval'sky reported to the 

group around Ye.N.Solntsevaya and at this meeting it was decided 

to set up a Kharkov section of the 'book affair'. "Work went at 

a quicker pace. Books were sold, sold like hot cakes and were 

spread vigorously around the University, Veterinary Institute, 

seminaries and in all the gymnasia: they circulated also to narod 

teachers and zemstvo activists who were interested in the cause. 

The books were sold at a reduced price."(193) In a letter of 

7 February 1871, from V.Malyutin to Ye.Trofimova, the former 

explained how Ya.Koval'sky had said on his return from St.Petersburg 

that at least 200 rubles would be required to get the venture off 

the ground. Such was the enthusiasm that almost 600 rubles were 

raised by subscription and from stUdents' kassas.(194) 

The Kiev revolutionary kruzhok which contained Emme, Rashevsky 

etc., and came to be known as the Kiev Chaykovtsy, was "in close 

relations with the Chaykovtsy in St.Petersburg and receiving from 

them legal books for distribution ••• "(195) Emme had in fact been 

one of the capital's delegates to the St.Petersburg Congress (196), 

but had moved to Kiev which no doubt facilitated the organisation 

of the 'book affair' there. However, it was not just the Chaykovtsy 

who tried to supply the provinces with literature. Lermontov's 
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kruzhok in St.fetersburg had connections with Vo1khovsky in Odessa 

and with Debagory-Mokriyevich and Nikoliy Sudzilovsky in Kiev. 

"According to Rabinovich, Lermontov, at the end of 1873 sent him 

to Kiev to set up a book agency ••• "(197) Further, the St.Petersburg 

kruzhok of Pavlovsky had contacts with the emigration and received 

books directly from abroad; from both London and Zurich, during 

1874. One member of the kruzhok, N.A.litoshenko, a student at the 

St.Petersburg Technical Institute, sent some of this material to 

the students in Kharkov. One of the recipients was G.Anan'yev a 

student at Kha~kov University who got copies of Vpered~ from 

Litoshenko, some of which he sold to fellow students Grodetsky, 

Krutikov and Barkov/in the spring of 1874.(198) Other works - by 

Flerovsky and Sokolov - were brought south and sold or given to 

the kruzhok which was set up by S.F.Kovalik in Kharkov.(199) Yet 

others were borrowed from .Anan'yev's library by S.I.Korabe1'nikov, 

a student at Kha~kov Technical School.(200). 

Sometimes literature from the North was accompanied by a 

Northern activist who wanted to organise the Southerners. 

Korabel'nikov with a number of other students in Kharkov joined 

a kruzhok formed by A.V.Andreyeva who arrived from }loscow, in May 

1874. She brought with her a number of books which she distributed: 

books, for example, by Dobrolyubov and Flerovsky. Andreyeva and 

some of her kruzhok moved in May and June from Kharkov to Taganrog 

where they merged themselves and their library with those of the 

Pavlovsky kruzhok which had moved from St.Petersburg to Taganrog 

in order to carry out propaganda.(201) Similarly, in April 1874, 

S.F.Kovalik, under the pseudonymn of Lukashevich, arrived in Kharkov 

from St.Petersburg with the intention of forming a kruzhok which 

would go v narod to spread propaganda.(202) Kovalik succeeded in 

this and returned to the capital. At the end of April he dispatched 

a member of his St.Peter'sburg kruzhok, Rabinovich, to Kharkov with 

a load of forbidden books. (203) These included Chernyshevsky, Marx, 

Lassalle and Bakunin, as well as propaganda literature such as 

'Sten'ka Razin', 'Dedushka Yegor' and 'Istoriya frantsuzskogo 

krest'yanina'.(204) 

The papers Zemlya i Volya, Narodnaya Volya and their various 

ancillary publications were almost all printed in St.Petersburg 
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and so had to be obtained by the Southerners in the same ways as 

previously. A.Volkenshteyn, for example, a former Kiev University 

student and subsequently a ~mstvo doctor in Poltava brought large 

quantities of Zemlya i Volya from the capital to the South, 

especially to Osinsky's krvzhok where it was divided amongst the 

members for further distribution. (20S) In 1879, the Kharkov 

revolutionaries found this further dissemination of the papers 

received from the capital comparatively easy, for "On the Kha:rlk:ov 

railway line was a friendly conductor who carried the revolutionary 

publications to the Southern towns."(206) 
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4. Finances. 

Money was essential for the revolutionary movement. As Vera Figner 

bluntly pointed out, in her memoirs: "without money, an illegal 

organisation, ••• is able neither to exist nor to function."(207) 

This was even more true during the second half of this period than 

it is in general, for during that time more of the revolutionaries 

were following their occupation full-time and so had little 

opportunity to earn money by casual work as they had done in the 

period when their activity was propagandist. Thus Langans could 

claim that all but one of his kruzhok, in 1872, had e8rned their 

living by tutoring (208), as did A.Zhelyabov in Odessa (209) and 

Ye.Breshko-Breshkovskaya in Kiev (210), in 1873. A.A.Franzholi 

was able to earn a regular ?5 rubles per month working in a 

chemist's shop, as an assistant, from Which he could contribute 

towards the upkeep of his family.(2l1) By the end of the period, 

only N.I.Kibal'chich asserted, at his trial, that he was earning 

his own income - in his cgse through literary work. (212) While 

his income might have provided for his own needs, it could not 

have possib~ covered his revolutionary expenses. Thus as the 

years past, the revolutionaries became more dependent on their 

kruzhok's resources for their livelihood. 

Whereas the propagandist activity of the early seventies was 

'labour intensive', the terrorist activities of the late 1870's 

and early 1880' s we-i'e 'capital intensive'. D.Lizogub quoted the 

following costs which 'his' kruzhok had incurred: the murder of 

Mezentsev, 3009 rubles; the liberation of ~alinka from Odessa 

prison, and the attempt to do the same for Osins~ each cost 3,000 

rubles. (213) G.D.Gol'denberg told the police that his total 

expenses in killing Prince Kropotkin were 520 rubles, which had 

been supplied by A.Zubkovsky.(214) The Executive Committee of 

'i~arodnaya Volya' had to pay a rent of 1,200 rubles per year for 

the shop in Nala Sadova Street.(215) Clearly, the later revolution

aries dealt in large sums of money. A.Tun calculated that "Zemlya 

i Volya' had a total income of some 10,000 rubles. (216) The 

accounts of the Party show that 5,994 rubles 95 kopecks were spent 

between 31 October 1878 and 14 August 1879, a10ne.(217) Costs 

escalated even further and so too did the ne~d for money. On the 
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basis of the acknowledgements printed in the publications of 

'Narodnaya Volya' from 4 October 1879 to 20 August 1880 (o.s.) 

V.Ya.Bogucharsky calculated an income of 7,500 rubles.(218) 

A.Tun, using the same publications but for a later period found 

that, for the period from 1 March to 15 July 1881, the Party had 

received in donations c22,700 rubles; from 15 July to December 

1881, 8,590 rubles; subsequent acknowledgements amount to 5,700 

rubles. (219) t Chernyy Feredel' was smaller and less wealthy but 

in numbers 2 to 5 of its paper appears acknowledgements for 

15,488 rubles. (220) According to L. Tikhomirov, the daily pay 

of an agricultural worker in the South fluctuated from 60 kopecks 

to 5 rubles during these ten years (221), but even at the latter 

figure it can be seen that the revolutionary finances, even 

allowing for editorial exaggeration, were very substantial by 

compariton. 

As far as the Southern kruzhoks were concerned, their money 

could come from one of three sources which will be examined below: 

the revolutionaries themselves (from inheritances, relatives or 

from their own work); from wealthy sympathisers whose money was 

often given for a specific purpose j or from wealthier groups in 

the North, especially in St.Fetersburg. In the absence of any of 

these, the fate of a kruzhok would be that witnessed by P .B.Aksel' rod 

in 1880: "As far as I am able to gather from the Odessan narodniks, 

they are terribly poor and have no serious connections or acti vi ty. " 

(222) 

Kruzhoks, deferring to their student origins, usually tried 

to organise a common kassa for which one of their number would 

have responsibility. This appears to have been .reasonably 

sati sfactory for the participants in a kruzhok such as th e Kiev 

Commune, where none of the members disposed of a great personal 

fortune and where the members did live together. It was less 

popular with ethers where members did not live together, had 

different ideas on revolutionary tactics and where some of the 

members felt that they were making disproportionately generous 

donations to the ka~. Clearly a kruzhok in which one of the 

members was willing to donate his private fortune was very 

fortunate but there were a number of these. 
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A t the Kiev Commune, Vera Verigo was ap pointed to look after 

the income and expenditure of the group. However, "The financial 

means of the Commune were rather limited." The kruzhok was almost 

"constantly in need of money", and members were "always engaged 

in finding ways to improve both their finances and also the finances 

of the Commune."(223) Ea.ch paid into the common fund as much as 

they could afford,for example N.Ya.Stronsky and A.Osmolovsky (2?4) , 

but most seems to have been provided either by V.A.Benetsky (225) 

or V.Il'yasevich.(226) One of their number, Larionov, suggested 

robbing the post, or cheating a landowner, called A.I.Filipp -

a relative of Breshko-Breshkovskaya - of 2-3,000 rubles.(227) In 

desperation Larionov tried to get a job as a volost· clerk so that 

he could get hold of blank passports and money. (228) According 

to the prosecution in the Trial of the 193, the Kiev Commune also 

"received money from Petersburg ••• ", possibly in 500 ruble 

amounts. (229) While no other source mentions this, it was 

undoubtedly the case that during 1874 the size of the ComTune was 

considerably increased by an influx of Hortherners and they no 

doubt brought with them money, some of which would have been 

contributed to the kas~. 

Financial assistance from the capital was quite clearly the 

cement which held together the kruzhok of seminarists and students 

which S.F.Kovalik formed in April 1874 in Kharkov. I.P.Klement'yev, 

a pupil of the Kh~kov seminary, testified that in April a 

Petersburger (S.F.Kovalik) addressed a group of Yharkov seminarists 

and students, and "The Petersburger said that those present at the 

meeting who decided to go v narod would be sent, from Petersburg, 

money and introductions to certain peopl e living in different parts 

of Russia ••• "(230) At the end of April 1874, Kovalik sent 

M.A.Rabinovich from the capital to the Yillar!kov kruzhok with money. 

Rabinovich "gave Barkov 256 rubles for the kruzhok, some blanks 

for false passports and some forbidden books ••• " "Besides this, 

Rabinovich gave the Veterinary student, Yemel'yanov 120 silver rubles 

far his decision to join a Cossack regiment with the purpose of 

assisting the transport of books from abroad and of fleeing 

revolutionaries, and also 30 silver rubles for Spesi vtsev." Barkov 

further testified at the Trial of the 193 that he also received a 
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letter from Kovalik in which the latter persuaded the kruzhok to 

act energetically, and prorr.ised further financial help and books. (231) 

Kovalik subsequently recalled that later in the year, when N.M.Barkov 

was in charge of the kruzhck, the organisation of the kassa was 

finally completed, and "Into the kassa went money from a lottery 

of different books, and from the sale of revolutionary works. In 

all, the kassa consisted of 170 rubles."(232) No doubt the books 

were supplied from the North. 

Lther kruzhoks were fortunate in the wealth of their own 

rr.embers. Thus, in the Kiev C'laykovtsy, the rela t i ve wealth of 

S.Lur'ye, V.G.Emme and G.Ye.Gurevich (233), contrasted with the 

poverty of others like F.B.Aksel'rod. The contemporaneous kruzhok 

in Odessa - the Zhebunevites - has been described as "one of the 

best supplied with material means", due to the wealth of 

G.S.TrudnHsky and of the Zhebunev family itself whose head was 

a Chernigov landowner.(234) Trudnitsky agreed to "give all his 

possessions and estate for the cause."(235) Simultaneously in 

Odessa, the kruzhok around F.V.Volkhovsky benefited from the 

generosity of one member, D.I.Zheltonovsky (236), and according 

to the prosecution in the Trial of the 193, another member, 

L.A.Dicheskulo, received 1,000 silver rubles during the course of 

the summer of 1874, part of which was given to the kruzhok.(237) 

This kruzhok hAd another source of financial support: Volkhovsky 

had the special responsibility of gathering money from those 

outwith the kruzhok, to which end he entered into relations "with 

the bureaucratic sphere."(?38) Somewhat later, in Kiev, I.F. 

Fesenko's kruzhok in Kiev "existed exclusively" on the financial 

support of one of its members, D.Lizogub.\?39) 

Other kruzhoks were incapacitated by lack of funds. The 

sizeable Bash~Ets~ kruzhok of Odessa was characterised by a 

devotion to impressive quarrels and to insignificant actions -

amongst the peasants, at least. The only exceptions to be made 

would be with regard to two of its members, A.Medvedev (known as 

Fornin) and Ye.] .Rossikova, who were active amongst the peasantry 

largely due to the latter's financial resources. (240) The leader 

of a contemporaneous kruzhok in Odessa, LM.Koval'sky, being an 

'illegal', led a rather furtive and sorry existence. He survived 
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largely upon small sums of money raised for him by the students of 

Odessa and upon the free neals which he enjoyed at the students' 

communal flats.(241) Implicitly acknowledging the increasingly 

professional nature of the revolutionary movement by early 1878, 

r.M.Koval'sky tried to organise a general ka~ in Odessa amongst 

the revolutionaries for revolutionary purposes, by levelling a 

1 - 2}~ charge on any money made.i'his plan came to nothing 

because the revolutionaries had so little money since, being 

illegal, they could not find part-time work. (242) The importance 

of the Harth is highlighted in the case of the Kharkov-R.ostov 

t Zemlya i Volya' kruzhok, for here again was a poor k!'l..lzhok( 243) 

which avoided the fate of others since it was in receipt of small 

subsidies from St. Petersburg.(244) 

The financial predicament of the ~ar~ illustrates many of 

the points mentioned above about the financia.l history of kruzhoks 

in the middle of the seventies, 1875 1877. The kruzhok started 

to form in the middle of 1875. One of its members was S.F.Chubarov 

who disposed of a fortune of 10,000 rubles (245) and whose money 

was "the main source of our material means."(246) At least one 

revolutionary, N.V.Levchenko, lived off of Chubarov exclusively.(247) 

Rather imprudently, the kruzhok quarrelled with its benefactor who 

left in 1876.(248) Another blow fell during that year. N.N.Kharin 

of Kharkov had hoped shortly to inherit a fortune which one of his 

friends, D.Lizogub, believed to be over one million rubles, and 

which he intended to donate to the revolutionary cause.(249) Kharin 

had already given small amounts of money to local radicals, and 

the Buntars had hopes of partaking of his inheritance in due course. 

Kharin's father however, disapproving of his son's acquaintances, 

contrived to have him exiled to the northern province of Vyatk~.(250) 

Even Lizogub proved a disappointment when approached for money in 

the winter of 1876/7, possibly due to his distrust of some of the 

Buntars.(251) Lizogub by this time was becoming deeply involved 

with the formation of 'Zemlya i Volya' in St.Petersburg and had 

decided to realise his Chernigov estates for the Jenefit of that 

organisation. (252) The ~tars were as a consequence of all this, 

extremely poor (253), living off of small sums sent by relatives 

and friends. (254) The Buntars had twice tried to obtain money 

from the capital so that they could proceed with some revolutionary 
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work. The first occasion was in ~ay/June 1876 when Deych and 

N.K.Bukh had gone to St.Petersburg carrying with them letters of 

introduction from ~~.Yovalevskaya to her brother ('V. V.' ), and to 

other people who could provide money. They were unable to find 

many who sympathised with their plan of revolutionary activities, 

and so received only 25 rubles from a certain Lishofayev.(255) 

Later, in the autumn 1876 M.Frolenko made a trip to the capital 

in search of money to buy arms for a ~. Assistance was 

refused. (256) While there however Frolenko bought ten revolvers 

which "soaked up, if not all our resources, then a significant 

part of them. "(257) Lack of money forced the majority of the 

members to disperse in order to find some income.(258) Three of 

the members, Deych, Ya.Stefanovich and I. V.Bokhanovsky, remained 

and, with some assistance from others, carried out the single act 

of any consequence performed by the Buntars - which has resulted 

in that kruzhok having an unjustifiably inflated reputation -
t 

the Chigrin Affair. The relevant point at issue here is the 
Il 

source of the money for this Affair, for as has been seen the 

Buntars themselves were impoverished and yet the Affair involved 

a considerable expenditure on a press, cash for the peasants and 

li ving expenses for the revolutionaries for the best part of a 

year. 

The government at the time of the discovery and investigation 

of the Affair was in no doubt tha.t the money had been supplied by 

liberal Ukrainian nationalists, as a result of testimonies and 

confessions obtained by the police. (259) These Ukrainian 

nationalists subsequently and repeatedly denied this, pointing to 

the incompatibility of a peasant bunt with their political 

philosophy. (260) L.Deych tells a different story altogether. 

According to him, Mark Natanson invited the three conspirators to 

St.Petersburg in order to join, on a federative basis, with the 

embryonic 'Zemlya i Volya' which was called the 'Soviet of the 

North'. The arrangement appears to have been curiously onesided, 

for while the "southerners remained entirely independent, autonomous 

in our undertakings and plans, but were obliged to inform the 

Soviet of the North about them, in general terms ••• ", "The Northern 

organisation for their part, was obliged to give us any kind of 
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assistance both material means and personnel." (261) Accordingly, 

Natanson gave them 2,OCO rubles with the promise of 12 - 15,000 

more to follow once the revolt had started. This was part of 

Lizogub's money.(262) Valer'yan Osinsky at his trial did indicate 

that some of the money, 900 rubles, for the Affair was provided by 

the "generals" i.e., the revolutionaries themselves.(263) 

The winter of 1877/78 was a turning point and for a number of 

years the dispiriting effects of poverty were to be absent from 

the Southern revolutionary movement. The new phase was inaugurated 

by V.Osinsky, and the kruzhok which developed around him in Yiev 

and Odessa was one which had sufficient resources to fulfil its 

ambi tions. It was able to contemplate, for example, bribing a clerk 

with 500 rubles in order to effect the escape of Fomin (264) from 

Khar!kov prison, at a time when the local kruzhok led by D.T. 

Butsynsky, according to one of its members, did not have a kopeck 

to its name (265). The wealth of the Osinsky group derived from 

three sources. One was the fact that it had a number of wealthy 

members: Osinsky himself, A.Volkenshteyn (266), Chubarov (267), 

previously of the Bun tars , and V.A.r.!alinka (268). It also had 

accesss to the considerable assets of D.Lizogub, for although he 

had been arrested in autumn 1878, Osinsky wa.s aole to get a share 

of Lizogub's money from 'Zemlya i Volya.'s' kassa where some had been 

deposited during 1877. Thus, the part of the money used to free 

Stefanovich and Deych from their Kievan prison came from St.Petersburg 

and was in all probability pa.rt of Lizogub's inheritance. (269) After 

Lizogub was arrested, he charged V.V.Drigo with the responsibility 

of realising the estate and passing the proceeds over to the 

revolutionaries. Drigo testified that during the period between 

the arrest of Lizogub and the arrest of Osinsky in January 1879, he 

sent directly to the latter in Kiev and Odessa, various sums of from 

100 to 1,000 rubles totalling more than 5,000 rubles.(270) A third 

source of money for Osinsky's kruzhok, and ultimately a much more 

significant one, was sympathisers in 'society'. Osinsky had, and 

had deliberately cultivated, extensive contacts with society, as 

will be shown in Chapter VI, and this brought in considerable sums 

of money. ThUS, for example, in the winter of 1877, Fomin in Kiev 

received on behalf' of Osinsky, 1,000 rubles from Izbi tsky which had 
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come from a sympathiser. Fomin simultaneously got 2,000 rubles 

from V.G.Velednitsky, which had also come from a supporter.(271) 

The problem with money from sympathisers was that it was 

unpredictable, and often given with a stipulation that it must be 

used on a particular project. (272) The funds of those kruzhoks which 

were based upon the urban workers might be expected to have been 

founded on a more regular basis. The rules of Zaslavsky's 'Union' 

stipulated: "Foint 8: Each member must contribute 25 kopecks per 

week to the Union's kassa!' Failure to pay for 5 consecutive weeks 

would lead to expulsion from the 'Union' .(273) Point number 8 was 

in f3ct insisted upon. (274) In reviewing kruzhoks amongst Odessan 

and Khfrson workers from 1875 to l8~2, D.I'~ .Nabokov of the iv~inistry 

of Justice observed that in each of the kruzhoks existed a kass~ 

into which was to be put 4 - 5% of the weekly wage of each member, 

but as all kruzhoks suffered poverty and had to spend money on 

helping needy members they often could not stretch themselves to 

expenditure on revolutionary matters.(275) A number had sufficient 

left in their kassa to afford illegal literature.(276) 

As the seventies progressed the revolutionaries' sphere of 

activity moved from the countryside intc the towns, and as M.Frolenko 

pointed out "Financial means were easier to obtain from sympatr..isers 

in the towns than in the villages." It often happened that the money 

was given with the condition that it all must be spent on terrorism 

which would restrict those revolutionaries who mif~t still wish to 

participate in agitation amongst the peasants.(277) With the end 

of the seventies, the Southern movement changed in another respect: 

from 1879 many of the Southern kruzhoks entered into the 'Narodnaya 

Volya' Party and 80 were operating within different financial 

situations. The rules of the Tarty laid down the financial duties 

and obligations of the member groups. In the rules for local 

Central Groups of 'Narodnaya Volya I, the Central Group is declared 

to be "financially autonomous". (278) but the matter was too important 

to be left at that. In the document entitled '~odgotEvitel'naya 

Rabota Partii' which appeared in the spring of 1830, the local groups 

were warned that one of their duties was that they "must lay in 

supplies of material means ••• "(279) Further, it was considered 

desirable to "esta,blish regular permanent payments frcm all members ••• tilt 
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to the Executive Committee.(280) According to A.Tun, the Executive 

Committee hoped to be given a definite and regular percentage of 

the income of the local groups. (281) A document of 1882, 'Ustav 

kruzhk:a~ti.L~Narodnaya Volya' " even attempted to lay down how 

a kruzhok would divide up its income: 60% was to go to the Party; 

2Q% to help exiles; 10% on copying, circulation and mail; lq% for 

external expenses. (28?) There would appear to be a movement over 

the years of the existence of the Party for the centre to try to 

exercise greater control over the finances of the provincial 

groups. The reality of the matter was of course slightly other 

than that which the centre might have wished. As the editors of 

'Kalendar~~ro~~~~2lya'warned in 1883, there never was a 

regular remittance from the provinces to the centre, rather there 

was "mutual help".(283) Thus, in contrast to the early years of 

this period when, as has been shown, sums of money came from 

St.Petersburg to the South, at the end of the period, money went 

from the South to the North, or was provided for the Executive 

Committee when it was itself involved in some task in the South. 

Thus during the 'Trial of the 17' in 1883, it emerged that at 

Kha~kov on 13 November 1879 (0.5.) S.S.Zlatopol'sky gave 

G.Gol'denberg 300 rubles to take north in order to assist in the 

mine being prepared for an attempt on the life of the tsar in 

Moscow. (284) It was the same at the very end of the life of 

'Narodnaya Volya' as at the start of its life: in 1884, A.N .Bakh 

went ab ou t setting up a 'Narodnaya Volya' group in Rostov. IVhile 

not expecting to have a large amount of income he nevertheless 

promised the Administrative Committee to pass on as much as could 

be spared.(285) Subsequently A.N.Bakh was to find himself with a 

very considerable surplus of money and in October 18<34 he claimed 

to have taken 1,COO rubles to Moscow with 10,000 more to follow.(286) 

Some of the money remitted to the Executive Committee would 

find its way back to the ~outh in so far as a number of Southern 

members of 'Narodnaya Volya' admitted in their trials that they 

were professional revolutionaries and lived upon money given to 

them by the Farty. Of the Sou the rners at the 'Trial of the 17' , 

for example, Ivan Kalyuzhnyy and Nadezhda Smirnitskaya, A.I.Lisovskaya 

and P.A. Tellalov all admitted that they lived off the Party. (?87) 
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The greater daring of the revolutionaries caused them to revive 

plans for attacks on provincial treasuries and mail which had been 

suggested in the Kiev Commune six years before. The most successful 

and noteworthy of these was the robbery of the Kherson exchequer 

on 3 June 1879. F.Yurkovsky (subseouently known as 'Sasha the 

gngineer' ), Yelena Rossikova, Tat' yana Morozov and L.D .Terent'yeva 

tunnelled into the ¥berson exchequer and 'confiscated' 1,579,688 

rubles and 75 kopecks. All but 10,000 rubles, which L.D.Terent'yeva 

took away to Odessa for use "in the struggle to free the narod", 

was recovered by the police. (288) The exact use to which the money 

was put is obscure, and in the copy of Narodnaya Volya No.8-9, which 

appeared on 5 February 1882, Terent'yeva found it necessary to deny 

that the 10,OCO rubles had been sl'ent on herself.(289) Yurkovsky 

took one ten ruble note with him to St.Petersburg where it remained 

as a sight-seeing attraction for some time.(290) According to 

M.R.Popov, the money was used by 'Narodnaya Volya'.(291) Other 

attempts followed. In September 1879, Okladsky and others planned 

to 'expropriate' the Kh9~kov exchequer (292) and from December 1880 

to January 1881 Lebedeva, Frolenko, Fridenson and V.Merkulov tried 

to rob the K~nev provincial exchequer.(293) Finally in 1882, 

S.Degayev, G.Chernyavskaya and Azarov (Nemo10vsky) planned to rob 

Gori exchequer, but nothing came of this either.(294) filie Kharkov 

post was a favourite target, and was attacked by revolutiona~ 

robbers on three occasions: on 17 October 1883 near Kharkov by 

P .Antonov, Ya .berdichevsky, V.Pankratov and N. r.:artynov; secondly, 

following their unsuccessful foray of the week before, the above 

four plus V.Goncharov and P.Yel'ko tried again, with the result 

that Berdichevsky was killed on 24 October 1883; P.Antonov led the 

third attempt which was made by him, S.Kuzin and V.Livadin on 17 

November 1884, four verst from Voronezh. (295) The Executive 

Commi ttee of 'Narodnaya Volya' had of course declared long before 

that it had the right to 'confiscate' exchequer, postal and army 

funds (296), but the idea does appear to have been carried out 

more vigorously in the South than in the North. 

In 1912, V.Ya.Bogucharsky criticised L.Tikhomirov for having 

suggested that the 'liberals' generously financed 'i~arodnaya 

Volya' .(297) Certainly 'society' provided more money than wa.s 

gained from robbery, in the South at least. This help could range 
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from the zemstvo doctor of Chernigov district, Aleksandr Bulich who 

gave 300 rubles towards the assassination of Prince Kropotkin (296), 

through the 100 rubles which ~!:.F • Klimenko gave to Khalturin to 

allow him to buy a horse on which to escape after killing 

Strel' nikov ,(299) to the thousand rubles which Frolenko was given 

for 'l~arodnaya Volya' , with the proviso that it must be used "to 

get him (the tsar) and for nothing else. "(300) }"oney was not only 

given for use in terrorism, but also to assist in the general 

running of the Farty. In April 1884, A.N .Bakh was trying to set 

up a press in Rostov, and had managed to raise 500 rubles from 

amongst local l'arty members which still left him short of 100 rubles. 

However, L.Kolegayev, a wealthy timber merchant arrived in Rostov 

and, hearing of the Party's predicament from a friend who was a 

member, provided the balance of the money. He even made plans to 

realise his 35,000 ruble estate over a two year period in favour 

of 'Narodnaya Volya'.(301) 

Sympathisers could be fickle. When Vera Figner was in Yha:tkov 

in 1882/83 she found that "the resources of the provincial groups 

were meagre everywhere ••• " and there was no financial help from 

St.Petersburg or Moscow. (302) She appealed to a Voronezh landowner, 

an ex-member of 'Freedom or Death' , who had given Aleksandr 

Mikhaylov 23,000 rubles for 'Zemlya i Volya'. ']his barin refused 

to give Figner any money as he considered, quite sensibly, that 

'Narodnaya Volya' s' prospects at that time did not look good. (30 3) 

The' Narodnaya Volya' group of Tellalov and Glushkov which had 

existed in Kharkov in the second half of 1879 had fa red better at 
'-" 

the hands of the local liberals: V.A.Tikhotsky had obtained 

contributions from the local landowners, and P.Tellalov himself had 

collected 34 silver rubles each month from the wife of the chairman 

of the Khaikov law chamber. (04) 

In the first five years of the period under consideration, 

money came from the Southern revolutionaries the!Tlsel ves, from the 

North, and, in the case of the Volkhovsky krllzhok, from' society' • 

In the second five years - approximately from the time of the 

Osinsky kruzhok - despite greater financial outlays and the increasinf.; 

impossibility of earning an income, the Southern revolutionaries 

possessed considerable sums of money. This greater financial strength 
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was not due tc the kruzhoks having a larger number of wealthy members, 

although Lizogub's inheritance was important, nor was it due to 

larger amounts being remitted from the i~orth, in fact money was often 

sent from the South to the North, nor was it due to revolutionary 

'expropriations' , which tended to be rather unproductive. It seems 

to have been due mainly to an increase in the financial SUPlJort 

given by sympathisers in 'society'. This was facilitated now that 

the revolutionaries operated largely in towns. The money was 

however given under certain conditions and with certain expectations 

about how it should be used. 
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5. 'rhe place of the 'all-Russian' revolutiona£.L.2.E.t:>anisations 

in the South. 

Throue;hout the whole period there was evidence of the common historical 

phenomenon of hostility on the iJ8rt of llrovinces towards the metro.i.~olis. 

The Southern revolutionaries therefore sho-Ned little relish for the 

prospect of being bound into an 'all Russian' organisation which would 

have its headquarters in St.Fetersburg and which would involve the 

South in a loss of autonomy. A centralised party organisation was 

seen by many Southerners as sim;;ly meaning domination by St.Petersburg. 

This can be observed as far back as the students' congress of Januery 

1871, when the suggestion by the l-etersburrers to form a revolutionary 

association was not realised, "partly in consequence of the distrust 

of the provincials for the r'etersburgers, but mainly because of the 

latter's tactlessness in appearing at the coneTess in too large 

numbers (7 people) and with a previously prepared programme." (305) 

The Odessan delegAte, S.N.Yuzhakov, accused the Petersburgers of 

wanting to be 'the boss'. (306) Five years later at the Lavrovist 

Congress in Faris in November and December 1876, according to 

Steblin-Kaminsky, there was friction between the kruzhok of the 

capital and the provincials. (307) '!'he minutes show that there was 

agreement that it was "premature, and even unnecessary to combine 

into one general kruzhok " . . .. , they {<QuId "enter only into 

federative relations for joint action for the cause, concerning 

socialist propagFlUda and a gi tation throu~hout 1ussia and for mutual 

help in a 11 other affairs. Socialist literature, at the present 

time, is almost the only bu siness comrr:on tn the whole of RUC1 sia; 

therefore they resolved to bdng it together under a direct 

oreo:aniser, appointed by the Congress ."(308) The roughly contelI'por

aneous kruzhok of the Buntars, especially their leader, V.Debagory

b;okriyevich, "did not particularly favour the socialists of the 

capital ... ", or of t:oscow either, and so it ',vas only at times of 

extreme necessi t~v that members of this kruzhok went to St .Petersburg. 

(09) Adam B. LTlam has s1-ecula teu recently the t the fail-lre of 

'The ;\,orthern Revolutionary }'oyulist Group' to gain acceptance in 

the South for its pro~ramme was in part because these circles were 

"not enchanted by the idea of centralisation, i.e. control by the 

Fetersburg group."( 310) '-':i th the advent of '~Jarodnaya Volya' the 
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question of greater centralisation was presented more forcibly, and 

the Southern kruzhoks struggled against it. A.Zhelyabov at his 

trial said that until about 1879 he had not seen any need for a strong 

organisation except for bringing books in from abroad, or for printing 

them in Russia. But once the party h8.d set itself the aim of violent 

revolution, organisation was necessary.(3ll) Even once the necessity 

had been realised, "Dissatisfaction on the side of the local groups 

was frequent and originated, mostly, from a lack of tact by members, 

or agents, of the (Executive) Committee."(3l?) And, muchlttime and 

effort marked the :Executi ve Committee's struggle with the autonomous 

tendencies of the Southern kruzhoks.", according to the recent work 

of V.A.Tvardovskaya.(313) The recalcitrance of the South grew and, 

by mid 1863, IJ.A.Tikhomirov was urging caution on U.N.Oshanina

Polonskaya in her dealings with the South, whose sensitivity he 

recognised, being from the Don himself. He advised her that she 

shoUld, in conversation with the Southerners, stress -that socialism 

demands the economic unity of the North and South of aussia, and the 

revolutionary organisation - while a united enemy exists - also must 

be united as regards fighting forces: not GreAt Russians and not 

Little Russians, but non-nationalist all-Russians."(314) ',vith the 

development of the 'Young Party 'Narodnaya Volya' , , as a consequence 

of the defeat of 'Narodnaya Volya', provincialism was assisted by 

a strong reaction towards the development of a federalist structure 

for the Party. (31S) 

The history of the revolutionary movement is usually told in 

terms of the rise and fall of four organisations which operated on 

an empire-wide scale: the Chaykovtsy, ';:;emlya i Volya', 'Narodnaya 

Volya' and 'Chernyy Peredel'. Yet in view of the previous paragraphs 

and the inclination of the Southerners to go their own way it seems 

necessary to clarify the importance of these 'all-Russian' 

organisations for the South. Three questions are relevant: firstly, 

were the Southern branches of all-Russian revolutionary organisations 

created by their St. Petersburg centres?; secondly, once formed were 

they strictly organised and controlled from St.Petersburg?; and 

lastly, were the Southern branches the dominant kruzhoks in the South 

at any given time? 
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The thesis that the handful of 'Chaykovtsy' groups scattered 

throughout the Empire was in fact a federated all-Russian 

organisation properly named 'The Large Propaganda Society' is of 

relative modernity, and was first advanced in an elaborated form 

by the So~iet historian N.A.Troits~ in the early 1960's. Troitsky 

has written that the St.Petersburg kruzhok of 'Chaykovtsy' came 

into being in Juf:':USt 1871 and "After this, in the course of 1871 -

1873, on the initiative of the St.Petersburg Chaykovtsy, were 

created its federated societies which have been hitherto incorrectly 

called the 'Chaykovtsy'".(316) The two Southern branches of this 

Society were the one in Odessa-Kherson and the one in Kiev. There 

was also an agent of the Society - Lizogub - in Kharkov.(317) 

Troits~ based his claim, that the separate kruzhoks constituted 

a federated Society, in part upon the similarity of their 

organisational features: "the internal structure of the st.Petersburg 

group, wore essentially a different character from, for example, 

the organisetion of the anarchist kruzhok of S.F.Kovalik, L.S.Ginsburg 

or the so-called 'Kiev Commune' ••• " "The provincial kruzhoks -

Moscow, Yiev, Ode~,sa-Khe1'30n, were constructed on the same organisational 

basis. All these kruzhoks, not only in ideology, but also in 

organisational aspects forn:ed together with the St.Petersburg kruzhok 

a single federative society."(318) 

On central control of the Society, Troitsky writes: "The 

relations between kruzhoks developed in the same way as relations 

between their members. All the kruzhoks were autonomous and were 

able to conform to local conditions, to take any decisions, but each 

of them was obliged to give systematically an account of its 

activities before the other kruzhoks. Admittance into one or other 

group of a new member Nas legitimised only with the consent of all 

kruzhoks. It was just the same for decisions of' principle as for 

questions of business, not only within each kruzhok but also in the 

Society as a whole; the Chaykovtsy considered them absolutaly binding 

on all members of the organisation. The common ~ and the right 

of transferring members from one kruzhok to another consolidated 

the organisational unity and equality of the kruzhok."(3l9) With 

the Cnaykovtsy organisst ion "we do not h;we a number of kruzhoks, 

but a wide branching society - a unified number of kruzhoks."(320) 
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Troitsky believes that the federation was formed at the end 

of July and the beginning of ~ugust 1873, although P.B.Aksel'rod 

and other sources date this development slightly later in 1873.(321) 

He accepts that the two Southern kruzhoks came into existence some 

time prior to this (322), but implies that their creation, especially 

of the Odessa-Kherson one, owed a lot to the activity of Southerners 

who had previously been members of the St .l-'etersburg Chaykovtsy and 

who were acting with the co-operation of that ,l!roup. Taus: "The 

rising of the Odessa group of Chaykovtsy was to a significant extent 

the result of the initiative and energy of F.V.Volkhovsky, •• in 

mid-July 1871, F.V.Volkhovsky, only just freed after the Nechayev 

case, straight from the dock, half-deaf,hardly moving, arrived ••• 

(at the flat of the St.Petersburg Chaykovtsy) ••• with a proposal 

"to organise some dirty tricks against the government." The 

Chaykovtsy were very pleased with this suggestion and they "then 

arranged that Volkhovsky would organise the youth in Odessa. If (323) 

"In the autumn of 1872, Volkhovsky arrived in Odessa and linked up 

with the loca.l agent of the Chaykovtsy, S.L.Chudnovsky."(324) 

Regarding the Kherson kruzhok, Troitsky endorses the view that "the 

main organiser of the Kherson kruzhok from 1871 was Franzholi, around 

whom formed ••• a kr~zhok of like-minded people recognising him 

tacitly - as their head and leader; Franzholi in 1870-1871, was 

acquainted in retersburg with the Chaykovtsy and on returning to 

Kherson he did not break the links with them. "(325) Even with the 

Kiev kruzhok, Troitsky sees the influence of the St.Petersburg 

Chaykovtsy. "The fore-runner of the group was a kruzhok for self

development founded in the summer of 1872 by F.B.Aksel'rod, S.G.Lur'ye 

and G.Ye.Gurevich, in which, at the end of 1872, joined V.rr.Emme 

(a former member of the Natanson kruzhok), I.F.Rashevsky, N.A. 

Korotkevich and a. certain Orlov and Rozhdestvensky." A leading 

role in the development of the kruzhok was played by Emme and 

Rashevsky who, even before the appearance of the kruzhok, were in 

close working relations with the Petersburg Chaykovtsy.(326) 

Troitsky justifiably points to the involvement of St.Petersburg 

revolutionaries in the South at this particular period: the extent 

to which the generation of the Southern kruzhoks was begun on the 

initiative of the capital is less acceptable. As LavJ'Ov remarked, 

Southern kruzhoks pre-1873 "were developing independently, being 
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at first only in very insignificant contact with the Petersburg 

kruzhoks and joining with them in closer links when already in a 

complete developed form."(327) The Odessan kruzhok "even before 

joining in the Society, had rules and even a special name - the 

Initiators' kruzhok."(3?8) To summarise, the Southern kruzhoks 

were not created by an 'all-Russian' organisation; they pre-dated 

it. Activists from the capital were involved in setting up these 

Southern kruzhoks, but they were not themselves directly carrying 

out instructions from the St.Petersburg centre, although occasionally 

in contact with it. 

Moving to the question of the strictness of the organisation 

and control exercised by the St.~etersburg centre over the Southern 

kruzhoks associated with the IJarge Propaga,nda. Society, Troi t sky 

himself has written that they were autonomous although obliged to 

give a systematic account of their activities to the other kruzhoks 

and to obtain their consent before admitting new members. (32°) 

Unfortunately he does not give any evidence that these Southern 

kruzhoks did meet in order to decide such matters. One of the 

members of the St.Petersburg Chaykovtsy wrote in his memoirs that 

links between the provincial kruzhoks and the St. Petersburg 

Chaykovtsy were based on equality, autonomy and a, voluntary spirit 

which could be broken, but as they agreed on policy, they exchanged 

information, money and members. (330) The casualness of the whole 

relationship is conveyed by P.B.Aksel'rod, one of the Kiev 

Chaykovtsy, when he writes that the question of a general programme 

did not arise amonrst the different kruzhoks; the members all knew 

each other well enough to know that they made common cause with the 

same aims and, more or less, in the same spirit.(331) It proved 

difficult enough to establish discipline within a kruzhok let alone 

from outside, as Volkhovsky discovered. N.V.Chaykovsky, himself, 

commented upon Volkhovsky's insistence upon discipline within the 

Odessa-Kharkov kruzhok.(332) Subsequently, B.B.Glinsky remarked 

that "In this kruzhok can perhaps be observed the appearance of 

party discipline ••• It seems that the unusual conspiratorialness, 

with which all affairs of the kruzhok were conducted, for a long 

time safe-guarded its existence. "(333) Lavrov rated this kruzhok 

as th~ "best organised kruzhok of the epoch before 1875 ••• ·(334) 

Finally however, Volkhovsky left the kruzhok because it would not 
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accept tLe discipline which he considered necessary for an efficient 

revolutionary organisation.(335) 

AJ!art from its inappropriateness and the hostility which any 

such attempt would have engendered, there could be no strict control 

of the provincial kruzhoks by the St.Petersburg centre because of 

t~e flexibility of the membership of the former. i'erhaps the least 

satisfactory element in Tro:i.tskY':3 Uh~,'3is is his claim to be able 

to establish the precise membership of the kruzhoks, putting the 

members of Odessa-Yherson at 14 and that of Yiev at 1?(336) Sources 

indicate that members of the Chaykovtsy often particjpated in other 

kruzhoks; thet members of other kruzhoks attended the Chaykovtsy 

meetin€s and that, in general, it is extrE:mely diffi cuI t to be sure 

about which people were in fact members of the Chaykovtsy groups 

in the South. A. and I.I.Teftul and 1.Troidansky are believed by 

some to have been members of the Odessa Chaykovtsy (337), while 

Ye .A.Dragopulo certainly participated in the reading of discussion 

papers at their meetings if he was not actually a member.(338) 

The case of LiV:.Koval'sky to be included in the ranks of the Odessan 

Chaykovtsy - which Troi tsky ignores - is argued strongly by Poe:lubko 

who points out that Yoval' sky was a diligent part ici pant in its 

activities both compiling papers and joining in their discussions. (339) 

The e:reatest source of doubt about the possibilHy of identifYing 

exactly the membership of the Odes san Chaykovtsy is the closeness 

of its relationship with another kruzhok, the Zhebunevs. As the 

Soviet historian, Filippov writes: "in the spring of 1874- relations 

between Odessa 'Chaykovtsy' and the members of the Zhebunev kruzhok 

came, ••• into a stage of very close mutual 'collaboration'."(340) 

Two members of the Zhebunev kruzhok became members of the Chaykovtsy: 

P.}.:.Makarevich joined theZhebunevs in 1<':572 and the Chaykovtsy in 

autumn 1873; A.lv:akarevich (nee Rosenshteyn) joined the former in 

1872 and subsequently the Chaykovtsy.(34l) I.I.Glushkov, the 

brother of Z.I.Zhebuneva was po~sibly also a member of both kruzhoks. 

(342) Some sources have most of the Zhebunev members being also 

Chaykovtsy, so that the fermer could not be said to constitute a 

substantive group after their return to Odessa.(343) 

There was also only a very insubstantial division between the 

Kiev Chaykovtsy and the main kruzhok in that city, the Kiev Commune. 
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P.B.Aksel'rod, who may be considered as one of the leader~ of the 

Kiev Chaykovtsy was treated by the Communards as one of themselves. 

(344) Conversely, Breshko-Breshkovskaya of the latter body attended 

the meetings of the Chaykovtsy.(345) 'lhe Yaminer sisters, Nadezhda 

and Avgustina, joined the Chaykovtsy in 1873, and in the spring of 

1874 joined the Commune. The brothers Levental' , Yeleazar and 

Nakhman, who joined the Cllaykovtsy in 1873, joined the Gommune the 

following year. (346) Ya.Stefanovich was a.ctive in both kruzhoks. 

(347) The important point is that membership of kruzhoks such as 

these discussed here, merely inv0lved attendance and participation 

in the common ~, it did not imply allegiance to a particular 

organisation. Under these circumstances it is impossible to conceive 

of the st.Petersburg centre being able to exercise any control. No 

doubt, as S."F'.Kovalik wrote "Poscow, Kiev and Odessa found themselves 

in constant relations with them (Le., the St.Petersburg Chaykovtsy) 

and often received directives from them.", but he could also write 

thAt as regard Kiev, ''The revolutionary movement flowed in it 

independently, almost without any influence from the Petersburg 

kruzhoks ••• II (48) 

Neither of the two Chaykovtsy kruzhoks at present under con

sideration was the only kruzhok in its locality, nor in fact did 

it play the dominant role there. Neither - in their federated 

forms - lasted very long; at the most generous reckoning, nc more 

than ten months. 'l'he Kiev Chaykovtsy was, as Troi tsky acknowledges, 

"very insienificant both in the number of participants, and measured 

by the scale of activities ••• "(49) According to Kovalik, it soon 

ceased to playa part in the movement. (50) This kruzhok was on 

the one side overshadowed by the larger and more vigorous ' Commune' 

and on the othE:r incapacitated by its own internal discord. From 

an early date, the kruzhok experienced "serious divergences in views 

in 1873. "(351) This became worse under the infl uence of radical 

youths returning from Switzerland but even more as a result of the 

influence of the works of 3akunin and Lavrov. The disagreements, 

according to P.B.Aksel'rod, arose between Emme and Rashevsky, whom 

he characterises as Lavrovists, and the Uakunists amongst whom he 

numbered himself and Stefanovich. The latter elements drew closer 

to their ideological sympathisers, the Yiev Communards, and left 

the Chaykovtsy.(352) 
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The situation as regards the Odessan Chaykovtsy would appear 

to be somewhat different. N.A.Charushin described it as "one of 

the most numerous and organised illegal kruzhoks, not only actively 

working amongst groups of intelligentsia but also amongst the 

workers. "US3) 'I'roitsky accords it the place of being "in second 

place in the Society, after the Petersburg kruzhok." (354) Tlle 

same writer continued: "The provincial groups of the Society went 

v narod almost in their entirety, in the spring of 1871+0 Their 

active participants propagandised peasants in not less than twenty 

provinces. "(355) It will be demonstrated in Chapter ITI that in 

fact few of the Odessan Chaykovtsy went ~od and that the kruzhok 

broke up rapidly after the departure of its leader Volkhovsky which 

occurred in spring of 1874. 

Only two of the Southern kruzhoks have 0 een suggested to ha ve 

been part of the '~emlya i Volya' party: Osineky's and the Kharkov

Rostov kruzhok. N.A.Morozov, for example, refers to Osinsky as 

the Kiev representative of 'Zerr~ya i Volya' .(356) Undoubtedly, 

Osinsky had played a significant part in the foundation of the 

party in St.Petersburg in 1876 and had attended the meetin{,s in 

January 1877 and in the winter of 1877/78. (57) However once he 

formed hi sown kruzhok in Kiev, from the winter of 1877/78, and 

began to be involved in revolutionary work, both he and the kruzhok 

acted with complete autonomy in the South.(58) Indeed Osinsky 

had made it clear to O.V.Aptekman before the meeting of 'i.emlya i 

Volya'in the winter of 1877/78, at which he was to press for the 

inclusion in the Party's constitution of a ~reater political 

element, that, if his proposal was rejected, he would leave the 

organisation and go South where his views had found acceptance. 

(59) It rna;;' well have been that during 1878 Csinsky no longer 

regarded himself as a member. Therefore the only 'Zemlya i Volya' 

kruzhok which it is necessary to consider is that of the Yharkov

Rostov kruzhok. 

This kruzhok existed before the foundation of 'Zemlya i Volya'. 

In fact, the nucleus of the kruzhok had existed in St.Petersburg 

at least since autumn 1875. It consisted of M.Fopov, Yemel'yanov, 

Tishchenko, I,.Gartman, Bykovtsev and others. (60) After a number 

of them had been active v narod, they began to re-assemble in '~ostov 
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during the summer of 1876, along with some new members. ~'eE:tings 

were held which involved about 15 people.(361) Although there was 

a substantial amount of contact during 1876 between these people 

and the capital, it was not until January 1877 that representatives 

went to St.Petersburg, accepted the rules and programme of the 

Party and "formally completed t:le union of the Yhar'kov-Rostov kruzhok 

with the Petersburg revolutionary - narodnik kruzhok. Thus was 

formed the 'Northern revolutionary - narodnichestvo' group, known 

from the second half of 1878 under the name of the 'Society 'Zemlya 

i Volya". II (36?) 

Included in the Society's rules was a section on the local 

groups: Point 28 - "rrroups have com21ete indellendence in their local 

and internal matters."; Faint ?9 - "The internal organisation of each 

group can be different ••• "(363) Such latitude may well help explain 

why "The energetic efforts of the r etersburg Centre of 'Zemlya i 

Volya' to strengthen its local organisation of necessity did not 

have success ••• "(364) 

The question of the importance of the Yha~kov-Rostov kruzhok 

within the South can be answered with some confidence in the negative. 

As can be seen from the list of kruzhoks in section 2 of this Chapter, 

the Khar!kov-Rostov kruzhok waS only one of a number extant at the 

time. Having joined' Zemlya i Volya' in January 1877, it dispersed 

during the early spring of 1877 for propaganda ~urk in the Caucasus, 

Volga or Kuban (365), and subsequently, following police persecution, 

most fled north, either to the St .Petersburg Centre, or to the 'lemlya 

i Volya' settlement in Samara.(366) 

The remarkable failure of 'L;emlya i Volya' to make any real 

impa.ct on the Soutll reqUires some consideration. As L.Tikhomirov 

wrote, it had" some weak off-shoots also in the south, but was 

nholly created by the north.", a judgement echoed by others (367)~ 

.r;ven the names chosen for the organisation indicate a lack: of 

relevance for the South; originally being called the 'Northern 

Revolutionary Populist rrroup' , and from the summer of 1876 referred 

to as the 'North-Russian Society of 'Zemlya i Volya". This was 

explained by one contemporary as follows: "They called themselves 

the 'North-Russian Society 'Zemlya i Volya" to attribute to the 

region of its activities,and the districts of south-eastern Russia 

in which conditions of the way of life of the rural popUlation 
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assumed forms characteristic of the Russian .i~orth." (368) Given 

this underlying attitude the Northerners would not have attached 

great urgency to the establishment of kruzhoks in the South and the 

fact that the only kruzhok was based in Khar'kov and Rostov may 

well be significant, for the latter was regarded as a base for 

revolutionaries from the North who were going on to work in the 

Volga, Caucasus and Don.(369; '~emlya i Volya ' attached little 

importance to the ~outh, and it had little significance for the 

history of the Southern revolutionary movement. 

With the third all-Russian revolutionary organisation, the 

'Narodnaya Volya' Party, there are a number of important differences. 

This organisation was undoubtedly the dominant one in the South 

and had a lengthy period of existence. Equally distinctive is the 

fact that it did not have a centre in St.Petersburg as did the 

prevjous two organisations. The Executive Committee of the Party 

was able to move around the Empire, and concentrate on whichever 

part seemed to offer the best opportunity for revolutionary work. 

(370) It was often to be in the South and indeed some of its 

earliest activities were in the South during 1879, and some of its 

last activities were to be in Yha;kov. A high percentage of those 

serving on the Executive Committee over the years of its existence 

were to be Southerners. 

The first 'Narodnaya Volya' kruzhoks in the South had existed 

independently before entering into this all-Russian organisation 

(371), and were often rather reluctant so to do. Perhaps in 

recognition of the sensitivity of the Southerners about their 

autonomy and in anticipation of some difficulty in persuading them 

to give it up in favour of participation in a strong all-Russian 

organisation, the agents of the Executive Committee who were sent 

to accomplish this difficult task were almost all Southerners. 

A.I.Bychkov recalled the argument of his brother V.I.Bychkov, one 

of the leaders of the Kievan terrorist groups, with A. D.Mikhaylov, 

who arrived in Kiev in 1879. "AI though V.I.Bychkov, like the majority 

of the Yievan groups, recognised the progra.mme of the Executive 

Committee of the 'Narodnaya Volya' and was ready to unite in the 

struggle with the 'Narodnaya Volya' members, he in every way possible 

defended the independence of the groups from the Executive Committee. 
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Only in the beginning of 1880 did the Bychkov-Levinsky group unite 

with the Executive Committee, taking upon itself to obey the 

Executive Committee, uniting with it their forces and resources 

and worked out a common plan of action."(372) S.S.Zlatopol'sky, 

a Southerner, was accepted as the a.gent of the Executive Committee, 

in the autumn of 1881, to this group.(373) Later P.V.Gortynsky 

arrived from Moscow as the new agent of the Executive Committee in 

Kiev. The Levinsky kruzhok would not accept him and he set up his 

own kruzhok. Thus in January 1882, when A.N.Bakh returned to Kiev 

from exile, he found Gortynsky, as agent of the Executive Committee 

heading what he considered to be the officially recognised kruzhok, 

while the Levinsky kruzhok sought that recognition. (374) The 

Popov-Butsynsky kruzhok which existed from September 1879 until 

early the following year, joined the "'Narodnaya Volya' organisation 

on a federal basis, preserving its independence. The programme of 

the F~ecutive Committee of the '~arodnaya Volya' party was accepted 

by some members of the kruzhok with reservation, but in fact the 

kruzhok acted in the spirit of the programme."(375) 

In Kh8:hov the Executi ve Committee experienced similar difficulty. 

According to G.Gol'denberg, he was given the responsibility of winning 

over the Khatkovites (376), which he tried to do in September 1879. 

Gol'denberg should have Leen a good choice for he was held in high 

regard by the Kharkov revolutionaries due to his attempt on the life 

of Prince Kropotkin, but V.A.Danilov recalls that he, Gol'denberg, 

did badly in the meeting summoned to hear him argue the case for 

joining the 'Narodnaya Volya' organisation.(377) About a week later, 

on 20 September 1879, there was a second meeting between around 40 

of the local revolutionaries, mainly from I.I.Glushkov's kruzhok, 

and a number of Executive L;omrnittee aeents, Kolodkevich, Barannikov, 

Presnyakov, Yakimova and Zhelyabov. Zhelyabov delivered a speech 

which decisively swayed the locals who subsequently joined the 

organisation. (378) I.I.Glushkov was arrested days later, at the 

beginning of October 1879, and F.A.Tellalov took over the leadership 

of the kruzhok simultaneously with being made an agent of the 

Executive Committee.(379) Even then he stil) found difficulty in 

convincing the Khal!kov revolutionaries of the necessity of strict 

subordination to the Executive Committee. (380) 
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Odessa took somewhat longer to conform. A.Zhelyabov had been 

active here in the summer of 1879, organisin~' the workers.(81) 

In the winter of 1879/80, V. Figney' and N.N.F. olodkevich were 

involved in similar work.(.38~') M.N.Trigoni however appears to have 

been the man who brought the local revolutionaries into the Party's 

organisation, although there is little agreement about the date of 

this. (.38.3) M.l.Drey reported that M.N.Trigoni came to Odessa at 

the beginning of 1880, as a 'Na.rodnaya Volya' agent: "Trigoni, from 

the remnants of former revolutionary organisations and from newly 

recruited people, formed a Central group ••• , a workers' sub-group, 

and laid the basis of a military suo-group. "(384) He still had 

the task of winning ov~r the other kruzhoks in the city. One of 

these was the 'gorod' kruzhok, mainly of workers. Accord.ing to 

D.N.Nabokov, };:inister of Justice, to D.A.Tolstoy, the Minister of 

the Interior, this gorod kruzhok was, during the whole period of 

its existence, "the most lively centre of the revolutionary move

ment." "here in the winter of 1880 - 1881, Trigoni read to the 

meeting the programme of the~xecutive Committee, introduced members 

of the kruzhok into the details of the revolutionary movement, 

reported about the possibility of an imminent bunt,persuaded it to 

take the narodovol'tsy line, and .fJromised the kruzhok the help of 

the Party of 'Narodnaya Volya' ."(385) 

The rules which the 'Harodnaya Volya' Party drew up for its 

local central groups were much more rigorous, in theory at least, 

than that of the previous all-Russian organisations which have 

been considered. Local groups were not going to initiate the 

revolution, but they would be indispensable to its success. In 

preparation for the revoluti on, the local groups would win positions 

in the administra.tion and army, gain influence over the peasantry, 

meet with local liberals and constitutionalists, provide themselves 

with material resources and familiarise themselves with their 

respective regions.(.386) The prohibitions were as formidable as 

the obligations. The local central group could not do the 

following without the permission of the Executive Committee: acts 

of terrorism against people of governor level and above, large 

robberies from the goverr~ent, enter into relations with groups 

outside 'Narodnaya Volya' , issue a party proclamation or a brochure 

on a matter of principle or start a. paper, start a local insurrection, 
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or initiate systematic agrarian terrorism. (357) While the local 

group could recruit new members they could only oecome members 

after the Executive Committee had been informed about them and 

was satisfied.(388) The Group would be linked to the jc~xecutive 

Committee through an agent. (389) As has been discussed above, the 

loca.l group also had to be prepared to give financial assistance to 

the Executive Committee. In the rules of the local central groups 

it was stated that such groups were "obliged to give the Executive 

Committee an account of their activities and, on the reouest of 

the Committee, provide all its moral and material forces." The 

Executive Committee was also empowered to extract any member for 

its own use. (390). In theory then the 'Narodnaya Volya' Party 

exercised very great control over the local groups. Yet given the 

facts of the situation: the voluntary nature of the association, 

the great distances involved between the Committee and the provinces 

and the imperfect means of comrnunication available to the revolution

aries, central control was bound to be somewhat less onerous. 

Memoirs indicate that) in the minds of the activists..; local kruzhoks 

maintained considerable independence. A.N.Bakh who was active in 

Kiev, Rostov and in the Caucasus recalled that wh:ile local groups 

had to give money and men to the Committee, and were not a Howed 

to undertake large terrorist acts, or publish anything without the 

al;proval of the Committee, at the same time, in everything else the 

"local group was entirely autonomous." He also attached considerable 

significance to the fact that the agent of the Committee assigned 

to the local central committee did not have a decisive voice on 

that group.(391) Testifying more as a member of the r~xecutive 

Commi \.tee than as a provincial, rr.N • .f-'olonskaya (Olovennikova), 

writing in 1893, remembered that the local group could not carry 

out terror or publish papers without the Committee's approval; that 

it was obliged to give the r;xecutive Committee part of its money 

and personnel if requested and that it was required to give the 

Committee a report on its affairs, but otherwise the local group 

was independent. (392) Nonetheless, A.Zhelyabov was guilty of some 

exaggeration at his trial when he stated that "Each group is 

independent.in the conduct of its affairs and has its own budget."(393) 
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Even if in reality the strictures on central control wi thin' Narodnaya 

Volya' lay lightly upon the shoulders of the local groups, it is 

noteworthy that provincial groups did join this organisation in such 

large numbers whereas they had been so markedly reluctant to involve 

themselves with the even less onerous obligation of participation 

in the Chaykovtsy and 'Zemlya i Volya'. 

The fourth all-Russian revolutionary organisRtion was 'Cherpyy 

Peredel'. Here again was an organisation which did not attach much 

significance to activity in the South. The name itself was chosen 

because tithe term was underetood amongst the peasants of r;.reat 

Russia. "(394) This was to become even more explicit as time passed 

for, in September 1880, in Chernyy .t-ere~el No.2, appeared what was 

the new programms for the tarty entitled: 'Programma. Severno-russkago 

obshchestva '1eml..Y1!...L Voly,a' '. By way of an explanation of its name, 

the authors stated that we "name ourselves the 'l~orth-Russian Society 

'Zemlya i Volya" to signify the area of our activities and the 

regions of south-east Russia, in which the conditions of the way of 

life of the rural population take the form characteristic of the 

Russian north. tI (39S) A position I'I'hich is very reminiscent of that 

of 'Zemlya i Volya l itself four years previously. 

'Chernyy Peredel's' presence in the South was negligible, except 

possibly in Kiev where there existed firstly a combined 'Chernyy 

Peredel' and 'Narodnaya Volya' group, and subsequently the '¥orkers' 

Union organised by Ye.Koval'skaya and N.F.Shchedrin in 16C30-l881. 

,\s regards the former, r .R.Popov the leader of the 'Chernyy Peredel' 

element of the combined group later wrote that they actually shared 

the narodovol'tsy programme and "it seems to me that if our Kiev 

kruzhok had not been destroyed shortly after this, then probably it 

would have finally united with the narodovol' tsy ••• " (396) The 

existence of the second 'Cherny.)' Peredel' organisation was due to 

a strange combination of factors. Shchedrin and Koval'skaya had 

fallen out with the other members of the party over the new I Chernyy 

Peredel' programme which was adopted shortly after it had suffered 

from a series of arrests in January 1830. These two members wanted 

a more anarchist programme which would stress economic terror. 

Determined to put their ideas into practice, they decided to go to 

Kiev, primarily because it WaS distant from St. Petersburg and t l oscow 
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where the activities of a spy called Z.harkov were making life very 

difficult for them. (397) Yoval' skaya was of course a Southerner, 

which might have figured in their calculations. Elsewhere in 

the South, 'Chernyy :-eredel' was of no importance. Of Kh~kov 

in 1660, for example, P.B.Aksel'rod himself wrote: "In general 

tnere was no active supporter of the 'Chernyy Peredel' faction in 

Kharkov. In any case, the influence of this faction here was 

insignificant ••• "(398) However it is not the paucity of support 

for 'Chernyy Peredel' which is most relevant here but rather the 

extent to which that support was directed from sources outwith 

the South. A Soviet historian has summarised the f~arty' s 

attitude to organisation: the 'Chernyy r'eredel' did not recognise 

centralism, but believed in federalism. Relations between 

provincial groups and the centre were based on full equality and 

autonomy. (399 ) 

Thus, of the four 'all-Russian' revolutionary organisations which 

existed, only one - 'Narodnaya Volya' - was significant for the 

history of the Southern revolutionary movement. A large number, 

probably the vast n:a.jority, of the kruzhoks in the South adhered 

to the Party. The centre may not have exercised strict control 

over local groups but the authority of the Executive Committee was 

recognised and 8S a consequence' Narodnaya Volya' was the leading 

force in the South, as elsewhere, in the last five years of the 

period. 
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6. Summary. 

This Chapter confounds the view that the South was backward, in 

fact there was an indigenous revolutionary movement in the South 

with a vigorouB growth and the ability to develop a characteristic 

pattern of organisation, which included a tendency to form at 

first local, and. then Southern organisations, without ties wi th 

st.Petersburg. Most of the important kruzhoks from 1873-78 had, 

to a greater or lesser extent, independent contacts with the 

emigration, which secured for them a sufficiency in literature. 

This had a significance beyond that of being able to read what 

they wanted; it encouraged membership and assisted finances. They 

were also increasingly able towards the end of the seventies to 

produce material on their own presses. Insofar as they relied 

upon the North for supplies of legal literature and, from 1879 

onwards, for supplies of Narodnaya Volya, this did not necessarily 

mean a reliance upon :~ortherners, since there were Southerners 

living in the capital or in Moscow who could assist their 

colleagues in the South. 

Financial control could influence revolutionary development 

by encouraging certain trends or, by stif~ling others. Yet there 

existed a number of different sources of money: the North, the 

ranks of the revolutionaries themselves, 'society'. Therefore 

it was impossible for anyone source to be able to exercise a 

dominant control; as was seen, a kruzhok which was denied money 

by one source would try to seek it out from one of the other 

sources. 

With the exception of the 'Narodnaya Volya' period, 'a11-

Russian' organisations had little significance for the development 

of the ::';outhern revolutionary movement, and even in 1879 to 1883, 

Southern kruzhoks showed themselves independently minded and 

difficult to control. 
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Istoricheskiye Zapiski 1963, tom 74, p.208. 
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(50) I.I.Popov 'Pamyati L.S.Zalkinaa' in KiS 1929, k.ll, p.173. 

V.Gortynsky himself was arrested in ,Jan.lFeb.1882 - see 

A.N.Bakh 'Vospominaniya Narodovol'tsa (1832-1885gg), in 

Byloye 19C7, no.l, p.ll9 

(51) A.N • Bakh 'Vospominaniya Narod._ovol' tsa (1882-18::\5 gr,)' in 
---

Byloye 1907, no.1, p.118 

(52) Ibid., p.120. 

S.S.Volk "Naroinaya Volya ' 1879-188~' p.?68 says that it 

started in Feb/J'11arch E82, whereas he claims it was in the 

summer of 18S? in his article 'Deyatel' nost' 'Narodnoy Voli' 

sredi rabochikh v eody vtoroy revolyutsionnoy situatsii 

1879-1882' in Istoricheskiye ~apiski 1963, tom 74, p.208. 

(53) LLPopov 'Parryati L.S .Zalkinda' in RiS 1929, k.ll, p.173. 

(54) A.N.Bakh 'Vospominaniya Narod,---ovol'tsa (18~,2-1885 gg)' in 

Byloye 1907, no. 1, p.121. 

(55) V.Pankratov 'K Protsessu 12-ti 1884f v Kiev' in Byloye 1907, 

no.2, p.297,303. 

See also S.N.Valk "So~ialist' , organ yugo-zapadnoy gruppy 

partii 'Narodnoy Voli" in Krasnyy Arkhi v 1929, tom 33, p. 205. 

(56) N.4.Troitsky 'Bol'shoye Obshchestvo Propaeandy 1871-18748g' 

p.24. See also Sh.Levin in N.A.Charushin '0 Dalekom Proshlom' 

p.357 who says that the Odessan kruzhok only achieved "a 

settled formation ••• " in the summer of 1873. 

(57) N.A.Charushin op.cit. p.357 note. 

(58) B.S.ltenberg 'Vozniknoveniye Pervoy Proletarskoy orga.nizatsii 

v Rossii - 'Yuzhnorossiyskogo Soyuz a Rabochikh" in 

Istoricheskiye Zapiski 1953, tom 44, p.lo6,108 (definitely 

formed by spring 1875), p.lll (destroyed). Zaslavsky had been 

active in Odessa long before the end of 1874 - see p.l04. 

(59) See '~-~~blio Slovar'tom II, v.2, col.410-4l5. The kruzhok 

had, of course, existed before this and had been formed in 

Switzerland - See J .~:;.1 .. 1eijer 'Knowl~dge and Revolution: The 

Russian Colony in 6':lrich 1870-1873' pp.53-64. 

(60) N.Vitashevsky 'Pervoye vooruzhennoye soprotivleniye - pervyy 

voyennyy sud' in Byloye 1906, no.2, pp.?23-224. 

(61) The kruzhok was arrested after armed resistance. The incident 

is described in various sources including: Yeo Serebryakov 
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'Obshchestvo 'Zemlya i Volya" in 'Ma terialy' tom 11, ~ay 1894, 

p.42. 

(62) M.Frolenko 'Obshchestvo Narodnogo Osvobozhdeniya' in KiS 1932, 

k.43, P.bS. 

S.Ye.Lion did not join the kruzhok until spring 1877, although 

secondary sources freg uen tly refer to 'Lion's kruzhok'; see 
k 

S.Ye.Lion lot propagandy k terroru. (Iz Odessikh Vospominany 

" semidesyatnika)' in KiS 19?4, k.12, p.14. A.N. Pribylev 'In. 

F. Voloshenko' in KiS 1930 k.3, p.139, says that the ~ent~ 

disintegrated when Voloshenko and Popko left at the end of 1877. 

(63) See note 37. 

(64) See note 39. 

(65) S.S.Volk 'Deyatel'nost' 'Narodnoy Voli' sredi rabochikh v 

gody vtoroy revolyutsionnoy situatsii 1879-1382' in 

Istoricheskiye Zaniski' 1963, tom 74, p.208. 

(66) S.S.Volk "Narodnaya Volya' 1379-18J2' p.?63 and ~.1.I.Drey 

"Strel'nikovskiy protsess' v Odesse v 1883 godu' in KiS 

1924, k.9, p.46. 

(67) 8.S.Volk "Narodnaya Volya' 1879-1882' p.270. 

V.?igner 'Zapechatlyenny 'Crud' tom I, p.291, says that it 

"existed till mid 133~." 

(6d) ~f.N .Trigoni had been in Odessa since the start of 1838 as 

Execu.tivt'! Com'itte~, agent and played a lan:e part in settine 

it up; see !/.I.Drey "Strel'nikovsky protsess' v Odec.;ile v L:03 g' 

in YiS 1924, k.9, pp.46-47. 

(6S!/ 8.S.Volk "NaE_o2E.9.Y~_ .. Y2J'y.§l~~.~§15.:.!8c2' p.270. Although starting 

in the middle of 1882, its size appears to have been considerably 

increased by the addition of many new members to the Central 

GrouF in autumn 1882; see B.D.Orzhikh 'V ryadakh 'Narodnoy 

Voli" in A.V.vakimova-Dikovskaya. et a1. (ed.) 'Nar.9dovol't~~ 

Sb2£~il~ Ill' p.85. See ibid., pp.89-90 for changes in the 

leadership of the kruzhok. 

(70) S.N. Valk(ed.) '~Narod' tom I, p.454. 

(71) B.S.ltenberg 'Dvizheniye Revol~tsionno~_~~E0dnichestva' 

p.331 

(72) S.N.Valk(ed.) 'Rev_Na~~' tom I, p.454. 

(73) 3ee note 71. 
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(74) See note 71. 

(75) B.S.Itenberg 'pvizh~niye ~e~?l-x~tsio~nogo Narodniches~va' p.335. 

(76) In August lb74, the members left Khar!kov for Taganrog, where 

they joined with Favlovsh.-y's kruzhok, see S.N.Valk(ed.) 'Rev 

Narod' tom I, doc.63, p.33.? 

(77) O.V.Aptekman 'Obshchestvo '~emlya i Volya' 70-kh' p.lS7; 

Aptekman joined the kruzhok in August 1876, see ibid., .f.!.B4. 

See also F.Venturi 'Roots of Revolution' p.569. 

(78) The kruzhok broke up in spri.'1g }'::;77 due t,-; pressure from the 

police in Rostov. Yembers dispersed to the Caucasus, the Kuban, 

Samara and to St • .F-etersburg. See 'Iz vospominaniy L'va r..artmana' 

in Byloye Feb.1903, no.3, p.lS?; M.Po~ov 'Iz moyego revolyut

sionnago proshlago. (Ocherk pervyy), in ~yloye 1907, no.5, 1'.296. 

(79) V.V.Shirokova 'Vozniknoveniye narodovol'cheskoy organizatsii v 

Khar' kove , in 'Iz istorh obshcllestvennoy mysli i obshchest

vennogo dvizheniya v Rossii' p.67 gnd S.N.Va1k(ed.) 'Rev Narod' 

tom II, p.446. 

(80) V.V.~hirokova op.cit. p.73. 

(81) Ibid., p.74. 

(82) Ibid., p.81. 

(83) Ibid., .f.!p.9C-91, 65; see also S.S.Vo1k "Narodnaya Volya' 1879-

1882' p.271. 

(84) V.A.Danilov 'Iz Vospominaniy. (Frotsess Sytsyanko, 1879-1830)' 

in By10ye 1907, no.S, p.?30. It was G01'denberg's subsequent 

betrayal which led to the arrest of most of the kruzhok. 

(85) S.S. Volk "Narodnaya Volya' 1879-188?' p.271. 

(86) See V.A.Danilov 'Iz Vospominaniy' Byloye 1907, no.S, pp.229-?40. 

(87) See V.I.Chuyko 'F protse~su chetyrnadtsati' in A.V.Yakimova-

Dikovskaya et a1.(ed.) 'Narodovol'tsy Sbornik III' p.185. Figner 

herself was arrested on 10th Feoruary 1883 (o.s.) but the kruzhok 

continued till arrested on ;:'2 June 1883. 

(33) A.M.Pankratova (ed.) ''!{abochiye Dvizheniye' tom II, ch.2, doc.?63, 

p.497. 

(89) S.N.Va1k(ed.) 'Rev ;~arod' tom I, doc.64, p.335. See also a 

similar testimony by Yurkevich in B.Bazilevsky Ced.) 'Gas 

Prestup' tom III, p.8:? K.A.Foglubko 'Ocherki ~storii bolraro

~i.Yskikh revolYl!-tsionn;ykh ~vyazey. I p.109, tells how the 
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library possessed by the Odessan Chaykovtsy attracted Odessan 

student youth. 

(90) For example the Barkcv-Govorukh kruzhok of Jlhatkov University 

students in 1873-1874 raised 175 silver rubles through the 

sale of legal and illegal books to students. See B. Bazilevsky 

(ed.) 'Gos Pr~tu£' tom III, p.92. 

(91) Legal literature was very important throughout the period, 

'N.L.Gekker 'Revolyutsionnyye kruzhki v Berdyanske (1878-79)' 

in KiS 1924, k.ll, p.lOl, recalls that even at the eni of 

the seventies, the influence of illegal works was secondary 

to the influence of legal literature, the better journals 

and the works of Lavrov and N.K.MiYillaylovsky. 

(92) Perhaps the most impressive demonstration of the ;)outh's 

personal contact with the emigration is that one ha.lf of 

the students at Zurich University and Polytechnic, from 

1868 to 1874 came from the South, and Odessa provided more 

students to Zurich University than any other single town in 

the Empire. These students were frequently involved with 

Lavrov and Bakunin. See. J .iv1.:Meijer 'Knowledge and Revolution: 

l'be Russian Colony in ZuriEQ 1870-187..1.' Appendix, pp.208-215, 

24,53. T<'rom amongst these, many returned to Russia as 

revolutionaries. 

Southerners contributed significantly to the papers. 

S.A.Podolinsky wrote in his memoirs, (c180): "The editorial 

office of Vpered~ especially in the first two years of the 

existence of the journal (1873-1874) waS in close relation

ship with the 30uthern kruzhoks, which explains both the 

history of the foundation of Vpered~ and the composition of 

its workers in the first years. '"' "In this period (i.e. 1873-

1874) the Petersburgers rendered neither literary nor 

financial help • ••• Thus in this period the workers of Vpered!, 

apart from Lavrov and Smirnov, were all of Ukrainian origin 

and the largest part of the correspondence also dealt with 

Southern Russia." See B.Sapir(ed.) yPered! tom II, doc 15, 

pp.52-53. 

Amongst the numerous Southerners connected with Obshchina 

might be mentioned the following: M.G-ellis and lFuks who 
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emigrated in 1874 and became typesetters in Geneva for Obshchina 

before returning to form a workers' kruzhok in Odessa. (see 

'Bio-bibHo Slovar" tom II, v.l, co1.251; v.4, co1.1859) Yeo 

Levental', who had been in the Kiev Chaykovtsy in 1873 and the 

Kiev Commune in 1874, emigrated in October 1874 to become one 

of the editors of Obshchina. (see S.N.Valk(ed.) 'Rev Narod' 

p.503.) Another forner member of the Chaykovtsy, from Odessa, 

Stenyushkin, later associated with the grou~ around Obshchina. 

(see B.Sapir(ed.) 'Lavr£!' tom I, doc.323, p.540) The 

ubiquitous Z.K.Ralli was one of the Southerners who fled 

abroad after the student disorders of 1869 in st.Petersburg 

and became one of the editors of Obshchina and of Rabotni!. 

(see 'Bio-biblio Slo~" tom II, v.3, co1.1308-1310). Other 

Southerners N.A.Zhebunev and ~.I.Zhebuneva went to assist 

in the printing of Rab2~nik along with Zhukovsky, El'snits 

and Gol'denberg, see B.Sapir (ed.) 'Lavrov' tom I, doc .121, 

p.225 and doc.131, p.?43. 

(93) A. Tun 'Istori.Y~_Rev21,;y.llt~.!onnykhp-'yizh~ni.Y_._?....B9ssii ' p. 202. 

V.Figner 'lapechatlennyy 'rrud' tom I, p.245, writes that in 

1876, "ended the importance of the Russian emigration for 

revolutionary Hussie. ••• ", because of the development of 

'':;em1ya i Volya'. Perhaps 1876 is rather premature, for 

Qbshchina appeared during 1878. Ya.V.5tefanovich, writing a 

description, in 1882 for Fleve, of the emigration in the late 

'70's, remarks: "At the present time, the anif;1'ation does not 

represent a compact whole, as it did in the period beginning 

in 1873 and ending around 1878. At tr.at time the initiative 

in the revolutionary movement belonged to it "see 

F.Pokrovsky (ed.) '~usskaya Revolyutsionnaya Emigratsiya. 

Zapiska Ya.V.Stefannvicha' in Byloye 1921, no.16, p.76. 
The emigration regained some of its importance after 1st March 

1881, see ~::. N • Polonskaya (0 lovennikova) 'K is torii part ii 

Narodnoy Vo1i. 'Pokazaniya" (1893), reprinted in Ryloye 1907, 

no.5, p.8. 

(94) B.S.Itenberg 'Vozniknoveniye pervoy proletarskoy organizatsii 

v Rossii - 'Yuzhnorossiyskogo soyuza rabochikh' I in 

Istoricheskiye Zapiski 1953, torn 44, p~.96-97. Sevastopol', 
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as well as Odessa, was used to bring in material, see for 

example, V.Pankratov 'Iz deyatel'nosti sredi rabochikh v 

l830-84gg' in By10ye 1906, no. 3, p. ?5l. 

(95) For more information on these routes, see B.Sa~pir (ed.) 

'Vpered!' tom I, pp.314-320. For details of the routes through 

Be.ssarabia, see I.G.Budak 'Obshchestvenno-politicheskoye 

dvizheniye v B,e~sarabii v poreformennyy period' pp.196-201,271. 

Southern transport routes had of course existed before the 

period presently under consideration; for infonnation on a 

slightly earlier episode, see B.S.Itenberg 'Rasprostraneniye 

izdaniy Russkoy sektsii I Internatsionala v revolyutsionnom 

podpo1'ye Rossii.' in Voprosy Istorii October 1962, no.lO, 

pp.4C-49, and 0.D.Soko10v 'Novyye materia1y 0 rasprostranenii 

idey I Internatsional v Rossii.' in Voprosy Istorii 1959, 

no.l, pp.201-203. 

(96) Quoted in ~.L.Lavrov 'Narodniki-lJropagandist~-1§73-78 godoy' 

p.220. 

(97) B.Bazilevsky (ed.) 'Gos Prestup'tom III, pp.137-138. 

(98) Ibid., p.140. 

(99) N.A.Charushin '0 Dalekom Prosh1om' p.160 

(100) B.Bazi1evsky (ed.) 'Gos Frestup' tom III, pp.138-139 and p.127. 

(101) N.A.Troitsky 'Bol'shoye .9bshchestvo Propag;andy, 187l.=1874gg' 

p.39. 

(102) A. V.Knowles 'The' Book Affair' of the Chaykovsky Circle' in 

The Slavonic and East European Review Oct.1973, vol.5l,no.125, 

pp.559-560, narrates the developments from the autumn of 1873. 

(103) Ibid., p.559. Lermontov, in 1873, used a Southern route to 

bring in material from Sazhin for his St.Fetersburg kruzhok -

See B.Bazilevsky (ed.) 'Gos Prest3:!£'tom III, p.40. 

(104) B.Bazi1evsky (ed.) op.cit. tomID, p.139. 

(105) N.A.Charushin '0 Dalekom Proshlom' p.184. 

(106) S.Chudnovsky 'Stranichka iz vospominaniy' in Byloye 1907, no.5, 

p.288. 

(107) N.A.Charushin '0 Dalekom Proshlom' p.156; P.B.Aksel'rod 

'PerezhitoY~_i_.Pereduman~o~' p.lOl. See also S.P.Kovalik 

'~Y3!t.§ioEEE~ Dvi~Eeni~ Semid~syatl:kh .E;o2:.o.Y_i-__ I'Rtse~~ 
193~kh' p.127, where he recounts how Lur'ye was assisted by 
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the brcthers Favlovsky. 'The t~avl ovsky kruzhok moved from St. 

Petersburg to TaganroF.' in summer 1874 and later joined with 
I 

Andreyeva and her small Kharkov kruzhok. It had independent 

contact with Sazhin. See B.Bazilevsky 'Gos_.Prest.£2' tom III, 

p.78. 

(108) P.B.Akeel'rod op.cit. p.120 

(109) V.Debagory-t'okriyevich 'Vos.eomin~l~' p.46. 

(no) B.Bazilevsky (ed.) '§-.2,..s_ Pr~33,!;~'tom II] , p.l04. ~orinovich also 

testified that the Commune had obtained revolutionary books 

from abroad through smugglers, loc~cit •• 

(111) Ibid., p.4G. 

(112) See LI.Popov 'hikolay Yonstantinovich Russel' - SUdzilovsky' 

in KiS 1930, k.6, p.171. 

(113) B.Bazilevsky (ed.) 'Gos Pr!3";;,!;E-ll'tom Ill, p.8d,78. 

(114) S.N.Valk(ed.) '~_fiarod' tom 1, doc.63, p.333, for some of the 

material which the Pavlovsky kruzhok brought into Russia. A 

Moscow kruzhok also brought in books through B,essarabia in the 

summer of 1874. See Z.K.Ralli 'N • .?lup!co-Ko.9-.!.'f:!~EE.' p.lO. 

(115) A.M.Pankratova. (ed.) 'Raboch!,ye d_vizE'§Eiye' tom II, ch.2 

(1875-84), doc.53, p.ll?; doc.56, p.1l8 and doc.61, p.131. 

(116) Ibid., doc.65, p.151. 

(117; Ibid., doc.65, p.156. 

l"or further information on the contacts between the ;Jnion and 

the emigration in London, see B.S.Itenberg 'Y~hno-Rossi'yskiy 

Soyu~ Rabo.s:hikh. Vozniknoveni~_ Deyatel' ~ost' pp.146-152. 

Other sailors, e. g., I. F • Lyashenko, also brought revolutionary 

material back from London - see S.N. Valk (ed.) 'Rev Narod' 

tom I, p.47l'. See also B.Sapir (ed.) 'Vperedl' tom I, pp.387-

388 note 118 for a list of sailors involved in this traffic. 

(118) P.Vladychenko 'Famyati Uchitelya i pogibshikh druzey' in KiS 

1923, k.5, p.31. 

(119) 'Grigory A nf'om 0 vich Popko' in 'Materia1y' tom 16, October 1893, p.166 

(120) Ibid., pp.168-9. The L'vov friends were S.Yastrembsky, 

A.P.Ch--n", Lyakotsky, Pa.vlik. 

On G-rinevich's arrest, see 'Bio-Biblio Slovar" tom II, v.l, 

col. 316. 
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(121) M.Frolenko 'I.M.Koval'skiy. Zametka po povodu stat'i S.Ye. 

Liona' in ViS 1924, k.12, p.28. 

(122) S.N.VaJk(ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom II, doc.29, p.125. 

(123) ~~.Fro1enko 'Obshchestvo Narodnogo Osvobozhdeniya' in KiS 

1932, k.3, p.90 and 91. 

(124) P. L.Lavrov 'Narodniki-Pr...2Pii,MEdis.!:y-1873-18 godo.!' p.189, 

note. 

(125) S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom II, doc.30, p.1}1. 

(126) Gr.Borzyakov 'Revolyutsionnaya Molodezh' v Odesse v 1882-

1884 gg' in KiS 1929, k.8-9, p.131 

(127) F.Pokrovsky (ed.) 'Russkaya Revolyutsionnaya Emigratsiya. 

Zapiska Ya.V.Stefanovicha' in Byloye 1921, no.16, p.83. 

(128) P.S. Tkachenko 'T?evolyutsionna~Earodniches~'?:'y~_.9E$.?ni~at~i'ya 

'Zeml~_i Volya" p.190. LG.Budak 'Obshchestv~nn9-= 

..E.9liJ;ichesko.Y~.9.-vizheniye v Bessa:!,~j._ .!...~~fomenn;zy period' 

pp.196-201, 205-215, argues that the transport of books, type 

and revolutionaries across the Rumanian-Bessarabian border 

was of considerable significance, particularly from 1877/78 to 

the early 1880's. 

(129) S.N.Valk(ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom II, doc.43, p.379, note 105; 

Ye.Koval' ska.ya 'Yuzhnyy Rab(,chiy Soyuz v 1860-81gg' in 

Byloye Feb.1904, no.6, pp.36-37. 
(130) See T.G.Snytko 'Russkoye Narodnichestvo i Pol'skoye obshchest

venno~e dvizheniye 1865-1881 eg.' 

(131) Ibid., pp.170-171. 

(132) ~., see for example p.196. On the use of the Rumanian route 

to bring in literature for the St.Petersburg revolutionaries, 

see 1.G.Budak 'Obshchestv~nno-politicheskoye dvizheni~~-! 

Bessarabii v poreformenE.YLl?eriod' pp .114 ff. 

(133) B.Sapir (ed.) 'Lavrov' tom II, doc.~8, p.39,40. 

Podo1insky did prove to be correct on the matter of corresp

ondence, see Z.V.Pereshina. 'Ocherki lstorii Revo1yutsionnogo 

dvizheniya na_~lS~-.!!.!.{£ain'y. (k 100-lej;i'y_e~ vU~EnorossiYJ'lkogo 

soyuza rabE2hikht)~ pp.l0?-103, on the importance of Southern 

correspondence for Vpered: 

(134) B. Bazi1evsky (ed.) ':~os Prestup' tom III, pp.137-140; J .Meijer 

'Ynowledgeand Revolution' p.98. P.B.Aksel'rod 'Pe£ezhitoye i 

Peredumannoye~. k.I, p.106 describes Zheltonovsky, who he met 
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in autumn 1873, as beine: "the delegate from the ()dessan 

revolutionary kruzhok is suing Vper~2:. tI Zhe1 tonovsky was in 

fact in Volkhovsky's kruzhok. 

(135) B.Sapir (ed.) 'Vpered~' tom II, docs. 199,20C, pp.422-427. 

(136) ~., tom II, doc.169, pp.374-375. 

(137) 

(138) 

(139) 

(140) 

(141) 

(142) 

(14.3) 

(144) 

(145) 

(146) 

Ibid., tom II, doc.66, p.227. 

Ibid. , tom II, doc.139, p.3l7. 
Ibid., tom II, doc.158, p.347. 

Ibid., tom I, p. 320. 

Ibi..£.. , tom II, doc.166, p.356. 
Ibid. , tom I, p.320. 

Ibid. , tom II, doc.170, p.376. 

I aid. , tom 11, doc. 159 , p.347. 

Ibid., tom II, doc.160, p • .348. 

Ibid., tom II, doc.l:;3, p.338, and doc.154,p.341. B.Sapir in 

'V.Eered~ , tom I, p.296 says that this particular project came 

to nothing. Z.K.Ralli 'N.P.Zubko-Kodreanu' p.13, tells how Zubko-

Kodreanu had already used a similar plan for distributing 

Obshchina amongst the;{ussian army officers and doctors in 

Bessarabia to get that paper into Russia. For a detailed account 

of the important revolutionary activity of N.B.Yubku-Kodreanu, 

with special reference to his 'transpo~ting' activity, see 

LG.Budak 'Obshchestvenno-politicheskoye dviz.!?-eniye v Bessarabii 

v poreformenn.Y..LJ?eriod' pp.96-l46. 

(147) B.Sapir (ed.) 'Vpered!' tom I, p.315, Itthe bulk of its publications 

found their way into Russia by what was called this 'northern 

route' , ••• " For a summary of the transport of ypered~ to all 

parts of Russia, see ibid., pp.3l5-3?0. 

(148) B.Sapir (ed.) 'Vpered~' tom II, doc.58, p.198. 

(149) Ibid., tom II, doc.67, pp.242-243. 

(150) Z.V.Pereshina 'Ocherki Istorii Revolyutsionnogo dvizheniya na 

yuge Ukrain"Y.' p.lOO. I.i~.Budak 'Obshchestv;g2:politicheskoye 
A 

dvizheniye v Bessarabii v poreformenl1YLPeriod' P1'.183 ,205-215, 

232,271, shows that Bessarabian kruzhoks had sufficient supp4es 

of illegal revolutionary literature. 

Independent contact with the emigration was important not only 

because it provided Southerners with free access to supplies 
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of literature but also because it allowed them to publish their 

views. Ye.Za.slavsky placed the following articles wi th Vpered! 

'Iz Odessy' 1875 no.20; 'Udesskiy proletariat' 1875 no.3; 

'Otryvok iz pis'ma' 1875 no.20 (B.S.Itenberg 'Vozniknoveniye 

pervoy prole organizatsii' in Istoricheskiye Zapiski tom 44, 

p.123 note 179.) Other SouthE'rners such as I.Ya.Chernyshev, 

G-.Fomichev, A.Drizo and S.~hneye all wrote for the same paper, 

Vpered!. (see Z.V.Pereshins '(;cherki l~torii Revo1yutsionnogo 

.i:vizheniya na yuge Ukrainy' p.I03). I.W.Kova1'sky wrote 

extensively on the religious sects in the South. Apart from 

an article in Nachalo no.2, he placed two articles in Obshchina 

(no.3-4, p.29 and no.8-9, p.4) (see 1: .L.Lavrov 'Sotsialistich

eskoye dvizheniye v Rossii' in KiS 1925, tom 14, p.62) Koval'sky's 

main worj- on this subject - 'Ratsionalizm na Juge Rossi i' - wa.s 

sent to Nabat for ~ublic~tion, which that paper failed to do. 

(see Ye.Kusheva 'Iz Istorii 'Obshchestva Narodnogo Osvobozh

deniya" in ViS 1931, no.4, p.47.) A nci.mber of members of this 

kruzhok were also closely associated with the Nabat group (see 

A.l'leeks 'The First Bolshevik. A Political Biography of teter 

Tkachev' p.58 and 70, note 47. and F.Venturi 'Roots of Revolution' 

p.809.) N. and 6.Zhebunev wrote an article for Rabotnik no.l, 

1875. (Z.V.Pereshinn 'Ocherki lstorii Revolyutsionnogo dvizheniya 

na yuee Ukrainy' pp.104-105.) etc. 

(151) K.A.Poglubko 'Ocherkiistorii bo~garo-rossiyskikh revo1yutsionnykh 

svyaze~ (60-70~e godJ XIX veka) , p.108. 

(152) P.B.Aksel'rod 'Perezhitoye i Peredumannoye' p.IOO 

(153) S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom I, p.455. Part of one number of 

the paper is reprodclCed as doc.l? in this volume, pp.136-144. 

(154) N.Vitashevsky 'Pervoye vooruzhennoye soprotivleniye - pervyy 

voyennyy sud' in Byloye 1906, no.2, p.??8. 

(155) Ibid., p.227. 
(156) L.Deych 'Za Po~veka' tom II, p.73. 

(157) Ibid., p.159,310 

(158) B.B.Glinsky 'Rev01yutsionnyy Period Russkoy Istorii.(1860:1881gg)' 

p.274. 

(159) V.Debagory-Nokriyevich Vestnik Narodnoy __ Voli no.), 1884, p.79. 

(160) S.N.Va1k (ed.) 'Rev?Jarod' tom II, doc.29, p.ll? 
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(161) (R.A.SteoJin-Yarnensk;lT) 'Grigoriy Anfomovic"l Popko' in '~/ateri81y' 

torn 16, Oct.1893, p.l??, pp.174-5. 

(162) B.Sapir (ed.) 'Lavrov' tom =, doc.3?O, p.531. 

(163) 1.Deych 'Valer'yan Csins~2' (k 50-letiyu ego kazni)' in KiS ]929, 

k.5, p.28. 

(164) V.A."vardovskaya 'Crganizatsionnyye osnovy 'Narodno;y 7oli" 

in Istoricheskiye Zapiski 1~60, tom 67, Pl.121-122. I.K.=vanov 

and V.V.Levinson worked on this press, see S.;~.Valk(ed.) 'Rev 

Narod' tom II, 1) .4?3. 

(165) S.N.Valk(ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom II, p.40~). 

(166) S.I.ivshits 'Podpol'nyye Tipografii 60-kh, 70-kh i eO-kh podov' 

in KiS 1929, k.6, p.53. l'he1'e is s(:me disagreement aoout the 

date on which the press '.,vas captured by the police. S.Livshits, 

says 23th Febru8ry 1881 (sf;e ibid., p.S2), while R.V.Kantor 

('Razgrom 'Yuzhno-russkogo rabochego s0.Yuza' v 18.:0-1881gg' 

in Yrasny,y Arkhiv 1925, tom 30, p.nc) says that the press was 

destroyed on 28th April 1881. 

(167) 5.Livshits 'Podpol'nyye Tiporrafii 60-kh, 70-kh i ~C-kh godoy' 

in Y.iS 1929, k.l, p.64. 

(163) V.Figner 'L:apechatlennyy 'T1 rud' tom I, p.292. 

(169) S.Livshits 'Podpol'nyye Tipo~rafii 6C-kh, 7C-kh i 8C-kh godoy' 

in YiS r''/9, k.l, p.64. 

(170) Ibid., pD.75-76. It \'ias operated by V.Georgiyevsky anj ~.Svitych. 

For the sake of comparison, most of'Narodnaya Volya's' centrally 

produceJ items had 3,COO copies ;rinted. (S~e 'Yalendar' 

Narodnoy Voli na 1233 god' p. H;3) The largest Southern printinc; 

appears tu have been 1,000 copies of 'K russkomu obshchestvu' 

hectogral,hed by the Central G-roup of' r'arodnay3 Vol;ya' in 

Odessa. (~;pe B.D.Orzhikh 'V ryadakh 'Narndnoy Voli" in 

A. V. Yakimova-lJikovskaya( ed.) 'Narodna~_Volya :ibornik III' 

.up.85-d6. 

(171) S.~{.Valk(ed.) 'T{E;V Narod' tom II, p.4C9. 

(In) S.Livshits 'Podpol'nyye Tipocrafii 6c-kh, 70-kh i 

in YiS 19')9, k.1, pp.77-73. 

(173) L.BUt 'The 9Iigins of Folish Socia1isQ' p.S5. 

-kh gooov' 

Sue also S.r.Baykov 'Svyazi narodnikov Belorussii s po1'skim' 

in V.A.D'yakov et a1. (ed.) 'Svyazi revol;yutsionerov Possii i 
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Pol'shi XIX. - nachal0 XI v.' p.1l2. S.Livshits in 'Podpol'nyye 

Tipografii 6C-kh, 70-kh i 80-kh godoy' in KiS 1929, k.l, p.78 

says thd the press came to Khaikov in 'ft'ebruary 1803, and that 

it had been broug,ht by ~;T'YAnchevsky. 

(174-) S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom II, p.4-10. This press was going 

to be used to print Narodnaya Volya no.10, but in the event the 

press was captured before the operation began. It had originally 

been intended to print No.lO on the Odessa press operated by 

S.Degayev and mentioned in note (171). On this see S.N.Valk 

"Socialist' , organ yugozapadnoy gruppy partii 'Narodnoy Voli' , 

in Krasny!, Arkhiv 1929, tom 33, p.?04, Eventually No.lO was 

published in Hostov in September 1834- - almost two 2'ears after 

Degayev's arrest. 

(175) S.Livshits 'Podpol'nyye Tifo~rai'ii 60-kh, 70-kh i 8C-kh godoy' 

in I(iS 1929, k.l, y.79. On it was printed a proclamation on the 

death of Sudeykin, a letteroy !i:yshkin a.nd part of Lisj:ok 

Narodnaya 'Tol-.Y~. 

(176) See S.N. Valk t, Socialist' , organ yugo-zapadnoy grul)PY partE 

'Narodnoy Voli" in KrasE.LL~rkhiv 1929, tom 33, pp.204-2lJ; 

p.?G6 gives the editor and a copy of tte 'Declaration'. 

S.Li vshi ts '~-odpol' nyye Tipografii 60-kh, 70-kh i eC-kh godoy' 

in KjS 1929, k.?, p.6?. States that the press was organjsed 

by ~r. She halin and P."F. Bogoraz in Yi ev a nd lasted from January 

until March 1884-. Apart from t;1e 'Declaration' , the press 

did produce 'la~av1enj~e ot Y~zhnE=BE_~~EJ boyevoy druzhiny' 

concerning the murder in Yharkov on 8 January 1884 of the spy 

ShkryabJ. 

On the trial of those involved in 'South-~est ~roup of 

'Narodnaya Volya" in 1833/4-, see W.P.Sh. 'Frotsess dvenadtsati 

narodovol'tsev v Iaev v 1834 godu' in A.V. Yakimova-Dikovskaya 

et a1. (ed.) 'NarodnayaY01.Y~~red tsarskim sudom' tom II ,pp.lB-25. 

(177) S.Livshits 'Podpol'nyye TipografH 60-kh, 70-kh i 80-kh::;odov' 

in KiS 1929, k.?, p.64-. 

The final issue of' ~~arodna.ya Volya - No.ll/I?, was also printed 

in the South, in ll"ovember 1885. It was printed in the 'Narodnaya 

Volya.' press in Taganrog with a lead article by Shternberg. See 

Z. V .Kogan '0 Rabote Taggnrogskoy i ~Jovocherkasskoy tipografiya 
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partii 'l~arodnaya Vo1ya " in A. V. Yakimova-Dikovska.JTa (ed.) 

'Narodnaya Vo1~ Sbornik III' p.183,184. 

(178) S.Livshits 'Fodpo1'nyye Tipoc:rafii 60-kh,70-kh i 80-kh godoy' 

in ~ 1929, k.2, p.49. 

(179) "Rabochiy' - R.ostovskiy Zhurnal 1883 goda' with a foreword by 

V.Nevsk;y and an afterwordny S.Va1k in T,i~~ra!..urnoye Nas1edstvo 

1932, no.2, p.75. 

(180) B.Sapir (ed.) 'Vpered~' tom II, doc.15, p.52. 

(181) Ibid., tom I, p.242. 

(182) 'Bio-Biblio Slovar" tom II, v.4, coL 1972-1973. 

(183) Ye.N.Kova1'skaya 'Moi vstrechi s S.L.Perovskoy' in Byloye 

1921, no.6, p.42. 

(184) For example, A.A.Franzho1i in 1874 had contacts with A.Ya. 

Sidoratskaya (Obodovskaya) and A.O.Lukashevich. 

(185) On O. V.Aptelrnlan' s activit,)' in this zeml'y§'2rle~.!vo, see 'Iz 

istorii reva~y.utsionnago narodnichestva _' ?emlya i Va1ya' 

70-kh godoy' p.35. Similarly Do1gushin's kruzhok began as a 

group of Siberian students. 

(186) ~~.Fopov 'Iz Moyego Revo1yutsionnago Prosh1ago. (Ocherk l-ervyy)/ 

in Byloye 1907, no.5, p.271. 'Phis zem~J.9:2hest.Y.e was also in 

contact with Kiev, Kha~kov and Rostov. 

(187) A.Popov 'Adrian Fedorovich Mikhay10v' in YiS 1929, k.10, p.178. 

(18d) S.F. Vovalik 'RevolyutsionEoye Dvizheniye Semides'yatykh godov 

.LJ?!'otsess 193-kh' p.l?5. On the widespread nature and 

importance of this type of student organisation see also: 

f{.A.Timofeyev '.t-erezhitoye' in YiS no.8-9, 1929, p.9::;; and 

'F'eterburgskiya studencheskiya zerr.lyachestva v 1Jolovine 80-kh 

godov i ikh znacheniye' in 'Materialy' 1895 tom 10. 

(189) S.N.Va1k (ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom I, doc.48, p.287. 

(190) For example, G.A .Popko, when in St. Petersburg, at the end of 

1875, to take fJart in negotiations between the Odes san kruzhok 

and the st.Petersburg I,avrovists concerning a merger, took the 

opportuni t,Y to furnish himself with seme revolutionary 

li terature before starting back to Odessa. See,' r~rifor:iy 

AnfomovichPopkc' in tll.aterialy' tom 16, October 1893, p.166. 

(191) S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom I, doc.?4, p.216. 

(192) B.SApir (ed.) 'yPered~' tom II, doc.15, p.52. 
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(193) O.V.Aptekman 'Obs.!1~Eestvo 'Zemlya i Y.21Ya'_l.9.:-~£l_B.2jov' p.57. 

1angans confirms thi s, see p. L .La vrov 'NarodnlJ::i=Er0..l?!!eandi sty 

1673-W7]£;B' p.45. 

(194) Ya.D.Ba.um 'f istorii khar'kovskikh revo1yutsionnykh kruzhk"ov 

nacha1a 70-kh ~g' in ViS 1931, k.4, pp.1?8-129. 

(195) s. F .Yovalik 'ttevo1yut si onno.Y!LQ~_~~E~ni'ye Se!pj.il~~'y~~'ykh_iS2dov 

i Protse~s 193kh' p.7~j. See also ?I..Lavrov 'Narodnl~l-= 

Propaeandjst3-1873-1877eg' p.49. 

(196) S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Rev Naro~' tom I, doc.24, p.?l6. 

(197) B.Bazilevsky (ed.) 'Gos Frestup' tom In, p.40. 

(198) Ibid., p.84,8r'. 
(199) S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Rev.B~£.2E:' tom I, doc.64, p.337. 

(200) lbi~., doc.63, p.327. 

(201) Ibid., dOC.b3, p.330,333. 

(202) S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Re.!,..Nar.2E:' tom I, doc.64, p.335. 

(203) B.Bazi1evsky (ed.) 'I~OS_E!~stu£' tom III, p.93. 

(204) S.N. Valk (ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom I, doc.64, p.337. 

(205) lIz knigi, izdannoy Sekretw-, zhandRrma:mi' in By10~ Jan.1904, 

no.5, p.63; 'Svod'I'in By10ye 1907, no.7, 1).154. 

(206) V.V.Jhirokova 'Vozniknoveniye narodovo1'cheskoy organizatsii 

v khar' kove ' in I Iz istQ..rJ:i obshchestvenE.2.Y_.!ll.Y.l!'li_.:L obsh£hest

venno~o dvizheniya v Rossii' (1964), p.50. 

See also f.S .Tkachenko I :rtevolyutsion!laya_.!i..§lroQEicheska~ 

organizatsi,y~ 'Zeml:.y.~.2--'yo1ya" p.189. 

(207) V.Fi2',ner 'Zapechatlenn,yy Trud' tom I, p.332. 

(?08) P.I.Lavrov 'Narodnik2--Propa.eAnd~1872.:-1§-B.9jov' p.45. 

(209) (1.Tikhomirov) 'Andrey Ivanovich 6hel.Y§bo~' p.9. 

(no) l<~.Bresh!~o-:r3reshkovskaya 'Hidden Sprinl"~.2f' the_BEssian 

Revolution' pp.1?-13. 

(211) (N.!,~orozov) 'NekrolOf~ A.A.Franzholi i Ye.F.Zavadskoy' in 

Vestnik :'l'arodnoL.Y"oli Ho.l,1SF33,p.?l!3. Franzho1i raised 400 

rubles in 1878 throuf,h readine:s and wri tin'!,s about his 

experiences in j3i1 and v narod, to audiences in Yiev and 

Odessa; see ~., p.206. 

(212) 'Pokazani~a Pcrvomartovtsev' in Bylo~ 1918, no.V?, p.2::!. 

(?l3) S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom 11, doc.?9, p.1l3,115,1l7. 

According to N. Do~osl[Jvsky, the t,"ezentsev killine cost 2,OeO 
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rubles, see 'Svod", in B'y1o'ye 1907, no.8, p.ll5. In Stepniak 

'Underground Russia' p.156, is recounted how the ~'~oscow 

mining and the two other attempts on the tS9.r's life during 

November 1880 cost £3-4,000; the attempt to free prisoners 

from Yharlkov prison, £600. 

(214) 'Svod'" in Byloy~ 1907, no.S, p.95. 

(215) 'Protsess 17-ti narodovol'tsev v 1883 godu' in :J;i1o:Ie Oct. 

1906, no.le, v.207. 

A. Tun' IS.!.2!'.1Y.?_.revo1yutsionnykh ,Q.vizheniy v Rossii' p.221. 

(217) Quoted from 'Arkhiv 'L.emE i Vo1i' i 'Hart?dno,Y Vo1i" by 

F. Venturi 'Roots of Revolution' p.658. 

(218) V.Ya.Bogucharsky 'Iz istorii Foliticheskoy Bor'by v 7c:-kh 

i SO-kh gg XIX veka' pp.238-239. 

(219) A.Tun 'Istoriya revo1yutsionn~dvizhen~Rossii' p.3CO, 

note 3. 

(220) Ye.R.Ol'khovsky 'K istorii 'Chernof,o Ferede1a' (1E379-18Slgg), 

in V.F.Zakharina et al.(ed.) 'Obshchestvennoye dvizheniye v 

,eorei'orL'1eI!noy ~ossii'. p.144. 

(221) L.Tikhomirov 'Sovremennoye Obozreniye' in Vestnik Narodnoy 

Voli no.?, 1884, pp.147-148. 

(222) S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom II, doc.42, p.164. 

(223) B.Bazilevsky (ed.) 'Gos l-'re8t~.E' tom III, p.IC'5. 

(224) 'Bio-Bibli<2~lovar" tom II, v.3, col.l13; v.4, col. 1629. 

(225) Ibid., p.105,12G; S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom I, doc.39, 

p.270. B.Bazilevsky(ed.) .2l?.!ci!. LJ.105,120. 

(226) B.Bazilevsky (ed.) op.cit., p.1C5,115. 

(227) ~., p.lo6; s. F.Kovalik 'Revolyutsionnoye Dvizheniye 

Semidesyatykh godov i prot~ss 193-kh' p.Sl, denies the 

incident concernine Filipp. 

('-26) t:l.Bazi1evsky (ed.) 2P.cit., p.ll3. 

(229) l..!?i£., p.lUS. 

(230) S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom I, doc.64, p.338. See also 

B.Bazilevsky (ed.) 'Gos Prestup' tom III, p.91. 

(231) B.Bazilevsky (ed.) op cit., p.93. 

(232) S.F.Kovalik 'Revo1Y1.!.ts~~~vizheniye Semidesyatykh godov 

i protsefs 193-kh' p.89; B.Eazilevsky (ed.) op.cit., p.92 says 

the ~ contained 175 silver rubles. 
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(233) N.A.Troitsky '801'shoye obshchestvo prcpagandy 1871-1874' p.42. 

(234) L.Deych 'Za Fo1veka' tom I, p.251. Deych maintains that another 

membel', A.~:.rakarevich, had wealthy parents. 

(235) S.Fovalik 'S.A.Zhebunev' in RiS 1924, k.12, p.245. 

(236) See note 233. 

(237) B.Bazilevsky (ed.) 'G-os Prestup' tom In, p.130. 

(238) N.A.Troitsky 'Bo1'shoye obshchestvo prop~gandy 1871-1874' p.39. 

(239) L.Deych '~a Po1veka' tom I, p.136. 

(24C,) P.Shchegolev 'Aleksey Medvedev' in 'KiS' 1930, k.10, p.92. 

(241) V.Illich-Svytch 'Moye znakomstvo s LM.Yova1' skim' in Byloye 

1906, no.8, p.147. 

(242) V.:!i'rolenko 'Obshchestvo Narodno'p;o Osvobozhdeniya' in KiS 1932, 

k.3, p.89. Ahout Odessa in 1878: "Of money there was a €Teat 

scarcity at this time." (Ibid., p.96) 

(243) n.V.Aptekman 'Obshchestvo 'Zemlya i Vo1~' p.187. See also 

(L.Gartman) 'Iz Vospominaniy t'va :;-artmana' in byloye Feb. 

1903, no. 3, p .181. The kruzh(;k had some money either from 

Yu. Tishchenko or from Gartma.n' s income as a zemst vo teacher. 

(2+4) V.R.Leykin and j~.L.dvovarsky (eds.) 'Arkhiv 'Zemli i Voli' 

i 'Narodnoy Voli" p.98: 20 rubles to Kharkov 'Zemlya i Vo1ya'; 

10 rubles to N.P.Moshchenko etc •• 

(245) L.Deych '~a folveka' tom II, p.55. 

(246) Ibid., tom I, p.281 and tom II, p.264. 

(247) 'Svod'" in By10ye 1907, no.7, p.146. P. and N.Levchenko, in 

1877, opened a workshop in Kiev with money from Chubarov, 

see 'Iz knigi, izdannoy sekretno zhandarmarni' in ~y10ye 

Jan.1904, no.5, p.66. 

(248) L.Deych 'Valer'yan Csinsky (K 50-1etiyu ego kazni)' in KiS 

19?9, k.5, p.lC. 

(249) S.N.Valk (ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom II, doc.29, p.124. 

(250) I..Deych 'Za Polveka' tom II, pp.?59,260-261 and tom I, pp. 

294-295. 

(251) Ibid., tom II, pp.89-90 

(252) For a summary of the fate which befell Lizogub's money, insofar 

as it is known, see A.V.Yakimova-Dikovskaya 'Dostav1eniye 

Sredstv Sotsial'no-T<.evo1yutsionnoy Partij' in A.V.Yakimova

Dikovskaya et a 1. (ed.) 'Narodnaya V olya pered tsars k:i.IlJ sudom' 

p.35; also V.1<'. 'Iz arkhiva L.'l'ikhomirova' in Krasnyy /;,rkhiv 
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1924, tom 6, h 159; A. Tun 'J storiya revolyutsionnykh dvizheniy 

v R.ossii' p.300; L.Deych 'Valer'yan Osinsky' jn Fi:i 1929, k.5, 

note pp.12-13; ,Jarodnay!'l Volya No.5, 5th Feb. 1881 in 

'Literatura' p.37? 

(253) f{.1i'rolenko 'Cbshchestvo Narodnogo Osvobozhdeniya' in IUS 1932, 

k.3, pp.96-97. On the buntars chronic ll'ick of funds, see 

V .Debl'igory-il~okriyevich 'Ot buntarstva k terrorizmu' tom I, 

p.270. 

(254) L.Deych 'Za Polveka' tom II, p.263. 

(255) Ibid., tom II, p.93, pp.115-116. 

(256) F.Venturi 'Roots of Revolut1~' pp.57l-572. 

(257) L.Ceych 'i-a Polveka' tom 11, p.235. Adam I).Clam 'In ti:le Name 

of tne People' p.?47, says 20 revolvers and he claims that 

Fr01enko got 500 rubles from St.Petersburg with which to buy 

them. V.Debafory-},Tokriyevich 'Vospominaniya' p.156 refers to 

30 "worthless revolvers". The point is however that St. 

Petersburg was not willing to help. 

(258) IJ.Deych 'Za Pol veka' tom II, pp.264-265. Debagory-N1okriyevich 

~ent further and claimed thl'it one reason for the break up of 

the kruzhok was lack of money, the other being a loss of faith 

in possibility of a bunt, auoted in ibid., p.312. 

(259) 'Svod'" in Byloye 1907, no.6, p.129 : says that V.r.:okriyevich 

was given 1,500 rubles for a bunt. 'Svod'" in Byloye 1907, 

no. 7, p.142. 

(260) For example, A.A.Rusov and F.Y.Volkov 'lrimechaniya k chasti 

'Svoda'l~ kasayushcheysya soobshchestva ukrainofilov' in Byloye 

1907, no.6, p.159, note 37. More recently, Daniel Field in 

'Rebels in the ~eme of the Tsar' p.205, n.29, dismisses this 

suggestion also - without any reason "Jein€!, eiven. 

(261) L. Deych 'Valer' yan Osinsky (F 5\~'-1etiya ego kazni)' in KiS 

1929, k.~, p.ll. 

(262) Ibid., p.13. 

(263) 'Protsess Sotsialistov V.Osinskago ••• ' 5 Way 1379, p.l? 

(264) V.S.Yefremova 'J.ialen'koye Delo' in oJ'loye 1907, no.5, p.86. 

(265) Ibid., ~.88. 

(266) 'Svod'" in Byloye 1907, no.8, p.98. 

(267) S.Chubnrov was the illeeitimate son of a Penza landowner. When 
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their fathEr died, Chubarov ' shalf-brother inheri ted but made 

provision for him by regular sums of money that "were used in 

the cause of our kruzhok, which, it seems, was the main source 

of our material means." L.Deych I Za PoJ.Y~'!:~ I tom I, p.281. This 

ref8rred to la te 1875 or early 1876. Deych thourht that Chubarov 

was worth aoout 10,000 rubles. (ibid., tom II, p.::>5) 

(268) Viktor IdaIinka (called Yhoma) was the son of a very wealthy 

Poltavan landowner and joined the Buntars in late 1875 or early 

1876, (s<::e L.Deych IZa ~<?lv~ka' tom I, pp.?86-287), and. he 

advocated terrorj sm (ibid., p.28O). Debagory-Mokriyevich claims 

that Malinka contributed 3,000 rubles to the revolut ionary 

kas~; see V.Debagory-Mokriyevich 'Vosporninani~' p.294 

(;;69) S.N.Valk (ed.) I Rev_!'l"arS?2.:' tom II, doc.?9, p.l11-

(270) See note ?l3. Osinsky still asked for money from 'Zemlya. i 

Volya'. In October 1878 he sent a letter to the Central 

Group of 'Zemlya i Volya' in St.fetersburg in which he "asked 

for money and demanded tha.t the' centre' quickly settle this 

matter with Dmitry Lizogub." see O.V.Aptekman '01?§Q.cE~§tvo 

'ZernlYii~'yol"y!!:" p.331. 

(271) P.Shchegolev 'Aleksey r,ledvedev' in KiS 1930, k.lO, p.95. 

Lizogub appears to be referring to Csinsky's kruzhok when he 

talked of, in Kuritsyn's words, "collection which derived 

from the wide contacts with sympatrlisers." see S.I'J.Valk(ed.) 

'Rev Narod' tom II, doc.29, p.112; "Valerian Osinsky waS one 

of the most famous colJectors of money." Stepniak 'Unc.ergroun,9; 

Russia' p.88. 

(272) For example, when L.,F .Nikiforov gave lC)O rubles, by way of 

V.Zasulich, to the revolutionaries towards the cost of freeing 

Deych and 3tefanovich from prison, see L.Deych 'Valer'yan 

Osinsky' in KiS 1929, k.5, p.22. 

(273) A.M.Pankratova (ed.) 'Raboche~~_Dviz,!1~niy~ tern 11 ch.2, doc.51, 

p.l05. 

(274) Ibid., doc.61, p.128. 

(275) Ibid., doc.263, p.499. 

(276) Ibi-.9:., doc.263, p.5()O,501. 

(277) M.H'.Fr01enko 'Lipetskiy i Voronezhskiy s"ezdy' in Byloye 

January 1907, no.I/13, p.85. 
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(:n8) 'Ustav mestnoy tsentral'noy e;rtlppy pArtii 'Narodnoy Voli" 

in Bylo'y~ Dec.1906, no.12,p.35. 

(279) 'Podgotovitel'naya 'labota Fartii' in 'Li~~!..?..!ura' p.872. 

(2.50) Ibid., p.87l. 

(281) A .Tun 'I-8j;ori~.§l_"'!:£yol~ts ionE'ykh dv~J1~niY-.Y--B-.9ss 1 i' p. 252. 

(282) S.N.Velk (ed.) 'Rev_Narod' tom II, doc.55, p.?20. 

(2b3) Note by the editors of 'Kalendar' H'§E2dn.9y_yo].LE~_1831 god' 

in 'Lite!'atura' p.871. 

(284) 'Frotsess 17-ti narodovol' tsev v 1883 godu' in ~.9~ October 

1906, no.IO, p.204,242; Vestnik ~ra.!'2_dnoy Vol~ 182·3, no.l,p.151; 

~latopol' sky clairnE::d that the sum involved was 5eO rubles. 

(265) A.Bakh 'Vosporninaniy Narodovol'tsa (}rodolzheni.ye), in Bylo~ 

1907, no.2, p.2G3. 

(2.::'6) A.Bakh 'IJospominaniy :·~arodovol'tsa' in ':ylo"'y~ IjC7, no.3, 

Pp.?C5-206. Lopatin's version of events is somewhat different 

in detail: Bakh, he said, gave him ?C'n rubles anu later 30C) 

rubles but the latter was retArned. See German Lopatin 'Po 

povodu 'Vosporrinaniy j:arodovol'tsa' A.N.Bakha' in Byl.9..l~ 1907, 

no.4, p.?99. 
(287) E~., P.!\.Tellalov, A.I.T,isovskaya, Ivan Ya1yuzhnyy, Nadezhda. 

Smirnitskaya; see 'Frotsess 17-ti narodovol'tsev v 1883 godu' 

in 3,l,loye October 19C6, no.IO, p.2?6,231,240. 

V. Ya.Bogucharsky 'Jz_.~st2EiiJS'litiche.?koY_EE~ v 70-kh i 

80-!~.:Q.L.Y~~' p.239 calcu19tes that each would have 

needed "at least" 40 rubles per month. The Shcheba1ins, 

husband and wife, lived off of 40-50 rubles per month, in 

Kiev in the early 1830's, provided by his brother; see 

'Obvinitel' nyy Akt' in ~ik i~arodnoy Voli 18i56, no.?, p.64. 

(288) See A. V. Yakimova-Dj kovskaya 'Protsess Dvadtsati .Narodovol' tsev' 

in A. V.Yakirnova-Dikovskaya et al.(ed.) 'Narodn!i~ Vo1ya pered 

tsarskim~dorr.' tom I, P1,.94-95; 'Protsess ?O-ti narodovol' tsev 

v 1m3?' in rly12~ JanUAry 19G6, no.l, p.240 and pp. 238-2j~1. 

On L.D.~erent'yeva, see t.S.Ivanovskaya 'L.D.Terent'yeva' in 

KiS 1931, k.3, pp.145-148. 

(239) Narodna;ya_Vo1y~ no.8-9, 5 Feb. 1832, in 'Literatura' p.591. 

(290) O.Lyubatovich-Dzhab.'3dari 'Da1ekoye i Nedavneye (okonchaniye), 

in Bylo'y~ 1906, no.6, ~).lC9 
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(291) M.R.Popov 'Iz moyego revolyutsion:lago prosh1ago (1t375-1S79Eg), 

in By10ye 1907, no.7, p.277. 
(292) Adam.B.U1am 'In the llame of the Pe021e' p.321. 

(293) A.V.Yakimova-Dikovskaya et a1. (ed.) 'i{arodnayaVo1ya12ered 

tsarskim sudom' tom I, p.lOO; see also '.rrotsess 20' in Byloye 

January 1906, no.l. 

(294) A.V.Pribylev 'Protsess 14 Narodovol'tsev v 18;1;. godu' in 

A.V.Yakimova-Dikovskaya et a1.(ed.) 'Narodnaya Volya pered 

tsarskim sudom' tom I, p.148. 

(295) S.Valk 'F.L.Antonov v Petropav10vskoy kreposti' in [reeny;v 

Arkhi v 1328, tom 31, p .114 note 5. 

(296) li."'un 'Istoriya revo1yutsionnykh dvizheniy v Rossii' p.299. 

(297) V.Ya.Bofucharsky 'lz Istorii Po1iticheskoy Dor'by v 70-kh i 

8C-kh eg XII veka' p.?38. 

(298) A.V.Yakimova-Dikovskaya et al.(ed.) '.i~arodnaya Volya pered 

tsarskim sudom' tom I, pp.18-l9. 

(299) A. V. Yakiwova-Dikovskaya 'Protsess Dvadtsati N3rodovo1' tsev' 

in A. V. Yakimova-Dikovskaya et al. (ed.) 'Narodnaya Volya pered 

tsarsk:imsudom' tom I,p.134; 'Protsess l7-ti narodovo1'tsev 

v 1(383 godu' in Byloye Oct.19C6, no.lO, p.?3J+o Other examples 

of donations being made to the revolutionary movement are 

contained in police records. For example, in 1879 the Gamaley 

family gave Gol'denberg 300 rubles, see 'Svod~' in J?y10ye 1907, 

no.8, pp.122-123; 'Bio-BibEo Slovar" tom III, v.2, co1.714-718. 

(300) ;~uoted in Adam B.Ulam 'In the Name of the Feople' p.345. 

(301) A.N .Bakh 'Vospominaniya Narodovo1' tsa. (Frodo1zheniye)' in 

Byloye 1907, no.2, p.206, pp.209-~10, pp.213-214. 

(302) V.Figner 'lapechatlennyy Trud' tom I, pp.33l-332. 

(303) ~., p.333 ,337. On this occasion, the rarty was rescued by 

8,000 rubles from the exile, Ye.Subootina - see Ibid., p.332 

& 337. 

(3C4) V.V.Shirokova 'Vozniknoveniye Narodovol'cheskoy Organizatsii 

v KhaT' kove' in 'I z istorli obshchestvennogo dvizheniya 

i obshcht.stvennoy mysli v Rossii' (1964) p.84. 

(305) B.Sapir(ed.) 'Vpered~' tom II, doc.15, p.52. 

(306) S.N.Valk (ed.) '~~rod' tom I, doc.24, p.?16. 

(307) (R.A.Steblin-Kamensk.y) 'Grigoriy Anfomovich Popko' in 'Materia1y' 
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tom 16, Geneva, Oct.1893, p.168. Steblin-Yamensky writes that 

apart from policy differences, the Soutilern delefates 

believed that the Fetersburgers had tried to finish the 

conference's official work oefore they, the Southern delegates 

from Kiev and Odessa, could arrive. After the end of the 

conference, the Kiev and Odessa kruzhoks were entirely separate 

from the St • .t-etersburg group. (ibid., p.169) 

(308) B.Sapir (ed.) 'Vpered~' tom IT, doc.67, pp.?44-245. 

(309) 1.Deych 'Za Polveka' tom II, p.92,99. 

(310) Adam B.Ulam 'In the Name of the Feoole' p.247. There may well 

be truth in this, but as will be shown in Chapter III, another 

reason was that the 'Zemlya i Volya' did not see the South as 

an important area for it to penetrate. 

(3n) 'Iz rechey na sude A.K.Zhelyabova, N.I.Kibal' chicha i SoL. 

Perovskoy' in ")yloye March 1906, no.3, p.66. See also: 

(L.Tikhomirov) 'Andrey Ivanovich Zhelyabov' p.24 "Zhel(yabov) 

was not at this time (1879) an especially ardent centralist, 

although he recognised the necessity of discipline and a large 

amount of subordinati on." 

(312) M.n .Polonskaya (Olovennikova) 'K Istorii partii Narodnoy Voli' 

'Pokazaniya' (1893) in Byloye 1907, no.5, P.'). "'l'hese ideas 

(riGid c~ntralisAtion of the party) undermined the former 

revolutionary views, caused the social istic and federali stic 

traditions of the organisation to totter 

'Memoirs of a Revolutionist' p.7? 
(313) V.A. Tvar,lovs kaya 'Oreani zat sionnyye osnovy ';'1arodnoy Voli' , 

in Istori2hesk:i..Ye Zii.Plski 196,;, tClff: 67, 1-,.123. In view of 

this, it is difficult to accept S.S.Volk's reference to the 

"Uncondi tional obedi ence of the local groups a ncl circles ••• " 

before the 1st 1:aroh 18Sl - see S.S. Volk 'NarojE.§i..Y.§-_ 1J01-~, 

187c -J§8?' p.265. 

(314) B.Sapir (ed.) 'La..,Yro,Y.' tom 11, doc.69, p.104. 

(315) For the Declaration of the' voune Party' i'J8rodnaya Volya' , , 

see Vestnik Narodnoy Voli_ 1885, no.4, pf-,.239-?40. 

(316) N .~A."roi tsky 'Bol' shoye obshchestvo propagandy 1871-1874gg. 

(tak nl1Zyva.yemyye 'chaykovtsy')' in Isto.r.i-'y.§:..§.S.S.R. 1962, 

no.5, p.79. The Aml~rican historian M.A .}!.iller accepts Troitsky's 
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thesis: "This circle (Le., the St.Petersburg Chaykovtsy) 

succeeded in building a truly nation-wide network of affiliated 

groups ••• " See fv'artin A. Filler' IdeoloEica1 Conflicts in 

~ussian Populism: 'T'he Revolutionary Vanj festoes of' the Chaikovsky 

Circle 1869-74' in Slavic_~~iew ~,'arch 1970, vol. 29 , no.l, p.l. 

Not all Soviet hjstorian~ accept the thesis; for exa~ple 

I. V .Kuznetsov 'Ist.9riY.§l_§SSR.!_~2kha_k~pi taU z1'0,,§1! (1861..:].917 foe;) '; 
The Large Propaganda Society "was not a system of formal 

organisation althoulSh all kruzhoks in it temporarily maintained 

quite close links with each other. '!:'he thesis of the federal 

structure of this society, which was developed by N.A.'l'roitsk:l'1 

has Ii ttle basis; the organisation of the kruzhoks did not 

develop ouite that deeply." 

(17) N. :\. Troi tsky 'Bol' shoye obshchestvo propagandy 1871-1874gg' in 

Istoriya 8.S.S.R. 1962, no.5, p.91; 'Bol'shoye Ob_sllChestvo 

Propapandy 1811-1874~' p.84, give membership of each groub 

(318) N.A. Troi tsky 'Bol' shoye obshchestvo propagandy 1871-1874g?' 

in Istoriy~~S.S.R. 1962, no.5, p.77. 

(319) Lo~ cit. 

(320) Ibid., p.78. 

(321) N .A. Troi tsky 'B')~2hoye /gopagand;tfObshchestvd' p. 25 for Odessa, 

and p.23 for :Kiev. LB.l\ksel'rod 'Perezhitoye i Peredumannoye' 

p.106 dates the federation of the 4 kruzhoks as autumn 1873; 

Sh.W.Levin in I~.A.Charushin 'Q...2alekom l~roshlom' note on p.160 

quotes l~.Chaykovsky and Langans that the Odessa kruzhok 

did not enter a federation with the Chaykovtsy of St.Petersburg 

until late summer/early autumn 1873. 

(322) N.A.Troitsky ~ci~., dates the foundAtion of the Odessa kruzhok 

as autumn 1872 (pp.24-25); Kherson as summer 1871 (p.25); Kiev 

in the summer of 1872 (P. 23). 

(323) Ibid., p.24. 

(324) lli.£. ,pp. ?4-25. 

(325) Ibid., p.18. 

(326) Ibid., p.?3. 

(327) p. T • Lavrov 'Na.:.-rodnik_L,,_-:-_Ero~gandist.Y. 1873-:-78 godoy' p.43. 

(326) N.A.Troitsky 'Bol'sho'y'e 0EshchestvE_~ropaEepdy 1871-18J1£E' 

pp.37-38. 
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(3?9) N .A::'roi tsky 'Bol' shoye Obshchestvo ?ropagandy 1871-187i+rg' in 

Istoriya S.':::.3.]. 196?, no.5, p.T. 

(330) N.A.Charushin '0 Dalekom Wroshlom' p.18. 

(331) P.B.Aksel'rod 'Perezhitoye_j_'pered~~l!9'y~' p.l07 

(32) N.V.Chaykovsky '"!<'.V.V01khovsky' in I~olos }~i~_~l!ago 1911+,no.1(" 

p.233. 

(333) B.B.Glinsk.Y ',B;,(9vol,vutsio,£lDY'y Period .B-uss!c~,y Istorii-.U§61-

1881g~)' p.19. 

(J34) P.L.IJavrov 'Narodniki - Frop~andisty 1873-78.B.9dov' p.293. 
(335) Ibid., p.294. 
(336) N.A.Troitsky 'Bol'shE~ Obshchestvo ~ropBgandy l871-1874~' 

p.24. 
(337) Ibid., p.25. 

(33b) K.A.Poglubko 'Ocher~i is~orii bolgaro-ro~siyskikh revolyu!

sionnykh svyazey_J60-70ye eody AIXveka)' p.l08. 

(339) Ibid., pp.lo6-107. 

(340) R. V. J:t~ilippov 'J z ist2ri,i. narodnichesko.fo d_~zheniya na-Eervom 

etare 'khozhdeniya v nBEod' (1863-1874)' p.281.B.B.~linsky 

'Revolyutsionoyy_k'erjod~usskoy IstoEii (1861:1851gg), makes 

the saI:'le point on p. ')(',. 

(341) 'Bio-Biblio Slovar tl tom II, v.3, c01.842,844; S.N.Valk (ed.) 

'Rev lliarod' tom I, p.505; 

P. I. Lavrov 'Narodniki-Pro12~andisty 1873=]~.eodov' pp. 219-220 

stresses the ideological difference between the Makarevichs 

and the ()dessa Chaykovtsy. Nonetheless they were "accepted 

unanimously into the kruzhok." 

(34?) 'Bio-Biblio Slovar" tom II, v.l, col.?69-270. 

(343) 'Bio-Bib1io Slover" tom II, v.?, c01.411-414, states that 

S.A.Zhebunev joined the Volkhovsky kruzhok at the beginning of 

1874 as did Z.I.Zhebuneva, while N.A.Zhebunev established 

contact with them in December 1873 as did N.A.Zhebuneva in 

Nove~ber 1873. Accordinr to D.Footman 'Red£Eel~~~' pp.53-54, 

A.I.Zhelyabov was a member of t"akarevich's kruzhok of 

propaeandists. This is cunfusing if the ~iakarevich' s belonged 

to both tne Zhebunevi tes and the Cdessan Chaykovtsy. 

(344) N. A.. Troi tsky 'Bol~~ho~ Obshchestvo PE.2l?agandLl871-1b74gg' 

p.39 and E. Breshko-Breshkovskaya 'Hij.§.en S.E.!'jE:f~-.E! the_Russian 

Revolution.' p.lO, note. 
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(34j)fi;.Breshko-Breshkovskaya oe.cit. p.ll, relates how, on his own 

authority, Aksel' rod invited her to a mef.~ting which NBS ""to 

consist exclusively of members of the Chaykovsky organisations •• " 

(546) S.Valk (ed.) 'Rev_E~ro~' tom I, doc.39, p.270; P.F.Larionov 

testified that Y,aminer and Levental' often spent the night at 

the Commune. See also R.Breshko-Breshkovskaya 'Hijjen .§ll.!'i~ 

of the Russian Revoluti on p .1D. 

(347) l'~.Breshko-Breshkovskaya oP.cit. pp.29-31. 

(348) S.F.Kovalik 'Revo1ytltsionnoye Ovizheni~ :~emi§.~'§.Y!lt,zk~.2.Y 

i protsess 193-kh' p.68,77. 

(349) N.h.Troitsky 'Bol'sho;y:e Obshchestvo Propagan~ 187J-1874' p.?3; 

R. V.Filippov 'I z __ istorii narodnichesk2£9-2'Vizheniya nB. pervom 

etape 'khozhd~niya v narod' (1863-1874) I p. ?85: "absolutely 

without success~ 

(350) S.F.Kovalik 'Revolyutsionnoye Dvizheniye Semidesyatykh godov 

i protse~3s 193-kh' p.78. 

(351) P.B.J\ksel'rod 'Perezhito,ze i Peredurnannoye ' r.ln3. 

(352) Ibid., p.108,109 & 119. 

(353) N.A.Charushin '0 Dalekom Proshlom ' p.159 

(354) N.A.Troitsky 'Bol'shoye Clbshchestvo Propagandy 187l-l874gg' 

p.37. 

(355) Ibid., p.73. 
(3)6) N.A.I.:orozov 'Vozniknoveniye 'T\'arodnoy Voli " in Byloye 19Gb, 

no.12, p.4. '':''he Soviet historian r. S.Tkachenko in I Revolyut

sionnaya Narodgicheskaya Cre:anizatsiya I Zemlya i Volya' I p.ISO 

claims that the i'etersburg Centre of '::"emlya i Volya ' sent 

letters to many i;outhern kruzhoks "appealing to them to send 

their representatives for negotiations etc., •• A large part 

of the Southern kruzhoks placed themselves in federative 

relations with I Zemlya i Volya' ." He presents no proof' of 

this. Later he writes that the Centre had contact with Kiev 

in the swruner of 1876 "But these contacts were sparodic and 

individclal, based more on technical collaboration than on a 

real political agreement." " ••• the ;30uthern buntars stood 

aloof and declined to accept the programme of the central 

organisation of 'Zemlya i Volya'" (p.18e) Ye.::3erebryakov 

'Obshchestvo 'Zemlya i Volya" in I liat ETialy , tom 11, Kay 1894, 
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1'.15 1ikewi se refers to negotiations, in the winter of 1876/7 

with the Kievan and Odessan revolutionaries but says that 

there was no union only "the establishment of close federative 

relations." F.Venturi 'Roots of Revolution' p.570, writes that 

st.Petersburg "made contacts, as early as 1876, with Odessa and 

Kiev, the two main centres of the I rebels' ." 

(357) Ye.Serebryakov 'Obshchestvo 'Zewlya i Volya" in f1~atE;rialy' 

tom ll, !,~ay 1894, pp. 6, 33-34. 

He had also been involved in the Rlostov end of the Yharkov

Rostov kruzhok; see 'Iz vospominaniy L' va r~artmana' in By10ye 

Feb.1903, no.3, p.181; M.R.Popov 'Iz rnoyego revolyutsionnago 

proshlago' in 6y10ye 1907, no.5, pp • .?73,283-284. 

(358) M.N.Folonskaya (Olovennikova) 'K lstorii partii ~arodnoy Voli. 

'Pokazaniya" (1893) in Byloye 1907, no.5,p.4. 

N .A.Morozov 'Vozniknoveniye 'Narodnoy Voli 1/ in Byloye lSl(;6, 

nO.12,i;.lB. T.G.Snytko 'Russkoye Nacodnichestvo i Pol'skoye 

obshchestvennoye dvizheniye 1865-1881gg' p.164. 

(359) O.V.Aptekman 'Iz istorii revolyutsionnap:o narodnichestva. 

'Zemlya i Volya' 70-kh godoy' p.136. 

(360) M.Popov 'Iz moyego revolyutsionnago proshlago' (Ocherki pervyy)I 

in By10ye 1907, no.5, p.?74. 

(361) 'Iz Vospominaniy L'va r;'artmana' in By10ye Feb.1903, no.3, p.181 

and ~;T.Popov oP.cit., pp.?76-279. 

(362) O.V.AptekJnan 'Obshchestvo 'Zem1:la i Volya" pp.188,198-199. 

(363) V.R.Leykin and N.L.Fivovarsky (ed.) 'Arkhiv 'Zemli i V01i' i 

'Narodnoy VoU' I p.69. 

(364) P.S.Tkachenko 'Revolyutsionnaya Narodnicheskaya Orgat].izatsiya 

'Zemlya i Volya" p.191. 

('565) 'Iz Vospominaniy L'va Gartmana' in Bylo,ye Feb.1903, no.3, 

pp.13?-183. 

(366) M.Popov 'Iz moyego revolyutsionnago proshlafo (Ocherki pervyy)I 

in Byloye 1907, no.5, p.::>96. 

(367) (L.Tikhomirov) 'Andrey Ivanovich Zhe1yabov' pp.16-17; V.Levitsky 

(V. Tsederbaum) 'Partiya 'J.~arodnoy Vo~i'. Vozniknoveniye, bor'ba 

gibel ' f p.48: '" Zemlya i Volya' acted rna inly in the limits of 

Great iussia ••• ": M.F.Frolenko 'Lipetskiy i Voronezhskiy s"ezdy' 

in 3yloye Jan.1907, no.l/13, p.67, writes that 'Zemlya i Volya' 

was the most influential and leading party in the north in 1879; 
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A. Tun' Istor1J22.'~lyutsionnykh dyizheniy v l?ossi i' r.??l 

comments th3t 'Zemlya i Volya' was "wholly created in the 

North." It is also clear that A. Zhelyabov too considt-red 

'Loemlya i Volya' to be liorthern: speaking of the development 

of political terrorism, he said "I knew that in oth~r places 

comrades wor:,'ied about the sarLe thing, in particular in the 

north, and that in the north this question had even given 

rise to a split in the secret society, the organisation 

'Zemlya i Volya' ••• " Cluoted in A.V.Yakimova-Dikovskaya 

et a1. (ed.) 'N~rodna,ya Volya v Dokumentakh i Vosl-'ominaniyakh' 

pp.55-56. V.Figner 'Memoirs of a Revolutionist' p.66, observed 

that from the end of 1876 until the Voronezh conft':rence, in 

the sG.mmer 1879, the revolutionary party had ""shown no desire 

to unite into one al1-H.ussian organisation ••• ", although 

'Zemlya i Volya' was organised in the north. l{Ot only was it 
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CHAPTl';'t III. SOUT'-IliTIN Ri';VOLTJTICNAqJES liJ:W 'l'lfEIR I\CTIVITY Al,~ONGST 

mFiiSA1~TRY. 1873 -- 187677. -

1. Introduction. 

This Chapter examines the development of the revolutionary movement 

in the South from 1873 - 1876/7, when the main fon!: of revolutionary 

activity was what is known 8S the ~arod movement. 

The South at this time is generally believed to have contributed 

little (see Appendix I), and to have abandoned this activity earlier 

than was the cl3.se in other parts of the j1~lllfire. The traditional 

interpretation eXl)lains this development by reference to the 'back

wElr,lness I of the Southern revolutionary movement, and its having to 

be pushed forward by the leadership of St.Fetersburf". In view of 

ChajJter II - where it ',lias seen thE't the :louth had a ] ive]y revoluticncry 

movement, and wnere doubt was cast on the reality of the St. Petersbure 

leadership - this expl,H1"ltion seems unconvincing. The present 

Chapter endeavours to establish why the Southern contribution was 

limited., and in doing so it sets aside the view that tl:e revolutionaries 

were of the intelllg~Ets_~2, and examines the social and educ"1ti onal 

backercunds of the partioipants when this seems to offer a partial 

eXI)lanation for the development of the movement at this stave in its 

history. 
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There is very definite support for the view thgt activity amongst 

the peasants did not last long in the South. }f.ost sources date 

the end of widespread activity amonGst the peasants as the end 

of 1876 or the beginning of 1877. ';iri ting in 18S0, D. T .Butsynsky 

noted that while going .Y..E!1..!'.9_d was continuing at the end of 187?, 

by "the dnd of 1876 much was already heard of the unsatisfactory 

results of propaganda in the villages." and "The major pert of the 

youths began t" regard ~E_o~ sceAically." (1) 

V .1Jebaf,ory-1,okdyevich, in 18i,3, recalhd that "it was not difHcltl t 

to notice, even in 1876, a sif,nificant cooling off in activities 

amongst the narod." and "In 1877 v narod was already thought of as 

something that had ha!c,pened long, long ago and nobody wanted to 

re.peat it.1I ('?) The precise timing no d:mbt varied from one centre 

to anotrler, so whereas J\r.Frolenko could say of Fiev in 1876, that 

"the propaganda phas~ was defin:i tely over and everythi ng was 

directed towards organising an arrrted group in order that once the 

peasants rose we would join them and lead the rebellion."(3); 

II. Vi tashevsky thought that it was not til] mid 1877 tl13t propaganda 

was discredited in the eyes of the Udessan revolutionaries and even 

then propagandists like Fomichev and G.Popko continued to visit the 

vi llap;es with their propaganda. (4) 

Interest in activit.y amongst the peasants did not cease abruptly. 

Some groups had embarked upon lont:-term projects which they believed 

would bear fruit, as was the case for example, with Ya.Stefanovich, 

L.Deych and LBokhanovsky who, from ;,ay 1876 until October Ib77, were 

involved in their conspiracy amongst the Chig~in peasants.(5) 
1\ 

li,;qually, some individuals had a personal cOIumi trnent to this type of 

work which they refused to question. Fomin, whose real name was 

Aleksey :Medvedev and who came from Smolensk province, went amongst 

the peasants from the sf,ring till the autumn 1876, during spring 1677 

and again in autumn 1877, only reluctantly calling a temporar,Y halt 

in order to particip.'J te in an attempt to free those accused in the 

Trial of the 193; an attempt which led to his own arrest.(6) 

The dating of the move away from the peasants is also made 

difficult by those revolutionaries who, while realising that propaganda 
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amongst the peasants was to no avail, did not draw the conclusion 

that they should abandon them as revolutionary allies, but instead 

reassessed their own suitability, thereby taking themselves down 

pClths far from the peasantry. Thus, K.I.Grinevicr.., one of the Kiev 

delegates to the Lavrovist Congress in Paris in November and 

Uecerr:ber 1876, told the meeting that the Yievans, at that time, 

were already talking of "the fiasco of 1373/4" which nobody wanted 

to repeat. However r; rinevich explained th'3t the fiasco was mainly 

due to the fact that whereas ttose people who had been active in 

the revolutionary movement before 1873 worked well amongst the 

peasants, the new recruits soon abandoned their revolutionary 

convictions once in the villaEes and far from their student kruzhoks. 

Therefore he announced, Kievan Lavrovists intended to concentrate 

no lonr::er on the peasantry, but on the practical educati on of the 

youths of the cities: in each of the cities such as foltava, 

Kremenchup-, Luben, Ch(,:rni~ov, Nezhin and Yekaterinoslav, they had 

one or two people who would train selected youths up to a standard -

includinf, the acquisition of 8 skill or trade - which would enable 

these youths subsequently to go amongst tbe peasantry.(7) Alternatively, 

the reasses3ment of the value of propAganda amongst the ~.£ could 

lead to a change of tactics which in most cases led to a passivity 

on the part of the revolutionaries. These revolutionaries believed 

that they had made a tactical mistake which Lr,:.Koval'sky described 

in December 1877 as not tryinE "to become intimate with the ~od 

on the basis of reality ••• "(8) The point was clarified by 

Ya.Stefanovich in his article 'Nashi zaj.ac.b-.L'y_~le' in Obshchina, 

the following year. He wrote that the revolutionaries should 

ascertain and then espouse t he views and a spirations of the peasants, 

rather than try to teach them socialism "because it (i.e., socialism) 

does not have a basis in the RUssian ~.£, as it is at the present."(9) 

A very small number of revolutione.ries interpreted this as a reason 

for trying to provoke a bunt - as in the case of the Chi grin consjJiracy 

- but for the majority it meant th"lt they should wait pass i vely in 

the towns until the peasants chose to manifest their own genuine 

aspirations. (10; 

A final reason why it is difficJlt to be precise about the time 

of the abandonment of mASS acti vi ty amongst the peasantry is what 
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might be termed' organisational inertia'. Members of organisations 

would retain and formally acknowled~~e the rules of the orcanisations 

even when the rules were no longer being put into practice. Thus 

the Bashentsev kruzhok which functioned in Odessa from 1874 till 

1878, h8d liossessed. three rules since its incepti on, which stressed 

the kruzhok's comrr,i tment to prnpae;anda work amongst the peRsants. 

Despite the fact that only two or possibly three members were 

actively enga[':ed in this pursuit, the kruzhok added 8 fourth rule 

in the spring of 1877 which, while allol'ling for excetJtions, 

declared that three of the members of the kruzhok must, without 

fail, be v narod at any time. ';'he addition of this rule followed 

upon the entrance into the kruzhok of a numbtr of new recruits to 

the revolutionary cau.se: D.A.1'atarenko, F.T.Klimovich, N.~.Beverley, 

S.Ye.Lion and 3handozhevsky. (11) S.Ye.Lion therefore beean [lis 

revolutionary work with acti vi ty amongst the peasants in a villat:e 

some 30 versts from Odessa, where he l'Iorked on a tobacco plantation 

during June and July l877.(l~) ~noth~r member of the Bashentsev 

has left her recollections of the marginaJ importance of 3ctivity 

amongst the peasants for the kruzhok: "Our group organised some 

khut.9rs, where Zheltanovsky, Tdl'chinskaYR and others settled." 

However the f.:roup was simultaneously conducting propaganda in tte 

villaees, city, fabriki, ~od, work-shops, and amongst the youths. (13) 

lInother example of 'organis3tional inertia' is provided by the 

'Narodnaya Volya' fArty itself, since it }iersisted in theory in 

Giving the pea.santry an imlJortance which its practice denied to them. 

'rhis affected t:'le Southern groups which deci ded to enter the l-arty, 

because the document on 'Frepc''lratory 'York of the l<lrty' specified 

th8t the second obl igation which was l.aid ulion the local {''roul;S of 

the Party was to gain "in f'luence a'-lorl5jst the pea santry", and while 

"not conducting maRS i'ropaganda, must however meet wi th the best of 

the peasants, turn them as far as possible into conscious supporters 

of the i-'arty, (and) familiarjse theIr with its aims."(14) Yet, of the 

list of eleven provinces where recent research has identified any 

narodovol'~ propaganda as havine taken rlace amon[':st the peasants, 

only two - Yharkov and the Don region - are in the South.(15) This 

ambiguous attitude of the ~.i0Y.9l' tsy towards the peasantry can be 

seen in I-harkov, for example, where "JI:any of the members of the 
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kruzhok (L e., the Glushkov-'l'ellalov 'Narodnaya. Volya' group, in 1879) 

still supported ZemlevC?Xtsy vie',vs; P .Tellalov himself thOlli-sht of 

tt " " "11 "'16') H h t b F"l" se lng up In a Vl . age. \ _"mvever w en wo mem ers, l lppOV 

and Kashintsev, considered aoandoning university in order to prepare 

for work in the villg'7e, pressure was brought to bear on them to 

remain in :Khar!j·:ov and to cant ~n;le vd th the more pressing work 

required by the Party.(n) In Oie2sa, r.!.N.Trigoni, the Executive 

Committee's aEent in Odessa, and himself a Southerner, manifest the 

same sentimentality when he tried to create links with village teachers 

and others of the villag'e intelligentsia in order to become active 

in the villar:es.(18) Yet Vera"'iener, who was closely associated with 

Trigoni at this time and was to take over from him when he was arrested, 

recorded that "The Odessan narodovortsy had no direct links with the 

lleasantry ••• "(19) 

Thus, althougp after 1877, groups continued to include activity 

amongst the peasants as a prominent element in their programmes(?O), 

although leaders continued to speak favourably in support of it and 

although kruzhoks would sometimes p.ssist those wishin~ to become 

active propagandists in the villages (21), few revolutionaries actually 

did play any part in the Southern villages (22). This contrasted 

sharply with the experience of the rest of the Empire where, a.3 

V.Bogucharsky notes: "In the North and in Central Russia, it (Le., 

v narod) was still alive to a significant measure in 1878, and in 

the first half of 1879."(23) 

Before considering in the following section which members of the 

various kruzhoks diel go v narod prior to 1876/7, it is necessary to 

clarify what is meant by the term v narod. Some actions cannot be 

considered examples of activity amongst the peasantry. 'I'he spreading 

of propaganda aJr.ongst urban workers does not oualify. It also does 

not include' preparatory' work either in town or country; that is, 

work carried out in order to prepare the revoluti onaries for the task 

of going amonr:st the peasants. This mip:ht be done to help them to 

acouire the appearance and manners of peasants or to eq~l'ip them with 

a skill which would allow the revolutionary to travel about the 

country without attracting suspicion. 'Phe reason why these must be 

excluded from the meaning of' v narod is because some of those who 
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invol ved themselves with preparatory work di d not subsequently 

spread propae:anda amongst the peasants. (?4) Another group which 

will be discounted is that of which the papor Zemlya i Volya wrote 

in 1879: those who went amongst the people because they "wanted to 

study it and to make themselves ~od-ish", but not to rouse it to 

revolt.(25) r:oually unacceptable is that small number of 

revolutionaries who used the villages as a place in which to rest 

or hide, away frorr. the hectic atmosphere of the urban revolutionary 

movement. Such was the case with G.?o[)ko whose biographer wrote 

thAt in "the summer of 1878 j)opko was drawn to the villare, went 

to rest, to calm down ••• " and so he went to a villave in Khar'kov 

province.(?6) Conversely it is necessary to include activity 

amongst some fabrik~ workers since, especially in the case of sugar 

fabriki, the labour force was peasant and 8~asonal. (?7) The 

distinction iR therefore between activity taking place in the country

side rather than in the to'Nns, not necessarily one between an 

agricultural and industrial environment. Activity 'v narod' must be 

amongst peasants in a rural setting, even if in fabriki, and must 

include involvement with the peasantry, with the intention of 

educating them pos s ibly for some lonr: term revol ution, or ra.i sing a 

revolt in the near future either on the basis of attributed peasants 

demands or on the basis of real E'rievances. 'lhis definition covers 

both settled and flyini! propaganda. (?8) 

A very significant number, probably the majority, of ,Southern 

revolutionaries who went IV na.rod l in the South and who are considered 

in the followine section, did so amone;st peasants who belonged to 

reli.e;ious sects. The 1"esenko kruzhok in Yiev, fifteen in number, 

engAeed in "theoretical preparation for activity arrongst supporters 

of the rationalist sects."(29)!'!hen this kruzhok did go amongst the 

peasants, it di vided int 0 three rarts: those going amongst the 

Begunov sect around Tsaritsyn on the Volea - a sect which refused to 

recopnise the government, .pay taxes or do military service; those who 

- mainly Ukrainians - went amongst the Shtundists which was a recently 

formed sect in YhGrson and Kiev provinces; and J:i'esenko, iJeych and 

Shepansky, who went amongst the A:olokane.': 30) '~'he Kiev Corr:rnune a1so 

had in its nLlmber those who were active amonest the sects, albeit less 
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sing1e-minded1y than the Fesenko kruzhok. o,reshko-Breshkovskaya and 

Ya.Stefanovich v,ent alllongst the Shtundi~ts of Yherson province (31), 

while 1.1 .Ya0lits had a df,ep belief in the importance of the Ttaskol 

and thE:' sectarians because of their "significance as a protest 

against the existing state reeirne."(32) Finally in Kiev, amone::st 

the L\untars a numbE::r had also been active amongst the sects: Frolenko, 

amongst thlOlegunov in the Urals (33), and I.V.urobyazEin, who 

believed that the sects were the most receptive ground for socialism(34). 

S.F.Yovalik's student kruzhok in Khar'kov testifies to the salf:S 

interest. V .fl.. u8nj loy was one of the leading members of the kruzhok 

and "ever since he had been a student at the Zurich Polytechnic, his 

main idea had been to brinE the people to revolution throufh the 

t "(3--\ sec s.)) On his way to Yh cnJk 0 v , he was helped by,") worr:an teacher 

- ;,".A.Shavel:'dova-Nikitina - tc spread propagDlJda an:oncst the l:olokane 

o t' OIl n \T t m 0 -'1 0 (-z" \ ln ne Vl ,a~e ot orun BOV near ~lt.1S. JO) C nce in Yh31;kov he told 

his col] ea""ues about t"Jit1 exploit and claimed thot he hAd found the 

peasante. want:inv the land tc be divided anll the .E.92~ and the tsar 

removed. (37) This pers,onal testimony no doubt encouraged others to 

turn their attent-ion t, the sects. i?rom this kruzhok, N.r.Barkov and 

A.S.Yemel'yanov spread propaganda in the Don amongst the Cld ~eljevers, 

who accorJing to Barkov, were "so strongly oPPofled to the government, 

tk;t in tw" or three yeArs they V\:ould revolt ••• " (38) 

It was Odessa, and nearby NikolaYE:v, whic:h produced the r:reatest 

conc'ern with the sects - especially the Shtundists - and the man -

I.~,.Yoval'sky - who was rost articulate in his be1ief in the revoluticnary 

lJotential of the sects. In 1874, Koval'sky was arrested along with 

F. Yurkovsky for his activity amoncst the llitundists, but was freed before 

the Trial of the 193.(39) Then they resumed work amongst the sects. 

N.Y.Bukh, writing of 1875 and discussing the different froups in Odessa, 

refers to the "three man krllzhok- of Ivan Koval' sky, urobyazgin and 

Yurkovsky."(4G) all of whom were act-ive amongst the sects. Frolenico, 

in 1875, joined them in spreadine iJropaganoa amon:!st the sects. By 

then the group had moved to r~ikolayev and hau expanded tc include some 

Chaykovtsy and Saveli Zlatopol' sky, "Thi s propapanda amongst the sects 

continued throufh 1875."(41) Yoval'sky, according to Frolenko, was 

a Scriptural eXIJert and conducted most of the discuss ions with the 

feasants. Fro1enko met Koval'sky in Odessa, at the end of 1876, and 
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" I saw that he continued once more wi th 'the cause' aniongst the 

city of Odessa Shtundists ••• n (42) The city of Odessa ~htundists in 

fact came in for more attent ion than their counterparts in Nikolayev, 

and not just from .Yoval'sky. In the rfiid seventies, Frclenko had 

gone to Rumania to try to raise money with whi en. to start a revolt 

amon(,;st them - m~ch tJ the annoyance of the Odessan Chaykovtsy. (43) 

'rhereafter, they were a subject of interest for the Bashen!~~. (44) 

("ne of the other kruzhoks in Oaessa, which the police referred to 

as the Sloboda kruzhok, according to a police report "only had 

relations with the futundists and some of its members belong to the 

Shtund ••• "(45) 

This interest in the religious sects was not peculiar to the 

South and was occasionally urged at an 'all-Russian' level. Thus, 

the 'Zemlya i Volya' prograrr,me advocated "clospness, and even 

merE::ing, with those sects of a religio-revolutionary character 

hostile to the government •• "(46) In that Party's paper Zeml;ya-1. 

Volya No.?, for }1'ebruary 1079, the editors wrote that: "The 

revolutionary party must seek support amongst all protesting elements 

of the ,!gi,Eod, must involve them in tf:e movement and make them 

collaborators. In this conr:ection especiall} valuablb are thE: extreme 

sects of Raskol, cossacks etc •• "(47) The 'Naroclnaya Volya' likewise 

began to look to the sects as a source of revolution, once the Party 

began to be weakened by arrests. (48) 

The motivation for the interest which the revolutionaries manifest 

in the sects va.ried. T .M.;'oval' sky wrote a number of pieces on the 

phenomenon. (49) However, S.S.:Uatopol' sky summarised Koval' sky's 

interest: "'T'he practical activity of roval'sky expressed itself 

exclusi vely in the stud}' of Shtundism, as an independent slliri tual -

moral movement of thE Little Russian ~od, in a sea.rch for the reason 

for its ap.:,earance and the extremely rapid dissemination of its 

tea.ching. " Zlatopol' sky a.ppears to h:lve shared thi s view of the nature 

of the sects.(50) I.F.Fesenko's position was somewhat different. He 

considered himself an expert on peasants and thou1!ht it nonsense that 

the Rus sian narod was ev(:;rywhere ready to revolt. 1'he one exception, 

he believed, was the rational relieious sects. (51) The ~inister of 

Justice, D.N.Nabokov, was probably expressin~ the erroneous conviction 

of the ma.jori ty of those revolutionaries who were active amongst the 
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sects, in one of his reports, when in reviewing the years of 

revolutionary activity from 1875 to lRQ2 in Odessa by the intellisentsia, 

he noted that they had paid particul"r attention to the Shtundists: 

"who more than others showed themselves suitable for criminalrJurposes 

and yielding easily to propagarJda, as a conseouence of a belief in a 

dogma about the social and economic equality of all people."(5?) 

It ma~y be that the existence of such sects in the South amongst 

the peasantry, with their supf'osed belief' in do["mas about equality, 

went some way towards compensating fer the absence or' inadequacy of 

the obshchina in the South; that is, of the villaf:e oI'eanisation which 

lay at the foundation of the narodnichestvo ideology. This deficiency 

of the South - whatever its validity - was widely acknowledF;ed. 1-.1. 

Lavrov writing in 'Kalendar~_f§-rodnoy Vol i ._ na 1§;j3e;.' , remarked 

that "historical circumstances had developed sufficiently strong 

l)eculiarities of culture and lane:uafe to force this form of land

holding (i. e., the obshchina) to vanish - precisely in the Ukraine •• ", 

but he maintained thAt "the population aspired to it even in the 18th 

century ••• "(S3) lVithin the -i<~m.Jire, the revolutionaries also realised 

that obshchina landholding was not universal. The two programmes of 

'Zemlya i Volya' said thgt the Empire should be broken up, and that 

two thirds of the land would be held on the basis of the obshchi~. (54) 

According to the Party's paper Zemlya i Vol,yg No.3, "The alien 

influence on them (i.e. the Little Russians) of the Polish culture 

has already destroyed their land obshchina some centuries 8£0 ••• 

Meanwhile the rumpus caused by the ChiJin Affair beg:1ll precisely 

" from the WiS!l of the peasants to introduce the obshchina for them-

selves."(55) 'Narodnaya Vulya' considered. that after the revolution, 

"~ach separate area (of the Empire) would give the land to be used by 

the obshchinB or by individual people ••• "(56) This point was reinforced 

by A.D.~,~ikhaylov when he spoke of' the post-revolutionary transfer of 

land "in Great Russia to tile possession of the obshchina, and in the 

other parts of '{lssia in conformity with the existin~ local traditions 

and wishes."(57) 

The ~)outherners themsel ves recognised this problem. Ya.Stefanovich 

writing in the emifre 1:18.1)er Obsnchina - which itself' took the Dosition ------- . 
that only in Great Ru~sia would landholding be based on the obshcEJ~ (J8) 
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- in 1878, conceded th'l t in Li ttle 'tussia obshchina landholdinG existed 

in only a small percentage of districts, although he believed that it 

had been general once, and, given the right state assistance, it would 

re-assert itself.(59) Another Southerner, Lev Tikhomirov, in hi.s 

book 'Russia. folitical and Sccia1', written in 1336, obServes at one 

point that amongst the LittlE: Russians, "the commune exists to a very 

slight Hxtent.", before passing on to deal with the sectarians who 

"are the most advanced portion of the people. They know how to read 

a.nd write, and are wonderfully well up in ScrilJture."(60) Thus, 

althou.'Sh a revoLltionnry's analysi s mif,ht conclude that the obshchina 

had vanished, was in the process of disappearing or was merely 

sUPfJressed, it was clear that the soutiiern part of the Russian 

Empire was not the most desirable area for Activity amongst the 

peasantry. 

A further obstacle to activit} which existed arr.ongst Southern 

peasants was that of langua[e, and this vractical difficulty may well 

explain why considerable numbers of those revolutionaries who did 

agi tate amongst the peasants chose to do so outside the :';outh. Many 

of the revolutionaries could not speak the Little ~ssian lan£;u8f,e 

of the vill8e;es and so had an obvious difficulty in persuading their 

inhabi tants of the need for 8 revolution. \\hen jjreshko-Breshkovskaya 

went amongst the peasants, her knowledge of the lane;ua!l'e was so in

adequate that she had to try to pass herself off as a Great Russian. (61) 

Vera Zasulich, herself froiT' the Northern province of Smolensk, could 

do nothing useful in the Southern villaf'es because of i t.(62) On the 

other hand, V.Deba[ory-Vokriyevich was much valued v..hen, in 1874, he 

planned to go to the provinces of r'odolia, Volynia and the southern 

part of Chernigov, for he not only knew these l!laces, but "since he 

spoke the Little llssian language, he could approach the natives 

easily."(63) The Ukrainophile, S.A.Podolinsky, wrote in amazement 

to V.N.Smirnov, on 17 :/.'ay 1875, of thE: exam1!les which he knew of 

Great Russians going amongst the peasants witr,Qut knowing the 

Ukrainian langua['e. (64) F:qually inhibitine; for the members of the 

Odes san Chaykovtsy was, when preperinR; themselves for goin~ to the 

people, they found thAt they had no books in Ii ttle russian; there 

"was not a single brochure which w,)uld clearly and in the narods o ',lin 

metier tell the narod the basic principles of socialism ••• ", so 
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F.Volkhovsky wrote a suitable brochure in Little Russian.(6S) Another 

member of the kruzhok, 0.1. ltazumovskaya translated another, 'Istoriya 

odnogo krest'yanin~~ into Ukrainian. (66) This problem of lanz.uage 

was faced by a11 kruzhoks.(67) 

The South therefore was not the most propitious area in which to 

carry out propaganda activi ty amongst the peasantry, and this ma~ 

partly explain the limited nature of activity by Southern revolutionaries 

between 1873 and 1876/7. It may also explain why the South was not 

more attractive to revolution9ries from outside, for, as S.F.Yovalik 

wrote in his memoirs, in summarising the events of summer 1874: 

"From Petersburg, the revolutionaries moved to the country or locality, 

where they had some chance connection, others - the majority - to the 

Volga, where they hoped to find the most favourable .f!oint for 

revolutionary activities, thirdly - the smallest group - was directed 

to the South - mainly to Kiev ••• "(63) 
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The purpose of this section will be to examine the extent of the 

involvement of the va.rious kruzhoks with the peasants from 1873 -

1876/7, and to sUigest rE::asons for the limited nature of that 

involvement. The kruzhoks to be examined only constitute a sB.lEple 

of those in exist8nce at the time: they are the ones in the three 

ma.in Southern towns about which sufficient is known to allow con

clusions to be drawn concerning their behaviour d.iring these years. 

The kruzhoks to be considered are : 

Kiev 

Odessa 

1. the Kiev Commune 

2. the Kiev Chaykovtsy 

3. the Bunta,£ kruzhok around V .Debagory-~.'okriyevich, 

including the Qdessans around S.Chubarov. 

1. the Zhebunev kruzhok 

2. 

3. 

the Odes san Chaykovtsy 

the Bashentsev kruzhok -------

1. S.F .Kovalik' s student kruzhok 

2. A.V.Andreyeva's kruzhok 

3. the Khar!kov-Rostov 'Zemlya i Volya' kruzhok. 

It is ~roposed to examine the membership of each of these kruzhoks 

on five issues: 

1. Did the member go ~od in the sense defined? 

2. 'lias the member a native of the South? 

3. Had the member received higher education? 

4. Had the member been educated outwith the South? 

5. What was the rank of the member's father? 

Apart from where otherwise stated, the information about ffi8mbers is 

derived from' De;zateli Revolyutl?j.onnogo Dvizheni;za v Rbssii. Bio

Biblioeraficheskiy Slover" tom II, vypusk I - 4 and tom 1] I , vypusk 1 - 2. 

According to the modern Soviet historian, B.S.Itenberg, "In the 

south of Russia, revolutionary propaganda amongst the ~rod was 

principally conducted by the kruzhok called the 'Kiev Commune'."(69) 
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This kruzhok was also one of the largest, a fact which was partly the 

resul t of the casualness with which membershj p was regarded. In 

Table l.i-iv, 37 people are listed as having been' members' of the 

Commune at some time and with varying degrees of involvement. Fifteen 

of the 37 definitely spread propaganda amonRst the peasantry, while 

Eleven did not because they were agitating amongst workers in the 

towns, merely studying the peasants or, in a few cases, decided to 

withdraw from revolutionary activity altogether. Of the remaining 

elevea, there is not sufficient evidence to be corr:pletely certain, 

but three of them (Khod' ko, 'l.Il' yasevich and Frost) very probably 

did spread propaganda while another three were, albeit briefly, 

out in the countryside along with people who did spread r-ropaganda 

(l\.Sudzilovskaya, L.A.Tetel'man and M.F.Tsvineva). 

rhe place of origin of 28 of the members is known. Fourteen 

came from outside the Soutrl, althout:;h four of these moved into it 

while very yount:;: the three Verigo sisters and M.A.Yalenkina. A 

further six came from provinces contiguous to the South. The Commune 

would appear therefore to be predominantly Southern. Ho';ever from 

an educational point of view this is certainly not the case. In con

sidering the 27 individuals whose educational background is established, 

the majority had enjoyed s';me education beyond the level of a gymnasiurr:, 

and those who had not were usually women, whose access to higher 

education was severely limited. Only eleven of the 27 were educated 

exclusively in the South, but at least three of these had spent lengthy 

periods in the capital amongst student kruzhoks (Breshko-Breshkovskaya, 

Rogacheva and Kabli ts). There were very strong links between the 

Commune and the student kruzhoks in the North and, as has been indicated 

in Chapter II, the latter may well have he]ped financially. Indeed 

six of the members of the Corr:mune constituted the major part of a 

kruzhok which was formed in St.Petersburg in 1873. In that year, 

Kablits and I.Ya.Chernyshev had left S.F.Kovalik's kruzhok in the 

capital and set up another which embraced N.Ya.Stronsky, T.P.Stronskaya, 

Vera Rogacheva and F.Frost, and came to be called the vspyshkopuskateli. (70) 

They believed that the educated youth had nothing to teach the ~od 

and that the ~.9~ was actually ready for revolt, only awaiting the 

'lighted match' which would start the conflagration. They supported 

the notion of provoking local bunts which would initiate a general 
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rising, but if they failed to do so, then at least the abortive bunts 

would provide gpod educative experiences for the peasantry.(71) The 

majority of the merrbers of the kruzhok decided to go to Kiev and to 

join the Cornrnune.(72) With one possible exception they proved them

selves vigorous propafandists amongst the peasants. 

If the Comwune is noteworthy because of its close involvement 

with the youth of the North, it is even more outstanding as an 

example of social homogeneity. It E{]OWS itself' to have been over

whelmingly dvoryanstvo in composition: 23 from 34 were the children 

of dvor~ane of some rank, while another two were the offspring of 

honoured citizens, two of kupets, two of a doctor, etc. Four of the 

Commune were Jewish (the Kaminer sisters, Levental' and L.A.Tetel'man) 

of whom possibly only one - but probably none - was involved with 

the peasants. 

Simultaneously in Kiev existed the Yiev Ghaykovtsy (See Table ? 

i-ii).This kruzhok of 12 people, some of whom were also members of 

the Commune, was, according to R.V.Filippov, "Far less significant 

in the sense of direct propaganda amongst the peasants ••• " tmn 

the Commune, and its members "formed, essential1y, a part of some 

attempts undertaken by the 'Kiev Commune' ••• " Its "Attempts at 

propaganda seem to have b8en completely without success."(73) In fact, 

only two of the 12 appear to have agitated amongst the peasants: 

S.Karniner and Ya.V.Stefanovich, the latter being only fleetingly a 

member. (74) The others were busy with preparatory work in the 

fabriki of Yiev or spreading literature amongst the artel workers. (75) 

The kruzhok also managed to contribute to the establishment of the 

Chernigov kruzhok of students which however proved ephemeral since it 

ended with the start of the swmmer hOliday without any of its members 

going to the peasants.(76) In searching for reasons for the lack of 

achievement manifest by this kruzhok, B.S.Itenberg has suggested that 

the 'genuine' revolutionaries - volodkevich and Stefanovich - were not 

in the kruzhok for long, and the rest " ••• Lur'ye, Gurevich, Emme, 

Rashevsky, the brothers Levental' and the sisters Kaminer - were 

intelligent and talented but lacked either stoicism or revolutionary 

enthusiasm ••• "(T?) This however seems a rather incomplete explanation. 

At least seven of the members were Jewish, a fact which might be 

of importance in explaining a reluctance to participate in rural 
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agi tatLm since the peasantry was widely believed to be hostile to 

the Jews and in fact the revolutionaries were quite willing to play 

on such prejudice themselves. This was the case with members of 

S.F.Kovalik's kruzhok who urged the peasants to slaughter the pans 

and the Jews and to take over from the tSAr.(78) As a consequence 

of the Jewish element of the kruzhok, it was socially much less 

dominated by dvoryane than the Commune. Only three of the twelve 

members were the children of dvoryane. 

Like the Commune, the Yiev Chaykovtsy was largely composed of 

Southerners who had had higher education: 8 came from the South, 

and A further 3 came from a contiguous province; 9 of the 11 had h~d 

higher education. In striking contrast to the COlI'lI:une, was the lack 

of contact between the Kiev Chaykovtsy and the St.Petersburg student 

kruzhoks. Only one had studied in the capital, Emme, although one, 

Rashevsky, but possibly more (79), had been involved INith student 

kruzhoks there. The contact wi th the North was s uffic ient to allow 

books to be obtained from there, but it was on the whole tenuous. 

A further 3 members had studi.ed abroad. 

After the disappearance of the Commune and of the Chaykovtsy in 

Kiev, the Buntar kruzhok emerged wi thin a year. A n'J.Illber of the 

members tended to live more in Odessa than in Kiev and, as a con

sequence of disagreements, had by 1877 come to form an independent 

group of Buntars. However, to avoia repetition all members of the 

Buntars ha.ve been included in Table 3.i-iii. The members of the 

Odessan group include: S.F.Chubarov, ~i:.Frolenko, I.V.Drobyazgin, 

I.Ya.Davidenko, O.Pogozhel' skaya and V.Kostyurin. 

According to one of the members, L.Deych, the Buntars, during 

1875 and 1876, consisted of eighteen members; 14 men and 4 women. (80) 

In March 1876, he relates that the kruzhok held a congress at 

Yelizavet~rad (to discuss the C~ig~in Affair) inyolving twenty 
1\ 

revolutionaries.(81) No doubt the composition of the Buntars, like 

most kruzhoks at this time, was fluid and changed over the period of 

its existence from 1875 to 1877. (8?) rrany of those named below will 

be recognised from the preceding history of the Kievan and Southern 

revolutionary movements. Five had been in the Kiev Commune; V.F. 

Kostyurin had partic ipated in the Odessan Chaykovtsy, while A.1:. 

Makarevich had been active in both the Odes san Chaykovtsy and the 
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Zhebunev kruzhok. Almost all the others had revolutionary eX,perience 

of some kind before jo-ining the Buntars. Perhaps only six - L.Deych, 

V .Deba:'ory-Mokriyevich, Ya. Stefanovicn, I .Drobyazgin, I .Khod' ko, 

II.K.Bukh - had been active amongst the peasants befor.§: joining the 

Bunt."lrs. This tends to disprove F. Venturi's statement that the 

members "had been driven by disappointment at the outcome of the 

propaganda campaign to the idea of a peasant revoL.ltion." (83), 

if he meant it in a personal sense. A further 5 involved themselves 

in this activity after joining. Desllite the existence of such a lar/2:e 

number of experienced people in the Buntars, the kruzhok did very 

little during its three year existence. It is true that between 

1876 and autumn 1877 Stefanovich, Deych and Dokhanovsky were able to 

organise a thousand peasants in twelve districts of Chig~in before 
f>. 

being Arrested in October 1877. Simultaneously, Debagory-Mokriyevich, 

I .... r.Frolenko and I.Drobyaze:in tried to raise a peasant rebellion in 

Kanevsky uyezd, Fiev province.(84) Although other members of the 

Buntars provided marginal assista.nce, LDeych admitted that only 

Stefanovich, }f.okriyevich and Drobyazgin were really involved with 

the peasants.(85) It is also true that numbers of the Buntars did 

settle in the villages, but the purpose of thio was so that they would 

be at their stations when the ~.! began. As Frolenko wrote later, 

the Duntars had no thougtt of propagandising tr.e peasants Around their 

settlement - t:,ey were therE:, to provide a refup:e and to observe the 

peasants; they were there in I a military capacity'. (86) However even 

these settlements did not last for long (87), anci apart from the 
L 

Chierin Affair, the main acti vi ty of the Buntars dud ng the years of 
A -----

their existence was their efforts to free revolutionaries from jail 

and the attempt to kill I~ .Gorinovich, for they were not even active 

amongst the student youths or the urban workE,rs. (86) 

Superficially there is considerable similarity between the 

membership characteristics of the .duntars and the Commune. In both 

cases the membership was predominantly Southern (14 out of 19) and 

the children of dvorya.ne (12 out of 20), but it did not have one 

cha.racteristic of the Commune's membership: very close contacts with 

the students of st.Petersburg and MoscON. Only seven of the Buntars 

had received some part of their educa.tion in the North or abroad 

although the great majority had been throu~, some form of higher 
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education and those who were not, were mostly women. Contacts with 

the North were not only scarce, they were a Iso bad. As has been 

mentioned in Chapter II, there was considerable hostility towards 

the revolutionaries of the capital amongst members of this kruzhok. 

Financial assistance was not forthcoming from the capital since 

there was little support for the aims of the Buntars. Indeed lack 

of money must have been the main reason for the inactivit~y of the 

Buntars, as Debagory-};;okriyevich admitted. (89) ThE absence of 

financial assistance from the North would not have mattered had 

help been forthcoming from other Southern kruzhoks. The Buntars 

however were condemned by almost all tb..e leading Southern 

revolutionaries of that time: Fomin (9(), :6as1avsky (91), I.F. 

Voloshenko (9?), A • .0helyabov (93), I .~! .Koval' sky (94), F. Volk-

hovsky (95), N.I.Kibal' chich (96), G.A.Fopko (97), ~hebunev (98) etc •• 

In Odessa at the start of the period under consideration, there 

were two groups functioning: the Zhebunevs' kruzhok and the Odessa 

Chaykovtsy led by F.Volkhovsky. The boundary between the two groups 

was rather nebulous and there was considerable intermixing of the 

two groups. (99) 'Jhe kruzhok of the Zhebunevs was unus 001, primarily 

because it took shape abroad in Zurich.(IOO) (See 'i'able 4.i-ii) 

"Eight of the eleven members had studied in ~urj ch, although more had 

stayed there, and, after a spell in France for some of the mEmbers, 

the kruzhok reassembled in Russia late in 1873. Between then and 

the end of 1874, most of the kr~zhok participated in the IV narod l 

movement, usually as rural teachers. One who did not become involved 

with the peasants was A.j\~.N.akarevich who was at least Certainly 

involved in propaganda work amongst Odessan workers. Indeed most of 

the propaganda work by Odessan revolutionaries was th~ responsibility 

of this kruzhok, for it dominated activity in Odessa in ::nuch the same 

way as the "';omrnune did in Kiev. 

Only one of those listed as members was definitely not Southern, 

T.A.Kvyatkovsky, but his links with the kruzhok, on return to Russia, 

proved to be fragile. Equally, the kruzhok was overwhelmingly 

composed of children of dvoE'yane, the .[Jroduct of higher education 

and, as indicated in Chapter II, financially secure. The Zhebunevites 

were very well connected with the centres of revolutionary thinking. 
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anJ :;.,-,hebl,mev, their f:irst aet:i •. m w~;s to vj~31.t i',03COW to rm"lWl-< COfl-

iVl1ile in ;~ur::"ch the kruzhok }lad been i avel ved wi til the 

Ihlssian colony and V·)<3S :1t leac',t e',iill"e of' tlie controvl-l'sies Y'a~ing 

there. 

rEl.d been inv()lved '"i th Necha:"fv (.':'ntonoVD, 1101khov~\ky'md ';ol'l.kuv), 

while othtor5, sueL 9S /1.;~rlej,'yDbov l"ld [)(:::f:-'n leAders of stuctsnt 

disorders in the ef}r·l.~T 88vt'nties, 2nd stil: !:O('t' C;.:imilnovsky, 

t?)"brOE1d. Trli[3 ccntrosts ,:..;¥th ttl!': I overt~~ of Lr'lt=: kr~;zhok' ~3 c(jntribl.Ltic)(l 

been the result of a decision taken by th,;; kruzhok: Volkhovsky h8cl 

sugceste:.i tlBt the kruzhok should be called the I kruzhok of ini tie tors I , 

and shoulu set it.gelf the tal3k of init.i.8tint~ end oI'C::3nisin[ kruzhoks 

in the Sout~l whic:h 'I,'ould be directly Dctive an1on{:>t the pe:3s:Jnts. 

work .Y..,n9.1"od with booh; 8f1d other aids, ::lIld onlj i:r-;rt of its fOY'ce 

must be devote,} to (iirect 8ctL~n v narod." i:heltonov.sky and (hudnovsky 

8UH)OrteJ thi s ,llan, v';-; i Ie others felt th ey should limit themeel yes 

initiall,Y to activitJ' amo1l5<::st the intel1ipentsia but that peasant 

a[itation Trust oe recogni.sed as their ultimste aifI1 and th:it ~.ruiJaf7n('h~ 

amongst tne urban I'urkc-rs was also important.(lC:?) 'i'he upshot of 

this discussion was, in the assessment of' S.F.Kovelik, that the 

kruzhok was notable enl;y for its intEmse 8.,-~tiv.LtJ' e:11On:~st the workers, 

to which end they had constructerl small ~roJPs where the members 
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secretly "developec; the v.orb,rs, pre~nred thefT' for the revolution. "(103) 

T'lis is iJn t;x::jr."I~f~r·[Jtion for, as hn:o Deen indio'; ted in C;iAptt:;1' 1 I, the 

kruz,lok" contributed [:Jig~,t~ly to sn;llt~J,;ling illee.31 literat.U'.'e from 

abroad - a. task wnici! occu.pied CIlUOCl'OV, ~ak2revich, :~flelyabov and 

others - as ",I/e) 1 as }roducine: its OWll manuscript journal. 

In many respects t}'lj s kl'uZfl' ,k' s :J:e:nbership was siilri.13 r to th,gt of 

others in the South at t>-ii.s time, such 8S tne Co,r,nune or the uheb:mevs 

Wflich I"ere vi~':orous in ~Jrc!pa ~·n m~ is ill£: the IJeas9nttl. 'I'(drt0en of the 

rnembers'rovince of origin can be identified and of thest:' , eleV6rl 

were .:outrlern. The kruzhok had very strong links with the krclZGoks of 

the ;'J(,rth, apRrt fro]! ccmtaci:s Arising from their tU3sociation ",d, th 

the CLa}kovts~'. :'even of the fOllrtben:lember~l had studied in Lif~her 

edUCAtional instit'_~t:i ons in St. tett-'rsburg or ;,:o~'cow - four uf them 

at j :)scov,' S l:etrovskaya Ac:ricul tural Acac',emy - and had bben in vol ved 

with students' kruz;lcks while there. r'l.pact from two of tne fent81e 

me:nbers, all h3.d had higl:ld' e·jucHtiull. Like the Z hetJunev krclzbok, 

the VolkhovskJ kruzhok a 130 had sui'ficien t financial resourcec) , 

especi8 lly after' June Ib74, ','men D icflesvulo inheri ted rr'~>ne.y (ll~)+j, 

8.nd of Jiterature. SocicJ_~_l.J it diLered: only five of elc;vul were 

children of dvorya ne, the others oeinE fro:r Ine::>hchanstvo, iJeas'mt, 

kupechestvo or clerical backgrounds. In thi:-:> resjJect the Odes san 

Chaykovtsy had sornetting in COrn[llOn with the lievau Chaykovtsy. 

'J'he l3ashentsev kruzhok is believed to have existf'<l for some 

three ~ears, fro:-;, the end of 1274 until the start of 187c~), ane inevitably 

lillring ttlis time its membership did not rei1'(lin Gonstent. (SHe Table 6. 

i-ivy From the Table belov;, thE:' followinE ,"en" members for only a 

short time: F.A.Shch81·bin and I.A.Veru (1C)}, Ye."Llzhakov8, A.V.Chsrny

avskaya, 1.I.Dobrovol'sky, F.'J.'.Ylimovich, Yhandozht"vsky, P.Ul'yanov 

and Ye.Fobeclonostsev (106), D.ti.Titorenko, N.i\.Bf-v6r'ley and von Ru (107). 

HO'NEcver, takinG the com.;osition as e. whole, Be'TJe nine members from 

twenty-five ,,:ere active amongst the peasants - .fH'e-errinently, 

A.I,:edvedev (Fomin) and Yeo :lossikova - which ,vas at least [lj·qtched by 

the nurnbEor W(lO were invclved with llropac:anda activj ty Amongst l..lI'b8n 

worhrs, often 8S part of ,jas18vsky's Unicn. This latter involvement 

may heIr to expla j n the composition of the krLcz'lOk which .-laS, B sA. 

Sh';;khter rEc;alled, one of ";[;o3ny V"orkers and some intelJir,entsia."(108) 

As re[}H'dE s, )CiRl ~)tatus, fr''Jm twenty-five identified j,nd i viduals only 
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eight were descended from dvoryane and five of them were a:nongst the 

short term members; this element was, then, rather less in the 

Bashentsev than in other groups considered. Possibly as a concomitant 

of this social factor, contact between this kruzhok and the aorth was 

not extensive: seven can be identified as having been educated in 

11oscow or st • .Petersburg. Jv~ost of the members of tile kruzhok had 

been born in the South - fifteen from nineteen. The kruzhok had 

little money but it did have contact with the emigration - G.Popko, 

for example, attended the I,avrovist congress in Paris as the delegate 

of this kruzhok - and it also made efforts to sUPi,ly itself wi th 

illegal literature smuggled in from abroad. (109) Shekhter characterised 

the oashentsev as a kruzhok whose leaders stood on the boundary between 

two epochs - the E..S!!'odnich~stvo faith in the peasants and the epoch 

whj ch closed with tr..e formation of ':Tarodnaya Volya' and ' Cherny)" 

Peredel'.(llO) As regards the composition of the kruzhok she was 

correct, for the ~nt§~ manifest to 8 degree many of those features 

which were commonplace in those kruzhok which will be considered in 

the following Chapter concerning the veriod 1877-1883. 

'rovalik's student kruzhok' in I~har'kov emerged from a union of 

a number of existing krc..zhoks: the self-education kruzhok of st\..dents 

at Khar'kov iJniversity, which had functioned since February 1874; 

students fr'Jm Kharkov seminary and a small part of the kruzhok at 

Khatkov Veterinary lnsti tute whicr: orit'inated in 1873. (See Table 7. 

i-i v.) Few of the last kruzhok joined Yovalik, and most of those who 

did not, appear to have :wen associated wi th the revolutionary 

Ukrainophile kruzhok led by F .S.Tsebenko and r.1.!\~ .;':'erebryakov which 

was at the time providing 8 free school for the poor of Yharkov. (Ill) 

Yova.lik's kruzhok was led, in his a.bsence, at fi rst by Yu. N. Govorukha

Otrok and then after his departure fraIl: the revolutionary movement, 

by N.f:l.3arkov. The kruzhok had taken shape by April 1874.(112) The 

kruzhok concentrated in the first place upon f€rsuading as lfany of 

the seminarists to join them as !-,ossible and then ufon preparing them 

to go amongst the peasants. :t held meetings to which, according to 

LP.Klement'yev, around t~lirty seminarists TTlight come.(1l3) 

Many years l"'ter, Ye.N .Eoval' a:-ca.Ya criticised S. F • Koval ik for 

suggesting that his kruzhok was the one which aroused Yharkov youth 

froni 'a slumber'. She pointed out that other kruzhoks had existed 
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before Kovalik's arrival, that they had SUPIJlies of literature and 

that anyway, his kruzhok had not done a great deal, and 3arkov and 

Govorukh3.-0trok, when arrested, both disgraced themselves.(1l4) 'rhe 

lack of activity by the majority of members is borne out by the 

information in the table below; only ten from thirty-one a,pear to 

have participated in the'v narod1movement: it was one thing to get 

students to attend meetings, quite another to persuade them to 

risk revolutionary activity. Kovalik himself later admitted that the 

initial upsurge of' enthusiasm had been "a temporary exaltation, and 

not the product of conviction." "The kruzhok as a whole did not 

proceed to practical activity ••• "(115) However within the kruzhok, 

it was the seminarists who proved particularly resistant to the 

call for agitation amongst the peasants and although at least half 

of the members listed below were seminarists only one, 1,;.I<'.Spesivtsev, 

spread propaganda. arr.ongst the peasants. If the seminadsts are put 

to one side, the kruzhok·s activity seems more creditable, - nine 

out of twelve or thirteen. The seminarists preferred to go home 

when the summer holiday arrived and refused to agi tate although 

being willin8 to spend some time studying the peasantry. ili.1-'. Barkov, 

himself from Yha:rJkov UniVersity, subsequently dismissed the seminarists 

as "not capable of being revolutionaries."Cl16) A.V.Andreyeva considered 

them 'milksops' (117). 

Of the fifteen members whose province of origin can b" eetablished, 

six came from outwith the South, but since most of thE; remaining 

seventeen whose ori~ins are not known were seminarists, who would most 

probably have lived in the South, the kruzhok was probably dominated 

by Southerners as were the other kruzhoks examined here. Unlike some 

other kruzhoks in the South, very few of this kruzhok had been to a 

higher educational institL:.tion in the l<orth; a consec;uence of the 

greater youth of' this kruzhok. Nonetheless there were considerable 

links between it and st • .t-etersburg as has been indicated in Chapter 11. 

M.A.Rabinovich, G.Lebedev and P.O.Iaksimov maintained contacts and 

helped sUPilly Yharkcv wi th money and literature. Socially the kruzhck 

is interesting since the seminarists were a lrnost all sons of clerics 

while the children of ~voryane predominated amongst the r:harkov 

University students. 

The Andreyeva kruzhok was unusual in that its instigator was a 

woman who, con:ing from rOSCON, organised a grOUt) which included four 
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students from Yhar~ov's Technical Railway 3chool. (See Table 8.i.) 

She provided reading material and Ie, d discussions which concentrated ......... 

on the need to £:0 'v narod'. In the surmner of 1374, the members rr:ade 

their way separately to Taganrog where they joined with the kruzhok 

led by associates of Andreyeva - the brothers 1. and A.Pavlovsky -

which was composed of youths from the local gymnasium.(118) The 

.t-'avlovskys were unusual, as well, in that they were the sons of a 

Jewish Taganrog m"rchant and one of them, Aaron, had ai_ready carried 

out propaganda work amongst the peasants. The elder brother Isaac 

had been, for a time, a student et St .Petersburg' s iv:edico-3urgical 

AcadelL.Y which was where he had met Andreyeva.(lU) hone of the 

members of Andreyeva's group, apart from herself, appears to have 

been a.ctive in the villages. They were however involved in spreading 

propaganda amongst the railway workers, who were perhap s more 

accessible given the background of these revolutionaries. 

The von area had witnessed a fairly lively activity amongst the 

peasants. There had bsen the group called Nas}->,i, established by 

the Zubrilov brothers, Dubrovin and F.I.Mozgovoy to propagandise the 

narod (120), as well as the Pavlovsky kruzhok, mentionEd above (121). 

The kruzhok which is commonly refErred to as the Khatkov-Rostov 

kr,uzhok, al thOUg}l it mainly functioned in the latter, came into 

exi.ctence here around April 1876. In January 1877 many of its members 

travelled to St.Fetersburg and were involved in the foundation of 

'Zemlya i Volya'. 

The kruzr.ok was unusual in a number of ways. One was that some 

time after it was formed, it became aligned with' Zemlya i Volya'; 

the only one so to do in the South. It was also distinguished from 

those considered so far in that all the members went amongst the 

peasantry and, with probably one exception, spread propaganda there. 

This to some extent no doubt reflects the ageing of the revolutionary 

movement, because almost all this kruzhok's participants had 

revolutionary pasts and already had identified themselves as 

propagandists amongst the peasantry and had been involved in such 

activity. This degree of commitment no doubt drew them together in 

the first place and subsequently led them to unite with '~emlya i Volya' 

and to participate in the 'Zemlya i Volya' settlements duri.ng 1877 

and 1878. These settlements were all out wi th the South - in Saratov, 

Tambov etc •• It is noteworthy that almost all the work which the 
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perticipants of the Rostov-Kharkov kruzhok had done before joining 

togethbr, and which they did when a group, was also done outwi th the 

South. This can be seen from Table 9.i., but is also testified to 

by Aptekman and Gartman (12?). This of course was not unknown, for, 

from the start, some of the Southerners had been involved in propaganda 

work outside the South. 

There would appear to be more of a social mix in this kruzhok 

than in most of those considered so far, although it paralleled that 

of the' Zernlya i Vol~,'a' as a whole (1?3). This again probably reflects 

the fact that its members were people who had gone through the filtering 

process of 1874-6 and had survived with a personal commitment to 

propaganda among!)t tne peasants. Nonetheless, as has been becoming 

more obvioclS with each group considered, the extent of involvement with 

activity amongst the peasants by Southern kruzhoks was in part related 

to the extent of involvement with St.Petersburg and ~~oscow and with 

people from those places. Although six of eip'ht identified members 

were Southern, five of the members had been educated in St • .t-etersburg 

while a further four, who had been educated at Kha:r1kov's Veterinary 

Insti tute, had been in contact with S. F .Kovalik' s l~orthern-inspired 

kruzhok which was discussed above. 

With the exception of L.Gartman ana A.I.Barannikov, who moved 

on to become members of 'Narodnaya Volya', all remained committed 

to rural agitation and subsequently joined 'Chernyy Peredel' or as 

with Tishchenko, ~joshchenko and Thotinsky, withdrew from revolutionary 

involvement. (1?4) 
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4-- Tttble.s 1- 9 of' t11e membersbip of hruzhah, 1873 -lSZtjz 

KRU ZJ1OK: n C!.v ce;ri~WN ,4; ------

1. Yeo Breshko
Breshkovskaya 

(1::'5 ) 

2. Olga K. Ivanova 

3. I>'.A.Yalenkina 
(Kolenkina) 

(l?)) 

4. V."F. Fischer 

5. S. Speyer 

6. S.F.Kovalik 

(1?5) 

7. V.Debagory
N.okriyevich 

(125) 

8. N.~udzilovsky 

(125) 

9. ':adezha 
Sudzilovskaya 

(125) 

10. Ya.Stefanovich 

ACTIVITY 
AMONG-S'l' 
1:~ASANTS. 

Yes 

No. Died 
early in 
1874 

(125) 

No 

(132) 

Yes 

No 

(133) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

(139) 

Yes 

Yes 

fRCVIIjCE 
OF BIl{TH. 

Vitebsk (r~) 
Brought Ui' 
in Chernigov. 

Vitebsk (N) 
Brouc::ht up 
in Chernif,ov. 

Tambov (r~) 
Brought up 
in Yuban. 

Orel I, ,\) 

Poltava (S) 

PU~C~~ OF 
e:DDCNrICN. 

Gymn. 

Kiev Univ. 
MidvlJifer.y 
course 

St.l-t. G-ymn.; 
St. Pb. }:ed
Surge J\cad.; 
Kj ev Uni v. ; 
Vienna 

Foscow and 
Vilno Gymn.; 
St.Pb. Univ.; 
Abroad 

FxrHrR'S 
RAdl< • 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

~,!:eshch. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 
A retired 
Colonel Rnd 
Lan,lovmer 

Chernit:ov (S) Nemirov. and Dvor. 

~(Ofi lev (li) 

1~ogi lev (,,) 

ChE;rnigov (5) 

Kamenets - fod. 
G,-yrnn.; Kiev 
U ni v .; U. S .A. 
anciZurich 

Mogilev Gymn. 
St.rb. Uni.v.; 
Kiev Univ. 

,it home 

Ov~r. 

Ov~r. 

Priest. 
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ERlJZHCK: KIEV C01J<,llI'P': 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
11. F. F • Larionov 

(1;;5) 

12. V.A • .Jenetsky 

(126) 

13. N.Ya.Stronsky 

(126 ) 

14. T.P.~tronskaya 

(1?6) 

b.I.Khod'ko 
(Khot'ko) 

(1::>6 ) 

(1::>6) 

17. L.ll'nitsky 

(126) 

18. I.O.?ol'geym 

(126) 

19. N.Kaminer 

(126) 

'10. A.Kaminer 

(126 ) 

ACTIVITY 

(13,) 

i\o 

(133) 

Yes 

(137) 

Yes 

(136) 

Probably 
yes 

Frobably 
not. 
Kept books 
for 
Cornmunards. 

No 
Did 

, preparator;), 
work' 

Ho 
Did 

'preparatory 
work' 

FROVII~G.i; 

OF BIRTH. 

St.Pb. ? 

Po1tava (8) 

Nov gorod eN) 

Kiev (8) 

r'odolia (S) 

Kiev (S) 

Kiev (8) 

Tl\BLJ~:1.ii. 

PLi\C~ C.W 
EDUC),T:;· eN. 

Kiev Univ. 

Poltava Gymn.; 
St.Pb. 'I'ech. 
Inst. 

St.l~b. Girls' 
boarding 
school. 

Odessa Uni v. 

Kamenets-Fod. 
Gymn. ; 
Kiev Univ. 
Midwifery 
course. 

Kiev Gymn.; 
Zurich Univ. 

Kiev Gyrnn.; 
Zurich Univ. 

F A'l'H,':R ' S 
R!\NK. 

. ...... . 
Honoured 
citizen. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

? 
t\letal
worker. 

Dvor. 

Zemstvo 
doctor. 

Zemstvo 
doctor. 
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KRUZHOK: KIEV cm~;,uNE 

M'·],mER' S NAH:. 

21. i~. Levental' 

(1::>6) 

22. V.I1'yasevich 

(127) 

23. A.Volkenshteyn 

(127) 

24. I.D.Tr~zvinsky 

(127) 

AcnVITY 
AIWNGST 
P]<;ASANTS. 

,\0 

Oid 
'preparatory 
work' • 

Probably 
yes 

(140) 

? 
Allowed 
propaganda 
on her 
estate. 

Yes 

(138) 

25. ~.Ye.Gorinovich Yes 

(1?7) 

26. I.Ya.Chernyshev Yes 

(127) (137) 

17. V.P.Rogacheva Yes 

(127) (136) 

?ROVINC;"~ 

OF BIRTH. 

? (S) 

Podolia (5) 

Orel (i\) 

28. L.A.Tetel'man ? Podolia (5) 

29. L'1.F.Tsvineva 
('rsveneva? ) 

(127) 

3.0. A.Drohysh
Drobyshevsky 

(127) 

Allowed 
propagan,iists 
to stay on 
his estate. 

No Pskov (N) 
Did 

'preparatory 
work.' (Died 
in winter of 
73/74?) 

Yes 

(134) 

Mogilev (i~) 

TABLE: 1. i h. 

PLAC~~ OF 
Ii:DUC"~~.'10N . 

rv·ogilev Gymn.; 
Kiev Univ. 

Kiev Univ. 

Kiev Gymn. 

Kiev Gymn. 

Kiev Gymn.; 
Kiev Univ.; 
St.Pb.Tech. 
lnst. ; 
Switzerland. 

Orel Gymn. 

Odessa Gymn.; 
l.ioscow Uni v • ; 
St.Pb.I,·t:;u.
Surg.Acad. ; 
Kiev Univ. 

Pskov Gymn.; 
St.Pb. 

Nov/'orod 
Gymn. 

FATHrJt'S 
~il.NK. 

Teacher 
at a 
Jewish 
school. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Priest. 

Honoured 
ci tizen. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Kupets. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 
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KRUZHOK: KT1W CC'M?IUNE 

31. K.Frost 

(1?7) 

32. S.Lur' ye 

(128) 

33. L.Shramkov 

(1?9 ) 

34. A.Osmolovsky 

(130) 

35. 1. I.Ka.bli ts 

(130) 

36. A.I.Filipp 

(1;;7) 

ACTlvrrv 

AMONGST 
PEASAN'rs. 

? 
Did 
preparatory 
work. 

No 

No 

(133) 

Yes 

No. 
Allowed her 
estate to 
be used by 
prop~e:andists 

37. I.V.Bokhanovsky No 

(131) 

18 from 32 
were active 

=56.JYo 

PROVINC;~ 

OF BIR.TH. 

. . . . . . . . 

Kiev (3) 

Kovn-o (N) 

Vitebsk (N) 
Brouf)lt up 
in Chernirov 

Poltava (3) 

14 from 28 
were Southern 

=5(1/0 

TABLE: 1.iv. 

FLACB OF 
EDUC,',TION. 

st.Pb. G·ymn.; 
St.Pb. 'T'ech. 
lnst. 

Nizhin r..YTDn.; 
Yiev Gymn.; 
Kiev Univ. 

Kiev Gymn. 

Kiev Univ. 

18 from 27 had 
h.e. = 66.ljS 
16 from 27 had 
someeduc. 0/5. 

s. = 59.} 

Ft.THi<'Tt' S 
RANK. 

. ...... . 

Kupets. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

23 from 34 
were 
children of 
dvor. 

= 67.67/~ 
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KRUZHOK: h'I-;;;V CfL<\YKOVTSY T/\BLE: 2.i. 

Ml'~MBER.' S NM.:n. ACTIVI'I'Y PROVINC~ PUCE OF 1?l\.TrER'S 
A MONGS'T' OF BIRTH. EDUCATION. RANK. 
F~l\SAIHS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . ....... 

1. P.B.Aksel'rod No Chernigov (5) Gymn. Poor 
Searched for education Jewish 
a robber, and inl'lkeeper. 
then fled 
abroad. 

(141) (142) (11+2 ) (142) 

2. G.Ye.Gurevich No A~ogi1ev (N) Germany; Nealthy 
Prop. in Kiev Univ. Kupets. 

(141) Kiev artels. 

3. A.I.Kaminer No Kiev (s) Kiev Gymn. ; Zemstvo 
(Tishchenko) Zurich Univ. doctor. 

(141) 

4. N.I.Kaminer :'Jo y' .. l.ev (s) Kiev Gyrnn.; .c:emstvo 
Zurich U ni v • doctor. 

(141) 

5. S.I.Kaminer Yes Kiev (s) Kiev Gymn. Zemstvo 
doctor. 

(141) 

6. N.N.Ko1odkevich No Chernieov (S) Kiev Univ. Dvor. 
(Ko1otkevich) 

(141) (143) (143) (143) (143) 

7. L. (Ye. )Leventa1' No Mogilev (1'1) A:ogilev Gymn.; Teacher. 
Prop. in Kiev Yiev Univ. 
Arte1s and 
preparatory 

(141) work. 

8. N.Levental' .i~o Mogilev (N) Nfogilev Gymn.; Teacher. 
Prop. in Kiev Univ. 

(141) Kiev Art e 1. s • 

9. S.G.Lur'ye No Nizhin Gymn.; Kupets. 
Prop. in Kiev Gymn.; 

(141) Kiev Artels Kiev rl • Lnl. v • 

10. I.F.Rashevsky No Chernigov (8) Eiev Cniv. Dvor. 
Prop. in 

(141) Kiev Artels. 
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KRUZHGK: KIEV CHAYFOVPSv. 

ACTIVlTY 
MWNGST 
PEASANTS. 

11. Ya.V.Stefanovich Yes 

(141) 

12. V.G.Emme 

(141) 

No 
Prop. in 
Ki ev Artel s. 

........... 
2 from 12 
were active 

- 16 7;1. 
- < • I' 

fROVINCt<; 
OF BIR'rn. 

Chernigov (S) 

PlACE OF 
EDUCATION. 

Chernigov (s) ~)t.Pb.Univ.; 
Kiev Univ. 

8 from 11 
were 
Southern 
= 72.7), 

9 from 11 
had h.e. 
= 81.8% 
7 from 11 
had some 
educe o/s S. 

= h3. 6% 

FATH::~~' S 
RANK. 

Priest. 

Dvor. 

3 from 12 
were 
children of 
dvor. 
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KRU ;mOK: BUl'iTARS. 

ME1,'B~':'t' S NA}rl<,. r\CTIVITY 
AMONGSr;' 
PEASANTS. 

PROVINCE 
OF B-:"RTH. 

TABL..":: 3.i. 

PLI\Cg CF 
r~DUCATICN • 

1. L.Deych Yes fodo1ia (5) 

(144) 
2. V.Debagory

Mokriyevich 

(144) 

3. L.P.Vorontsova 
(Barysheva) 

(144) 

4. V.I.L;asulich 

(summer 1875) 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

5. Ya.V.Stefanovich Yes 

6. V.P.Lepeshinsky No? 

(144) 

Did 
'preparatory 
work' in 
St.Pb. 

7. M.P.lf ova1evskFlya, =~o 

(nee Vorontsova) 

(1+4) 

(149) 
Cherni~ov (s) Nemirov.Gymn.; 

Kamenets-Fod. 
Gymn.; Kiev 
Univ.; U.S.A. 
and ,Zllrich 

Yekaterin
oslav (S) 

Smo1ensk (N) 

(150) 

Chernigov (S) 

Yekaterin
oslav (8) 

Odessa Gymn. 

St.Pb. 

(150 ) 

St.Pb. Med.
Sure. Acad. 

At home; 
Odessa lnst. 

8. A.W.Makarevich No Tauride (S) Simferopo1' 
Gymn. ; 
Zurich Univ. 

(n~e 'qozenshteyn) Prop. Odessan 
workers. 

(144) 

9. r.;.A .Ko1enkina No 

(144) 

10. 1.'. Fro1enko Yes 

(144) (151) 

rrambov, eN) 
brought up 
in ruban 

Kuban (S) 

(151) 

Kiev Univ. 
midwifery 
course. 

St. Pb. Tech. 
Inst. i Moscow 
Petrov. Agric. 
Acad. 

(151) 

FA'l'H;{'~' S 
RAliK. 

Kupets. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

(150) 

Priest. 

Dvor. 

Kupets 
and 
honoured 
citizen. 

Meshch. 

Sergeant
!v:ajor, 
Itilita.ry 
doctor. 

(151) 
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KRUZHOK: BUNTARS TABLB: 3.ii. 

Ml~EB.2.li.' S N AI ~~~. ACTIVITV PROVING;·; PU.CJo.i OF l;'.ATH ,m' S 
A.MONGST OF BIR.TH. EDUCA1'j ON • RAt"l"Y. 
PF..J\SAliTS • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . ....... 

1I. I.V.Bokhanovsky Yes fo1tava Kiev lJniv. Dvor. 
('Khokhol') 

(141+) 

12. S.F.Chubarov No Penza (N) Voronezh Uvor. 
( , Kapitan' ) 'preparatory Cadet School; 

work' in Ir:oscow l~ni v. ; 
(141+) St.Pb. St.Fb.Univ. 

13. I. V. Drobyazf,in Yes Kherson (S) Odessa Village 
Seminary. Deacon 

(141+) 

14. V.F.Kostyurin No Kherson (8) Odessa Univ. Dvor. 
, preparatory 
work' in 

(144) Odessa. 

15. F.huritsyn No Moscow (II,) Kharkov 
Vet. Inst. 

(141+) 

16. 8.Yastrembsky No :-harkov (8) Kh"'r~kov Gymn. ; Dvor. 
and Un1v. 

(144) 

17. S.Lur'ye No Nizhin r:;'Jrmn. ; Jl:uf1ets. 
Kiev Univ. 

(144) (148) 

18. V.kalinki Yes Poltava (S) Poltava Gymn.; Dvor. 
(Yhoma) Odessa Uni v.; 

(144) Kiev Uni v. 

19. I.K11od' ko Yes Kiev (8) Odes.'{t Dvor. 
Univ. 

(145) 

'10. N.Y.Bukh Yes Yaluga (N) Ufct , Penza, Dvor. 
Samara, st .Pb. 
YiJitary School; 
St.Pb.fed.-Surf. 

(145) Acad. 



11lUZHOK: BUNTA'{S. 

21. F J; "Rokha1 ' sky 

(146) 

1'). I. Ya.Davidenko 

(147) 

23.0.Pogozhe1'skaya 

(147) 
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t,CTl Vl'rv 
AL'ONG-S'I' 
FMSA:~TS. 

Yes 

.......... 
11 from ?l 
were active 

= 52 .4~~ 

PROVINCE 
OF BIRTH. 

y' (s) "lev 

14 from 19 
were 
Soutbern. 
= 73. '270 

.2L/\.CE OF 
j1;DUCAT JON. 

i'ol tava 
G-ymn. 

Kiev G-ymn. 

14 from ')0 
had h. e. = 7(J}~ 
7 from 20 
had some educe 
o/s S. = 35% 

FiirH\R'S 
[tANK. 

Dvor. 

Military 
clerk. 

12 from 20 
were 
children of 
dvor. 

=60% 



KRUtiliOK: ZHEBUNEV. 

Mti;I{BKR'S NAIrI-;. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1. N .11.. Zhebunev 

(152) 
? V.A.Zhebunev 

(152) 
3. S.A.Zhebunev 

(152) 
4. L.N.Zhebunev 

(152) 
5. Z.I.Zhebuneva 

(n1e Glushkova) 

(152) 
6. A. 1; • Fi:akarevich 

(Rozenshteyn) 

(152) 
7. P.i'.itakarevich 

(152) 
8. T .A.Yvyatkovsky 

(15?) 
9. G.Kobiyev 

(152) 
10. Iv'.13linova 

(152) 
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ACTIVITY 
AMONGST 
FMSA .. '\lTS. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

i'io 

PROVI1~CJ:; 

Oli' BIRTH. 

TP_8LE: 4.i. 

PlACB CF 
EDUC,iTION. 

. ........ . 
Yekaterinoslav Zurich 

(8 ) 

Yekaterinos1av fvioscow 
(S) boarding 

Yekaterinoslav 
(s) 

school; 
Khar'kov Gymn.; 
!-;oscow }'etrov 
Agric.Acad. ; 
Odessa lJniv.; 
~urich 

r.:oscow 
boarding 
sc hool; 
Kharkov G·ymn.; 
Zurich 

Yekaterinoslav Home; };foSCOV'l 
(S) PetroN Agric. 

hcad.; Zurj ch 

Khatkov (S) Zurich Univ. 

FA'rH :-:R' S 
RANK. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

No Tauride (S) Simferopol' 
Gymn. ; 
Zurich Univ. 

Kupets and 
honoured 
ci tizen. 

Froi" Odessan 
workers. 

Yes ? Kherson (S) 

Yes Tomsk (T\) 

Yes (s ?) 

Yes (s ?) 

Fharkov Gymn.; 
Moscow Petrov 
Acad.; ;vToscow 
Univ.; 6urich 

Vvor. 

St.Pb.Univ.; Dvor. 
St.Pb. Tech.lnst.; 
Novgorod; ~urich. 

Stavropol' 
Gymn.; roscow 
Petr~y Agric. 
Acad.; Zurich 

Khar!kov G-ymn.; 
~urich. 

Dver. 

Dvor. 
(Provincial 
Secretary. ) 



Yl/'uZHOK: ZHiBUWEV. 

11. r...S.'l'rudnitsky 

(152) 
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ACTIVITY 
ArtONG-ST 
PT<:ASANTS. 

Yes 

.......... 
8 from 10 
were active 
=8~ 

PROVINCE 
OF BIRTH. 

TABLE: 4. ii. 

PLACF~ OF 
EDlTCf.TICN. 

Yekaterinoslav St.Pb.Univ.; 
(.$) Zurich 

. . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
10 from 11 All had h.e. 
were Southern = 10~ 

= 90.9~ All had some 
educ. 0/5. S. 
= IOo;~ 

FATHER'S 
RANK. 

Dvor. 

9 from 10 
were 
children 
of dvor. 
= 9~'o 



~,~EMB i:<:R 's N M'1': 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1. F.V.Volkhovsky 

(153) 

2. ~: .Antonova 
(Vo1khovskaya) 

(153) 
3. L.I.Go1ikov 

(153) 
4. L.A.Dicheskulo 

(153) 

ACTIVITY 
AMONGST 
PEASANTS. 

No 

PROV111CE 
OF BIRTH. 

f-ioltava (S) 

Yoscow eN) 

No Kherson (3) 
f-irl:p. ,vorkers' 
Arte1s. 

Yes Kherson (S) 

5. D.I.Zheltonovsky No 

(153) 

6. A. 1. L:;he1yabov No Tauride (S) 
Prop. Odes san 

(153) workers. 

7. V.F.Kostyurin No Kherson (S) 

(153) 
Prop. Odessan 
workers. 

8. A.!.:.Makarevich No Tauride (S) 
(nee Rozenshteyn) Prop. Odessan 

(153) 
9 F .M.~;:akarevich 

(1~3) 

10. 0.1. Razumovskaya 
(Zheltonovskaya) 

(153) 

workers. 

Yes ? Kherson (S) 
FrojJ. Odessan 
workers. 

Podolia (S) 

TAlLE: 5.L 
PlACE OF 
]WUCATJON. 

. ........ . 
St .Pb • Gymn. ; 
Odes sa r,.ymn.; 
Moscow Uni v. 

~;oscow Gymn. 

Nikolayev 
Gynm.; ~':oscow 

Petr~y Agric. 
Acad. 

Uman; Moscow 
Petrov Agric. 
Acad. 

Odessa Uni v. 

Kerch r,.ynm.; 
Odessa Univ. 

Odessa Univ. 

Simferopol' 
Gymn. ; 
Zurich Univ. 

Kharlkov G.yrnn.; 
TVoscow Petrov 
Agric. Acad.; 
hurich 

Kamenets-Poci. 
Gymn. 

FATm:R'S 
RAi~K. 

Dvor. 

1ieshch. 
11le~~i timate 
daur::hter of 
a Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Peasant. 

Dvor. 

Kupets and 
honoured 
citizen. 

Dvor. 

rdest. 
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MEMBER'S NM'E llCTjVITY 
. I\~:ONG·ST 
PH.:ASANTS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 

11. I.P.;~tenyushkin No 

(153) 

12. S.L.Chudnovsky 

(153) 

13. r. -v. R. Langans 

(153) 

14. A. 1\. Franzholi 

(153) 

Worked in 
blacksmiths 
in Odessa 

No 

Yes 

(155) 

Yes 

(156) 

4 from 13 
were active 
= 30.~t{ 

r'ROVINC 1': 
OF BIRTH. 

Perm (~) 

Kherson (S) 

Yllerson (S) 

Kherson (S) 

11 from 13 
were 
Southern 

,-.> = Q.4. OJ, 

TABU:: 5. ii. 

FLACE OF' 
EDlTCt.TION • 

Moscow 
Fetrov Agric. 
Acad. 

KhE:TSOn 
Jewish school; 
Yherson Gymn; 
Odessa Univ. 

St.Pb.Tech. 
Inst. 

Kiev Univ.; 
St. Pb. Tech. 
Inst. 

(156) 

12 fro'li 14 
had h.e. 
= 85. 73Z; 
9 from 14 had 
some educe 
o/s. S. 
= 64.3~~ 

FATIH2'S 
RANY. 

. ...... . 
'8 village 
resident' 

Kupets. 

Austrian 
subject. 

5 from 11 
were 
children of 
dvor. 
= 45.5?: 
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KRUZHOK: BASffi~TSEV • Trill T.I';: 6.1. 

l.;r~MB:r~' S NAFE ACTIVITY PROVINCE PIACE 01<' FATHIi.,R'S 
A1vrON~ST OF BIRTH. l'~DUCATIOIIj • RANK. 
PEASANTS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 

1. S.Ye. Lion Yes Bessarabia Odessa Univ. Kupets. 

(157) (160 ) 
(s) 

2. G.I.Fomichev No Kherson (s) Ode~sa Deacon. 
.Prop. Odessan Seminary; 
workers. Odessa Univ. 

(157) 

3. D.Zhe1tonovsky Yes 

(157) (157) 

4. A.P.Ko1tanovsky Kiev (S) Odessa Univ. f-riest. 

(157) 

J. G.Popko Yes Kuban (s) Stavropo1' Priest. 
Seminary; 
fI~oscow Petrov. 
Af,ric. Acad. ; 

(157) Odessa Uni v. 

6. S .1.1"eokhari Ho Kherson (s) Educated at Greek 
Prop. Odes san home; subject; 
workers <:lDd Art School son of 
soldiers. poor 

(157) landowner. 

7. M.V.Teterka No Kherson (S) l~one 'Iiorker 

(157) (166) (166) (166) (166 ) 

8. Y.R.Popov Yes Yekaterinoslav Priest. 
Seminary; 
St.Pb. l\:ed. -
Surf,. Acad. 

(157) (168) (168) (168) 

9. fft.Kudrichenko 

(1';7) 

10. rr. S .Dukin Ho Kherson (s) Odessa Railway rrurkish 
school. subj ect; 

Railway 
worker. 

(157) 
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KRUZHOY: BASHr.:1~TSF~V TABLE: 6. ii. ----
~·~"ElfBER' S NArviE ACTIVITY PRovn:CE PLACE OF FATI1;'~'S 

A~,'ONGST OF BIRTH. EDUC ~TT ON. RANK. 
PEASANTS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . ....... 

1l. Dukin No Kherson ( ~' .) J Turkish 
(Sister of subject. 
above) 

(157) 

12. Dukin No Kherson (s) 'l'urkish 
(Sister of subject. 
above) 

(157) 

13. K1yuge 

(157) 

14. V.Yerku1ov lYorker 

(157) 

15. TU1' chinska;y8 Yes 

(157) (157) 

16. S.Orzhik 

(157) 

17. A.Shekhter 

(157) 

18. .f",.F .l'edvedev Yes Smolensk (", Local Uyezd Of i'J) poor 
(Fomin) school parents 

Meshch. 

(158) (158) (158 ) 

19. Ye.N. Yuzhakova No Kherson (s) Home Dvor. 
education 
Zurich 

(llj8) 

w. A.V.Chernyavskaya No Siberia (N) S,molny Dvor. 
(nee r'oltoranova) Insti t.ute 

(15'::) 
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KRUZHOK: BAs,rr:;:TSEV TAnU':: 6.iii. ---
N:l·]I;B.r~R' S NA1-[I-; ACTIVITY PROVINCE PL/\.CE OF FATH~~R' S 

AMONGST OF BIRTH. EDUC11TlCN. RM~K. 

PEAS1~NTS • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . ....... 
7-1. 1". A. Shcherbin No Kuban (8) IV1oscow Priest. 

Acti ve Petrov Agric. 
amon.ost 

,.~ 
urban Acad. ; 

workers. Odessa Univ. 
(158) (161) 

2? I.A. Veru No 

(158) (161) 

23. I.I.Dobrovo1'sky Yes i~Ovr;orod (N) Gatchin Inst. ; Dvor. 
8t.Pb. ;ed. - L;emstvo 
Surge Acad. doctor. 

(15S) (162) 

24. Ye.I.Rossikova Yes Tauride (0) Odessa lnst. Dvor. 
(nee Vitten) 

(158) (163,170) 

15. I.F.Vo1oshenko No ? Tauride (8) Kharkov Gymn. ; Dvor. 
(Then Kuban) Odessa Univ. 

(1?8) (164) (167) 

26. M.D.Terent'yev Yes Yherson (;-i) Odessa Gymn. Dvor. 

(15S) (16~) ) 

27. D.A.1'atarenko Dvor. 
(Titorenko) 

(158) 

'2.8. P.T.K1imovich No Odessa Uni v. Priest. 

(158) (162) 

29. N.A.Bever1ey ;JtJb.Tech. Dvor. 
(Zhuk) Inst. 

(158) 

lO. Von Ru 

(156) 



K1tU ZHOF: B;,SH~:lIiTSEV. ----

31. Khandozhevsky 
(G. V • ) 

(158) 

32. P.U1'yanov 

- 167 -

JiCTIVI'r" 
AM01~G-ST 

n;AS~T;TD • 

i~o 

(16? ) 

fRCiVl;'iCr; 
(}B' BIRTE. 

33. Ye.I.robedonostsev No? 'rauride (S) 

(159) 

34. P.lvanovskaya 

(159) 

l~o 

9 from 25 
were active 

= 3&;:: 

Tula (N) 

(169 ) 

15 from IS 
were 
Southern 
= 78. '.Jj: 

TABIJ<..:: 6.iv. 

PL'CE OF 
~lJUC';Tl fiN. 

. ....... . 
Odessa L'ni v. 

Stavrovol' 
Seminary; 
Odessa Univ. 

Stavropol' 
Semin 3.ry; 
Odessa Univ. 

St.Pb. 

(16q' ~ ) 

14 frorr 22 
had h.e. 
= 63.67: 
8 from ?2 
had some 
educe o/s. 
S. = 36.4;'~ 

Fr~'mi';R' S 
Rlu~K. 

f-riest. 

Priest. 

Priest. 

8 from 25 
were 
children of 
dvor. = yj}~ 
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r:RUZHOK: KeVAUY TABLE: 7.i. ---
r\tl~~fB~:R ' s I~Mt~ ACTl'llTY F .J. UVIIJ C i j)LACr~ OF FAllER'S 

AlIOW~ST OF BIRT1-T. ii:DUCAT::-ON. RA~"'K • 
FE'\S:\l'~TS • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . ........ . ....... 

1. l.P.Element'yev No FhAtkov (3) Yharkov Priest. 
Seminary; 
Uman Arric. 

(171) School. 

2. M.F.Spesivtsev Yes Yharkov Deacon. 
Seminary. 

(171) (176) 

3. A.V.ropov No Vo1o~'od (U) Kha.hov Priest. 
Semi UR ry; 
Kharkov 

(171) Univ. 

4. N .i'j. Popov No Kursk (N) Khar!kov Deacon 
Seminary 

(171) 

5. P.A.Fomin 110 :r:hFl1Jkov Priest. 
Seminary; 
Yh'lrikov 

(171) Cniv. 

6. M.Fomin 

(171) 

7. D.Dikarev No Yhar!kov 

(171) 
Seminary 

8. F.P.Danilov No VhBJkov Priest. 

(171) 
Seminary 

9. M.Pertsev No Yhatkov Deacon 
3emina ry 

(171) 

10. V.delyayev No YhaAov Priest. 
3eminary; 
Khatkov 

(171) Vet. lnst. 



KRUZHOK: KOVALIJ\ 

ll. I.Veselovsky 

(171) 

12. N.~,:oiseyev 

(172) 

13. F.A.Titov 

(172) 

14. 1. A. • Titov 

(172) 

15. 1.C~reko (v?) 

(172) 

16. 1. Inokov 

(172) 

17. r,:. Fedorovsky 

(172) 

18. Yu.N.Govorukha
Otrok 

(173) 

19. l~. Kru tikov 

(173) 

'10. N.N.Barkov 

(173) 
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ACTIVITY 
M~ONr;.ST 

PE!\SAKTS. 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No ? 

No 

Yes 

(176) 

PROVINe:,; 
OF BIRTH. 

. . . . . . . . . 
r;harkov (5) 

Yharkov (S) 

:vhar'ko v (S) 

Yursk ern 

Kursk (N) 

'fA B I.E: 7. i i . 

PLACE OF 
EDUCATIC'N. 

. ....... . 
Yhar'kov 
0eminary, 

Khar!kov 
Seminary; 
Kharkov 
Univ. 

Kharkov 
Jeminary. 

I'11arkov 
~leminary. 

Yharkov 
Seminary. 

Kharikov 
Seminar,:" 

r;hRikov 
Seminary; 
Khrirkov 
Univ. 

Yharikov 
G-ymn. ; 
Khar'kov 
Univ. 

Yharkov 
Uni v. 

Kh8rkov 
univ. 

FA'm .<.R I S 
RANK. 

Priest 

Deacon 

Deacon 

Priest. 

Dvor ? 
Landowner 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 
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KRUZHOY: KOVAUK TABL1~;: 7.iii. --
M~NlB,"'R' S KAL~. ACTIVITY PROVIN;~r. PL\0~ OF Fl,l'i-hR. ' S 

ArUNGST OF i3IRTH. r~DUCAT:lON • RAj\fY. 
PEi\SAi\TS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 

21. Ku1ashko Yes Kharkov 
Unlv. ? 

(173) (176) 

22. A.S.veme1'yanov Yes Don Region Novocherkassk !Tiest 
(3) Seminary; 

Yharkov 
(173) Vet. Inst. 

23. 1t .Lishafayev No Voronezh Khar'kov 
(N) Vet. Inst. 

(173) 

fJ.4. V.A.Danilov Yes Kharkov (s) .lItoscow PetreY Dvor. 
Aerie. Acad. ; 
St. Pb.; 

(173) Zurich 

25. K.A.Kats Yes Yekaterinos- Kh"l.rkov Kupets. 
lav (s) Univ. 

(173) (176) 

26. P.D.Arsen'yev No Yharkov Uni v. 

(173) 

1. 7. A. tv: .Ka1yuzhnyy Yes fo1tav3 (3) Poltava Gymn. ; Dvor. 
Kharkov Univ. 

(174) (176) 

1.8. K.Sindeyev Yes Yhar:kov (s) Khar'kov Dvor. 
Vet. Jnst. 

(174) (176) 

2..9. G.P.Dyukov ;~o Kharkov Deacon. 
Seminary; 

(174) Kharkov Univ. 

JO. G.Lebedev Yes Kharkov Univ. 
(Dolinsky) or Vet. Inst. 

(175) 



K.1tUZHOK: KOVALIK 

. 31. A. L. Grodetsky 

(175) 

32. P.D.Maksimov 

(175) 
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AC'rrVITY 
Al\:ONGST 
PEASANT':: • . . . . . . . . . 
No 

Yes 

. . . . . . . . . . 
10 from .31 
were active 

= 32.37'~ 

PROVINC!'; 
OF BIRTH. 

Kursk (i~) 

9 from 15 
were 
Soutbern 

=: GO';i: 

T!,8U'~: 7.iv. 

PLACE OF 
Em: ell 1::-01\ • 

Kh9rkov Uni v • 

Pol taV9. Gymn.; 
st .fb. ~,.ed.

SurE. Aca d • 

. ......... . 
20 or 21 from 
.31 had h.e. 
= 64.5 or 
67.7/;; 2 from 
.31 had some 

d / '~ e UC. Q s. ~. 

= 6 .5~~ 

FATH~:R' s 
RAta' • 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

. ........ . 
8 from 23 
were 
children of 
avor. =.34.87{ 
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KRU::.HGK: A. V.Al"JDRK,{I':VA 

MiMBi~R' S NHE 

1. A. V .Andreyeva 

(177) 

2. S.I.vorabel'
nikov 

(177) 

3. F.O.Yurkevich 

(177) 

4-. A.Dzyubin 

(177) 

5. S.J.Skvortsov 

ACT:: VITY .P}WVIi~ C]1~ 

AMONG-s'r OF BIRT:l • 
.PEASAi~TS • 

Yes ri;OSCO\'i (N) 
Kursk ,Khal:kov 

No 
Prop.Railway 
workers. 

No 

No 
Prop. 7forkers 
on Kursk
Yhaikov-Azov 
Railway. 

1 from 4-
was a ct-i ve 
= ?5?1o 

Kiev (S) 

ICha~kov (3) 

2 from 3 
were 
Southern 
= 66. 77~ 

PL:\CE OF 
JSDUChTION. 

]'V:oscow 

Kherkov 
TechnicRl 
RFiilway 
School. 

Yha~kov 
Technical 
Railway 
School. 

Ymrkov 
Technical 
Railway 
~-ichool. 

Kh3~kov 
Technical 
li.ailway 
School. 

None had h.e. 
= O}~; 1 from 
5 had some 
edelc. 0/ s. ::> 
= 20;; 

FA'rHl!.R'S 
Rlu'l K. 

. ........ . 
Dvor 
Frovinc ia 1 
Secretary. 

Dvor. 

Kupets. 

2 from 3 
were the 
children 
of dvor. 
= 66. 7'f.) 
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KRUZHOK: ROSTOV-YfiARYOV 

1. C'. V.Aptekman 

(178) 

2. Yu.~ .Tishchenko 
("1'i tych) 

(178) 

3. N.P.Noshchenko 
(Khokho1) 

(178) 

4. ~'.R .Popov 

(176) 

5. L.N. r;·artrnan 

ACTIVITV 
AJ:'ONGST 
PEASIL~TS • 

Ves 
Fskov,Fenza 

PROVINCE 
OF BIRTH. 

Yekatprin
osl.'w (8) 

Yes Tauride (S) 
Tambov 

Yes Khafkov (S) 
Dun, Saratov 

Yes 

(182) 

Yes Arkhan~e1 

Crimea, ruban, (N) 
Saratov. 

6. A.S.Yemel'yannv Yes Don (S) 
(A.P.Bo?,olyubov) Don, Voronezh 

(179) 

7. j-". I.~,:ozgovoy 

(179) 

8. N.?Bykovtsev 

(179) 

Yes 
Don, Voronezh 

Yes 
Don 

Don (8) 

TA.BLE: 9.i. 

FLAGI-: CF 
EDUCATICN. 

EIE:mentnry 
Jewjsh Scho!)l; 
Yekaterinos
lay Gymn.; 
Khar'kov l'niv.; 
St.,Fb. j;ed.
Surge Acad. 

FAT1ER'S 
RANK. 

Simferopo1' Dvor. 
Gymn.; Yerch 
Gymn.; rdining 
Inst. in St.Pb. 

Kha r'kov .l:-r i es t • 
Seminary; 
Yhatkov 
Vet. Inst. 

Yekaterin
oslav 
Seminary; 
St.Pb. Yed.
SurE.Acad. 

(174) 

ArkhanR;el 
Gymn. 

Novocherkassk 
Semina ry; 
Khar1kov 
'leminar .. y; 
Kha "~kov Vet. 
lnst. 

Novocherkassk 
Gymn; Kharlkov 
Vet. lnst. 

Yharkov Vet. 
lnst. 

lriest. 

(H32) 

fy1eshch. 

Priest. 

Dvor. 

Priest. 

CCNl"D •• 
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KRU~IOY: ROSTOV-KHARKOV 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
9. A.I.BarFlnnikov 

(180) 

10. A.A.Khotinsky 

(180) 

ACTIVITY 
AYONGST 
FKI\SANTS. 

Yes ? 
Nizhgorod, 
Voronezh 

(181) 

Yes 
Simbirsk, 
Saratov 

9 or 10 from 
10 were 
active = 
90f{. - 10l'5= 

fRCVINCE 
OF BIRTH. 

TABTE: 9.i. cont'd ••• 

PLAC}: OF 
EDUCATION. 

FATHER'S 
RAIU:. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Kursk eN) Orel Gymn.; Dvor. 

T,'ili tary 
School in 
St.Pb. 

Tauride (S) Simferopol' Kupets. 

6 from 8 
were 
Southern 
= 75/ 

Gymn. ; 
St.Pb .1~ed.
Surg./iced. 

8 from 10 
had h.e. 
= 8o-;~; 
6 from 10 
had some 
educ. 0/ s. 
S. = 60}; 

. ...... . 
3 from 10 
were 
children of 
dvor. = 301~ 
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J • S urr.mary • 

This Chapter substantiates that .fJart of the 'traditional' view of the 

revolutionary movement which rr:aintains that there was a lack of 

Southern enthusiasm for propaganda amongst the peasantry. Activity 

amonest the peasants in the South wa s indeed short lived, althougl it 

did not stop aoruptly any more trlan it had started abruptly. In a 

typical Southern kruzhok of the iJeriod 1873/4 - 1076, 47. ?j: of the 

members would have been involved in agitation amongst the peasants. 

However this statistic does not mean that the other members were 

inactive, rather it indicates that half of the participants in 

revolutionary kruzhoks at this time preferred other fonns of' activity: 

the transport of 1i terature, aei tation amongst the urban workers, or 

indeed amongst .their fellow students. It is true that there are few 

instances of open refusal to undertake rural agitation, but then such 

articulation was seldom necessary since in many cases there was not 

anyone urging members so to do. 

iart of the explanation for a disinclinati In to this type of 

revolutionary activity may lie in the practical problems which faced 

those considering such a project in the Sout:l. The obshchina was 

widely believed not to exist in the South. The presence of peasant 

religious sectarianism should have Rone some way towards compensating 

for this deficiency, but clearly it did not do so entirely. Approaching 

the peasants through their religious convictions necessitated a 

willingness on the part of the revolutionary to take these convictions 

seriously which some perhaps could not do. Another l'ractical difficulty 

arose because of the Little Russian laneuage, which rendered much of 

the narod pUblications useless. 

However, these l'ractical points do not explain the considerable 

differences in support for agitation amongst the peasants shown by 

specific groups, which in this period could vary from 16 - lOOJ~ of the 

membership. The kruzhoks which were most devoted to rural agitation 

at that time of the ~..!!..a2:S?.9: movement of 1874, were the Kiev Com::c'une 

and the Zhebunev krnhok: 56.37{ of tre Commune, and 3qX of the Zhebunev 

kruzhok participated in this movement. Doth were dominated by the 

children of dvoryane (67.61: and 9Cj~, respectively), and most of their 

members had enjoyed hiehHr education (66.T/, 100/;). In both cases the 
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majori ty of the members had received part of their educa tion in the 

North or abroad (59.37;, lOO}~). 

The contemporaneous kruzhok led by S.F.Yovalik contributed only 

one third of its membership to the vilJ 3ges, althout1t many of its 

members had higher education (67.7,;:). However, unlike the two kruzhoks 

discussed above, very few of the I"{)valik kruzhok's members had had any 

education outside of the South:' only 6.51")' perha.iJs because a minority 

(34.850 were the children of dvor'y~~. In some respects, the Andreyeva 

kruzhok manifest a similar profile: only 251~ of the membership went 

amongst the peasants and only ?o;: had had any education outside the 

South, although the rna jeri ty of identified members were the children 

of dvoryane. 

A comparison bEtween the Commune a nd the ;:;rlebunev kruzhok on the 

one hand, and the Kovlliik and A ndreyeva krdzhoks on the other hand, 

may be important. The latter pair of kruzhoks was organised and 

financed by ',orthern sources but achieved little; the former pair was 

indigenous, althoueP having close contacts v.ith the i~orth, but it 

contributed greatly to agitation amongst the peasants. It would 

appear therefore that the crucial factor may have beEn the extent to 

which Souti ,ern revolutionaries had been to the North or arJroad and 

persoEa~ experienced the ideas current there and then subsequently 

returned to the ;)outh where they endeavoured to implement them. As 

a centre of ideas, the North was successful but as an organisational 

centre it was a failure. it may also be that it tended to be the 

children of dv~~ who hRd the opportunity of making this pilgrimage 

to the r~orth or abroad, there to immerse themselves in the progressive 

ideas, although as was the case with the Andreyeva kruzhok the children 

of dvoryane did not or could not always take this opportunity. 

This tentative cot"relAtion of IJarental status, personal experience 

of the North and subsequent activity amongst the peasants would have 

to be qualified in the case of the Kiev Chaykovtsy. Here, despite 

the fact that 63.6;, of the identified me:nbers had followed some part 

of their edUCAtion at thE prestigious centres in the l~orth and abroad, 

only ?55~ were c.1-J.ildren of ~~!!.§' and only 16.8;'~ subsequently became 

involved in agitation amongst the peasants. The fact that more than 

half the kruzhok was Jewish ma.y be the significant point here, since 

many Jews were reluctant to r1,o into what they considered was for them 

an extremely hostile rural environment. Equa.lly, bein€: Jewish rather 
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than the children of dvoryane, the members were very much less likely 

to have access to the estates of relatives or friends, which was how 

many of the rural agitators did begin their work. 

The presence of a majority of Jewish members was not the only 

factor which could negate the correlation suggested above. From the 

Odessan Chaykovtsy, 64.3% had had some of their education in the 

North or a8road and a sizeable minority (45.5%) were the children of 

dvoryane, but only 30.~ subsequently went amongst the peasants. 

However, the kruzhok had made a decision to be 'initiators' of other 

kruzhoks which would be involved in rural agitation. Also, the lack 

of a ccesss to the estates of family and friends for slightly more than 

half the membership may be a consideration, but this should not be 

exaggerated. Gnly 3~~ of the 'Zemlya i Volya' Kha~kov-Rostov kruzhok 

were children of dvoryane, but probably all the merEbers went amongst 

the peasants albeit outside the confines of the South and on the 

settlements organised by the' Zemlya i Volya' party. However the 

other element of' the correlation is sustained by this kruzhok, since 

the high percentage of acti vists which it provided is matched by the 

fact that 60% of the kruzhok had pursued part of their education 

outside the South. 

Clearly then, a consideration of parental status and place of 

education is not an unerring guide to the subsequent degree of 

activity amongst the peasants by any particular kruzhok. Other 

factors enter into the equation. These include the effects of the 

scale of finances of any kruzhok, the supply of literature and 

leadership, as well as the influences exerted on the revolutionaries 

by liberals and Ukrainophiles which will be considered in later Chapters. 

After the 'v narod'movement of 1874, the Bashentsev and Buntar 

kruzhoks arose. I;either contributed significantly to rural agitation 

regardless of what their members had done previously. Neither had 

close relations with the .North and neither had a high percentaF'e of 

members who had had part of their education outside the South 

(Bashentsev - 36.4%; Buntars - 35%). HoweVEr while the presence of 

the offspring of dvoryane was correspondingly low in the Bashentsev 

(32'/0), it was high in the Buntars (6070. For them both, as wa s 

discussed in Chapter II, the lack of money was a serious constraint on 

any activity, especially by the latter, for most of' their existence. 
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In considering the general characteristics of the revolutionary 

kruzhoks which were a cti ve at thie time, 187314- to 1876, the analysis 

of the membership of the kruzhoks confirms their status as intellectuals 

- insofar as 68.4>~ of the members of an average kruzhok had received 

higher education - if not as intelligentsia. The lJossibi lit.;,! of a 

relationship betw6en parental status and attendance at educational 

establishments abroad or in the Horth is also sUf!f:ested. by the 

fiF"ures for the characteristics of an average kruzhok: jCJj~ of the 

members of an average kruzhok were the children of dvoryane, while 

4:9.6/~ of the members would have had some ed~ucation outside the ;)outh. 
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(159) A.fribylev 'In.?ed.Voloshenko' in Ei3 1~130, k.3, p.135; V.Frolenko 
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(172) S.~·i.Valk(ed.) 'Rev Narod' tom T, p.427, note 207. 

(173) B.3azilevsky(ed.) 'Gos .trestup' tom IJI, p.90. 
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(175) 'r3io-Biblio ;;10v3r" tom II, v.l, co1.318; v.2, co1.746; v.3, 
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(176) B.S.ItenbE;rg 'Dvizheniy", T?evulyutslonnogo Narodnichestva ' lJ.331,334. 

(177) S • .ii.Valk(ed.) 'Rev l~arod' tom I, p.469; see also i:3.S.Itenberg 

'Dvizheniye Revol.):}ltsionnogo Narodnic,b-estva' p.53:5. 

(178) 1<'.Venturi '~toots_2f_~.Y2Itlti0E.' p.:569; O.V.Aptekman '0bshchestvo 

'~emlya i VoJ~~~O-kh' p.187,183 & 199. 

(179) (L.Gartman) 'Iz Vosporninaniy L'va Gartmana' in 3'yl.2.Y~ Feb.ljC3, 

no.3, p.130,181,182. 
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in t?,y1o'ye 1907, no.5, p.274,276. 
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as a manual work< rand studied the peasants, but did not try 

to spread propaganda - see, B. S.l tenbers 'Dvi ~heni;ye Rt::'yo1yut

sionno£.9_~ar2dnichE:s!'y~' fl. 3+3. 

(18?) 'Sovet,§5.9-~_lE!o~J;.s:J:.5,.§kaE_ ~;,l1J:.§ikl.9l!~di'y.2:' tom 11. 
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CHAPTl';R IV. SOUTm,~H R!WCLUTIONA~I":S AND .. }-,OLITICAL TLR"'ORl S~', 

1877 - 188). 

1. Introduction. 

The period from 1877 to 1883 is usually characterised as being the 

time when the South turned to political terrorism, because of factors 

which were extrinsic tc the revolutionary movement itself; the lack 

of response amongst the peasantry And police persecution, in particular. 

That this change of course took place first of all in the South is 

accounted for by refer6nce to factors such as the ~~outhern temperament 

or the climate. Interestingly this was preci sely the period when 

the Southern revclutionaries manifest much greater involvelltent in 

revolutionAry activity tl-.tan they had shown during the period which 

was characterised by agitation amongst the pt:'asants, (see Appendix I). 

The present Chapter considers this traditional view by trying to 

establish if the revolutionaries who wex'e first to turn to political 

terrorism were also those who had been most affected by police 

persecution and by failure to arouse sympathy amongst the }Jeasants. 

It also examines the soci'3l and educ"tiona1 backgrounds of these 

people to discern if s ueh a significant alteration in revolutionary 

activity was underpinned by any change in the eomlJosition of the 

kruzhoks. Fina lly, the rea sons which these revolutiona ries of 

1877-78, as well as those of 1878-83, gave for resorting to political 

terrorism are reviewed. 
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2. Early exa!!lJ21es o£fJolitic.§l_ terrorisl!1. 

'Political terrorism' was the most noticeable activity of the 

revolutionaries from around 1877; it developed at the start of 1378 

wi th .i:ova.l' sky's armed resi stance and the attempt by Zasulich to 

assassinate Trepov, but reached its fullest development with the 

appearance of the' !!a.rodnaya Volya' l:-'arty. 'Political terrorism' in 

this context means the direct and personal actions by the revolutionaries 

against the Btate. This mif,ht seem to be more graphically denoted as 

'anti-stete activity', but that was what the defendants in the ,rl' r ial 

of the 193' were chAr?:ed with, and it was 'fihet in a sense they were 

guilty of. Terrorism, on the other hand, describes the particular 

violent methods used by the revolutionaries, and it must be described 

as ';:)oli tical' since being directed against the f-overnment, it 

differed from factory or agricultural terrorism - both of which were 

advocated by some groups during the decade under consideration. 

'Folitical terrorism' embraced rob"eries, resistance to arrest, the 

freeing of vrisoners, the assassination of government servants -

provincial governors, Volice chiefs and agents, as well as attempts 

on the life of' the tsar. Apart from its violent aspect, it also 

differs from other forms of activity in that it did not involve the 

revolutionaries in trying to stir U;J social f"roups against the 

government. rl'he Buntars, for example, who attempted. to rOt1Se a bunt 

in Chigi-in were hoping to participate with the 1-easants in a jJhysical 
A 

struggle against the state but this activit.) if successful would have 

resulted not primaril,Y in a change of government but in a social 

revoluti on. roli tical terrorism was not the only fonn of activity 

undertaken by the revolutionaries from 1877 to 1833; there was a 

continuation of, and 11 rapid increase in, involvement wi th the urban 

workers, as well as individual action in propagandisin[" the peasantry. 

Typically the Southern revolutionary was involved in both political 

terrori sm and prov~ ge ndising the urban workers , although stressing 

one side or the other. It is interesting that the first actual, 

rather than merely planned, case of iloli tical terroria m in the South 

was directed. against an informer who had been active amongst uroan 

workers' organisatiL'ns.(l) Later, attempts were made to involve 

workers in the organisation of political terroris~, by ~ersuadin~ them 

to accept and support the progrBinme of 'Narodnaya Volya'. 
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:. r: 

:-;'OVEYnIDpnt ViEiS envis'-' F:Ed by sOL,tix:rnel'':: :r.uch Ear} icT t 11"11 [jOl·tIH~rnt-crs; 

""l'erior' v'as :[81' :rore the c1'E~tion of tile ~outh thsn the north."(?) 

~ .. one tirr.b co:le'"t!ue of l'jl<-homirov "'1s(; com:rr:ented : n:;o the 

rc volutic·n "rie3 to. k UC' ."lriiS. The first ill th'] s instEHh:e .?1) ~ e'H'ed 

·~t1'o·l"'" 11 (3" u !.c.l.. ..... y • • • / 

iJol~t::C'11 ter1'ori.9". ~bE';erT;S of the J'.1st terdency existed frof', t'le 

Vd'y 5tSr-t, b~)t n~:"" :'n i,Le (le'lt. ,'3 tru," J E. 

, y. e": .".;.,' r" 1 \. ,,(; " i!.1 U ... ,_, V '-4-. C,.L ..... '. ~ '+, 

collectei UU}t; t~18 Bea. of 7ia.f:. ing 8. cap;paj §,'rl a[1=:inst the go v: . 1:"[": 

itself was to be hea1'c. in both lde::sa and Y.iev nt the end of 1871. (G) 

of I. J .Yablits and otrL:C 'Eei1ibel's of ~;he tvsLvsh~00uskatc]jt. __ .... M.. ___ .. __ r'" _~_,~ __ ._ .. __ 
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obtained ••• considerable amounts of morphia and chlorofor~, Larionov 

found out hO'.'II to rra.ke nitroglycerine, Rogacheva obtained a revolvE:r ••• 

and made up flFr mind tl, fO t'J l-etE:;rsburg ••• to shoot the chief of 

gendarmes." These ',lAns' of course came to nothing. (8 ) Simultaneously 

in Odessa, "In July 1874, members of the kruzho~ of F. Volkhovsky and 

the brothers i.;;hebunev repea tedly met in the flat of il.?ranzholi and 

p. Hakarevich for discussion of future stel-'S in tile field of revolutionary 

.f.Jropaganda." At these meetings "in connection with the commencement 

of arrests of partici.f.Jants, in differeDt places in Russia, the meeting 

discussed the idea of organising armed opposition to the rendermes ••• "(9) 

Sue h a dventures were not likely to command uni versal sLtpport. 

F.Kropotkin in his memoirs recalled: tf\~'hen a young man came to St. 

Petersburg fro one of the southern provinces with the firm intention 

of killing Alex:lnder II, and some membfrs of the Chaykovsky circle 

learned of his plan, they not only applied all the weifht of their 

arguments to dissuade the young man, but when he would not be dissuaded, 

they infor:red him that they would keep a watch oVer him and prevent 

him by force from making any such attempt."(lO) 

Thus, when revolutionrlries in the South turned to political 

terrorism after 1877, they were followin u precedents, and it is note

worthy thAt when the whole of "oval' sky's kruzhok composed their 

'Golos chestnykh lyudey' on the eve of their Flrmecl resistance on 

30 January 1878, they mention previous wou1d-be assassins, "arakozov 
. t 

:lnd Berezorskv and refer to "our unforp-etable heroes - Karakozov, 
v ~ A 

Yozlova and others."Cll) 
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3. l':xamination of [Le[Ebers of Southn'n kruzhok8.! w.:!:-j;h sie~-l 

reference to 1877-1879. 

The purpose of examining the membershilJ of the Southern revolutionary 

kruzhoks, in this section, is to try to discern reasons why they turned 

to ~olitical terrorism. The reasons offered by the revolJtionaries 

themselves - which are discussed in section 5 of this Chapter - were 

that they were bitter about the persecution of those who had spread 

propae;anda amongst the l)easants, or that they were frustrated by the 

lack of response from the peasants to their messat':e, or that they 

wished to gain political freedom for the country in order to be able 

to carry out prc)paganda at will. If this was the Ca se, one could 

expect that those revolJtionaries who were the very first to turn to 

political terrorism would have been themselves intim'ltely involved with 

the 'v narod' movement, and so would h8ve been the :[,ir~t to feel the 

need to seek revenge on the government, or to sense the:i r rejection 

by the peasants, or t:J perceive the necessity of freedom from 1-'olice 

persecution. 41so, if they Vllere of the intelligentsia and had been 

active amongst the peasants, the"e is no reason w'-:y they should not 

be similar in all respects to those other revolutionaries, conflidereCl 

in the last Cha2ter, who ~ere involved in agitation amongst the 

peasants :i n 1'373-10376/7. 

To examine thpse hypotheses, it is necessary to stuCly primarily 

those kruzholcs which were :involved in political terrorism in 1877, 

1873 and the start of 1879, because their ~embers would have had the 

opportunity to go amongst the peasants in the preceding :lenrs. There 

would be little point in extend.ing a systematic enquiry into kruzhoks t 

membership to include the period after 1879 since revolutionaries had 

a rather short life expectancy as practising revolutionaries, and it 

was unlikely thgt a revolutionary who could have been active in the 

summer of 1874 would still be in a position to be active in IS8l. 

Arrests, a geing or disillusionmt:nt (12) wO'J.ld ensure that. 'rhus it 

was that, even by 187:;, the fo.!rea t majority of most Southern kruzhoks 

were composed of people who could not possibly have bEen Able to take 

part in the earlier star,es of the movement, even if they Lad so wished. 

For examplE', the combined membership of the two rival local Central 

'Narodnaya Volya' Groups in Yiev, which endured from the end of 1379 
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until the start of 1882, was some thirt6en people. Anyone who had 

partici1Jated in the 'v narod' movement in the summer of 1874 was 

unlikely to have bE:,en born Rf'ter 1856, but only two of the members 

of the above kruzhoks were born before 1856; one in 18jl and the other 

in 1833. (See Table l7.i-ii) W"urther, E;eop1e who embarked uiJon a 

revolutionary career after It376 would be introduced into !'l world where, 

as time passed, the norm of behaviour 'NBS increasingly that of adherence 

to iJoli tical terrorism and where Rcti vj ty amongst the peasantry would 

be too unfashionable to be considered as an option. It was in fact 

the years from 1877 to 1879 which witneAseli thl? [reatest amount of 

political terrorism in the Soctth, fer subseqctently energies were 

hRrnessed to the single task of assassinating the Tsar. Howev2r as 

:loviet historians often observe, there ':vere indeed a handfu] of 

revolutionaries v,ho survived and who passed throu,C"h many staGes of the 

movement and, perhaps because of their gre8.ter experience aud reilUtation, 

emerged as leaders cf the movement in the early ei.Chties.(13) 3eing 

leaders they were rather atypical in their eXl)erience. :,onetheless 

at the end of this sectiun, after considering t.he krLlzhoks which 

f'unctj oned from 1877 to 1879, the backgrounds of Southerners who were 

leaders of the movement in the early eightieS will be examined in order 

to ascertain if their revolutionary C8reers prior to their turning to 

}lOU tical terrorism were simi18 r to those cf the peo.tl1e who were active 

in 1677-79. 

Since a ffiore limited chronoloEical period is bein~ considered, 

it is i-,o.3sible tn extend the geographical ranee of th~ study beyond 

the three main urban centres. The followinc kruz[LJks will be considered 

here: 

Odessa 

Nikolayev 

Koval'sky's kruzhok (end of 1876 - 30/1178) 

Vittenberg's kruzhok(1876/7 - August 1878) 

Kiev-Odefisa Osinsky's kruzhok (1876/7 - 1879) 

(1876 - 1879) Yiev - Zhitomir Basov's kruzh8k 

Kha:Jkov 1. D. T • Bu tsynsky' s kruzhok (1877 - 1878) 

2. Ye.Koval' skaya' s kruzhok (Feb./1~arch - i\ugUf't 1879) 

3. Tellalov-~lushkov's kruzhok (second half of 1879) 
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In this lJeriod there was considerable movement oetwf;f::l1 towns by kruzhoks 

and between kruzhoks by individual revolutionaries. Therefore to avoid 

excessive double counting , it has been neces~;ary in a few cases to 

allocate indi vidual s arbi trari 1y to one kruzhok. The bio,~:raphical 

inforination on the members is taken from the I Deyateli Revolyutsionnogo 

Dvizheniya v Rossii. Eio-3ibliorraficheskiy.~lovar" tom JI. vypusk 1-4 

and tum III. vypusk 1 - 2, unless stated otherwise. 

The membership of each kruzhok will be tested on the following five 

issues: 

1. ~rhat was the member's revolutionary' past'? 

2. Was the member a native of the South? 

3. Had the member had a higher education? 

4. Had the member been educated outvJi th the South? 

5. !lhat was the rank of the father of tile member? 

The fi rst kruzhok to demonstr"l te armed resistance to t;le !:'overnment 

was, of course, that led oy I .~,' .Yoval' sky and it was one in which very 

few of the membt.TS had participated in propaganda amongs t the IJeasants. 

Only two had contributed significantly to such "ctivity, and in both 

cases their v,ork :b.ad bE'en largely amongst the religious sects: I.Iv .• 

Koval'sky and Ye.I.Rossikova. At least one, G·.Chernyavska,jTa, had 

spent time observing the peAsants (14), while four, and probably also 

Spandoni, had been, eith/:.;r before or during their membership of the 

kruzhok, invol veu with propaganda amongst urba n workers. A number of 

them had i'reviously been J:lembp.Y's of the Bashentsev, while Spandoni was 

only starting on a revolutional'Y career which Vlould take him into the 

upper ranks of 'Narodnaya Volya'. 

V. S. Illich-3vitych' s claim that OJ December 1677, tr}rop"'t:anda 

v narod. had almost cOI'lpletely lost credit in the eyes of the 

revolutionaries ••• "(15) must be treated with caution in the lifht of 

these [l;ember2.' backgrounds. A number of them ha(l been hostile to 

rural propRcanda for flume time: Ye.iJ.Yuzhakova, N.A.Vitashevsky and 

r;.Chernyavskaye were followers of f.'l'kachev and in spasmodiu contact 

with his iJaper r:a.Eat, and had advocated political terrorism for a 

number of years, 81 though whetJ.::er or not they forrr:ed an inner group 

wi thin the kru:::hok is dubious. (16) 

The kruzhok was rathtT 'provinci81' in two ways. Cnly two of 
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the members VI'Te not from the South and sec ondly only two had receiveJ 

any pert of their hif::her education in th2 l'orth. Indet::d, the lack of 

higher education arllonrcst its members is striking, ar,Q only four from 

fourteen h"ld such an educat-; on. Soc:'.a 11y, on the other hand, they 

"ere t2uite typical of earlier kruzhoks: of sixteen whose father's 

rank is known, nine 'Nere dvorIane, four clerical, two meshchane. 

According to T.'-:;'.Sn,ytko, "the kruzhoks of I.fovel' sky and 

S.Chubarov in (Jdessa, ~)nd S.Vittenberf: in l~ikolayev were the most 

active in the south between 1577 and Ib78."(17) The Vittenberg 

kruzhok existed fr;J[\ the end of 1076 until most of the members were 

arrested in Au~ust Id78. (See Table 11.i-iii) The kruzh0k met in 

the fla~ of tile Zlatopol'skys' until the latter left at the beginninc 

oi' 1(377, when it moved t J OJ flat belonp,ing tu F .Levandovskaya. This 

'comrr:une', as it was called, was "mainly involved in sending 

propagandists to nsifhbouring villa~es and in direct agitation 

amongst zavod workers and s.qilor~.n(18) However its most memorable 

endeavour was its attempt to kill thE tsar with a mine under the 

landinE staf,e at I\ikolayev, an exploit which wa, only prevented 

by the arrest of tile kruznok on thEe' eve of the event. (19) 

S.Vittenberf,'s own revolutionary past was quite clear: he 

believed in terror and activit.Y amongst the workers and had been 

active himself arr:ongst t~le workers on the Zhmerinka railw8'y.(20) He 

had decided early in Lis career to Assassirwte thE tsar. 3.::aatopol'sky 

was a180 already a 'political' revolutionAry. As S.Vslk wrote in hi" 

introduction to S. S .:aatopol' sky's autobiogralJh'y, t'the tbesis must 

definitely be ~;ut fo"vvar0, that the raj sing oy 'barodna'ycl VolY8' of 

the aim of .t,olitical revolution and still more - its firm decision 

for a ter~orist struf!f,le with thE' autocratic government, attracted 

to it representatives of' thoe's social ,,,:roups, which earlier anarchism, 

and 19ter the same anarcho-socialist ten(lencies in '~emly8 i Volya' , 

alienated fr0I1i the revolution. 11(21) ~;uch ,{,as L;latopol'sky. I t is 

true that, as a friend of I.~, .Koval ' sky, he had gone amongst the 

religious sects but there is no reason to suppose that he distributed 

any propaE-anda amonf~st them. Similarly at t,he start of ld77 when 

he went to l':alu,sa province it was to study, but not to propagandise, 

t:ne vozc!'yj.g"n~~'3ev sbet which had developed amongst the (~rea t R;lsBians. (?2) 
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The revolutioneTY record of the kru;;hok does not manifest much 

interest in activity amonEst the pe8sants.H'our froti' ten appear to 

have prop<l(';andised the peasants, and three of these WE:'re from the 

same family - A. and L. ,Uatopol' sky and their sister Sara. At the 

start of 1677, while Saveliy w 1 atopol' sky went to 1 a1uga to stud} 

the sects, his two brothers and hi~ sister went north also, but to 

Yaroslav ~rovince to spreAd propae:anda arnont!At the peRsan:,s. '2he 

other ~ropaEandi st in the krizhok, I. L. Shchepansk~', had sprPrld 

iJropaganda a:nongst the ;.olokane in the South in the company of 

1.Deych during 1875. 

As refards the other aspects of t}~e kruzhok, all but one of 

those whose iJrovince of orifin is known came from the Sout~l. "From 

fourteen whose educational background is established, only six had 

higher education and three of thE'se were tht: three Zlato,t!ol'sky 

brothers. Others in the kruzh~)k had no formal ea.Jcation, whDe 

still others had attenied f,J'mnasia or .!:.~al schools. There flas little 

contBct between this kruzhok and the I\orth; four had been in St. 

Petersburg in S:jfDe capacity, but once arain three of these were the 

:::1atopol'sky brothers. Socially, the kruzhok embraced four whose 

fathers were dvoryane (from seventeen whose rank is known) cll1d. nine 

meshchane. This group of people wOllld be similar in many W"l.ys, but 

not as regards its social composition, to the last kruzhok examined -

the Yoval'sky kruzhok - if the Zlatopol'sky family could be excluded 

from the study. There are grounds for so doing since the Zlatopol'skys 

belonred to the kruzhok for only a few months Rt the start of its 

existence and it continued for approximate:ly one and a half years 

after their departure, during wtd.ch time it acquired other mer-bel'S 

and embarked ui-Jon moet of its activities. 

The Osinsky kruzhok had its genesis in Odessa where CsiTlsky 

went, after his fai lure to win acceptance for the introd,lction of the 

'poli tical elt-,ment' into the prograrnrr;e of 'Zemlya i Volya' , in the 

winter of 1877/8. He moved to Yiev at the start of 1873 and cradually 

a large group of revoLltionaries were attracted to his side; attracted 

no doubt by the successes of his kruzhok.(SEoe Table 12.i - v.) It 

took for itself the name of 'The ~xecutive Corrm',ittee of t',8 Social 

Revolutionary l-arty'. tost of its members had previously been 
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involved in revolutionary activity, but this had been of such diversity 

that Frolenko questions if it shouJd actually ·oe called a kruzhok since 

it embraced people of so many different tendenc:ies.(23) The background 

of Valer'yan ('sinsky, whomVenturi describes as "the fir:'lt man to 

organise terrorism on a wide scale in southern Hussia."(?4) is important. 

He had Deen involved in the city ad~inistration in Rostov and had used 

that position to assist the revolutionaries ,but "while tl-te propaf~andist 

movement lasted he held aloof."(?S) Deych has su fested that this was 

a consequence of Osinsky' s personality, since "Valer'y,m:vas not the 

slightest inclined to activity v narod, demanding larZe self-centrol, 

patience and calmness."(26) There is not the least reason to sup~ose 

that he was ever involved with thE:- peasantry and he apparently 

considered such activity to be a waste of time.(?7) N.N.Kolodkevich 

was another not involved with the peasantry. It is true, according 

to his testimony that he had devoted long periods "to the study o:i' 

the life of my own E.§-Eod, anci a1 :~o the history of the culture of other 

narocl ••• ,,( 28), but it was for propae;anda amongst the workers of Eiev 

that he was arrested in the winter of 1875. (29) It may have been his 

experiences in frison which turned him to terrorism (3C), but his aim 

in usinC terrorismN8S to gain a constitution (31). 1::any of' the 

members of VIe kru"hok do af!pear to have been involved previeusly 

wi th propaganda work amongst urban w:)rkers: BranJtner, the two Ivichevich 

brothers, Ivanchenko, oBntyanin, Sviridenko, Feokhari. This substantiates 

Venturi's observation that "I t is of intere:'lt that the core of the first 

J<~iev terl'orists of Osinsky's ',;;xecuti ve Committee' caule from these 

circles ••• "(Le., groups involved with the work of Zaslavsky and his 

Union ar;ur;t:td, urban 'p:Jrkers) (32) I'embcrs who had definitely teen 

involved with activity amongst thE-: peasants were G.l\.fopko, N.I\. 

Armfield, 1edvedev, V.Vebagory-l/okriyevich, t.Frolenko, and .0.Leshern 

von l;'ertzfel'd, whi1e ~terJlin-Yarr8nsky l!I'obably held [Jeen also. This 

total of seven from the twenty-six whose be ckg:rounJ is kno:vn in some 

detail eives credence to the ren:ark of L.Geych that: '''rurning over in 

my mind almost all the sUP1Jorters of 'the disorg:anisaticn of the 

government' who I knew per!:'onally, I must say that the fTeat majority 

of then; had never f:':I)ne to tn.e ngTod, consequently, they personally 

couli not be disappointed in it •..• In the inclination of the South 

to violent acts a ver:i large part was played by the then ripenint!: 
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and already definitely forlT'ing aSlJiration of the advanced part of our 

society to struC'.::le for l·olitical freedom. "(33) 

This kruznok was overwhelmingl,y Southern in that twenty-one of 

the twenty-five whose iJrovince of ori{;in is kno\';n were from this a rea. 

The education,'ll background of twenty-five members is a 1 so knovm. 

Almost half of tiKse h~d not receive'l hifheY' education, including 

three women who had lirniterl access to hightor edllcpi;ion, and ei["ht of 

t'r,8 rna] e l11embel's who had not hna education beyo!1d the :~'y%nn~)j um 01' 

~ scho"'1. Fourtf-en hRd h'3d sorr'e f'or'[ of hieher education. Of the 

latter groulJ seven had been educatc>d ~n the :lth a nei seven outwi tho 

;:'his fiiJre of seven indicates Un t thE, krllzhok oi d h'1 ve s')me contact 

with the l'.orth, and to it should be 8dded two women members ,')-'0 'liere 

educated In the ~orth, as well 9S t~e considerable contacts ~hich 

C,sjnsk}, Popko Rnd tizogub v\.'oulcl h,'=3ve had with the north and 

sjJecifica.J ly, because of their~ssociat~_on with 'i;.emlya i Volya' , 

vvith St.Fetersburc:. Socially, ninE-teen of the twent~'-eie:ht mer!1bers 

whose fathers' r3nks Are known werE dvoryane of some grade. 

'lLe kruzhok led oy I.l.Basov, 1.v l licl ::rav:Ltatedc)':ty,een Y:iev 

and ~hitomir d~rinE 1876 to 1679, does not a~pear to have been laree. 

(::;ee Table 13 i - ii) ;·'ost were ~~outherners; indeed of those 'wl1ose 

jJrovince of oricin hns been identifj ed, only one came frolI' outwith 

the "('uth and he carne fro,)1 the nei~.,hbo,lring ijrovince of tv oCilev. 

Socially, it differed from the nsinsk;y kruzhok since the dvor;yanstvo 

element was only 33.3)'~ CCIIll)8.red I',ith the former's 67.9';:. In this 

grou.iJ Vias relJresented a. nu.mher of 'workers' from a varietj of ranks. 

Difficiency in knowledge about the educational background of the 

members is noticeable, but three fran; five appear to hove experienced 

higher education, and only one outwith the South. Basov is the sale 

member recorded as havin~ been involved in propavanda w',Jrk amongst 

the pea.sants; for the others, their previous revel nti onBl'y eXl-;erience 

hed ~een predominantly amongst metal and railway workers. Durin~ the 

time of its existence, the groe1i) manifest two types of activity: 

jJropae"3nd0 aTcn['st ur:Hlrl workers and secondly, viole!1ce 8 painst the 

state, which took the lorm of killing a provocateur, T.Yurilov and 

attempting t: rob the l"ost in order to obtain money for the revoLltionary 

caLlse. 

'L'he V. T. ,3utsyosky krllzhok existed in Yharikov from IB77 till the 
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end of 1::-31'), [end was, accoruinE: to one of its memberR, "thE: most 

lJrominent groui in :r hnylkov. II (34) C1cE. Crab] e 14. i) 'l'rlis ma,'; flave 

been less im~ressive than it sounds, since another source considerGd 

tha t the revolutioner:y mOVt;rneilt wn s very we':lk in Yhq-tkov in 167::, 

he') ving only about :;\ 21twrents of whom IT'ost were '\;e']c.,.-fI11 l,ropcw r
: ndis ts, 

I . , 
almost nobody was anti-iJ'ovfcrnment. It \3)) TTO;"iE'V,- r, "ccording to :3utsynsky 

all but :~n insivnific.'lnt nl1rrber of youths WEre CArried aWRY with the 

political strufirle even as s'lrlyqs the Enrl of 1677 and 3tart of 1:73, 

and in support of this IE cites ti1e student lIisorders at the be;:in(linf,~ 

of 1673 in Yh9.r'kov.(3h) 

T<'our of the m(cr;',bers hoJ, in lE74-1E375, belonqed to the 'Poltavtsy' 

kruzho!{ in l~oltava'Jhich hed been formed amon,c·st thE: 10c8.1 youths with 

the iJurjJose of l,rOp8f',3ndrl amonp-st the pe-'3sants. Yet, with thE:; exception 

of Steblin-Yamensky, it is very noubtful if any of them di,j prop8.f7andise 

the pessqnts al thou.'7h they die] study thf-m, as shall be shown in r.hapter 

VII. 0.7. Butsynsky himself was 3 dedicated 'political' and had no 

inclination to propa,,:"cm:lise th~ peR sents. Jill but one of the five whose 

province of birth is kno;"n came from outside thE: SoUti1 but thrE-e of 

these Iwved to FoltBva when yount', were educated there and clearly 

identified with the SouL,. ;,'our of the six had. higher education and 

this had Also been eXlJerienced in the :-outh. Only one mer;~ber had hB.d 

Bny p3rt of his eiluc3tion in the ",orth and as a wholE: the kruzhok had 

very lit;Lle contact outside the ;;outh, even in the fom of visits to 

the revolutionary kruzhoks of the C81'ital. Since only one ot' the five 

members WAS the son of B dvorYBnin, socially the kruzhok manifest!". 

the general overall trend in the composition of kruzhoks in the 30uth 

in the second part of the period undlr consideration: 8 decline in the 

numerica 1 dominance of dvor,yane. 

None of Uk members of the Koval' skaYB kruzhok did any rural 

8:,,;i t-'3tion. (3ee 'T'able 15. :i - iii) A 11 were fr':'Dl the;outh or from 

contiguous provinces. This revion81ism of the krllzrlok is also 

manifr st in their ed.lc"tion, in the sense that none was educated in 

St. Petersbure or in f'oscmv. l'he chilciren of rlvoryane were in the 

minori ty: three from awonpst thp eleven whose s,Jcial status has been 

established, but this proved no obstade to entry into hiZhft' eJucation 

since of twelve merr.bers, eL'ht attended Sout:iern institutes of hifher 

educAti0n. 
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The final kruzhok to be exCl dned is that lc d by t-.,~ ;'elblov 

and 1.1 .G-lushkov, anu with this kruzhok the study arrives at the 

border of the 'Naroclnaya Volya' era. (:3ee TROl p 16. i - ii i) 'Phe 

date of the start of thf kruzh',v.' is dubious. li.ecfnt Soviet research 

dates it as summer 1879(37), while eRrliE,r sources Five thE: end of 

1878 and the start of 1879(3?). Certainly both the leaders were in 
I ( , 

Yharkov at th·" earljest date. ,39; HO'Never once the kruzhok had taken 

shape, it was visited in September 1379 by ~.~ol'denber~ and A.I. 

Zhe1yabov [ind persuadecl to Rccept the progr"lmme of 'throdnaya Volys' 

as its own.(40) The kruzhok set up workers'and stUdents' sub-groups(41), 

and assisted the Executive Committee in the three attempts it lT18de to 

try to kin the Tsar during 1879. The kruzhok was crushed a t the end 

of 1879, but was re:,laced by another during 18bO. 

Both of the leaders of the kruzhok had been active in the 

revolutionAry moverr:ent si nce 1873 or 1874, but nei thbr hAd been active 

in rur':ll ~()rOpafandist activity. Ttllalov rebted in Ilis spe8ch at 

his trial in 18,-3, that :18 h2d bl-'en involved in student disturbAnces 

at the !,'ining Institute in :;t .}'etarsDurg in 1874 for which he had been 

eX}Jelled end exiled tD Kostromaprovince. Due to ill health, he Was 

allowed to Ii ve in SimferoiJol' from 1876 till F379 , durin!! whj ch time 

he took no part in revolutionnry affairs. He said thot if he had been 

free to do as he wished, he would iffive liked tc settle in th~ villares, 

close to the nArod, and to spread propaf!3nda.(42) Non8thelesR he did 

not. raushkov ma2' have been in F. Volkhovsky's kruzhok in C'des2a at 

the start of the seventies when he was arrested. He was found innocent 

of any propal~anda activity by the court, after which he worked on the 

Yharkov railway and was involved .;ith C~.Gol'denberf~'s assassination 

of Frince Y-ropotkin before joinin,,; the present kruzhok. (21-3) Of the 

remainder, only V.A.Danilov at peArs to howe carried out propaganda 

amonest the peasants, which he h.qd clune in 1874 amongst the sects. (44) 

The origin of' ei?ht of the members is known, of whom two but 

possibly three came from outside the South.~'hree had had higher 

educotion in :it.1 etersburt~ fru;T1 thirteen about whom inforrr:ation is 

available. Sir'nificant ly these three were the olner members of the 

kruzhok, in terms of revolutionATY exp3rience: Tellalov, Glushkovand 

DanilGv .:'wo of th" thirteen membtrs had not had hi;Z'ht'r eut.wation. 

Links between this kruzhok and thE north were correspondinglJT weak. 
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:Vith regara to socia.l stntus, from thirtE"en members, five were children 

of dvoryane. 

As has be8n pointed out already, there would be little point in 

examining subse~uent groul)S sinCE: their members would have been too 

young to partL: ipR te in ti1P revolutioIl'iry :novernent ",hEen it \Vas 

domin"lted by tbe '.!....~22' movE:;ment. In studyin[' the kruZllOks in 

1677 to 1879, certain tr~nds appear to have emereed. ~ ost members 

of' th0se kruzhoks had not rH"en Bcti ve a:rlOnEst :-,[Je peRsnnts; they lTiay 

have studied thE:: peasants or f;ro}Jagandi2ed urban workers. ; embers 

had almo:::,t always been born in th.e Sou tIl, and had usua Uy also been 

educated in the :;.outh. r~ew of t'le members wou1 d h,-!ve had any contact 

witi1 the ~)t.fEetersburF>; or lOSCOW krm:;rioks on a person,a} basis. Slightly 

less than 8 half wculd not heve had higher eciuC2tion. ;;ocia1.ly, s1ightly 

more than one thir:1 would be chi1dren of dV.9·yan.§:. In order to establish 

if these trends in composition of revolllt ion9ry kruzhoks in the ,;outh 

continued sf tel' 1879 the combined membership of the two ri v8.1 Celtr81 

G:--ow.ps of '!ljaroonaya Volya' in Kiev between 18;-'0 '1Ild ISS? 8rE-' examined 

below.(Sse rr~ble 17. i - ii) One of the {':roups Nas led by F.V.(~ort.Jnsky 

and his grout-' "'as officially reci"f';nised as the 'J';arcdnaya Volya' local 

Central Group while the other W8S led by 1. YB-.I"evinsky. Thest:kn.lzJlOk:.' 

l'3re;ely conform to t ~je characterisation of the Ib77-lEi79 kruzhoks 

f,resented::Joove. Onl'y one of the membErs Waf; invclved with propa!:2;and8 

amongst thE:: peasantry: L.S ... a'lkind !Jad sprea(l propaganrla durin,; each 

summer holiday while he had bH"n at roe;ilev gymnasium and continued to 

d f J.·' L ft (, - \ o so 8, vcr lle e .\,+J; Five of eiEht identified mEmbers had been 

born in the South anJ three outsioe, althoue'h two of these thrpe i1ad 

been born in l,rovinees which are contiguous with the ,';outh. From 

seven whose educational back::round is known, a suri_,risiDEly Ln'ge 

nUlJ1ber of five hRd had hiehET educFltion but only one of these had [leen 

educated in St.,Fetersburg. This Graul:-- of revolutionaries demonstrate 

the lack 01' contact on 3 personal basL) between voutilE:rl1 kruzhoks and 

revolution<1ry kruzhoks in the cApital v,'hich hA s been remArked u.v0n. 

An above averape figl..re of one half of' the revolutiol1l'Jri(:'s w~re cbildren 

of dvor;yane, while the other half were chHclren of Jewish [lJE;shchane. 

It i5 possible also to lool-: fina}l}, At the Question from another 

standpoint: what was thE: backi!rOund of some of the leadertl of pol:itical 
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terrorism in the early 16 0' s who }lCld 8 30utliern backf'~round; sl'ecificalJy, 

if thei:' rev:Jllltionary C3reer stretched back t') the eArly seventies, 

had they particip~ted in the propsenndn amon~st the peasants? 

N.I.Yibal' cnieh testified that vmile a student at the T,edical-

Sllrf,ica1 Academy in st • .rehersourg he was undecir.led whethEOr to eo 

'''y''''narod' for ~)()cialj at [)ropsf!jand,q or to coml.:lete his studies And 

help the narod by serving as a doctor. However during a visit to his 

home l'rovince of Kiev in the summer of 157:), he was arrested for having 

riven a book to a peasant. ,hen his flat in St.~etersburg was seArched, 

a trunk of illegal. Ii terature WAS found anJ Yiba1' chich wa s jailed until 

1~78.(4G) Yibal'chich denied at the time that he had been propaga~disinF 

and perhaps th2t was natural, but his colleafue and biographer, L. 

Tikhomirov, le.ter wrote thAt ":-re did not hnve the special lJurpose of 

slJreAding iJropaganda. "(47) In his speech at his trial in 18)1, Fibal'

chich obs6rvec1 that he prob<Jbly w(lilld hove become a propa e-andist if he 

hRd not been arrested, and his propaO'anda would hAve had a cultural 

character as well as a sociali.,t one, because he wanted "to raise the 

mental and froral leve 1 of the mass, to develop comnunal instincts and 

inclinations ••• "(it-8) On releilse from f·rison, in the sprint: of 1878 

till AU0;':ust 137Q, Kibal' chich was occupied with the l~roduction of 

dynamite not with 1)rOlJagand3 .• (49) 

Adrian P .!."ikhaylov had beRn norn in the Kuban', but attended 

Stavro:,ol' gymnasium till 1873 when he went t G lv:0 0 cow University. In 

1877 he came to the conclllsion that he should study some trade and 

through that draw close to either the rur.ql iloi;ulation or to the 

lower strata in the city. He chose the formf'r and went t" live for 

six months in a vill ape. He s ,metirnes hunted and sometimes drop)ed 

in at the smithy tel hell!. He had conversations \'lith the peasants as 

far as was necessitated hy his work at the smithy but not apart from 

that because the peasants regarded him as not beJonp-ing to their 

mileau. "1 did not engafe in propaf'anda ••• " he declAY'ed. (51)) 

G.Gol'denberg '/>las bern in 1855 jn Berdicr.ayev in Yif'v province. 

In August 1375 he joined a metal w()rks (,OP, as a worker, in order to 

study the lif2 of the 'Russian worker and to f?repE'Y'e foy' iJropa"anda 

amongst the l'easants. Afb r a number of such exploits he eventually 

went to the vill~l('es tc SlJreaci propafanda in 1877, but did not find 

this satisfactory, and returned to the towns where he took an active 

pgrt in all that waspoing on, p,grticularly in distributing the 
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Hebrew paper i<~mes amongst the Jewish populp tion of Yiev, D~~rdich8yev 

and Zhitomir. (51) He subsenuently gained notoriety by kil1in!~ 

Prince Yropotkin and lp.t.er wes present at t:H) negotiations leading 

to the establishrr:ent of '.,arodnaya Volya' • 

Another important Soutilerner, !.!.N.'J'rlgoni - fj boyhood friend 

of A.I.Zhelyabov - does not ap;clear to have considered going into the 

villt'l!,es, but insteAd beg9n his revolutionqry career in li375 by 

distributing revolution<'ry literature amongst youths ani artillery 

officers. (o5?) Other Southerners specifically rejected it. (J3) 

A. LYulakov in rrae:anro[,: knew young intelliE.entsia who did go 8rWnf,st 

the reasents in 1873-75, but, knowinr: the peasants through daily 

contact he declared that "personally I was not attracted to the idea 

of going ~.2.£." (,:)4) F. Yurkovsky did not /?o amoncst the peasants 

eith~r, perhaps, as L.Ueych re~arked, due to his personality; it was 

something for which he was "completely unfitted". (5)) 

It would ctypear therefore tr18t amonf::st the later leaders of' 

poli tical terrorism there V>lere a nllll:b(::r of Southerners who twd not 

been involved in acitAtion a'l1onp'st the peasants or had done :30 in 

only an uncommitted and unenthusiastic rr;anner. '~his indicates a 

continuation of the pattern revealed by t!le [-lllalysis of the kruzhokp 

in lS]7-7:. 
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T CLbles 10 -17 of the .. membership of kruihoks 1877-]879-

Rl";7..lIOY: KOV,\T.' SKY TI\3L1<:: Ie. i. 

J,':'].:B"T";R'S IJRT"VJ GuS }-RCVINCi~ rL\Cl~ C1' F~mIL:R' :3 
NIH'1<:. H.~.vonJTICl'.i\::?Y OT<' EDf'Cf,'L'} ON. :iAi;K. 

EXP~:RP:HC}:. BIRTH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
1. I.r\~.Yov31' sky Prop. Fodolia. 

2. 'I.S.Il1ich
Svitych 

(~'.l'J ."Vosk
rt sensky) 

(56) 

Feasant Sects. 

(60) 

F.rop. 
A'orkers and 
sailors. 

T'oei1ev . 

3. Ye.N. Prop. Kh~rson. 

Vuzhakova Odessa workers 
when i:ember 
of' Bashentsev. 

4. N .A. 
Vitashevsky 

(56) 

5. G·.F. Nurc)8 in 
Chernyavskaya Serbj'l.. 

(Bokhanovskaya) 

(56) 

6. V.I. Vitten 

7. Ye.I. 

(
-r-\ 
')0) 

Vitten 
('iossikove) 

8. L.~'. 
r.' erzhanOV8 

( -,' \ 
:YO) 

F'rop. 
rea S<"Hlts in 
Tau:"j de a nr'l. 
Yherson. 

,~'orked as 
shop 
assistant 
in ~;dessa. 

Kherson. 

fherson. 

Ta,~rid.e • 

Yh(TSOn 

Fodolis r;ymn.; Priest. 
l:-odolic! Semin-
ary; Odessa 
Univ. 

At home; 
Zurich. 

J'Jikolayev 
'real'school 

Yelis:wet
er,gd 
bO,'1rding 
school. 

:ualified 
a.s domestic 
teach'2"r. 

Horne 
educaticn. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 
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KRU:::'HCK: KOVAL'SKY. 

}'~J'BT:2_ I S 

NM:,::. 
PR~mClTs FROVINC~, 

?J<:VCLUTIOJ\ ',R';- (iI" 

BIRTH. 

q. V.D.y'lenov Fro~. Yherson. 

10. A.A.Alekeyev. 

(')6) 

11. A.Borynevich 
(Barinevich?) 

(56) 

12.. A.N.Akirnov. 

13. N.A.Bevtrley 

14-. N .1. 
~:irolyubov . 

soldiers. 

}.: emb ET 0 f 
Bashentsev. 

Belonf,ed to 
3untars -
invo;t ved in 
Chif/rin affDir; 
in lt378 l'rop. 
workers and 

YhErson? 

FodoliA. 

(57) .pulJils in Odessa. 

15. s. Levand ovsky Fr~Lendly with 
Zlatopol'sky; 
kept a store 
of books. 

1". !\ .• V. 
Afanas ' yeva 
(nt'ie Poltor
anova) • 

(57) 

:-Ield rev. 
books; memb F1' 

of l"ashentsev. 

Irkutsk 

PL\C~: C? 
;';DUCi\TICJS. 

Vills,·e 
school. 

Odessa 
Red hiay 
school. 

hikolayev 
Gymn. ; 
i~ikolayev 

I:iUtary 
;lchool. 

St.Pb.Tech. 
Inst. 

Yamenets
-Fod. 
Gyrnn. ; 
Odessa 
Univ. 

Kiev SemimJry; 
Odessa Cniv. 

Smolny Inst. 

RANY. 

~: eshch. 

Friest? 

I,;eshch. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Priest. 

Deacon. 

VVOl'. 
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YRU ZHO}< : YOV A L ' SYY 

. . . . . . . . 
11. A.A.Spandoni 

rRi~VICUS FROVINGI.; 
:r~:VOLUTIGd\'{ v 07 

BIS:Ti~ • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
LTojning 
Koval'sky was 
Spandoni's 
first 
revolutionary 
step. 

2 from 1'2 
had prop. 
pe,':1sants 
= 16.7')£ 

11 from 13 
were 
Southern 
= 84. 6~: 

TABLE: Ie. iii. 

FYl.C'" OF 
~':DUC;' TJ Ol( • 

4 from 14 
had h.e. 
= 28. 6;~; 
4 from 14 
had some 
educ. o/s. 
8. = 28.6;" 

'tANK. 

. ....... . 
9 from 16 
were children 
of dvor. 
= )6.?J~ 
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PRh:VICUS fROl[D:;r~ 

R!'~VCUJTIC:W,2Y 0:<' 
iXP~Rl~NC~. BlHTH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 

1. S.Vittenberg. tTOfJ • Yherson 
:lorkE;:'." Dnd 
sailors 

(62) 

2. S.S. CbSHrved }'"herson 
Zlatopol' sky pe.'3.sant sects 

in .iorth; 
triwelled to 
~:;t.~b. 

(6?) 

3. A.S. frop. Kherson 
~18. topol' sky Peasants in 

summer and 
autumn 1876. 

(6h) 

4. L.S. RereCl tedly Fherson 
Zlatopol'sky prop. 

peasants. 

(6h) 

5. 5.3. Prop. Kherson. 
ilatopol'skaya peasa.nts in 

sumrn(-r and 
Gutumn 1876. 

6. Akimov. 

( 62) 

7. N.A.YovRlev 

(62) 

YhErson. 

Prop. Podolia. 
Levandov
skaya 

( 62) 

Black Sea 
fleet; helped 
to prep,gre 
attempt on 
'rsar. 

PL."C~: C'"' 
fmUCYd ON. 

NikolByev 
'real' school; 
Vienna '''echo 
lnst. 

NikolByev 

St. r'b ::' ech. 
lnst. 

iiikoliJyev 
G~nnn. ; 
St.Ph. Tech. 
Inst. 

r.ikolayev 
~~ymn. ; 
St.Pb.Tech. 
lnst. 

lJikoleyev 
Gcymn. 

l':ikolayev 
'real' 
school. 

Yh6rson 
\'ymn. 

FATHC::H.'S 
;tf! .. ,';Y. 

l .. eshch. 

f/ eshch. 

l,:eshch. 

;'€shch. 

Yupets. 

Dvor. 
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KRUZHOY: VITc:'1';I~ B ,,?(~. TABU': : n. iL 

:r,n']iB -T~' S PRi'~VIOUS PROVII-ICE PLACE OF F4.TH':':;' S 
NM,·";. R j.;V C LUTI e)N.!\ R Y OF ~;DUCt.TI(}N • RAf'jK. 

FXP)~'11I '.~~ C t;; • BIRTH. . . . . . . . . . ............ . ....... . ......... . ....... 
~. I,'.A .li,oreynis Khcrson KUlJets. 

(62) 

10. A, L. Easrili:ov Bessarabia Nikolayev Meshch. 
, real' 
school; 
St .ljb. Lining 

(63) Inst. 

11 . A.A.Yalyuznyy A southern Dvor. 
vrovince. 

(63) 

12. I. I • 1,0 govenko. Kherson Little or Hot Dvor. 
no formal 
educs tion. 

(63) 

13 . A,r;.Lur'ye Prop. Yherson. Niko18yev ~'eshch • 
sa.ilors C~ymn. 

(64) 

14- . A.N.i~aydner Frop. 'ra Llride Fupets. 
sailors 

(64) 

is. V.A. Prop. Ta uri~ie Sin'feropol' Dver. 
Sviridenko sai lors. Gymn. 

l\ikolayev 
'real' 
school 

(64) 

l' . N.T.Fomenko Tauride Literate 1,'eshch. 

(64) 



1!I'J;B;~R' S 
HAre;. 

. . . . . . . . 
11. I. L. 

Shchepansky 

18. V. V.Krasovsky 
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Y'i.~.VICUS PROVINe I:; 
'R.~JVCLUTIONA!{Y OF 

B1 R'l'H • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
In Fesenko' s I~iev . 
kruzhok; 
prop. amongst 
"010k8 ne. 

4 from 10 
ht:td prop. 
peasants. 
= 4Q~ 

. VarS8W 

16 from 17 
were 
southern 
= 94.1~': 

~: 11. iii. 

:t:'LACi OF 
,;;;DUC\T::"GN. 

Ki ev GYILn.; 
Kiev Vniv. 

Gynm • 

. . . . . . . . . . 
6 from 14 
had h.e. 
= 4~.%{ 
5 from JA 
had some 
educ.o/s. 
,., _ r ~):~' u. - '7,"). I,' 

P'ATH~";,?' S 
R.AI,K. 

Dvor. 

Eeshch. 

........ 
4 frorc 17 
were children 
of dvor. 
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1. V.Osinsky 
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?R::VIOUS 
R~;VCL!JTICNAR'! 

EXP - -qI<]~C::-~. 

P~OVHCI~ 

OF 
BIRTH. 

Prop. Don 
students. 

2. L.Y.Brandtner In Kovalik's 
Kha~kov 
kruzhok(70); 
prop. 
workers in 

(65) 

3. I gnat 
Ivichevich 

(65) 

4. Ivan 
Ivichevich 

(65) 

5. tt.lI..Ste'olin-
Kamensky 

(6')) 

6. r;..A • .r'opko 

7. G. 
Ivrlnchenko 

8. S.Leshern 
von Gertzi'eld 

Kharkov and 
Rostov. 

Odessa Rev. 
kruzhoks; 

Kherson. 

active amongst 
workers' gf'OUPS. 

Prop. 
KOStov 
railwaymen 

Yherson. 

Formed foltava Orel 
f:TOUP to prop. 
peasants; often 
in prison; joined 
'Pol tavtsy' • 

In roscow Eev. Yuban 
groups; Bashent-
sev; Zasllwsky; 
prop; peasants 
in Yuban. 

!~aslavsky' s 
Union 

School for 
pea SA nts; 

Dolt:llshin 
affair; prop. 
peasants; 
LeY'mantov's 
Group 

Yherson 

j~ovgorod 

TABLE: 12. 1. 

PLACI<; CF 
EDUCn:-.['i. 

FATILR.' S 
RANK. 

Tavanrof r,.ymn.; Dvor. 
St.Pb.lust. 
of Transport. 

rilla rkov 
G-ymn. ; 
Yhar1kov 
Vet .lnst. 

Poltava r,.ymn.; 
Khatkov Vet. 
Inst. 

Stavropol' 
Seminary; 
~.'oscaw Petrov. 
A{'ric. Aca.d.; 
Odessa Dniv. 

St .Pb. 

i-russian 
subject. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Priest. 

Keshch. 

Dvor. 
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~. N .1\ .Armfdd 
(FornovA) 

(65 ) 

lb. Rafael 

11. I. F. 
Voloshenko 
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FRI~ VIGUS ?i:WVD;C ~ 
RE\1GWTIC'i~A;Y 0::" BIRJ'J-{ 
fi;,tF-:0I ;';i.~Ci' •• 

,:oscow roscow 
r:haykovtsy; 
prop. 
peasants. 

Insuffic:ient 
evidence of 
prop. Yuban 
pea sants. 

'" guride 

TABLE: I? ii. 

~'oscow' s 
I~ikolay 

Inst. 

I 

Yharkov Gymn.; 
OdessB Uni v. 

(65) (72) 

Il.A.Ye. 
Sentyanin 

(65) 

13. A.F.Kedvedev 
( }<'ornin) 

(65) 

14-. D.Lizogub 

(6(- ) 

15. V.Debac:ory
Kokriyevich 

(66) 

1{,. V.A. 
Sviridenko 

(66) 

ProlJ. Rostov 
workers. 

Yeka~;erinos

lave 

Zaslavsky's Smolensk 
Union; 
frequently 
prop. 
pea sants. 

(73) 

Involved with Chernicov 
vesenko's and 
other rev. 
kruzhoks in 
St.fb.; accused 
of distributinp-
prop. 

Khar:kov Gyrcn.; 
lining Inst. 
in 3t .1'0. 

Local Uyezd 
school 

Yekaterinos
lav (;·yrnn.; 
St.Fb.Univ. ; 
a.broAd. 

In ¥ iev Commune 
and Juntars; 
prop. peasants. 

Chernigov Nemirov. 

Prop. sailors Tauride 
in l:ikolayev; 
attempt on 'l'sar; 
prop. Yiev workers. 

(75) 

G-ymn. and 
Kamenets
i'od. 
(';-ymn.; }\iev 
Univ.;6urich 
and U.S.A. 

Simferopol' 
f'rynm. ; 
\'jikolayev 
'real' school. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

uvor. 

r.;esflCh. 

iJvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 
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11. V.P.fozen 
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P:{i"VIOUS fROVINC~'; 

lt~;V()LUTIOH.'lR'! OF BIRTH. 
E JC.f 1~:RI _'2~ C ; ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 

Ii. M.? Kiev BuntRrs '!ekat€rin
oslav Yovalevskaya 

(n~e Vorontsova) 

(66) 

19. S. D.Dikovsky 

(66) 

~O. 1;. N. 
volodkevich 

( 66) 

21 • V.Frolenko 

(66) 

2'1 .• V.P. 
Lepeshinsky 

(67) 

13 . I,8vchenko 

(67) 

'24-. V.Kostetsky 

(62) 

lhko18yev 
sailors' 
group; 
iJroP 
workers. 

Prop. 
lioscow 
workers and 
Ural peAsants; 
in Buntars. 

In St • .?b. 
prepared to 
go amongst 
pe3.sl3nts; 
joined 3untars 
in Odessa. 

Involved in 
escare of 
Deych, 
30khanovsky 

'.:.'aurLle 

Chel'ni:'ov 

Kuban 

r~auride 

'rABLfi;: 12. iii. 

PMCE 
OF 
r;DUCATICi.~ • . ......... . 
Kiev Univ. 

At horne; 
lnst. in 
Odessa 

'L'auride 
-Seminary 

Kiev Univ. 

St.Pb.Tech. 
Inst. ; 
Y:oscow Pet "!:'ov 
.·'\t';Y'ic. r~cad • 

St.,t-b.Wed.-
Surge Acad. 

Viev (~~yJJln • 

FATH<1' S 
RANK. 

KU,lJets. 

Dvor. 

friest. 

livor. 

Son of 
retired 
rniJi tary 
doctor with 
rank of 
sergeant major. 

i,reshch. 



KRU~~HCK: OSniSY!-! 

25. B.Zostetsky 

(68) 

'Lb. (~.J.Izbitske 

(65) 

11. V.O.Izbitske 

(60) 

2.g. V.Rozhovsky 

(6:j) 

2 ~. Yu. 
Zelinsky 

(66) 

30. E.st!~dzin' sky 

(60) 

31. F.C.ltokhal'sky 

(65) 

32. K.O. 
Rokhal'skRya. 

(68) 
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.l:'/:trNj rus V~OVIt~Cr.; 

Fi.J<:VOLUTl(\; ;,"R.v CF ,:;rEnE. 

~~A_r ::P.I ci~ cr. .• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 

~~xpel] ed 
from Univ. 

Volunteer 
in Balkan 
VlTa.r. 

In 1. iJebEl-,::ory 
-}i:okryevich's 
groui) in 1873; 
.tJrop. students • 

Yiev Buntars; 
involved wi th 

Chip,t-in and 
-. A 

attempt on 
G-ori nov i ch 

Close to 
Deba,,'ory-
!','okriyevich's 
group; }lrop. 
students. 

Kiev. 

1-'0 doli a 

Iiev 

Volynia 

i-LAC}: 
OF 
:iDU C:,l'IU1; • . ....... . 

Kiev 
're81' school 

Zhitemir 
C~ymn. ; 
Yiev Univ. 

~/ . (" • J.ev CTy mn. 

i-)olt:lVCl (~ymn. 

Yiev lJn:i v. ? 
'Nomen's 
course' 

FA':;:';~I:T.L' S 
RAhK. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor • 

Dver. 

Dver. 

Dvor. 



KRUi;,.RCiK: OSINSYY 

. . . . . . . . . 
33. S.I.FeokhFlri 
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.?R~,:\V:OlTS I-'ROVINCr. 
RhVOLGTIClrli,ity OF BIRTH. 
EX.Pi::H.I !';:\C).: • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
i-rope v,orkers l' herson 
and solCiiers; 
in Bashentsev. 

7 fr'om ?6 
had lirop. 
peasants 
= 26.:f}: 

21 from 25 
were 
.)outhern 
= 84}., 

TABLE: 12.v. 

PLAC1£ 
OF 
FOliC \'l'ICN. 

At home; 
CornmE-rcial 
Art School; 
semi-Ii ter8.te 

14 from 25 
had h.e. 
= 56;:; 
9 from 25 
had some 
educ. 0/ s. 
s. = 36/, 

F:.THr,2' S 
RAhK. 

Greek citizen; 
son of a poor 
landowner. 

......... 
19 from 28 
were child ren 
of' dvor. 
= 67 .9/~ 



KRD ZHC:K: l' lEV -i,.BlTm:l-q 
( "t,~ sc,y) 

- ::>?o -

Yl~I{'rr,;l I S 
NA;~\ •• 

},R.:.VlCDS F2.GVINCE 
R:;'JVGIm'H)l~/i.a.y O? BlH'i'H. 

1. I. 1. ~)a s ov . 

2. Yu (C.l.?) 
3j 1 I cr~ansky 

(\~Orbflchev) 

(76) 

3. ?;. :~orsky 

4-. Ya. 

(76' , ) 

Zubrzhitsky 
(I. Sotov ) 

(76 ) 

5. K.F. 
Ba i:'rynovsky 

(76) 

1371 St.?b. 
ChDykovts]; 
;Irop. workers 
in Yiev And 
peas::mt sects. 

PrO[l. "forkers 
on Kiev 
railway 

Volunteer 
in Balkan 
wars. 

6. A.Trushkovsky worked as a 
metal worker 
on Kiev 
railway 

7. A. 
Kshizhanovsky 

Don. 

Kiev 

Volynia 

Kiev 

8. V. Organised Nogilev 
Yanushkevich student youth 

in Chern] p"ov. 

'fIIBL:;;';: 13. i. 

1- L'l.Ci; 
OF 

St.l-b.Tech. 
Inst. 

At ho:ne 

Cherni?ov 
f;.ymn. ; 
Kiev Univ. 

FAm·;:<' S 
RAHI:. 

. ....... . 
Von 
cossack. 

Dvur. 

Meshch. 

l'easant. 

Dvor'. 

;"-eshch. 

Dvor. 
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KRUZHOY: KI~V-Z:U'l'm,IIH 
---- (BAS(' .. ~O ----

........ 
q • F. F. 

G-udz'
I.obanevsky
Lobanchuk 

(77) 

10. F. Ya. 
D8 viienko 

Ff?~.VIOL'S .F10VDr;~E 

~(.NCUr;:'IcrP-,lV UF BIRTH. 

. ........... . 
'rransported 
bonks; 
prop. workere, 

Frep. workers 
in Zhitomir 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 from 7 
hed prop. 
pease nts 
= 14.31~ 

Kiev 

rT' 11.ev 

6 from 7 
were 
Southern 
= 85.7% 

OF 

I;ittle 
educAtion 

l<iev ~,:i1itary 
!,'edic8.l 
school • 

3 from 5 
had h.e. 
= 6\1:; 
1 from ') 
had some 
educ. 0/ s. 
S. = ?o;: 

RANK. 

. ....... . 

Son of 
army clerk-. 

3 from 9 
were cl1il(lren 
of dvor. 
= ~3. 3;0 
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lI.Ri:ZIIOK: D. "'.BUTSYi'~Sl<Y 
(POLT; ~f~;Y) 

?PJ-~VIOLS 

R";VOLlJrICi\ j\~LY 
FRO VINcA 
OF BIRTH. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
1. D.T • Butsynsky Lone Yursk 

(78/ 

2. !{.A.Steblin
Yamensky 

In 187~ Orel 
organised a 
Po1tava kruzhok 
to I-.rop. 

(78) peasants. 

3. N.A.:?azhin 

(78) 

1874 l-oltava 
kruzhok 

4. N.V.YBtsevich 1874 }oltava Poltava 

(78) 

5. A.1. 
l-'reobrazhensky 

(78) 

6. V.S.Yefremov 

(78) 

kruzhok; 
prop. workers. 

Spre11d anti
state ideas 
in Yursk. 

1 from 5 had 
prop. 
peasants 
= ?Of: 

Kursk 

(79) 

Yursk 

1 from 5 
was 
Southern 
= 20% 

OF 
EUUCA'C1UN. 

Yurek 
Semir:ary 
.School; 
Belt;orod 
Seminary; 
Khnl~kov Gniv. 

J'o 1 ta va. Gymn.; 
Kha..'kov Vet. 
Inst. 

Fol ta va ESmn. 

·-oltava gymn.; 
}~ha!':kov Vet. 
In::t. 

Pol tava gymn. 

A religious 
school; 
Seminary; 
Khatkov Vet. 
lnst. 

4 from 6 had 
h. e • = 66.?I~ 
1 from 6 had 
some edUCe 
o/s.S.= 16. 77~ 

FA'.i'H··;1' S 
RAI;K. 

Priest. 

Dvor. 

Priest. 

Priest. 

(79 ) 

Deacon. 

1 from 5 
was child 
of dvor. 
= 2o;~ 
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KRUWOK: Tt,; .KOV~ L' SKAYA TABT£ : 15-!l. 

~',:!iXBJ';R' S PRiVl Ct)S FROVINC;~ PI.tICE F A'l'I-Lt':R ' S 
NArv;:. RKVCLU'l'I 01\'.'1 ri.Y OF BIRTH. OF Rt.NK. 

EXPi~RI ~iiC}; • E;DUCATI:;N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . ........ 
1. Ye.N. Organised KhaY!kov At home l'ieshch. 

Koval'skaya sch()ol for 
working women 
in Yharkov; 
worked in 

(80) Zemstvo school. 

2. D.T. 1878 student Kursk Yursk Priest. 
Butsynsky disorders; Seminary 

1877-8 school; 
Pol tcw t; sy; Bel 17orod 
involved in :~eminary ; 
attempt to Yhar'kov Univ. 
free Fomin in 

(80) Oct. 1878. 

3. A.I. Butsynsky's Kursk Poltava Gymn. ; Priest. 
Preobraz- kruzhok Yh8.A~ov Univ. 
hensky. 

(8" ) (81) (81) (81) (81) 

4. V.I.Usakovsky 

(80) 

5. I.N.Kashintsev 1876 student Kharkov Univ. Dvor. 
disorders 

(80) (81) (81) (81) 

6. K.N. Fih.iJliOV Kharkov l'niv. INor. 

(be) (81) (81) 

7. Ye. V .;;iki tin 1678 student Kharkov Univ. Meshch. 
dif;orders 

(8C) (81) (81) (81) 

8. Tret' yakov 

(8c) 
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KRUZHCK: YE.KCVAL'SKAYA 

~:: ,'J,lB H.'R ' S 
NAivE. 

q. ~~.A. Jlinov 

(80' , ) 

10. YA.l. 
Kuznetsov 

(80) 

11. V.Yapust-
yansky. 

(Sc) 

12. 1-'rotopo}iOv 

(80) 

13. A.C.Sytsyanko 

(80) 

14-. l.l.C~eyer 

(80) 

15. A. N. G-ranat 

(8e) 

1'. M .Lazurin 

(80) 

FRb,VICUS PROVINCE 
R~;VCI,UTIOIU\Rv OF BIRTP. 
En i-:J?I;';NCl<;. 

1878 
student 
disorders. 

(81) 

Kharkov 

(81) 

Yekater
inoslav 

TABLE: 15.ii. 

H.·\C1': 
GF 
EDUC.\ 'rICm • 

Yh'3rkov Gymn.; 
Kharkov [Tni v • 

Khar'kov 1... ni v • 

(81) 

Pupil at 
'real' seaool 

(81) 

Khatkov 
'real' sello;l; 
Yharkov Vet. 
lnst. 

~,'eli topol' 
'real' school. 

FA'rH~:R' S 
RA~,nr • 

Pri est. 

(81) 

? 
A lecturer 
at Yharkov 
Univ. 

(81) 

Dvor. 

Yupets. 
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KRUZECY: YE. KOVAL I SK:i.YA 

r:::i}.lB,~;R' S 
NANJi~. 

n. D. R.1.'anych 

(30) 

18. A.S.BaIashova 

(80 ) 

19. A •. ':'. Shandor 

(sc) 

PRWICUS 
R:~VOLUTI OJ.',RY 

FR0VINC:; 
CF BTRTli. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
Tallride 

(81) 

............ . ........ 
0 from 

,,-
5 from 7 tJ 

had prOll. were 
peasants Sout'nern 

= OJ; = 71.!.0" 

TA'3LE: I5.iii. 

PLACE 
OF 

}.[lerSOn 
Seminary 

(81) 

. ......... 
8 fro;!l 1'1 "-
had h.e. 
= 66. 7j~ 
1 from 1? 
had some 
educe 0/ s. 
S. = 8.3% 

FA'rH ,:Ii IS 
R<iNK. 

. ...... . 
A sailor 

(81) 

. ....... 
j from 11 
were 
children 
dvor. 

= 27. 3'j~ 

of 
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}:c{UZ'iOY: T:-\LLALOV-(~IUSPKCV. 

M~';Jvffi"~R ' S 
N,\J'E. 

1. P.A .'rellalov 

(82 ) 

2. 1. 1. Glush.kov 

3. I<.N.T~i1il-ipov 

(82) 

4. I.N.ICashint
seve 

PR .. :VIOUS i-'ROVINC"P.: 
R,:vnLurIUU'i'K.Y OF BIRTH. 
EXl-';!lI ;~NC l~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Student 
disorder 
in 1874. 

7.hebunev's, 
,<md 

VolkhovskJ" s 
krllzhoks? ; 
prop. workers 
in Yhatkov 

Koval'skaya's 
kruzhok. 

H378 student 
disorders; 
in Koval' -
sblVa's kruzhok 

"' (83) 

r,;oscow or 
Kh8Y1cOV 

5. A.O.Sytsyanko Yo val 'skaya' s 
kruzhok. 

(8?) 

6. A.N. Gr"1nc~t 

(82) 

7. V. LlTsakovsky 

(82) 

8. Yeo V.liikit:in 

(82) 

1)ec.1878 
student 
disorders; 
in Koval' -
skaya's kruzhok. 

(83) 

HJ~C,~ 

OF 
EDUCiiTI v1\". 

st .Fb. 
Iv'i ninE lnst. 

Ylnr'kov r;.ymn.; 
Moscow Fetrov. 
Agric. T nst. 
Kharkov Lniv. 

111'lrkov Univ. 

(83) 

J":hntkov Cniv. 

, t{eal' 
schoe)l at 

Yh::n':kov. 

Fha y~OV Uni v • 

FATlr:R'S 
RAIU:. 

r"esh ch. 

}!.eshch. 

Dvor. 

(83) 

Dvc)r. 

? 
, 

,1 

lecturer 
at Kh"lrkov 
Univ. 

(C z. \ 
, -/'I 

teshch. 



q. ~'.~;~. 31iuGV 

10. Ya.l. 
YUt;n ,"tC3(;.V 

( '","<'1 \ 
\ (J/ ) 

11. J. J. .r. an;ych 

(~. \ 
\ ",! J 

(J': ) 

15. ~~.~.Tvnno\! 

lb. T.I.lvenov 

! ~ ,.. \ 
\ C . 

r:{·V1C,.3 
~;.;\VCLClJ l)~',' .~~} 

l!~I'S c,tuoent 
,]isord.fn,; it, 
I'cv-:::l' sk~~~""it 3 

kruzr-tok. 

r:uvaJ I sk'J'y!1 I 

kr .. ;.z·::iC,k. 

k.r'uz :~l.~)k; 
~ .. ;r0l-'. ;)f:::,':: ~;r~nt 

.0'::' ct". 

CF i3B.TH 

l r h ,.~ .r:i< ov 

·T , ,'IT' 
; l.,i l 'J f~ 

('1" 

1
/ .. 

~..!.21,ft 

Yi'1 ',~ r~k ~,; V .~'y ~~Hl. ; 

Y-11r'-rtkov L:nj V. 

.~elf.incr.y; 

~-:-h '~ r!k 0 V L: n i V • 

(:: 3) 

l\-()sc(j;~ .1 F-trov. 
/\ prot C e i\ C ~J d. ; 
Inst. j:1 

~)t.rb.; 

~u.r·l C:~. 

v c"k::; t ("1- :Ln

c)2:Jl!jV G·,'ya,n. 

iJver. 

~vor. 

( 
~ , 
'.~.3 j 
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KRUZ"HOV : T~~LIMOV -f;rUSHYCV 

II~MBER' S 
NA:E. 

~ 1. p. 'rorchinsky 

(82) 

lao N.I.Dolgopolov 

1't. N .A.8oguslavsky 

(82 ) 

20. l.l.Golubov 

(82) 

21. 1. 1:'.Okla.dsky 

~ 82) 

22. N.Yhr~shchev 

(8?) 

PR:<..'VIO"L:S .l-'HCVIiJC:::; 
R\V,"LUTICH,\RY OF BI~'l'H. 

EX?I':Rld~C:':. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 

Ha.d ille gal 
hooks; in 
prison 

1 from 11 
had ljrop. 
peasants 
= 9;". 

Voronezh 

Vinsk 

5 from 7 
were 
Southern 
= ,1.4": 

PlAG" 
OF 
l':DUC\ Tj ~11. 

FhR r~ov uni v • 

Voronezh 
Seminary 
school; 
Semina ry; 
Yhprkov ,iniv. 

}:iev Uni v. 

11 from 13 
had h.e. 

I'~! - ~4.o;,; 

4 fron; 13 
had some 
ed.llC. 0/ s. 
S • = 3('1. 8};; 

F'ATHX;~~ I S 
RANY 

Dvor. 

1.;eshch. 

........ 
5 from 13 
were 
child.ren 
of dvor. 
= ~8. 5}, 
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YRlJ%HCK: LT~VIN:;YY/c;.C R.TYHSKY 
C?)J'rR.AL GROUfS. 

(1879-18(:;2 ) 

PRWIO[iS f}~OVr,:Cl': 

NluYl~ R>WCLUrrICN ~~y (W ')JRTH. 

. . . . . . . . 
1. 1. va. Ievinsky 

1859 
(b4) 

2. A.I.3ychkov ITop.Yiev Kiev 

186? 
students. 

(84) 

3. V.Ye. fro,p. Volynia 
Gorinovich railway 

1558 
workers in 

(8!+) Kremenchu8 

4. A.I. Vitebsk 
Bogdanovich 

186e 
(84) 

5. p. V. r;-ortynsk'y Student Chern-Lf:ov 

1857 
disorder 
in i'oscow; 
joined 
Yoscow 

(84) 
, ~~8.rodnaya 

,.T olya' • 

6. N. C .i3aranova Yek8terin-
(r:ogan- oslav 
Bernshteyn) 

1861 

(25) 

7. L.S .';';a1kind 107) r,:ogilev 

1861 
organised 
group amongst 
pupil s; prop. 
peasants in 
~\'ogilev and 
later, workers 

(86) in V' " 1 ev. (90) 

8. A.N.Bakh 1878 student ro1tava 

1857 disorder j,n 

(86) Kiev. 

TABL.,':;: 17.i. 

OF 
iWUC-; T:rO,~ • 

Yiev C;yrun. 

Kiev (~y:nn.; 

Chernigov 
Teachers' 
lnst. 

Nizh",:orod 
Gymn. ; 
Kiev tTniv. 

Ch8rnigov 
G-ymn. ; 
rOSCON Tech. 
School. 

Fogilev ~y;m. ; 
Yiev t:ni v. 

Yiev Gymn. ; 
Yiev Univ. 

T<'ATII<I{'S 
~ANY • 

1'eStlCh. 

Vvor. 

Dvor. 

Dvor. 

Ovor 

~'eshch 
or Kupets. 

N eshc~1 

r,:eshch. 
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I<:RU JHOK: L:WI1~SKY/;'ORTYNSYY 
C~lf.L'RAL :;'ROU,r:S 

(1379-1832) 

q. V.jvceshchersky 

1551 

10. V. Pirozhenko 

1833 

(87) 

ll. N .I.Krzhminsky 

? 
(84-) 

12. Yanovsky 

? 

(8;~ ) 

1.3. V.I.Bychkov 

1861 

FREVIOUS FROVIN Cf'; 
R~:V(;UJTIr,NARV UF BIRTH. 
EX-I . ~T·RCE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 

Associated 
with 
Osinsky's 
kruzhok 

1 from 6 
had prop. 
peasants 
::: 16.7,': 

......... 
5 from 5 
were 
Southern 
::: 62 .);~ 

FLj.:,C"D 
OF 
EDUCATICN. 

Gamel and 
Yiev (~mns.; 

Kiev Dnlv. 

5 from 7 
had h.e. 
::: 71.4}S; 
4- from 7 
had some 
educe o/s. 
S. ::: 57 .l;~ 

FATH II'S 
RAl~Y • 

Dvor. 

1~eshch 

uvor. 

5 from 10 
were 
children 
of dvor. 
::: 5C>;, 
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5. Reasons given by Southern revolutionaries for usinr- kolitical 

terrorism. 

This iS3ue can be considered froe tv,'o anc~ es. Firstly, what the 

revolutionaries hoped to cain by usine: political terrorism. ~::econdly, 

if these aims are sufficiently wide and general to have made it 

possible to have achieved then: by s orne other n:eans, why did the 

Southern revolutirmaries elect to use political terrorism in preference 

to the alternatives. 

The leaders of 'i';arodnaya. Volya' - as well as other }:r8cti tioners 

of political terrorism - amongst y.,lKAJj were rIB ny SoutLlerners, liked to 

justify their tactics by refej'Emce to the persecution ~hich they, or 

their comrades, or the '~' had suffered at the hands of the tS3rist 

state. ~helyabov and H.1 .Kibal' chich, amongst many others, mentioned 

this at their trials as a justification for their methods.(90) The 

prominence given to thi:; reason for political terrorisrr no doubt 

reflects in part the rea1isation that their trials were ~)eing rEci>orted 

internationai_ly and that their use of murder would be found shocking 

by many of tl'lose 'Nhose sympathy and support they sought. Similarly, 

F.B. ~ksel' rod assured the socialist internationaJ com:LUnity at its 

Zurich Congress that 'l~arodnayA Volya' chose political terrorism not 

for reasons of principle, but because of' tsarist persecution and the 

absence of freedom of political Rctivity.(9l) 

ValerI yan Osinsky - whose ~T' up was probably resiJonsible for most 

murders in this period justifier'! the murder of Frince Yropotkin, in 

Febr1J.Hry 1>379 by ~.Gol'denb\rg, with a reference to the SUl)posedly 

inhuman suffering imposed on Yh3r!kov st udents and prisoners by the 

l-rince. (92) .:8eo on trial himse1f in ]I';ay 1879, ,'sinsky advanced. 

adriitioml1 reasons: while accepting that the use of InurclerNas anti

social, he asserted tb.at the revollltionaries resort to it only for 

self-defence or for removing wicked people who could not be removed 

in any othE::r W8.y; in all cases, however, it was usee] [rudeinC1y.(93) 

Ivan Koval' sk}, ei,ght8en months before this had eXl-'andeCi the range of 

reasons for lJoli tical terrori Sr.i when he wrote thAt even when the 

revolutionaries eli scuss armed Of.i.oosition tc arrt::st or other f'or:ns of 

violence, "we remai n pure propaga ndists", bE::cause they hoped that such 

action would inspire imitFltion on the ljart of the !larod. (94) 
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HOVIfWc:I', these reasons for [:01itic81 terrorism - revE::l1geJ self

defence, propatlanda - we"e sUi,plemEntary t-::) tlc'1t one v.hic i ) the treat 

majority of revolutionaries adv3ncerl: the use of terrorism to :'!,ain a 

constitution and political riEi;ts. 1. Voloshenko, (':-.f-opko, D.LiZOt~l.lb 

and V.Osinsky(95), as well as mny others sav. the necessity of g!3ining 

political ri,(~hts, although their exact reason for wisning to h'1Ve them 

varied. Osinsky was generally accredited by the revolutionaries them

selves as being the first to see telTor not merely as rtwenee, but as 

a means of strUI:!E:le to achieve poli tical refurrr:, and th ey ds te tni s 

realisation frem 1~78. (96) 

The unfortur18 te ~riE:oriy Gol' denbert: who, 81 thou,u:h not considered 

quite adequate aS3 revolution:1ry Nas none the les~3 privy to most of 

the discussions in revolutionnry circles in the 1131;101' l~:nC)' s, said 

in his confession tc' the poli ce trlAt he turn ed to terrorism to achieve 

IJolitical rights which once Rained, the socialist party woulrl use to 

~;:)re8d propaganda amongst the villq~'es: once a constitution and 

poli tica 1 freedom had been eranted, liberals and sociali sts would 'fight' 

ea.ch other wi th arfumentz. (:n) It wn s on the basis of an assurance 

that the'OV81'nment was about to introduce such }lolitical freedom that 

Gal' denbecE jJroce~Jed to provide the authorities with the information 

which formecl the basis for most of the subsequent i)olitical tda1s.(9') 

A.mcmgst hi~, testimony to the police, ';'01' denbert~ included a 

description of S.S •. :J.atopo]' sky as the 'main centr(-,' of revolution"ry 

activity in :'dessa in 1879 - a ~n.an th~refore whose ideas may l)e taken 

to have been influential at that time.(9 C;!) Zlato"ol'sky was convirwed 

of the imt-'ortance of a chievingtJ01i tical cnan=-e. He had refused to 

join 'Zemlya i Volya' in the first half of 1878 since its i,rogramme 

lacked a clear IJolitical cher-Betel' 3nd was dominated by tl:e 'socialist' 

element. [<'or ,~latcpol' sky, "the ilTtTnedi8t e aim (should be) to modifs 

the existing structure of .i.Jolitical life so th8t tht; ~.2: ,~~et the 

op.fJortUIlity to particip3te in the deciding of the general questions 

of Rlssian life ••• " The rbvolutil)tlary party must "direct all forces 

to t:,e introdLwtion into IUssia of representFlti ve naroel inst:i lutions." 

(lUC) Ire rec(J&:nised "the nred to bring representation of the ~.92 into 

the life of the ~'ussian state and to make the narod' swill its hi 2'hest ---- " 

l)rinci;>le. 1I Conseouently "the im:,ediate aim of the pert,)· would be 

real i sed, when the Zemsk:y Sobor is created with the highest oecisiun 

I~ n/lC"' fJi8KlnE ~owers,... \, lll.) 
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In July 187:1, he met N.Kolodkevich, who sha.red ;1jS };ol:itiuel views. 

He heilni i'rU!L Folodkevich, weo }>'1d recently returnerl from ,st.htersbur::'·, 

about t.he new (i.",., .0,;rodov.21~tsy) ideas predominatin[,; in thE' ca.pital. 

Zl"tOi!ol'sky '8as deli [hted to find thet ideas which he had eS,:,oused 

for s()me time were noVi gnininr. widEr currenG,Y. I-:i:; satisfaction was 

1TI',rginally 3tJated wr.en he saw 'Nar':XlnRY8 Volya'o' iJro~~r8rrl1ne, since it 

lacked a rlecJaration th~t "the political revolution 3S an aim is not 

directly con,16cted with t,fle violent replisation of the soci'Jlist 

ideRls ••• "'(10?) 

N.N .Yulodkevich vas leE3s eXi,licit when describing his ueliefs. 

In 'lis tE,stirr:ony, he 8dmitted that ht: had been involved in revolutionary 

activity from IS75. His eXflcrienct-!s sinCt! tc~en, end 1Ja!~tic.,;larly the 

government's campaign apajnst the socialist~ convinced him of th0 need 

to introduce l;oli tical ai ms al on[.js:i de the llCVemelit' s economi cones, and 

he saw thl' !"OVH'mnent as tho main hind~r:1nce tel t~1eir achievement. (1:;3) 

':::latopol'sky was not trie only onE:: to come to an early recornition 

of the need for folitical freedom. In l,iev, in p:3rticular sinct;) around 

En6, voices i1ad been heard sUP:'Ol'tine clemands for l'olitical freedorc. 

\'he n:ost vociferous were I .F. Voloshenkc - who later joined Lsinsky's 

group - and 1 van Debazor.y-~\okri'yevich, tht' brotr)(:-r of V13('lirnir. T~ley 

aq,;ued thst only once ,Iolitical freedom had tJeen gained would the 

revolutionaries be able to create a broad ore:;anisation 8IClont,:st the 

, narod'. Ivan Deba tor'y-~:'okriy evi ch in particular argued for a conpti tution, 

and wrote a. :nanuscript brochure in which, according to his brother, he 

argued th8t "the task of the :us sian revolutionaries amounts only to the 

cone uest of l,oli tical fret-doms awi, in a harsh expression, sngrested 

they should even stop callinss themselves 'socialist' as it was completely 

ina.r"propriate for the:<: ••• " He believed thl'lt "the} ibfration 8f the 

narod frOID ex~)loj tation D>ust be d one only by the ~oJ i tse1f. fI and 

ass'rted trlat the fai1ures of 1874, 1875 Dnd 1676 had c')me about because 

socialists from the intelll..gentsia had tried to do what only the muzhiks 

could do. (lO~~) 

D. T. Butsynsky was another long-standing advocate of fiEhtin~ to 

achieve poU tical freedom. (IV;) He h'3.d 9 long association with the 

revolutionary movement wb 1.oh started during his days as a student in 

Khar'kov. l\lready by the second ha1f of 1878 he led a g;roup - often 

referred to as t:.e '~oltavtsy' - which has been (ltscribed AS "the most 

eminent frClll) in 1\,:-lI,nikov ••• 11(106) He went on tiJ join the' j\arodnaY8 

'!olya' - 'Chernyy ;)eredel' group in Kiev, where he represented th!:; 
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former persun 3ion. Subsequently he hellJed t'J orgl'mj Sf::; the 'l'~a!'odna}'a 

Volya I group in FhAr'k ov, 1{1here he had previously been a student, with 

the assistance of the veteran Southern revolutionary, V .1\. Danilov. 

VU:5t of this grOU~l was arrested in ,January 18'Sr cmJ .9t his trial in 

Kiev, he said "I am a socia1i~t-revolutionary ann belone tu that 

I'raction which has as its aim to achieve l-)olit ica 1 freeioms." Sergey 

DikovskJi also decL'lred that he Nas "a social ist-revolutiona r'y having 

V,e a im to a c,iF:ve political freedoms." t.'. uikovsky and 1-0 ZY81lOV, fr\)m 

this same group, made simiJar resvonses.(lC7) 

Andrey !.nelJiabov, the most famous of the Southern revolutionad es, 

had Leen en [-lctive IJS."ticipant in the rf:,volutionary movement since the 

early seventies and \-lis conviction of the need for ~;oliticfll freedom 

had been developing for many years when he announcea at the Lipetsk 

Con'Sress in 1b79 that \'>li thout f'rbe iJolitica 1 insti tlltions "any activity 

is iml:JoBsible. r.i'herefcre the rtussian social-revollAtionary part':l is 

foreed to take on itself the obligation to crush desl)otism and to !:ive 

Russia those political structures throu;'t"l wl,ich .1 tis F)S sible t have 

'1:1.n ideological strugrle' • "(108) Zhe1yabov went on to develop the 

sdvantBEes which would come from 8 consti t,lt:i on: a c:onsti. bition "wculd 

be very useful, in that it would inc:rease the possibility to act, if 

not for the 'official socialists', then for the 1>eo111e in ceneral, and 

thAt wCJu1d help the narod to ..:)ut forward t'neir men, who as well as us 

would be able t,) define the narod' s needs and to realise therr. "(lOS') 

To some extent tlds bel i ef in trle benE.f'icia 1 effects of freedo~ may 

have flo~ed fro~ his ex~erience of th6 ~mancip~tion of the serfs: "He 

Alw8~.-f) recognised thet:'reedom was C1 fo're"l.t boon for the iJeasantry ond 

undoubtedly raised its moral1Bve1, alt',ough it didn't improve its 

economic position. ITeverUleless he h9ted the princl.fJle of tseriSl'l •• "(lle) 

Given Zhelyabov's stntement at his trial that "we 3re statists, not 

anarchists ••• ,'e recot:;nise th'1t Governments always exist, thDt the 

st'".te systerr must inevitaoly exist as fBr as corrn,on interests E;xist."(lll), 

tiler] it I'.as nattlY'aJ thAt hi-: i-mou1d strive for a state wnich al.LoNed its 

citi;::,enr;)i l-'olitical freeOOITJ5 rotL(I' thsn f.;[lcilire one th9t dill not. 

f'..I.Yibal'cl:lich 31Jpe.'lI's tu h"lve shareJ if!:lny of :~belyabov's basic 

L,oli tiGal i,ropos ~ tions. ;Cor exarq.,Je, he believed thqt ' ;nrodnaya 

Vulya' must cacry out the 'histor~c role of the bDur~eojsie in HUMsia' 

- to Gain ~Jo11Lie:ll :'rec'dorn - bE-!cnuse thF:J Vi~.,'e too ;,ve~lk.(;l~') :,t his 

trial, Yibal' chich FiSSl.lred thc; court thnt ';·;prodnay,<) Volya' woulrl abandon 

terrorism as ~,U'_~l c:;.; thE i:overtlment set UIJ 8 Constjr,i..cent Asse[[1bly, eleet€d 
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by universal suf'fr,'lZ"8, and 13.JI0"ied ;;,:T'f'onA ] liberties Dnd freedom for 

t}:,"t in the free elcctiom; 1'1 111Ch would be' held, 8ftel::' :3 con~t:i \;ution 

nnd 1)8('301131 li'.'C'rties ~lBd been 1J(ln by the l:arty, the .<Jeas'lLtry wCll1d 

return a socialist majority.(n)) Trlis (1.,83 not do full j'.lstic;e to 

Y-iba~ 'chich's v·iews. In his srticle in:!arod.r:w;ya Vol~'a!'or jth 

F'ebrur!r,:; IE,~jl, he eXl'l<d.ned tflat in his o!:iniurl th tEl ":'ol·i tic31 tr[ms

fonr.8tion would 108r:':e "dth an €conOTric one: "The 1,ro08813 of disintef:rati:fl 

of the existinG l-oli tical system j s fatally linked v'i tll the process of 

economic imlov8ri:3hrrent of the !!§'['ou, l,ro~res"ivel.y intefJsil-'~,in!" with 

each YE:;t3I' , 8nd the j(·;structlon ')f' the exi stinE poli tical ref!im'~, '0:, 

means of tte victory ol the ni-n'o,; rnovemen t, would inevitably entail 

the rlIin of this economic order, w;lich is inextr·ic8.!)ly linked i'"ith the 

existing st'3te. II (114) Ll o ,v8ver, po1i tic<11 freedom canuot be had wi thaut 

,,,:re2t histori CEll Fceparation in the economic s.)lere and toe economic 

tr:lnsforrr:8tion carnot oe realised vvithol~t political ch8n~O'es. (1]5) 

This view would seem to h'we sc·r1:f:i;l,ing in corn'non ",i th that of 

r,..)l..ropko who from the end. of 1877 beC8n tu favour 8 constiL·,tion, 

partl<y bt'c8.use :i t would allow the rpvolutionur ies to agi t8te lI'i thout 

.~i~3king the f[,te which befell 13ogol;yubov, bu.t 31so i)E;,CaUSe he came 

to believe "that ro1itical freedom was a necessar.Y c(JYHiition for the 

economic imlJroven:ent of the Thssian nar,)d. "(116; 

The lJolitical r~ason for terrcriGm NOS stated ~uite clearly by 

yet anoth"r' of ':';hel.Y2:Jov'S ;)outhL.r!1 co11ea. ues afiQ f'rierl<1s - r.iI. 

Tellalov. He proc1aililed 2.t his trial in le):33, that ".'Ie don't {lont 

the destruction of thE; state a.nd still less of the economic structure, 

but only thE; realisation of trle combina tion of 811 ~)oli tical conditions 

through whic!'l the will of our ,,:eop1e C3n De expresRe6 fre8ly. If by 

the path of the ~err.sk;y Sobor or Constituent Assembly - let the l)eo1'1e 

[!,ather, ~Lt:t the:rl freely eX.i!ress their wi:<18s ••• It If the p'ovEcnment ViSS 

to 0110'.'. this, then the revolut ionnries would. cease their vi olenee and 

" t ~ th 1 f'" . 1 '1 t .,,' . . ' " (1 17 ') . urn ,.0 ,.6 aw Ul. means aV8.LL80 e ,0 any r,USSlan Cll.J_Zen. i 

G.G.Rorn.anenko,(118), writing in lE,(Je" was rather san'~uine about 

hOVI much t[W terrorist tactics had already fcreed t~le f?ov<';rnment to 

conceU.e ani a bout how much could yet be g,qined. J n his p8Ilii,Jhlet 

'Ter'f'orizrn i Rtltina' he cle-d.me:] thet th8se tactics had already limited 

the government, but it must "achieve i~r ~ussia political freedoms, 

without \~hich the normal pace of !.!.1'L'oci life i.s unthinkable." (lJ.9) 



He was at great 1'ain3 to make a distinction between political freedoms 

and a constitution: by the latter he understood the rLEht of the narod 

to take part tClrouEh der,uties in the r~Jrmula tion of le':is18tion for 

the country. A constitution was not synonomous with, nor 8 t:ua.rantf'e 

of, 1)01i ticR1 freed::nr:. (1/;') He instanced ,~ermany anJ Enf~J an,l wh ic h, 

he said, both h8d constitutions, but the latter had ~'olitical freedom 

while the former did not. Political freedom has two aspects: the 

firt1t, the ril".i:ts of a free ~)ress, of meetines 8no association, and 

of inviolability from arrest and sentence; the second aspect is the 

right of 1)eo1)le to eXFY'bSS their will, directly or indir~;ctly thr ough 

a legislature. The crux: however is that IInhe ilolitical freedom, in 

both its aspects, stands above the law ••• " end CFlll:10t be chClllt'ed or 

yieldeci up by the narod.(1?1) 

L. Ya.ShternbE.~rg in his pamlJhlE-t 'roliticheski.y I:'erl"or v ;(ossii 

IG~2t' (12?) likewise alJilreci:'tted that the revolutionary task has its 

complexi ties. ~n his ol'iniun, the intelli;:entsia shoJld comrcit all ---.-...:'<---
its forces to the ov::orthrow of the irn.tJerial.~!overnment , but the 

strug~le, ~besides its final Aims - thE seizure of power and the 

entrustinr: of it to representatives 01 the t:eoi,le - le:1cls the govern

ment into totel confusi on and los s of [lny eonfidence in thE: future and 

also loss of credit and resI18ct amongst subjects and nei~hbours; it 

teaches the narod tu watch the activity of tnis strugL'le, by the 

champions of thei r interests, of the s lo~an and ideas which serve 

their prograrr.r.;e of action ••• "(123) 

t~t t.he sta~t of 1334, Apri1, [vakar l,.Vasi11.'1S'v dr~,w uf> a 'DeclAration" 

vvI1:ich was to be the Vro,,:';ramfT'e of tile paper 'Gocialist' , the mouttlpiece 

of the ',;outh-West (',roup of the party :';aroo.no), Voli' , based in Yiev. (1/4) 

liS IV i th :3hternbtTg, theI'\,:: is the sugc;estion of' a minim im and a maximum 

frogr8r:me. Tn the 'Decbr'1tion' it is eX}llainer. th8t the final Dim 

wa S to acr!ieve socia 1 i S[1'. Social ism COuld only be A chieved by "the 

ci t.y and vil1FlP'e workin!" cl'3sses :in ,3. COrrT11(irl ferce ,gnei tile overthrow 

of the exi s tinL' or'dc,r uJ! this force." i. e., b;y an economic revolt and 

by the transfer of 311 sources of wealth to the worhing ~eo~le.(1?5) 

13ut first. the yol i tica1 regime must be chflYl!.Ied "for the J:lossibi1i ty 

of further ,ievelo~,ment of C1ny f;ro'Tessive ,[Jtlrty, incJ .. l1ing the 

socialist iJ2rty." Hence, the rgrty's "irrmedi:ote airr: tc .1lrejJAre and 

precil?itate a chC1ll=e of the IJuliticCiJ re{!;itJ,E, in '~uSSi8." by terl'OriSlf 
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which has been forced on the revoluti0D13rie:3 by the f~cNernrnent' s 

barbari ty. (1">6) 

From this salTl,tile of leadin? .southern revolutionpl'ies, it is clear 

that the wL.3h to gain l.olitical freedom -N8S tne main refwon for their 

activity in the second ~art of the period under cunsider~tiun and not 

the wisi1 for venCecmce, l.rop:!E8ndo or self-defence. ::o',\8Ver tile 

q>lestion still canains of why trw revoluticnories chOE:E:-: t!-18 ml,thod of 

terrurisrr; to eff'ect a 1)oJ i tiCAl chstl[e. ,'ihy, for eXB"iJ1e, ,lid they 

not tr;y t,:) dr-aw S(l[]18 social f'TOJ1) or gr(H1~.s onte their side in trlis 

strur:"'le with thE; .f:overnment? 'rJh;y did they not try ttl pf.rsuac1e the 

1l6asantry or more 1-'I'obflbly the 'middle classes' to concentl'[lte ut-,on 

demanding l-'oli tical chanfe? Superficially the an8wer See[11S obvious: 

only once l;olitical f'reedoni hEld bEEm won from the autocracy wou} d 

the revolutionaries be 8. t lib<:Tty t(~\ :nake the0e Gon te (~ts wi til, and 

to or,?:an.:_se amongst, peasants or rridd1e clas:c€s. 'l':lis hO';'.'€ver does 

involve the ac~eptance of the aSSu~ption that rovernment persecution 

had previously blocked off contact between revoluti omries and 

pea.sants and' middle classes'. Such an assUIDi-Jtion may f18ve bl2en 

more a reflection of whet the l'evolclt; on,'-"3rie8 pretended than of 

reality. Important rnembt,['S of the movement, such as V.l<'iEner, testify 

th8t it wa s the n OSE:tlCe of 3ny resiJonpe fr:' 'j the 1-'eas;:mts whi ell caused 

the revolutiomJries to tUrn away fro'!: the'n.(1.?7) Likew138 '3S Ch3iJters 

V and Vi show, the revoll.1ti onaries cliaintained extensive contacts 'Ni ttl 

the urban workinG and midcl1e classes. No doubt part of th::~t difficulty 

in influencing the peasantr'::l :V12 f)t}I.l~;-··)' )cia1 Vroups could quite 

lef:itimately be attributed tc the resul ts of i'Ol:ice relJI'l-;ssion which 

prevented. the revolutionsries frc.m del,lo;yinf~ themselves and tLeir 

nrepmfmts to th~~ir Greatest advant;;ee. ~rhe fc,llcvJin(~ Hurvey of 

in,portant sout[l,-~rIl leaders (1 Des hOil'iev(:;I' indi c8te ti-:.at the decision to 

adopt iJolitical t(~rrorisrn was b''1sed uI--0n more than any Sll.fJl)osed inability 

of the revolutionarjes to contact other sDciAl '",:ro--,ps. It actl:311y 

invulved3 decision not to tr:, to involve such groups. 

',hen V.Osinsky told 1i'o:nin (A.: edvedev) in 1877/78 that coine 

'y nelrud' - which Fomin was E?xtrernely r:lssidU~J"'_lS in cluinf - wes <9 waste 

of time(1~'8), he was ex}!ressinr: :-'1 vieww:lich W,<lS generally !101o. by 

menbers of Csinsl<y's kruzhok. Voloshenko, who (wd previously been the 

theoretician of the Bashen-Lsev (1?9) and who was estimated by u(-;ych f'JE'. 
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"ll.ftel' i-lekhanov ••• the stron~et,t 1,ole;nic;ist of the, time. "(13\), 

believed that nothing could be achieved ~eacef~11y because of the 

unus'"wl 81ul!gishnes~ of '~u~lsian society, ignor,once and povprty of 

the narod. lIe knew where lithe r:)ot CEl'iSe of a 11 tId::, evil laJ and 

directed their ;i.e., the rtwch,tiunaries) blows 8C'linst the 

all-powtrful autocratic f':ove('nrre1.t."(131) He "Girl not believe in 

the irr:medi8te }Jossibilit~' of all forces vJanting to oVbrtiLrcr., ~he 

8utucr3c;y, or in a cravin.z by all t:,8 forces of our society for 

revollltion ami freedun ••• "(132) Yet there was too strout:?c C('[1-

stitutional current in the SUllth at this time (1;;3) for thiE' arwl,ysis 

to be ccmpletely convincin~ for all 30cial croups. :'-:;ven the Duntal'S 

around Vl[ldirnir Jebaf~ory-l'okriyevich were encoura~ed by this trend, 

and their 1e8(1e1' latf;r adlli ttel1 t~1.Bt the krL~zho!: recognised the u~,e-

fulne'3s of 8. Gonsti-Ltion ,wet 'Nere preiared t~) Gollaborate I'dt}: the 

constitutiotlEllists for short-tcrr;] objsGtives.(13,+) 

s. V.~hebunev was one of' trlt' few Soutler'n revolutionsries to 119ve 

l~i:1rticip<;ted in all stares of the rnovernent Qurinf the lL~7C:' s. T-Ie 

cave U1) any ho~e of' the peasDnts ini tiatin!~ ;:; revo le,ti on 8S3 res \11 t 

of his personal experience amongst tDe peasants and his subsequent 

visit to '-;'errnany. H,~ came to 3pe tl19 rt)afJonsibilit~c of the revclution

;:1['}e5 33 being the securing of political freedom throuED terl'orisrn. Jf 

he had no faith in sup~ort from the peasents the SRme was not true of 

hi 3 vi ew of the urban norkt:rs, for' as Vera Pi "'nf',J' sAi\3 ;)f him, he 

" • .ras more of a a,)cial democrat than a nnrodnik." "Zhebunev definite}y 

sa" in the urban iniustripJ 1:-ToletArint t'ne only sUPlort in the political 

strUE!:"le. Believin,O' that only the workin£,: cIa ss was tile bearer of the 

soci81i.:~t idee, hE: thourht that All forCeS uf the .uarty must be directed 

to propagslld3. and 8';'it8tion in this class."(L5) 

In revie, . .Ln~ which Crcups 'Nould be of aSS-l:3tBnce in fic::htint~ for 

I,olitical freedom, A.il.helyabov and , .• i.KibBl'chich manire~;t considerable 

:''-!!'e8ment Doth with eacn other and with 3heounev. The;:, sh.'1!'ed 2nebunev's 

[Jopes a bout the urban wurkers, if less sani'uinel;y. ,t,f' men ti ODed above, 

~oth men were of the opinion that the liberals were too weak in ~ussia 

to fulfil their historic task, which :11u;.-t therefore be carried out by 

the revolL"tionaries. :=,oth feared or duubted the revol;tioD'1ry 

l·otentiality of the peasants. As ,:.,belyabov s3io to Aksel' rod, "I 

C0111e from trlE pea.sants and knO't, the nBroo: a peas2mt revolt WQuld only 
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brin, chao::; to tile; country ••• " tJ nd he had 0Pilosed any atterr.j}t to 

initiate local disturbances or econorn.ic terror. (136) ,;n the ?nd .-'.pril 

18':;1, while in j)rison, ribal' chic.'1 \'Irote tr) the ;~mperor aw: explaiofod 

that peasant bunts "WEre looked i.l[Jon b,7 the socialists not only as 

useless, but even as harmful, since they could not achieve t;lE' aims, 

but meanwhile their consequences wet'e still n:ore illtindd,gtion and 

suppression amongst the peasant )opulation."(137) Two months earlier 

in an article in NaE.9.2-n~:...Vo~, he had expressed himself' sceptical 

a bout the pOiCsibili t;y of 3 pea sant revolt a.nd beeides, in conSidering 

the histor,;' of peaSAnt revolts in Russia, he observed thCJt the;y- had 

always involved either 8. false tsar, a mythical '~olotQ.Ydgram(;ta', 

or b,,"en produced by p combination of city bunt plus starvation ~lus 

an organised nucleus of, for exa.rr:ple, raskolniks or c03sacks. (132.) 

However, to ensure the successful llolitico-social revolution which he 

hoped would come a:lOilt, it w()Uld be necessary for a sir:J.Hltaneous 

peasant and workers' revolt a s well as for ~lolit iea 1 terrorisn~ to 

take ~)lace. The social-revoltltion:,,<r:, u[lrty vIGilId Serve as the nucleus, 

with a solid bAse amongst the city and fabrika population and wi til 

numerous l)ositions amongst the peas.3nts. But, "Judging by the great 

intelligence and liveliness of the city iJ0l-l<llation, judg:int;, finally, 

by the fact th3t tLe activ~ ty of the llArty Ci ves gre[lter results in 

numbers of ccntacts in the cities than in the villa["es, it is necessary 

to think that in the city and not in the villa;"e wi II appeal' the first 

slogan of revolt. But the first rr:ove in the city uust (ive the si'..:nal 

to a bunt by millions of ~tarvin~ ~easat~s."(139) That Zhelyabov also 

hadhieh expectations of the urban wori;:ers is 'Nell known, And is 

manifest in his deciSlon t() set \11. a 'Norkers' ,uroup in 't'Jarodnaya Volya'. 

E.I<.Yolodkevich showed a similar distru3t cf the revolutionary 

ability of the pensants as well, fJossibly, as a distrust of the peasants. 

He believed that an 8V8il ["reater hind ranee to the achievement of 
.~ '-' 

political freedort than thp activ'ty of the f!OV8rnment -"as actually 

the "jE'IlOrElrlCe of' the mass", for it was tbis i~;-,ich ::3.1 Jowed an autocratic 

goveY'llwent to exi st and which the ,:"overnrnent ther'efore Soufht tu :llaintain 

ond to increase. (l!+C) 

S.S.:~lat()pol' sky was 8r:ainst any violent socL11 revolution such 8S 

would result from a peasant revolt. He had rein-et ten Lha t the '1\TarCidnava -, ~ 

Volya' ~ro£ramrn~ had not contained "a frRnk ~eclar3tilm a~out tl~ 

rolitical revolution 83 an si;!l, not di:cectly eonnected with the violent 
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realisation of trw tl'.)cia1i~it ideals ••• "(141) A.nd had called only for 

trle establishment of a Zer::sk;t2.9bor. (h.~) >Ie ci aimed thot the 

revoLltio'1ar;y party hod no inte'1.tion of aboli shing the state, religion, 

lJrO~Lerty or th Eo; family [lnd ShOilld direct a 11 its forces to achieving 

the introduction into !;>ussie of l-'oyular repre;')ent8tj ve insti t,ltions. (143 j 

;'it his tria 1. L:;:"atcpcl' sky re-erJlIJhas i sed these l,oints: he denj e r] th~t 

"'tle yFirty JreATrs of dE'-stro;ini!: t;1e exif,tinE suci:,l str,(ctL.!Y'e by ib" 

activity: this is 0:;11 objective for tile distant f'uture, about \vLich we 

do not tilink." (141t.) 

ROfGanenko wrote ','errori ZIf; i Rutin!}' early in l~; ~CJ wi th the 

intention of '~(in ,info! .'JAsistancE' fru'fl the libc,rals, and he beliE;ved 

f t t ·· 1 ,. 1" J t t ~,. -. ~ r,'· t tt " 1 , :. \. 0,' .i.'0 E;[l c. S I revo U(;J ~)n, l'CCLC ~f v~~ o.n :~e IIp ;'1. . l1e llr~\ ,; w::c(", ,0 l ::... , .... !-)) 

He t·wur:;ht thiJt it '/J[).S not .:'0:;,.,iJ1 e or l'E,esonable to eXl,ect to be able 

to raise ~~~ 'commoners' in G 8truif1e for tolitical freedoms G~cause 

cf the cor:~rr.oners "hi stodn isoJc3tion from t'le jr.!.tell1Cbntsia, throuEh 

their life of 'twnt EJnd the (E~'iic,"it c;tr'u,,,:,,:'lE: fur '3 Cl'U!,t of brroad •• " 

(1)/) T~(;l'tuw~ 1.812' 'lO"~ev"T, "frolT' 8uy narnd, nl.,t con:rlf-Otely d(:';i:.f'1Vhl, 

olle 31Ml,;S fjnds a grour 'Jf l:e0i.;le, .5Clfj'ic i entl.\ selfless and enerr~etic, 

t:) cl.efend their country from th", cl'iil~'s of de21'oti Sli. "'(lit 7) 

Sjtininf: th~'UUi::h Lhe wr'jtin,L- of Romanenko h; [1 distrust of the 

consel~uenceS of A revo1lit:i.cn loy the ffi<"'i~ses, sirniipY' te, thi-l~, eXicessed 

by .9 terl'orL,t revu]ut-iun by the intelligentsia with thAt whic:lJ woul(] 

be invnlvel in [1 maSH revolution :l1t.G~; he tribs to i'ri~:ten the 

liberrlls v,itll tr,eide,'1 of' t},e "elen-ental, uncontrol:'able foree" of 

a pupulor revolution (149) and he i~ ocnter~tuous of the way in which 

the (;('rn:m narod had been t->ersu,,,deCi into t~i vinG Ili' - as he saw it -
c ( , their political freedom o!' the bidding of ism Ark 15C). 
" L. Ya.ShternbE:rf~ in 'foli ticheskiy 'ferror v Rossi i 1304' , before 

comin{£ to the conclJ,;.~oion that [l revolutioUi;ry €i] i te would h3ve to 

take uvon itself the task of )Joli tiCAL rev,,)lution, consi d'cred the 

revolution'lr2.' potentialit;;, of the major social f',r'oups.l'he least useful 

['rom the revolutioI18ry's ; oint of viIS1}\! were the l!88S8ntry: thE.; ioeDsant 

VJould strugGle for exi stence on his flO:"', st.rijJs of' land or if needs be, 

would er:li['rate, out would "seJdom sacrifice any tolerrUle existenee 

for the sake of a risk;;. future."Cbl) l~or ind,.ed was it desirable that 

the pe[jS2nts s:,ould revolt, for it w()uld involve iTeat i!1oods\1ed, it 

would Lmit8 tll.e possessinG clas!,ies V;:1.t! t'1e:overnment, ana. it M)lll,i 
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be difficult t,_: control since tt,e II,'lU ~3i8n intelliJ:!,.!!Lsis dOSE, not lwve 

t:le IJositive syrr:i;8_t'lY 01 the n-as;"es."(l)~), }ecL'j_in:~: .i,o.'ii,i,)ly to un-

fortunste cons~nuenc~s for the intel1ipentsia itself. The liberals 
" -------~~~~ 

from them, so too could ,g eO'N'1l'(Jly inuiL~'erc::nce. (1)3) Che city 

proletariat hEld o;J.t I) bEttEr iJroslJ8ct, for it was easi"r to sl!re1'ld 

IJl'Opaf:anda e_mong~:;t them than aInon,!!t,l, the ~Je2S3nts, but thE:-y could not 

be r21ied llIJon bec.ql.(se its C-Jil'l-'os~ti()n was fluid:"n,)w r~ishing in, now 

l)ourint~ cut, chan;~i nf?; wi th each yeo r, fr~_'!TI 11ere is absent the close 

tradi tion of solidsrity arnon[,:st t',:., niajority, and only 1:1 s:nal1 com,tant 

part - on w;l:ic:l it we ,lId be ).103"i[:le to rely entirel~:. u( J 04) GonseC1uentl.y 

the intelligentshl - recognisinf': thAt a"lQngdt the di~'ccntented there 

Nas 311 absence of cleAr aims - w;:,,,ld hAve to provide direction by -Nord 

ani acti',n, but [;;ainly by action.(15j) 

';'he picture whicfl emerges is one of C1i.Stt"lSt of the naroo, wi th 

rcgRrd botj-i t::· their revolution'lry potentiality, anJ as regards the 

desirabiUty of 11 i,easant, or [(;I3S.", revolt. Accord~nE te i most of these 

revnIutLiw'r:ies who l!L1Ve 'ut-en consiut-red, apart from :r<ibal' c'1ich, once 

the political revolution 118d been effected, the .inte IUgentsia w(JuId 

h'we to guide the fElTOd. Gol'denbere: ima.lined t!1.'1t c:fter the constitution 

had been obt8ined, there would be tWI) or thn;e years of calm, under a. 

constitution and with an amnesty, those sent intu exile VJc,"ld return -

"'tnen we would peacefully and c uietly, enerr;etically and wi sely develop 

ourselves)' tea.ch ourselv88.1 and teach oth(~rs, and ever.;,'one wouId be 

hBiJPY. "'(156) 

The leadership role assipned to the intelIi6entsia was ~~nifest 

also in t;18 tria] of l'laurn Gekker on 2:-: Uovelliber 1882, v;hen lie :.lee18red 

thst he belonc:~ed to a norocini k e;roup "'I"hose 'Tlain aim was to uni. te the 

separa te uni ts and gr(ll;pS of c 1. ty workers into one organised revolutionar,Y 

force, which would be able to te.ke upon itself the initiation of a narod 

revolt et a favourable opportunity 9.nd to dve this movement a sociAlist 

ciirection."(lj7) Although not in 'NarOc.nay", '-lolya.' , he said, he acce1)ted 

its procrarnme.(lj8) 

Tois (btist role of t(le intel Jigentsj a contrasts with the sentiment 

put across by tht: central kru;;hok of the ''c3nion of thE:; v oung l-9rty 

,;arodnaY8 Volya' in 18[4-, which stressed the use of afTarian and factor.;, 

terror since t:,i8 wlJuld bri ne; workers a nc1 revol utioneries toeethEl' on 

the basis of the for'IlErs' dem8nds.(159) A simU[lr view was held by 

Ye.Yoval'sk-=tyg about the -'dv'lnj~at'es of economic terror 'linen she was 



involved with t~le 'Pnion of 'Yorkers of South I{w'si9' .(160) 

It would appear th~t the revolutionqries wAnted to Eain a 

constitution by mea.ns of lJolitic3! tercoris!ll, 'JnG tn.-,t the,Y favoured 

this 'l1ethod bec3use they doubted the mAss's revoluti(\nqry iotentiali ty 

and feared the conseC;U8nce of its involvement in any revolution,~r.y 

acti vi ty, but not beca use l.~olice rersecution hAd prevf·nted contact 

between rEvolut; ono ries and !!.::rod. 7h8 revo lllti oneries v.:onldl}·; 1-.'1'8-

fore be the ones G0 "in ~)olitical frtC;edo[]1, albeit with i!eriocUc 

_these views a oout t:,E: wrod hRd not come into bE>ing as :J uonc~equence 

of disillusionment wi th '"or:'~ Clffion§':st tIle peasantry, in fElet those 

revolution"iries WflO eS!joused iJoli ticD 1 terl'orisr" lad :,)0 Lhe w:lOle 

consLotelltl;y avoided tLe iJtX-lSR:'lts. This ,-;oint C8stS PI Sh:llh)'l' oVer 
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6. Summary. 

rolitical terrorisiD had exiE'tec1 as nn alternFltiv8 method of nctivity 

for the revolutiongries since the iitart of tfl(; ~)evGnties ,gna tl:ose 

who turnec to :jt in 1d77/78 ',"ere IJVlClre of tnir: fa<.;t. The revu1utionsl'Y 

kruzhoks wdcil W8re th(:; fir:;t t become terr'ori 2t, in lU77-7~;, nere 

t;ypice11;y nfoither trlO:':8 ""hc, :1Ad ()e8n rnost involved with the lJeosantry, 

And thus the first to seDse thelr unres~oD~iveness, nor ~ere they those 

who 8S e conSe n U8YlCe h.'1d ~ieen the crain fOCllS of folice attent ic;n. In 

reg] ity t:ley \HTf the rfovoJ:.:.tioDflry krU,uOKt3 vvDose n.E:I:.bE;J's had on Uk 

whole "lvClided contact ·'i~th the l'easants before 18 T
'. ,\ nUfr.ber of the 

most active l'ler'ibE.rs of tLese kruzl1cks - fcr exar,'i,le, Ci::;insk:y, .1. 

ZlatclJOl' sky, Vo lO~3 rlenku, Juts,Ynsky, lli Uenberc - had ·Je 1 j berAtely 

stood a~)"'lrt frcp prOrJAEancia am(lnf~st t~le f,eas"ltlts, '1nc llSd :ittle s:ympC'cthy 

with s,)ch '1 CO~lrse of actiun. ('f the krJzhoks active in 1-::'77-79, only 

an AV("r8.p,8 of' 18.1; of ttleir li.crr:obrs had 8,~itnte(1 amonfst thE: i-ieasElnts, 

9t 3D) tlfllE:. 'I'lris c:'i!'.V'~'es strik:in[':ly )'iiVl th(; 2Ver8""E..' of h7.7;:; of the 

nembers of kru7.huks exbot .JJrim- 1373-76/7 'Ui'lO h,3d i)een inv"l ved in 

such::: cti vi ty. 

It could be th,',t jH',cccise13' th,: f"lct of t r l8j r 1ac;~ ofinvolve:;:ent 

in rural 8J:itetion ,'lIla their dislike of it 1l1lowed t:lese knL;!lOh~ CI 

c18"1:!'81' percertion of the failure ()~. tIlb l;;et(;od of activit~, - and lei,s 

cOffii,unction about 9 lJDndonin::: it On[le it 8lJlJeared futi 1 8. 'To,'JevE'l', the 

lJ:;: (;:'1,]" frum those who had been active vrevioClsly when the movement 

was rural and ~.ropaEi3ncliilt. In lf37 /-7:;, 8n averafe of 30;: of a kcuzhok's 

rnembershiiJ wet'e children of .s!.vor.yarw, v;>dc); !.':(lmpares wi th 8n !wera:'"e of 

je/ of Ifleiflbl r·~\hi.L:iur:ine: Ib73-76. The RVel"'J,~~e ptcrc8otrl.CE: ",ilich ll"ld 

hod sorne ed;lc:c:ti'.lrl ~n t~le .,(lY'th 01' aur020 felJ ;jr8rn8ti(~p,11y fl:'OL1 49.'); 

in 1,']73-76, b ?5.~; in W77-79. Consistent "j t'l tht lira.:., in trw 

social raJlk, tllert' 'NOS 8 drop in trle 8VET8:':8 l}e:'centnf'E: 'Jf kr~zi,oks' 

membershii'S t,:; have hie:lJt·r eiuc:ltion: it fell fro;n 68.4;: to 57 .8~:, frO!11 

lb73-76 to 18T(-h. lTc;,'8VU' this dror in tfle JJerceDt,,~~e of the kruzhok's 

first - "ind U,',1}lS ;nost in!IJOrtant - kruzllOks to turn to l,olitical 

terrori ~;fT;: only '">2.6;< of YovDI' sky' ~ l.r0zhok had twd higher e";ucntion; 

4~.9;: of 'Jittenl)t;X'f:':5 kn;zhuk (') f'jc;un, ser'inusL;y distc)'teli uFVI'ards 

by the short !T!embershil: of the ;n~ltopol'st<y f:mi.ly} .:md. 56;:' of (;sjllsk:Y'~l 



kruzhok, ;\~orthUl'll revolutiol1:cries hod cl.l:nost exactly the same numerical 

importacce in l3T'-79 AS tIlE.Y DEJd had -in 1;;73-76: they constituted 3n 

fJV6ra(p ')7;: of " kT'uzliClk's rr:e:ncP('sl}ij;) in the l c·tfT period, COC,"l)2re::'l to 

27.6,. in the e81'Ji,:.;r', In both c'~t)e:'), trH~ :rajur:H.} of ,ortl lH'lleY'8 CAme 

nific,~,ntl'y lONer' social rank; t116.i' wer'e c',olfi6what lese', we] 1 edUc,3tl..,d 

H'.an those of E,73-76 ;/md they werei:cre li1't-,vinci81, u8CCluse they 

were much less likel~y to hAve ue~'n edilcated "br03d or in the hort;l, and, 

time, few hao ,fJE:Tson!-:l links with the 1.u1't!1. 'l'heir b8Ckf'Tt;Unu of 

tLe J',.1,61' di"te. In onu l",Si:,E;ct ther(~ Joes [lll:'eaY' to bp c'mtin"lty: 

a nU:u()vr of' tile ::;outr18cn le8liers of t;18 :Tove:'~l§lt dtJ,d n(: the eGc1y 

LklC' f. hno. Ot,en active in the eRrl.)' 187C 's cHl,j tl1C'.j' 8:J;eer to have 

Bv()ided ru.1','11 ~,ropo{:9nda in the same wa'J t'l~; h'iC blURt:; who lEL-d :ilriof

the tY'[Ulsiticnary l'l::'riod of ]J,,77-7~, T'c,is aSl,ect of tt-w aVbJ'Rt't;; 

:,!'uf'ile of' a kr"zhck in 137·'-7(;, ~-lS well AS otha's, is pl~'>O ;n8l:ife~·t 

in trVlt of ::It 'e8f',t one of LlE:-i.;l'l:Ortant kr,_,zhclk;o, active 1.n 137:!-':,:-, 

'i'he revolution'3.ries of' 18T7-·(33 clid l)ublicly justif,~, thf;jr terl'odst 

activity b.y rt~fe"t;nce to police hc1/'ossillent 9.1thow,", it seem; ~)ossible 

concern in ter1'oris'- Ilms tu E'1.in ;,,01itic81 fret"'dolJ' ana, in !lIan.y casei::' , 
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'lj oliticheskiv Ten'or v ;{ossii H~o4' u.S74-. - -------------,;;;.;;;;....;;;'-"- .. 
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1. Introduction. 

In the course of Chapters III and IV, it b~caD~ evident that Soutn~rn 

activists were involved with urban workers on a considu'8ble scale, 

often in preference to involverent with pe9sonts. This fAct j 3 Hot 

specii'icEllly acknoV'lec1l::~ed in the 'traditional vie¥I' of the develoiJment 

of the rnoveo'ent in the South, since such urban Activit.y is usually 

considered merely to have been 8 v8ciety of' activity amon!,: tne IJeasants, 

wi th the urban I'lorkers being used 83 ~l chancel tJ:l't';:)Ugp which the 

revclutionClries could contact the vil1:1~·es. 'Ehe present Chspter tries 

to cliscOV81' the extent and i-1urpose of thj3 involve'-:ent witL the urb81: 

workers, and to eateb 1 is'l if the 30ut~;ern revolutionDries regarCied the 

workers c.1 S it veilicle for contactin,,= with the ~)easants. It <~lso con

siders the ilIl'p8ct whicrl this involve:uent "ligllt hnve hAd on the 

revolutionaries end any contribution v.:h_LCh it c(Juld 'Dake tOl'ibr<..is 

eXi.'lainin~ the dev8Jopment of tu'? Southern rt~volu.ti.m[):t'.y lilover::ent 

83 8 whole. 
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2. The extent 'lnd nstlll'p of involvement wi th uroFtU workerf. 

liAs rt:fDT'cls the success of [-'rop8 fra.nda 8InOnf:::st the workers in 1371' -

12)2, irnrnedi8.tely after Voscow, stood "~iEv 3 nd GdeEls8. HErE:' lJropa !Tnda 

amonGst the worker::;, unlike both tr18 cajJitals, Ciid not oreak uff at the 

time uf the Bl'isin[ of ':,Firodnaye. VOl;),3'. II (1) This il1~)ort8nce of the 

comnitment of Southern revolution/'lries to'3ctivity Sfl10Il2;:St t!Je urban 

workers will alrf::8cly be ,'1,H)8rent from Ch-<>pter TJI anc even 'nore ::;0 

from ,::;h8pter IV, but it C,]rl tiE f,ubstentintbd by Llen:oir lfiett:r'io.l. 

start of'W73 with tl-18 l-urpose of inforring the Chaykovtsy there tL"t 

t;;,c~,-' C:t.Petersburg colJeagues had decided to concentr,'3te more effort 

on agi tstion amongst c1 ty wor'wrs. He di sGovel'ed tr19t "Yiev vms a 

lart;e city of :? ,0(,0 but with little industry, so t}lere was not the 

b3SJ.8 for the new 1.,:01ic,)' but there .~eTe ;~s:q)(:;:nters' artel:3 , ~:;rde lip 

acti vel,:y Sijre9.dint; p'OpA !:'::lnda al:lon~:c;'c~ht, a rteJ VI 0 rk:: E:C::; , in tie(, 

absence of <'l.ny Detter llIaterial.":2) Charhshi.n then :noved on to 

Cdes;,8, ',"Ihere he vhd ted Volkhovsky's kruzicok ani tlH;C'E:' found t;'18t 

"l'\ot only i,leoloiicully but ~11so ill 1-'rlJutice thE;Y alr;';ad,Y stoo,l on 

circLlmst3nce ,')a~3 iielped in a si{':rd ficont de~:ree LJy the ~/l'esenC~ in 

('de'3sa of (Juite d8veJoped faorika-z.'3vod j n <iJ'::> try , <3 nd HI ~iO of nUfflerous 

vjorkers' 8rtels of dif'fer8nt craftl:.\."(3) trocedin·· to YhErsoll, he 

found Frollziwli working ::!rrlongst the Urbal1 I,'Jorh,['i:', in ,,0 fllT Da this 

Vias l'OSS ible ~~:iven the absence of 1are::e-scale induDtry in the tOVin, 

~;ubseouently, .';it VCl:r1 ous times cl,TinE the decade three uniom; 

were org8ni "",G. a'ilonf,';,~t tfl(" urban ",(,rlcE:Y's in the South: one in Odessa 

(~a.slavsky' 8) awl ty,O in ['j ("v. T<:ven in the (:L'la~,,t.loint;int: ye'1I';; ef'tel' 

mOV6ment, ~h~t activit] thpre ~~s tended 

to be (l.,::itation aJfl()!l~st the uc:)<m ::Uy'ktrf3. ,luch was the comment of' 

V.Debat=or:i-~okri.l'evic:l about Kiev in 1E3';n, Rddini· I'Clt1Ju' bitterly 

tlFt "i-ecple '.\ere h,9rdly able to f::mh.sis8 3.bout this (Le., <'}c:tLvity 

mnonf';st urba.n \'Jorkl,rs) as thE":Y had f,"'lt<'}s:isei~ two ~lec;rs before illF)Ut 

the pe!1s3.lJts."C)} .~ [\i'riilar ';.illtncnE2S to be involve:] i'fjth urban 
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workers, 9fter the move~cent to propasandi[;6 the l'easants [lad ended, 

W.BS noted by D.T.13utsynsky reggc'dinr Yhar!kov revolutionaries in 

1877.(6) 
This activity a[110ngst the worbors could take ye.qr~ to bear results, 

and the reeults riJif"'lt be somewhat UneXflE:;cted. In Yharkov, for eX9mi:le, 

C.V.AptekrC8n rec811ud thst .,,1; the st8rt of t'le seventies, the stud(;nts 

of tile Universjty, led by ~'~ernirovsky, or,'sanised a kruzhok of shop 

assistants with the l_:u:ci-0se of self Lnr,rove'1:ent. To these ileo,)le were 

read lecture:: of 8 !,,:en"ral educ,qtiona-[ chl_"ractel', includinG pOjJular 

lectUres on l_hysic:::, and cos:T!ology by v.'l.I .Yoval' sky. Contact between 

t!:e SflO1J-ns,'listants Rn::i. the' :,-)tudent body continued, until "Tn ld73 , 

durinc thE student di~~order, ••• shop-as''''i:>tant;s were in the ranks of 

the stuclents,(and;together v-Q th them 'I'ler'e in tile streets and .c:rotesteci 

against tlle raid oy the Cossacks .')nd mih tary on the l'nj versi ty a no 
8.gain~,t assaults on the students by the Cos.::.act::s."(?) 'l'he "'vorkers in 

:Kh(:n~lwv do a~i!ear to heve been pClrticulorly SIlSCel)tible to propat~anda 

or perlla,iJS unusually rowdy, for in April 11372 the"8 ilad been "an attack 

by a cro;!id on the ijolice del!artment, some people ·uurdered. soldiers; the 

covernor and aI] the authorities fled frorr Yhnrkov, and the city was 

in the hands of t:1e ~)eople for three dRYS. II(S) Writing his relJOrt for 

1ST', the Yhar'kov Fovernor stated that: ":,ociali st te,'3.ctin~· ••• one 

can say, has still not .'It 811 )enetrated arronest the vi1l3:e l'O,uulatior1; 

the faithful bRsis of" rel j ~ion, moral s and order re,,:eins. it is im-

possible to sa~! this gbout the lower class of the city l!Ofulp.tjon, which 

is undermined by socialist teachings; in mans is lost the formerly in

violable religious faith And patriarchial famil,)' relAtions. The class 

of fa.ctory vJorkf';rs, very nUlT,erous in YhArkov, needs cloce surveillAncE 

and does not rerresent a guarantee of stability at"ainst the distrjbution 

of new teaching. A.mongst this pOi;ulation, revolutionary .pr:';i'Bsanda 

meets wit;, constant symfathy ••• " and should t,ere be an attemjJt to fut 

these revollltiorl8l'Y ideas into vractice, the f:reat majority of Yharkov 

workers could not be counted ulJon to o.f!rJoSe it. folice aEents had. 

recentls ref10rted overhearing \~orkers comf18.ining about fo~)r pay, 

cheating of the lJeople, the autocratic nature of the government.(<J) 

i;i th the appearance of the ',:arodnB,Y''3, 'Tulya' Party, deliberate 

involvement by the revolutionaries amongst the urban workers reacl:ed 

its L1ighest l)oint, and the I-arty was able to l:,rofj.t from the labours 

of' other revolutionaries in thic tlphere, in tlJe l;receding ye9I's. 
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Thus, regerdint: Ocessa, Vera I"il'nET pointed out thet the workers wilo 

joined thE:: :::roup, organised in the eClrl;y eit:flties by r,. Trigoni Emd 

it.:: • Drc.r , had. fJrevioclsly been influenced by ;':;aslsvsky, <!lld then had 

been in contact with :\.rJ,Yc)lodkevich in 1879, before comine under 

rer ;goni' s influence, A!""i tation '1mon,:st these workers was the ma in 

r'6voluti ollary 2ctivity of the Odessan Gentral ~roup. '10) Si:oilarly, 

along the Black SeA coast at K.o:d~uv, v;hen :'.rui;OV arrived in Ib77 

he found that 'the cau~1e' ',va S [':OJ.ngtlell CllLongst the WOrK:81'S, thanks 

in ~,orne measure to U18 lIJur:: of V.()sinsky in the prE:::cedinr yeers,(:Ll) 

able to !,-onder tile fact th.:lt 'iIAl'odnaJ'8 Volya' had built uil an 

oI't:'1nis?tion herE:-, ~~articul?rly o:nongst tr-;e worK:(::rs, thanks to his 

tJredececsor S,feshekE'l'OV who had in turn benefited frar:i the vvor:' of 

':.:emly8 i Volya' and group~ before that. As 3 result .. "from the 

worker~, had emerved such revoluticnaries as AntoiloV, .,t.-8nkrBtov 0 £1(1 

Bori sevi ch. ,,( l~·') 

In YllGI!kov jn thE; ,<lUtumn of H37:, the 'first 111208' amon[,;8t the 

activities of tIle 'NaroinaYA. Volyp,' W!lS OGGul)ied by lJrop.3~anda anloncst 

the student ,}ouths and volork81'8. (13) From lD~'? dut i1 l(.i,4, accoroinc 

to Fi!:nc:r, "'the IJrincilJal, and it rnLwt De saici, the sole 8.ctivity Lif' 

the grocll> viAS i.JrollaV8ud::: among8c the 'licrk,:l'S Ana activity with them."(14) 

dikulayev, YeLiJ1C}v .. ,t:TOd, 'r2.ganro:', hovoctlet'ka":3:( !;Ind otrler cities, 

and wit flin tile tf)',··n of Yh3r!kov itself, all ~ds iHHl Y'1ilN,'='c;;' 1Ii0rkS(lOi'S 

had oeetl~1f:f'ectt.·Hl to some extent.(lj) In Fiev r11:30, from tho 8n'1), 

;"here See,TlS 1,0 be tittle rea ,'3 on [or ciouotine~ the claim 

mncleuy the 'bxecutive Co,nittep of 'NDr'odrwyp: Vol:ytl', in l?:~l, thq1. 

"Ill .provincia! citoe", v:hect' th, (' wert:' u 1y .!22:.1."2.92vol~J:.sY,~ictivHy 

;Tlernber of' the h:xeclt'i.ve COllll1'ittpe - A.··.; hcly3bov - \;VL10 f:)r:neJ the 

'qorkc;rs' f~roul' of 'N9.Y·o:in5y;~ \.'01.2'8'. Zhel,Y,'1bOV ~1;'10 hcbr:t involved in 
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i3C,UrGic!, ",ventL~'Jl1.:,' !fconcent:r,·,t;(:)(;<'lJ OLl1:' ,:;t;i.entiorJ on wor! in the 

G::' ty ••• B 110ngs t in telli r;entsiA And "'OJ';' b['B • ,,( 2C) :r. B. 4.kse l' rod of' 

'Chern.'/,!, r-E-C'e:lel' expli,cit1,Y urt'vl 80 z1Gtive .''In,l sy:~tE-m8.tic devf:;lol'-

Illent of rf:,latioos Ylitll the ui,t~r workEr's as well 9S with thet,e r:eDsant~ 

-. -" u+' 1 ] . "'1"" t 1 ]'t' "f"') and. ,':-:r16vances OJ. ~ne O'cHj" C ,? [3 ~'es ln (ll' 1 eren oca ,':, 1 es. \ <:::1. 

t'..n int" f'E-stin!" as;,;ect cf' 1;'l6 Scutnern ~ruzhck2 was thi-l t whenever 

one was sufficiently numerous 8n,j l"ealtay, its fT]emoers WGuld s.c:8ciali;:,e 

in IJarticulDr types of revolutic,'lcH',)" 8ctivity. ThE: chcice uf ,~:1Ctivlty 

llt) doubt refldctbd individll3.1 If'E;fbl'ences as ~.'ell as tnt? fact that 

certain revolutiona L"')- foerk required 5 deccee of' expertif'8 in deD line; 

wi th ~,racticr:ll l-'r'Jbleills. ,\c(;oroing to l:"~:Lkh()mir()v, th", Volkitovsky 

kruzhok in Cdessa in 1873-1<'574 had "a strict division of 13lJour •• "(?2) 

Some sleclalised in at~itt:;tion amongst city workers - (;'01ikov:3nd 

Dicheskul0 - some on t'rte tH'tels - ,\.'·'ranzholi an:i \T.Yost:,.urin.(23) 

The Yil,v C Ic3'yko7tSY ¥Jere too few te, troclble CJbout c1.tJecie.ljsation but 

while s ,)rne, (Aksel'rod an-I t'l<' brothers Levental'), were 'r8 inl'y occupied 

in l)rop.'3gandg, nmongst the workerf3, others sr;ent most of their' time with 

the lntelli~entsia.(~4) Similarly with the Bashentsev, two of its 

members - :Ilion And "7omichev - were involved ';\'i,th "mainl.;,' city 'N~)rk."(?5) 

S .Kuri tsyn reb ted to the 1)01 ice how de.lring ~li s conversa tiO!lS '.vi th 

D.Lizc:gub at the start (Of 1379, tm; latter had told him that his -

Lizo«~ub' s - O'oUlJ was ·'strictI.)' orf:;8n:ised wi th 1ariie finances and other 

resources for revolutionqry }, urposed, diviciE~d by special isinc on the 

basis of relcoi:ions with l~roups •• n(26) In this case, thif, evidence may 

rather indic.~lte thpt 13l)eci ql isation was considered .9 desir3bIe iae:,l 

rRther than a reAlity in 'I,izogub's groul)'. 

;'.i tIl the advent of 'i\arodnaya Volya ') sjeci Dlisation was furthf:'r 

encollra,,!:ed because the Farty's constitw.tion req.lirec. that local C"ntral 

Groups should form spec:i8Iist sub-t~roups w:lic.;h wO:.lld be reslJonsible for 

activity amongst different socii'll £'l'OUps: Vlorict)rs, studEnts, liberals 

etc. (27) This injul1cticn a,d)eDI'S to have Oee!l carri ed out Vi here Vos[;ible. 

In Cdet;~3a, for exa"1!lt'o, "in the summer of 16:<O, a 'l{gTOdnaya Volya' 1SrouP 

was formed in which Svedentsev conuucted relAtions with the army, Drey 

wi th the workers while T'artino dealt with consjiratol'i':11 organif:1:?tion. (?2) 

Since j1lost of 'J.arodnaYi1 VolY3' s' routine work was propagand:::, 8mon"'st 
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urban workers, some sub-groups s1-ecialised in particular types of 

worker - in Yiev in the summer of 1382, one sub-group concentrated on 

railway workers while a second lirected its attentions towards metal 

workshop workers. (29) 

'l'here were at least three different types of activity amongst 

the urban workers by the revolutionrlries: cultural-educational work; 

work undertaken by those wi shing to prepare themselves for propa~~anda 

amongst the peasants in the villafes and, finally, propaeanda aritation. 

There was an overlap and someti1'8s this overlap was quite deliberate, 

as is illustrated by the rules which the Zhebunev kruzhok drew up to 

guide their actions: point ' Y' states that members would work "in the 

cities conducting propaeanda in the artels under the guise of instruction 

in reading and writing."OO) Alternatively, members of the same gro.lp, 

V.A.Zhebunev and L.A.Dicheskulo, in the spring and summer of Ib74, 

spread propaganda amongst the metal workshop of Rykhlitsky in Odessa 

where they had gone to study the oetal trade as a preparation for 

joining the '~§rod' movement.(3l) h second point is that people 

pursuing different types of activity amongst the urban workers could 

co-exist, although not without friction, in the same kruzhok. 'rhus, 

P.B.Aksel'rod began to teach the workers in Kiev at the end of 1872; 

shortly after, he was joined in tl1is venture by Rashevsky, Emme and 

Grishi Gurevich. Then the Levental' brothers aeined their support. 

"The character of its (Le., this group's) teaching was not the same 

everywhere; it depended both on the composition of the audience, and 

on .... ho conducted the proparanda. Thus Rashevsky and Emme were far 

more careful than me (Aksel' rod): .... i th them, the cuI tural-educa tional 

side of the work decidedly predominated over the revolutionary-political 

propaganda; as for ::le, readinf', and wri ting were only means, revolutionary 

propai!anda was the direct ob,jective".(3?) 

Although th8re was inevitably an element of educational work in 

any propafanda activity, it would appear that pure educAtional-cultural 

activity was more comIT,on at the start of the seventies. Breshko

Breshkovskaya and other liberals set up ~od schools in the la te sixties 

and early seventies, although these were more likely to be on the liberals' 

own estates for their own peasants rather than in the towns. (3) Students 

were as active in this field as were the zerr.st~ liberals. At the 
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students' conf';Y'eoce in :'t.Ietersburc in J8nn9r~ lU7l, tile tht-,rne of 

~,dvanced p. l;lan for 6st8blishing [; series of stildents' schools for 

,~,d{ling hert: tLe ~Jublicc,tion aM1 distribution of gener81-e'luc,:::;tional 

bookc."(3,+) The rn,stter' VIAS considtcreri <",ljJ':iciently imllortnnt th,:\; it 

fifured in the mE'(;,:ting held in ;-iev in 1073 occas} oned tJ,Y til,,: Brri v~ll 

of S.F'odolinsky (Galinsky) who w3nted t" discOV8," t:l8 qttitudes of the 

Yiev C!18ykovts'y iUL1 otht'r revo1utjor1!·1r'iE's. 0res rlke-Br8shkovski:lj8 .. 33 

invited to tilE; ;-2(;etin5:' b,), Aksel'rod, and Shi latcT ;",cW8 Lib aCGGunt 

of the ensuing di scuc:,;ion. 'nlle~; 'ieb3 ted v,hetLe:::' they "r:uuld "undertake, 

in alld.ition to revc,lution,"r,Y 1;rei->8t~aflda, e(l.lcati;)nF,l Nork as weJ 1, 

8Ild ii tneoy tnoutht thnt the o~enint: of scnools jn vil1n "<:Os al1l~ to\'m~, 

use <...V :TiuGrl ictrenctb [-<nei ,YiEl(i Ii ttle rehu'n on aCCUctnt of thE tf;Il(;{'al 

i:'~nor[lnce of the fOl,ulat:i (;n. J3ut I, who Llbve ,'llwa.; 8 been in clo~3e 

contact 'flit l , tile rn8S28S, knew hoy: eo;.':e:rly t~ley ASjJired to eV811 t:le .I10:ot 

elerf1ent,'H' , knowledge •••• I (;l11eZt~d t.hat it '/;:uld be vc':") c.if:f'icult to 

inculcGte, 8c:on,::~ i -; Ii ter'::te iJeople, our socj elistic views Bnd our r:.;~',()i YH 

t,~, ,:c: 8WB.J' witt, the mOrk'lrch,Y. Aksel'rod, who often "bared lily views, 

supported me and the r;Uf~stion was ansN'l'eJ in the affil'l'1.'1tive. It '!Vas 

dec18reu desir9ble t(l:~t we d10u10 terl.c V] t::u oldt,l' children. "(35) In 

and Y[:. 

K ' / ,.., ,ov,"l sky Uo;, by 

, "'rtJ' C'l' .. ,,·'t'"'l'j (",7)" }-~.t - - . J,J...... \ ./ , and by a TOU1; of stu(~ents froIli rlwrkov Vete!.'irwry 

IIlstit'lte .. "'ur l;O(lr" chiJdren (30). In ':c1eS,.,B, in 1072, therf.:: \\98 :-) freE: 

scho:.,l oper;~ted by the flnjv,~r2 'i t~' B tudents f'ur ~'oLm~;' peot'le, which 

counted a[!lcn:~:~d it::: te9(~h't's ~."lSl,)Vb::y ,'1nd ~~heL~r,c'bov.():)) J,.FruJe:1vo 

fJl1C! I.: .T'ov81 ',"iky w81'pinvolved in edlw!'ti"nel weI"': nII:Oflt',,,,,t, (,(leSSDn 

liurket'f> in 157.).(4) 

'rhe seoond rsason for activit,)' '3:nong~Jt the ul'i)an workbrs \'0.8 as 

a. conse(luence of the fL~.sh to ac,;uire :3 f3ki,1 or trade v',Lich Y'i'.!uld alloy; 

its i:)OS,;e:3t'Or to trD.vt;;l 3 I'ourid tlh: vill·":~es. '2h8 Yll'TI~OV semine,rists 

vrno hali a{'reed tc ~~u t u propa~:EJ nd ise the jJeas3 M,e were Il!','~ed ~;d, ;r;e8tini~S 

in;l~rilh ay 1::;74 each tl ,lBve a '"reinint: "in ,.'1 tl'C!ue or :La i'cl':liIl"tt so 
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tr,<?t the q::it,cJtor COllld ent:'1"8 in thic.':'C A.nr: "not arou;:,C:' U;e sLls,:Jicions 

of the 10'cvu' clc:s::; of the populr;tin ••• "(L~l) I'hosewllO dil] accuire a 

ski 1J "ere L.sually those W::I) intel1C:811 to l:artiGipnte in 'fJyin," 

,PropAgAnda'; those who lIlten<ieCi to be 'setLled ,iJrOp2F"mdists' were more 

likely tu qualify 3S n,:'rod teacr"ys or AS wedi cal assistants. (4?) F1yin;'5 

propaf;anda 'NOS mainly El feEiture of the 83.r]y s~:venti",s and so consec;uE:'l1tlJ 

v.as this notive fer l-,articip:::ting in 3ctivit:; ar.l"ngst t'lE: urban \\orker's -

as "lo.S the ease wit!1 C:J8 educai;iunaJ - cuI tUI'e.1, motive. 

'l'he th:Lrd ):os ,', :ible reason for A cti vi t~, arr;ongst tile urban viorkers 

,'3no. ;~IO:~t exteIlsive 031).se of tn.~s for::: of revolutiGncoY'Y ,1ctivi'cy, 2nd onE' 

whi Cil rnanife:'3t itself' thrcu:::hout the YE'3Y'8.mdel' cor.~:idfr')tin. 

'i'he ';oviet histol'i;:ms ten:; not to riistincuish between different 

types of R.ctivitv 9mrmgst tr.e workerd, and t'Jeir interpretation of thE' 

signific,':lrlce of t')is tyge of revolutioD'lry i1ctivit;:; h'3s bF-en g8nerally 

fundamentally cli::otinct fr()[J1 the .peas8nts: Llrban wc.'rkt:'T' "NaS J.sJ.8l1y 

f,een as 3n infpr'ior type of iH:,asant, 8.1 thouf)) " ;0:n81-;' number of 

revoluti(mAries con.'lidel'ej their: to be thE crea,11 01. tht:. i)80santl'Y. 'l'his 

was th8 view lJut forwar.i ·c;s 18te ::l~) 137:' by TJekilanrw.(l+3) ;\ct'ivit;y 

amongclt tLe ur;?n 'M)l'k(-,:rs :'C'S therefore :;<otiv ted by the 't.i~';'l to acc;ujre 

skills Vi lief} 'Iv.:ulci 2.11 ow tlli? revol,ltionnry t,) go Elmor:g.'3t the ije;JS:'wts 

and,)y the aI:-:oi tioD CJ forn:, frorE the llroan .vork,-rs, 30:lle ..!2.9"redniki 
f .• t 
'. m8\1J.a ,ors) W(1(', \\"(;ulcl elso {'O intJ t~~f" vil13'~es. the seventies 

creation of lneelia tors. '::'i yen this ;1,0 ti v'3tiun, the revolutionari es, S9;)1 

tne Soviet historiEltls, concentrated t(.eir 2.ttenti.ns on building-ar'tel 

and fabrik2 .wrkers, rath(-l' than zavou workers, becau.se ti'le ic)rmer "ere 

believed to have clOSer ties · .. dth tIlE; vil18:oes 3D,3 to return there more 

frer:uentl,Y thel.l1 the zavod workErs. (42. .. ) It iE therefore necessary to 

digress at ~;his lJoint in ord.er to c"nsicier the reality of this inter

pretation, by examinin~ trlE: COml)Osjtion of the llr~)an Vlorkforce, 8nJ its 

potentiality I' OJ' function:i.n&~gs 9 rne(li.ator between the revolution:3ries 

and peasants in t)le ~)outh. 
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3. Urban ',-.'ork81'S j n the South. 

'AtLe less numerous (nature of the) 1~roviDci8l croups of 'l,rop8 :.'sndists' , 

with less develooeci fabrika-zavod industriahsati in ,'md more bAcbv~rd 
~ -------------

workers mflde the d,evelopment of the workers' C3use in the iJ8rijJhery 

difficult. As a result its scale tht,re W'3S sif':nifica(~tly les,') than 

in P,,;tersburg. "(45) Ht're N.A.l'roitsk-y, rbfu'cjng- to ]J)71-L~, fresf:mts 

the frec;uently encountered ~'oint of view thet because of objective 

factor:';, sucr, as a smalJ.E:'r and more bacKward work force in :)c1uthern 

towns, tJ-18 jnvolvement of revolutionaries with uraan ,..' orkers was on a. 

Sific,JJ scale in t:le .provinces. La doubt tne Southt.-r'I! work force WDS 

less clevel0.tled, but as has been seen, tile .)out:lecn 1'8vclutio.rnrie3 \\ETe 

elsewhl:re. 

~he economic situation in the iGUtil was ind~ed somewhat difl~rent. 

No shari) distl net:i on exi ~,ted betv:c.:(on the industria 1. workers and the 

IJeasantr;y.l'i-,e eruciaJ clistinction was between ,~htTe t,l~ 1J8o=,le lived -

to'.m or countr,Y - ['2 tnd' t "ian pr'irr'arj ly in ttJe industrial or 2:-:,ricultural 

nature of Cheir .'.ork. A nU!IDi:::r of i-,e:c:sants were involved in seasonal 

work in l,rirr18ry industries based on 8Cric:ultural proCluce: sugor veet, 

toba.cco etc., en the t;::-)t: 1 tes of' tLe Lant'iewrwrs. The' industrial 

i,roletariat' WAS small: ",:,ven suer, citiES as Ki,:v, ,)de~;sa, I~ili1ikcv, 

Rostov, cad ill 1879 only 2 - l+,l;(.() industria." \~orkers. ~iUch murt;; 

nUnlE-TOLlS than them weC0 the sma Ll-sca,le crafts.ili:::n." By cO;'lpDrison,~t. 

t't,'cersburg and roscow !wd in excess of 70,,,, (\ and 60,( (:C inliustrjaJ 

workers respectively.(4-6):·iit:dn t:18 Sout:'l different ct!lltres were 

;:rogre;'~int: at o.i.fferent rutes of' inciLlstriaJisetion. '1.'here was, for 

exa.rIIp1e, l.ittle f'abrika or z:~.voJ in:u.::.tr;y in l.h:ll.t.:ov; the \'Hx'k force 

'N'<:1~3 l1n'ce1'y OCCLll):i.,,'d in artels an~11/>1,Jrkshops C.,r millin,::;cs, furniture 

makers etc. Perha!.s beU3use KhR~kov ~8S only embarking on the earliest 

steies of inJustrialisotion, t~e workine c.u0jtions ~8re considered 

\"01';:38 t:lan tho:"e jn tLe ind~lstl'i811y illore advanced Crte,;sa.(J+?) ['~ever-

Kiev, it :increased oy 66;: bttwf:en 156!t enu 1374 .'''!ld 0y a fur'ther thrbe 

hundred lkX' cent (Judn€: the i'<110llin" ten years.(4G) 

l:any of the town workers c,"Jrne f'rr.!II (Jut-with tile ;)f)uth. ~ndf:Jed, 

B.:l.Ttenbf-:T'P' has ':'witLeu thrd; I·'!'he {jj::)t:i.nct~l ve 
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. t· ' 1 ., I . ~ ") . " 
COmpOS1',J.Ci{l 0:1' new.y 8r"1V(;O \ ifi81n.Ly,\'l8S:IJ~n, 

'l,Tirro; 11-1' "In . -J")-] t~t"'l'l' qt· II.' J. C) 
.;.. '~J 'i . . \.--"' c· ,-,-,'. \'-t""...-; In 

~ n lc373-1~~ 74, 

J.. Ol,lJ.10tj '~)n v,BS l)'f-'ont~; t.j dj. ~l(j.:..'--'\JE-:';'. ():..;) 

In 2-
, . 
L.U\-;~·lR!lJ IJ 

exelusively ~e3S3nts fro, rOi.ncl ,,"0uut 

SUl'r'OUlldj !If:_: county.~Y"3i,-.ie :;ei nc .~ ['i:;n t i~.ussi ::.t:'l, 'Nher-eas t! ... ~~y t hE:J::se 1 \7f)S 



18'<3 lJClrtl.y n c>:mser2uerwe of tOle lv)st~li t~l C~rref\;;eO ':;:; thE:' 1 fJttr,r, n nd 

l'urtl;y [)eOCu~)t l,rjurtJi;l.t:c: 'tcf:)1'(r]" r.':'thelE36'~;'2, the JllW::O '1",'ce not 

al10'/ie,] t,; holti land., end CVton-li'te{' Llif~ )'itIJ",t:L(,n C(l'3t1!:e(l, few JC\\S 

chose t, take Bdvc;nt3:'~ Gf eelS nev, ()f:J10t'tLLnitj'. 

Un tIle Durf[lce, ut',aY\ workicct'[', di,L nut 01'f0t' VETy fc .. tilt, :1011 

for [liediation vlith t'lC IJeaannts '1110 w()uld 8i(1)ear to have ;)(;en in Jnany 

C3se~, r:u:te distinct nationall;: and lint:,J:i,sttc:::~ly, if nrlt E-conomical1), 

from the pe9sants. 'lo",levc.l' the jrl:~)Ort'Hlt ;'8Gtor i:3 Tnt Ilf!0e2,::'3rily 

t11e obj8otive rei~l-lty of t'k sitv.ntion, hut now trlF revolution8ciLS 

actually perceived it. 'L'lli" 8tt;itu(ie of' tv;e l'HVCllutionr'l'ie2 toward:: 

the ,'WrkeI'5 is cx:nninecl in t,; e f'c::lowi ns i)f)ctj nn. 



, 
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The u titucie of thE:. ;)ollthern revolLlt~;_on3Tjes to'Tml'rb t!Hj urbnn if.'(j['kers 

in the last section. Consec;uerltly in tracing alterations in UJi::;:.;e 

for an;y chan:"8 1[j;'lY be thet the rev.:)luti.;n'Jries recoplised ,nr;;etLing 

of tIlLs change in the urben work, rs. 

P,t tr18 start of the sevEmUes many [,OUUHTl rE:.v~Jl'.l.t:iotlariei:' do 

appear to have re;,:eu',ieri the Uru,:ll'1 wur-!-:ey's as llotential lI:erliRtors wi th 

the peasflllts rlUt thE'Y re.glis8d th2t tht, workers t!lel;-,selve~.;,ere not 

re8sants, and ttwt tLey would h,wEl t·, bij treated Jit'fere'1t1y. ~ .LanE':ans, 

for eX2[{lle, 1'ecol'deu th'.1t t~le Volkhovsky ~~uzho:<' in ( Jes~ia, in 1373-

137l~, slH'ead L'1'op.'"!,Bnd3 a;nonvst the wo1')(c('s. They conCf.;ntrsted 011 U;e 

artel workers becaUSE "b'le za,vcr~ populRhon, s~o~lt by city life, wa.~~ 

not consciullS of its links '{vi th t~le 1)ens2nts, not 30 receptive to trw 

return tc their vi11B"es in Russia and bj:,!'"ad Ul{-; sociiJlitlt IT,eS~'8ie.(j_) 

HO'.V8V(,,1', :~b8rllshin 1'ec'L11e(! t:l,gt when he vi",itei the kruzhok in !.UEust 

1873, he foun:l ttl"lt it '1,0 l"ked a:ronEst bot;:l f9 hrika -:~avoJ and c;rtelf;()rker,~; 

with some success c.)~), and at lE:Gi;t one iliE;,1.l)L'Y' of tile: VGlkhovsky kruz;hok, 

f\.Zhel~,ab(lv, knowinc: t:-l6 lleasrJ.nts, llE;;1 ieved thpt the v,or;ce1'8 YfO,.lJ (1 be 

the rrain force of revolut5unaI'Y chan.ue.'6C) lroba],l,Y, the Yiev'Juntars 

in lE375, about \"llich 8eych Wi'ote, '.vet'f- rC10re typical at thLl st,'t:8 of 

the revel utionqry m~_vement; 11e IH'otp th::t ['[9ny revr>lutiom:ril.s then 

thOllt;ht t'i,qt the c1.t,>, v:ortc8r'<, '!Jere 'deprAved' by city livinc Rnd VJ(Te 

only useful as E! J ~.nk bf:tvl6en the inte11 if'entsia pndt'le 1)(:;3Sr:lllt~). (61) 

The rt-,port v.hieh '~.l-opko rave to the Lave' vist ConferHJCe in ;-'Elris 

in 1876 3nO·.\'3 t.he ',otiv8ticn behinC1 t'-lC ectivity in the towns of' 9 G!flTl 

no\" in thE' f'3L3 1)pntRt-:v ------

(;oITlyleted Ell}] h80 un1,Y p""o,lllcecl Bi)OClt ?5 0len suiLed tC) be 11l-·opn!'t3ndL.;tf', 

15 of wi)(Jm landed in l,riflon 3,E' to t:!t:i, own careleAsnescc ,'md inexIJerien.ce. 
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we "united the:: intj IJ kruzhok 'J.fl i '~ct wi U, tr;I:Y:-. j'Jj'j ns tIle course of 

almost the ,;.,~,ule (;f 1676. ".t t'lE:: ('tIel. of tht· ][1st t:,il',J of tiii'\ ye8r, 

FoY' tins 

for exn,JplE::, llL;tor,j', j..olit~Gs, econo:niGs, ::'l';o'Y'8phy, arit,hmetic :l(ld 

some of tnE:: 118 tura.l sGicnce::" not i'01'i'.et Lin!7 pr'iJ:ltt:' disc:J.~;si (JIlS on the 

l'Drt c:i' i/~eir work fir) t>lE:j: paid le,';:, attenti.on tc) P'OlA)f:."llld~1 aiflO!Jrbt 

t1:1<; :intej_1i~entsiC3.(G~) The Yiev ::.slcgnterl tu t; e cOilf't rence, in tl18ir 

cie;:;irp,018 "Yin3tly, tC"~8t tu kno\, the ,nora) side ')1 t'Jfc' l·'!()I·~.-l·S, f;Lieh 

is lc;·~sible WflUI the i.l'OlJ8randist if> invulved clost:ly wit trte!ll, ••• "(63) 

':'he seeorli delegAte from riev fltressed the nec"';;~1it;; c.r "lc',pular t~)xt

books for t;',e !:.ore developed workers ••• " d.i stinct from "the narod 

l,ublicatl_ons l,r'Jl-'eY'. "(64) 'I.'h8 vlork.:;Ts wept' not, tLen, c(lnsidtT(~d 

simL)ly :~.s I,ens.?nL·; ,'J!to 1jVf.cd in tOI'O'lS, Dut ",e:'tC.' the m:,terinJ from 

wh:i en a \',or';":;;;l':;' inte 1Li~f1t:da oUI;1;: be j'()T,,:<'d 2nd -,'nich ,r'lulcl co:n-

l'RVolution;:r:ie" ll'ld t', Y'Pc(J€'niS8 t'l}::;. 1.Il.·~ik,3f:d 'ruo. ."uei -;i;~ col:t'B':':Uf:;:)J 

t'Vt:Il :Or,j 8<3 ~']J 3~) thE-; ,'d.rrm:er of 1()73, [1.'3<1 found tn 1; w()rk U;)lont',8 L the 

8t'tt:J worb;:!:':i ",as nu lonGer sati8f,YinS tilel;,; tie vvor:((-,Y'C) onJ:: aiilJt<~rHj 

to be inb:;rested in':cquil'inC eQuGE'tion and (lotLn ~",cominc; .o,L'01'8::::ncli"ts 

thw!!3(lv(;s. (C,)) 
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failuI'(c of tht, '~'.2.9-' lnovewent, Wl~r('.: cluick tc- 1'8blisE:; thFlt ,'llthou~, 

the:r'lc had bu·,]; little Buccess in .i:;8r3U(1dint~ theurr.:s.n vvorkETs to r)eCOrli<.; 

w8.S l[iOr8 l.ositive. Ye.G • .68slavskjl, for exarti.-,le, }-lAd been 3D ObSt:..L'VH' 

I!'':;.Jflta.ct "ith the yuunE int(.,lliF~11tsia neVtT :oroused in r~.e S.S mUGh ilOpl~ 

ns di.: contact 'Nith Vlf' work(.('s, for tht·· J'c:ii,lcl cieve10pmAnt of tht f'ocial 

",' :, stub lorn. 8tJer'fY. \ r:t.); 

drawn tl) tne .xr;j'3J1 v.or~{d'S by tLe ,t;rospect of success, but 31.30 because, 

f.:lctor;y riUl'ker::3 - in tile inter8[d: cd:' sJ:!rbading ,r'.Ji.J.:'lE'8nJE - witL.out 

h'lvinC; 3 resiclt.:GCt) 18cait or i38ntit . ./ .pajJer~o.(6Cj) 

E,[lse of acce~;s to tilerr: ~)roucht rj:.)()-lt D l'H-evRluati(;rl uf th(:;ir revulutionnr,Y 

sieniLiconce, in the: secorHl ;',alf' uf trw :::event:i.es. The new at~,itudes 

vc::riel'i, but all aceorded the urban workeri-, [l !-:re·"ter trlenret'"Lc,3J importance 

than had bHm the case before. In the early sevent;i.es the ~lY'UclIl workers 

intensifieci in the l~,ter l!t')l'inu ·9uc1 they werE: viewed 3 S 3n jndt;i)eudent 

socinl ':::1'0,11', 'I'lle l'art now Accorded to Ul','an 'flucb.,rs in revolutionAry 

tActice 1 theory vel'i ec1 fir-urn that o1··)·jt0110il]O"S pcti Vi,lts AlTl0ne:s;; tJ18 

1)e.9SAnts, throU'~h :'ein," vitEll fo:;," the '.lUCC:GSS of s revolution, to beiD[: 

the ()nlj i)Ossible all.} of the rE:,volutioIlPdeR. At one extreme thE new 

attiti JE; wDS similar t·) tl~e old. c;ne in thRt it cltr'E;ssed tilE: usefuln€c.s 



of the ur'uanlol'k.,;):'s in coniTunic'"tin:~ ideas to t e vilh:'6s but the 

ideas ,,;hich were tc to be C"l'crl'unicatec1 'tiere now tu be those of element.s 

of the urU,qn 'l\ork f'Ol'ce itset f'. 

fOI''l,ed c kr:~iz:10k uf \",)rlq,c~', whu il1lC {lrpviousl;) :;681: in the kruzhoks 

of either' b8.s18vsky, Ljon, FOr):ic;; e,l" SOf'le ~)tllf.'I'; tftf';se {,~ere 'old' 

worke'l's ;:ll.wll as ; • .r-olJOV, i'.Ylimen~w, :~.U9tagov, l~.13aluyev, C.Yost'yurin 

and Y.lvana'ynen, Thi~ Eroll. coniLucted i!ropar'8ntla in the sLlburt~l 

of Odessa, and generally in t'1e (,'dessa nrea \I!heee 3r'tels of 'Norkers 

newly arrived from the vi~,lq:':"es uScJal1y settled. f:any of these were 

constrllcti oniVorke rs, GIld th ,; s C de;1sG n kruzho~; of 'l'Jorodnaye Volya' 

workers concentr': ted on tilerr. I'ne of the' NO:t'nclns,YB 'lolya' [roui) re-

callt'Ju that ",',e value:i thpse work, l'S ver'';: i,ighly, 1:)1 tice the,Y were stilJ 

closely linked ,\'it" the vill'l,"es, end the:), 1'\ere able to be t.,"Clod conductors 

of 0111' i,lt;[ls tu tbere."(70) "They Wbre 311 cuite Sl.,sGfjptible to ,Frop"1U:.lnli::: 

'3nd the [,TOlli' tuok 1/9ins tu !fix with thuse nt)1.' .. l~v' ar:'i ved workfors, to 

fa;:;:i.'iarise them iii tn our ideas and to orEanise kr,lZlKJks DiOonc:::;t theill. "(71) 

Ver"fl "B'i~(jer', talking of this grouIJ of '!~arO~lIlayaVolya' worker'S, clescribEod 

t~leill as "8 croup of .&'enUille zavod \I: ork(-:'1's , ,sJr8ady for a long time 

att.aGhed to the }Jarty ••• It But thi:'y "diel not stand on 8 Cl:1S~3 i,oint of 

view and~n revolution:.;ry Clctj vi tips were led by the S[;lJTIE:) rc;otives DR the 

intelligentsia itself; these ~ere 'lltruism, the idea of justlG8 etc., 

cleaT :Iloral II!otiveR."(7?) '~'her'e was thel'efore no"" e oleerl,:, selJclr'ate 

groul' oi' urban 'Norker:-o, albeit on~ which }J[Jd ~'l)eciAl Gbili1,ib3 vJhen it 

came to contact ""ith the vi ')]8:"83. '£116 journ81 t1abochi~ l"ub1isht~ci by 

1,eas?ntCl 'Go;,erdE; jt. T~vbn the ':';h(CrnyJ' heredel' Clctivisto, while ",t-i1l 

stoutly IIClintaininf' that irlu'e 'N!':';;', an ul ti"flid·e ir1entit.y of'interestf) 

bt,tvleen iJe[138n1, :3111i 11l';).'11l \\\.'rker - i.e., til(:;' re-distrjbution uf' 1311,] -

werellillini' to include srlOrt t,-n: derrend~o in their iY'O[!ra'l,me, IlhiciJ 

"'J". t',,: 1-['\ ',~ :' 1 'v'''c;~'''-'",') '.1,',}'," Olr.:, .f. !-,'J .~, (,':'LI>Y,,'~n <:. j)'. I :='" tt (,,'7,1,)\ I~'ne'" 0)"' .·1, 1 .. '1',' 1 " " \I~ ~ v ~..... ,! ~ v v.... v ..... V _ ~.. v'" ..:..)( ::. ~",.L l) ,_~ Il t:r.. (j 1i: 1 .'eLl S:-; 1. 

of' tfIC;, ill'bpr! "Ct'i:,l'S ,',as tht-refure i':lS i:l distirlGt .l;)c:le1 ,;-TGUiJ v.hidl 

ce) llJ d :H;t on j (;8 i)., fl, [lad S JJec i.:'ll ,;11 0 r't t erIC (1) j h0t i v es uu L '/.I:'~ ~3 ul Li.II:!] te 1J 
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th,,;, Lht 

:In! v'0111e; il ve to :t~I::::vui uticn 

SUP1JO)'t in ttl", l)oli t,:i.c::l1 struCLle." Ht" tilOLt,-'ht. ti;:Jt. unl~r the "y'o

let[-]"~'L';it could 3 1!lJl'uc..:i'lte t.e scculhf)t idea, (73) By IE:, ;t-"a.rodn3ya 

but E:'Xi)O:'l'i,:;tlce,; c..:adres of cit;; ~,ork~rs wni.ch would ~i8ve Ijn~s I',ith 

the oth"I' cit~ 'llorkn';3 ana, P:-; fnr 3::', cJoStli.nlu, v!ith tlH; ~lt:"as,c,nts.(7~') 

es1,ou.'3ed ten 'y8nrt; ;H:d·o~-'I:;. Indful one-',; tivi..'Jt in a.ostov in the e::!rly 

eif~hties l[;t;-T wrote th:)t "It is Vt;I':J ,:Jrob2.ble th'lt in trw i-.\Oriod 

under' cunsic.E!Y'stion (lCi?;2-1;:~;i.t), th': S [lspire.ti()n to work 3[l:onf3t city 
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,period - in tile '7~" tl. "(SC) Hto Dnd hisgroui) did not concu'n thernse1vc3 

\".'ith the .fJeasClnts, but conc(;ntr~,ted on the: skilled workers uf trw reil-

iJnd landowner .':l!:ninst WOl'kt'J" [ind ~'od, (:llld that the \\oy'kf::[, ~i:'""st 

fight for .r?olitical ri:'i)t~13rl() f:Jr the lll'o,,'riHil.'118 of ' .ar'odnaya Volya' .(81) 

The same orJe' of l)riorities ·between peC1s.'3nt ani worker is witnessed 

c'31led 00!Jialt.~.!. TlH: editor si:,ecif'it'd thrlt his i;ai,,:'T '!t''lS to contain 

.g 'ChrunirlUe' of revulutio,ary activities v:hicr1 would mention "nota~le 

. t 't . 1 \ or'rests LHrJOnc"t, the ''1orkrr-s, 8r;r:~\, intelll,;::en siR ••• ~ I'lCl s; ... 

inforr'1ticn [lbout S:i:'}lS of pOJ.cllar 0i.;i-,ocd tion :Jrlcl of the; revol"tiornr./ 

movement: strikes, Dunts, 8.f:'TRrian terror etc ••• "(82) TIt' clid h~)v·ever 

oelieve tbc:t thto d.esi red for' revoluti,m rW'l1:lred the "'orgl3nisbtion of 

city and vil1Clt~'e working class into a tloci81 force ••• 11(83) 

i'::wr'e W8S a ",till more extreme viE-w.:'vint WIlit:.:h excluded the 

1)88 S8 ntr) totall,:; Clnd condemned tht; wurkinc da ss for ~!'n') thAd prtoviously 

cummerued it in thE; f:yes of the r(-ovolutic·n.:n'ies - cont,9(;t wi i.h thE; villaGes. 

L.Ya.SLternbc:·rt-";, writine in Lb4 liointed out th'3i; "The cot1l,t-'osi.tion of 

the werking claAs in tbe cai-,ital is ;nainl.Y lE\',l:""HTiv(:;d, now rusr~ing 

in, no\\! .i:Jourini!: out, ch8nt,ing with e:Jch year; L"l'o:n here is Rosent a 

c10:oe tr:;diLiun of solidarity .gmun2;st ';lost of therr~, and only a 0'))R11 

t t t >'" t 'd . bl -I- -, t" 11 (C,. \ cons [-In ,t;ar - on Wdlcn 1 we; u ;8 PO:::;Sl e "Ci re Ly en .1 reJ.;y. 1:)/+) 

Thus !-'fter the failure of the' y n9rod' rr:ovement, the So,;t".ern 

revolution,gries c:>.me to re].v incre'~sitlgly on ur~)"m ,~orktr[\ whetilo' as 

all ies i:1 Za inst th,." ~OVel'nmE;nt or ai3 3 s~'L;t'.:lUts in the diS::3errina.ti on of the 

f.-evolutionary EJpl:)(:;fJl. They ca.me incrensin[(l;y to recof~nise the dis

tinctive delwHld,c; of t>le working C1:)3S Bno Ule uni(,lJe contribut:i(.Hl \"hich 

it couJd ml3ke. raven tilis incre,"sint£ cJo;:;enesc; of revolutiomr'ies :~n::i 

wor;·.ing .t,8(1)le in the town:'i, did the 13 tter e.xerci:',e ony >t!ider i(Jfluence 

on the revol:.ltiom riF-i, Bl'Rrt from causinp~ t11c:r to 01 td' their opinion 

of the ,Jrlnn pOl.!l,l"J~iun? iwinence, such 38 tn, r'e is, sU,-~t:e:'lts tlwt the 

Urb,'lnNOrke;l's c·)ncbived of their oiln needs as beinQ' for improved con

ditiontl 8nd for ~;oJ:itic'll f'reedG:~Js. As F.VRnturi tV-'lS iJointed out, "t!18 

dem.qna for .voliticnl freedom Cl}'pe'lrs :: n the v.orkinf~ C1CltlS ~:rOf:r3miTle 
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Such an indicRtion is supported by the experience of 6aslavsky's 

Union. Zaslavsky had proposed to exclude the word 'political', as a 

main aim} from the Union's rules, where it referred to the struggle 

with the economic and political regime. Persistent demands by the 

workers forced him tOI wi thdraw his proposal. (86) A similar support 

for a political struggle, by the workersjlwas manifest in the Union of 

Shchedrin and Koval'skaya - the 'South-Russian Workers Union' - in 

Kiev, in 1880. These two leaders believed that political reforms 

would be meaningless unless preceded by social and economic revolutions. 

The programme of their Union consequently proclaimed that its first 

priority was the transfer of the ownership of the land, fabrika and 

zavod to those who would work them in associations; only as a con

sequence of these economic changes would political change, such as 

equal rights to participate in government, enjoyment of full personal 

liberties, come about.(87) The Union initially devoted itself to 

economic terrorism which did actually win wage increases for the workers 

but failed to cause the economic system to collapse. Once the two 

founders had been arrested, however, the demands of the worker members 

of the Union became increasingly conct~med wi th the need for political 

freedoms and for legislation to regulate pay and conditions, rather 

than for economic terrorism and the destruction of the economic system. (8b) 
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The invol VCicent of' >outlltc'r'n ["( vnlutiont:I'j E',8 in Cj ct-i vi t~ ::n'OI1I::l,t 

urban vlork-en:. was e'xten[~ive snci cont.inuolls, eSl.8cia':ly 60 .iUt·int:: the 

l'E'T:lOO uf the 'l.8I'cd118YO Vnljin' 1)Z3rtji v.hen n J!I't,viousl~' eKj~tin!: 

JlenbCI'tl uf .:) kr- _zhuk, increa:1e(l, '1':-11.;;' i(itiv:·,b_(Jll ,_:ell-LIlli t:d_s involve

G!8nt ',.a.s cCI.!:-:lL);: it inv()lv(:,d f:l,.c'jtion~;1/cA-ltul·[11 ',"':)1'1<- :,mri 'i,J:'el;'3;'[1tor~" 

This I'i:!l.itirlrisnil was dialectic; til. t'ev()luLiol~:1rjt:S ::l~~jt·d,i·Jtl .cnllonc:t 

\;:'18 work2TS r'lso necessit[]teG. "",,)(L8 ~lensitjvit.Y b,Y t(le) to tile wi)r!(er.:~1 
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(1) S.3.Volk 'Jeyetel'nost' 'l~[lro'ino:y Volj' sredi rabochikh v god:, 

(2) 

vtoro,Y revulyutsionnoj ::;it,l[ltsii 12,79-18~')' in Istcri Ghtski,ye 

::aDiski 15h3, t0lf1 7if., p.20'5. r'.:i1youkov '),US"i8 Cind Its Cri:",i;-5' 

i-.4:.~3, v,rcte "The sOlA.thE:cO circles of OdeSSA citld f'iuv '0' WE:'re 

the f'~r::'t (1871) tc tr.\1 (lireGt "L'l t,; Lion DI1IOn!,~; tLe workin:'u;en, 

in thE; f;;ctor~ es." Abo S. S. Volk '~\~]r2b3F' Vo~~ Un-l;.;S?' 

I\,j.' .Ch31'Js.b.in 'n lJ,'-11eko~n J:)roshlorji' L.lj6. 
-------- '" 

(4-j laid., 1;.16;. Gni'ra.l;;:.holi' s kruzhok, :,8,,; 8130 .i\.li.l,l-<KesLbvich 

'V r1ClrC)d~ (lz vos.:v::;ir18.rdy se:fJidesyc:tnike)' in,yloye F07, Du.3, 

.tJ .i+. 

(5) VI. ueb8f:'ory-JI(ovriyevjc:l I J z Vos1 'o;nin3rd.y' in Vestr:ti~..:.~.££.s:dnc'.l:: 

'loli no.3, 13:':4, l,.Sj3. 

( ,\ b) tom J1, rloc.3C, f.130. SO:T:e o1':,·jE:' 

inv(11ved more thA,n 2(, worke2S. According to :.1.1.30kolov 'Rf'v'~lyut-

sionna.ya i)rcpn {'/lrloa sred i fA brichny k\', i zavodskj kf rabcchik i, v 

7;-kh Godekh .o:~ vekE' in l.'.1.[(1'I1(ed.) 'kj,.?_t0r'ii_rab.s.,ch~£9 k)~ 

.L krest~ 'y~.£lE,tV'l .§~SB.' p.l?, co:rwents tLAt wurh-c'S .... ere be inc 

i)rOf'cl~'''n(Jj_sed in 1;";8 ma.jor.it~1 of districts Gf Yi,,:v. T;,it eVic.ldlCE:: 

of continuous invclve:nent 'N~ th 1[C'ban,'lurkers cO(ji'cur.ds the i)lf-sis 

of ShS. :rJc;vin 'CbsLchj'3tY~!1no,\'L12,-:: i z118uiy'<.y rtCSClii v (~C-7C-ye 

L':od;/ \~L: Vfk[l' 0.484, that .,in,::e revl) Llti (;[)8 l'i E!2 [,J'" Ul':;,'-1n v';,'ykers ,.Ir..;......;. ._ ~ ___ ~ 

-,~'orkel's :'md :lid not incY'ense t:1(:-ir 'lctivity 3lflon l ';st the l'3tter. 

(7) C. V .A-lJtekrmn '1;, istCrYii r~'y()lyutsion1l8;i'o 118rodnicnestv3 '\eTlll"ycJ 

i Volya' 7'J-kh_£.9dov' 1:.3? 

(8; V1.3urtsev(ed.) '~5~o let" p.7~".,.~L1Te 'l'!l_irt;y-Flve Yeers 

in !i.1ssia' f.1::--.5, 13~) CU'fl':~euts on the freou.::ocy Dnd s(Tiousness 

of riots in lj':J rkov. 

(':)) rrint6d in i.,emlya . .L. Vo1;ya no.2, 15 December L'J7 , seE B.Ba::,ilevsky 

(ed.) I ~{Evol vutsi onnavCl ::;tu.rna: j st:i.ka s8:nidesJ.,"D.ty' kh goJov' D.D .1~'9-130 _._.... M_ _ __ ,___ _ _ • ,.;. 
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(10) V .~'it-~ner '~/j khq,i 1 i;ikolayevieh r~!'i;!Cni' in~ol.?s ld nUVf\:Ja~ 

1917, no.7 l e, 1'.2,,2. I,.Tii:ho:njrov 'Iz uavnY3f:':1 R.az2'ovor'a' in 

(n) 

(12) 

'Vestnik _:.2IY'o'lil0..Y....Y.91i' no.4, 18 ,p.?7, rr=;-lo i.el th']\: in a:'cund 

18T), R whole list of' his 1J81'80n81 fri(flds"ere invulved in 

i;ror.:1f,:allda Rlr,on,~:8t urD:inV')rKt,,;'S independent of 'J'h.roclnay,'O Vol'y''], • 

l".FojJov ':;-2 r'oypeo revolyutsiow13vn prosh18Fo' 

in ~ylo,ye 1>~7, no.~), l~:.::("-?:9. Cn tht, extent of the Jinks 

established betw,en I,orkers in :lustov ,'inc tl.ose in other t0wnc;, 

see:V.Levitsky '1,'3rOUn,qya Voly'" :i r8 bO(:'liy klass' in :i'_iS 1)3C, 

(Pro']01 ,,,heni Ve', in 13vlove 
. .....1 .......I'-_~ 

19 17, no.?, p.l~3. 

(13) V.'I.c'hirokov3 'Vozniknoveniye narcdovol'cheskuy Or[{clJliz2t.~)js.. v 

nUl" tove' in 'Iz L)torii_ol)_~;lehE:;8tvecnol:o dvjzhenj~.2..!?shc"8st

~~~sli vq,ossii' P.S? 

(lh.) V.:i"'WT '2apecnatl;zenl1;): Trud' to'Tl I, i ' .X'8. 
(1- 'i , ,:J I V.Levitsl<,y(V.Tsederbaum) '!-2rtiya ';\I11''':'21na,)',9 Vulya'.,-..Y23'_I}j!noveni~, 

)3or' bi-l. (~i.2~l" 1).121. 

(16) V.Levitsi() ';eroJa3'y::' 'lTllyn i raboc!1i,Y klJlss' in Yi:) l'<)C),k.1,1).6~. 

(17) 'Pis'mo Jspolnitel'rwe;o kO[J,itet:i '.;;.'H'(j(moy Iuli' za ,';r:'l nichn,y;n 

tov:J:ciahcha;c' jn S.I,.Valk(ed.; '(ev 1':a1'od' t:>rr II, doc.3C, 1,",.31<':3-

319 and B.Sa~ir(ed.)'Lavrov' to~ II, doc.7l, ~.113. 

(18) S.S.'volk 'Dey'~tel'noct' ';''1rcl:lnoy Voli' sL'edi y'abochikh v gody 

vtcro:y revolyubionnoy 3i tU,'1 t,sii 1~)79-18q?, ill lstor'iches' i;)8 

,~aj'iski 1:;63, tom 74, i.70e. 

J.l"ootrnBll '1\,ed i-relcrle' j;l).;c'-J3. 

cent:n:'s and did notfdn,:" in tb~ villR'e::.. 

(21) (' " V" I . d)' "I'r ,,' t ' I ' )' U •. l~. ~._K\.f.;_. ~~lja.r'0..9- ~C~1.1, (~(H:.+), 

(??) (L.Tikl1Cl:d.rov; 'Andrl"'J_=vrr:movich .~l:elYDDov' r;.9. 

(73) i-.T .• Lavrov' 'Arodniki-iJ'np.~"':"llld:st.L.J.2T',-7<'3 t~oj()V' l.?lb. 

C?:"') E.'\.-'rnitsKv 'Bol'Gr,o"e ob:';-jchrstv, ;)ro(Jr:)I!nrdv l::l71-1 i-,7J,c,,(t,.,k • v ___ ~ _____ ~ __ .~ ___ ~ ~ '~', - ' . .> , .-;. " } I,.,A \. 

n'" zvv',ven:'JVp c:h3Vkovt,8'l)' l:. ,\c. fd tr :.J..~ __ ~ ____ J.f-' J....-I~ 

( , - '. 
/ ----)) 

1': • ~ ·1 \,. T"S ,,....7 , / 

ld(;fP'l l j1UI:lJ.c~nevn/ Tn _'_1_1.. l~ "), i(.r;, 
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in 

1JllTbc..-:" of t!lO[:'[3 n(;~~ivt~ jn tv ne . .t'od' in t~le -----

tV!: I, dc,c. ;'~'-' 

(36) B.S. Itenbert: 'JJv izlli:'ni,YP Revul,Yu tsionJ;oto ;;c:c("in -jcr"cstV'1' 1"1).157-

15b; ,~.N • .t-eJ'l·:i?- '''-iU:·S).3. in ;{ev\.ll,.tion' 1).')13; ().V.l~l)tt:l:m:'!l 

'Ob6LcldtlLvo 'L.el!l,Y:1 i 'h'l.>'a' 7C-kh f,',>iOV' .t:iJ.JI-J':'. 

(37) l'.V.Al_telman .£.t. cit., ~ji,.4-7-4c/; 3.3 • .Ltenbt.Tc~ c\. cit., h,.lj7-J')b. 

Odj 3.3.ItE:ubel'C ~C?it., i).35h. 

C3S:) A.Si"ckhter 'I;:, <1:31eko,,:,:0 ~1l'os!110[:0' :}_n'IiS' IS'':'3, no.), 1;.42; for 
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r.l::::'1; l.iJ8,j'Ci; '.~B t olvE;;'a' tOld, };.2 tom n, i'.le3. 

so that the} c(uld move freely a r:on~2t::1 renter n:JlTIber' of l;e'Js.'JYlts. 

eta,lJe f:Khozhdeniy~j v 

( f' ~l elr;r'nn('v') 'Cleml v~ \7.", ~ __ ..... , 10:.;.) £.Jc·. __ ._.,/d i \lo1~' no.~, 2U "'eb.1ST:, in 3.Bnzilt-:vcky 

'''he bnsis of trd c C:)V'i)O.sj te view can be di 3cerne,1 in Sh." • J.evin 

'Obsnchestvenno}§"_Dvizneniyc v ~tossiill t,U-70-~:::od,j' XL~ velcg' 

note 2~; ~.3.Volk 

'lJe:ntn1'nost' 'r-;8~'o~ino;y Voli' sredi csbochikh v ,"ooy vtoroy 

1963, tom 74, ~.190. 

vtoro,Y rE;v,)lyutsi onnoy c;j tua h3i:i 1:~·7J-lc:.:',2' in Istorichesk i,ye 

~a.£liski 1;)63, tom 74, ii.IS,:;. 

(47) On the SC1TCity or f'abrikcl nnd iavoci workers in "l1')1:ov in e'l::.'ly 

(I n', 
·1·: j 

cond.~tiClns in 

for eX3.rt:£,] e, tLt;; testi:nc'n;:,' of' 'i't."t~Tka jn ';~t(!hct 0 1,rots0s.s ?C-ti 

JwroQovol'tsev v ]t')Y) coi}' in By1.oye nCb, no.b, 1/.261. 

O.I,.P[Jr'asun'kr) 'jtacheclll1oye Jvizi~eili;ye 7C-kh - tl9cn91e 90-kL 

,o:odov' in V./,.r:oJobutsiz,), et, 81. (erl.) 'l,storiy~l lieva' torn I, p.3?!. 

(4'; B. S.l tenDer!:: I "uzhno-]oD si;;skiy So,'uz Ra bach} kh. VoZn iknovel1i,Y8 

i Dey~te1Inost' J}.37. 
(50- \ 
\ ' J 

1 Q' .• 7\' '., r-') 
~) l>. L 

See, Jistck '181'o:,nov TTOI_i nu.], 1:3, ir;. 'Titer!rLur',,' [)J?4. _. __ . ___ . ___ .lft.-.___ _______ • 
(r~\ 

"')) ) 

By10ye 19C6, nc.3, r.~49. 

(Sh.) ('.'.J- ::!:;:'8slm' ko 'it(,cbGchnoye JvLheniyc 7C-kh - n8c"~n [" (lC-kh ·'odov' 

in V._'\.-;o]obutsk,]' ct cd. (e6.) 'Istori;Y8 Yicva' tel'll, il.Y-I. 
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19C7, no.?, r.204. 
L!7 C', see V.Pa.nkr~~tov ']:; Clb}'c:teJ':l(,[,ti SI'ecii rf'l;ocnjkil vI,,) 0-

::,[;.. 20' in2,ylo,YEO HU, n.';, ~,.?4-S ;'Svoi'!l ~n Byl..21!' 19C7,no.8, p.105. 

'lz avtol>io~~rnfii r·.t.Ant:-.::nclv,~3' in ~?lo~~'i~l~lv~;~.?~ 1, ~:5, ne.;', 

in A. \1. "{;:!k:irn:jvc~-lJi.kov~3k~l)·~ (ed.) ,t i\Pl:0C~y_~1--'::~.21L-~~.~ dO~Y.!l!E;llt.akh 

t ' ".., _ 1 , , .... n. 1- (.: I, Vt:-~ k~P 

67 , , 
((~)) Ibid., I'. :'34. 

((,4-) Ib 1. ci., ;.. ~~~'. 

((-;6) 

by k tt-:t"r,:_):-'U' 

in 

torr 11, I,'ay 1-

( 
I'~, ' 
C, ) J ';,'-; Vb ~is t.t:x'::;: "j'Ome:l ~~,·-::)in~rt ti:(:~ 

-----.------~ ~------, 
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k.l?, ~.7: ... 
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in;.]i c~~ teJ 

{'(''',Flr,Led lib,r'ols - t') a ";re',tcr .')1' Je~,.8er exter:t - as :os~';b1t., allie:-". 

F"r'tht':r, t,l<; '.",il;:' for L;oljtic.'lJ s'r", cd OTT, !'lhu,ln by 1)U,st-L'76 Ct,vollJ.tioD"lrif's 

(S8P :;hnlJter TV) w()uld ?lh.U'JI', iHli:H:Tf'iclany I1t }.<o85t, to bE::' ,;(\;;:etJ-tint' 

dl)ci"ty - un :Lcfllltc'IW8 not rGCOr:n~38d by the. tY'adi tional view 01 thu 

two f;1oveClents, the linkE' Exjstin~~'t pn'()r~8nis'"ti;lnal' level, 13(1(1 

.ow!lrds the liberals ot various tir::esDf,tw t'n lET') ,"wi 19,3. Til1s Chl3pter 

is not coned'ned \J1t:l t:1E. histor':, of li.berel .society in ti1C )outh (i,.ldng 

tLi.~~ lJeriod, or' , .. ;1 th it~,; shif'tin?, :vlit.l:;,ql f'()rt;une~;, it is rnt!'ely COtl-

society. 



1 " 

'Libel'el society' in ttis Chapter is used to indicate thElt part of 

Southern educated. societ.'i which wished for, prefe'rab ly peaceful, social 

Rnd/or political chanve, but was not itself revolution9.ry or involved 

in any such orgardsed movement. It was a position which is perhaps 

most comlnrmly associated with those who worked in the ~stvo~, town 

dumas or as Justices of the 1 eace. Yet ultimately, the distinction 

was one of attitude and behaviour not of occllpation. ~10wever', it was 

,Periodically difficult to assip:n an individual to one caml) or t;le other 

on the oasis of his chosen sjJhere of activity. Thus considerable 

nurr;bers of revolutionaries during the ear] ier part ,A' the movement 

went amongst the .fJeasantry to arO:lse revolution as ~r:..stvo teachers or 

as medical assistants - for example, the Zhebunev kruzhok. Conversely, 

one of the activists in the Yh<orkov kruzhok of D.T.Buts;ynsky, in 1878, 

named R.odin, proclailIle(i at his trial that he was "only a liberaL •• 1/(1) 

Similarly, when A.N .Bukh went to Rostov at the start of 18:=.4, he con

sidered that one of the main leaders of the Central GroUl) of rtostov's 

'liarodnaYB Volya' Party ',vas too much of a 1iof:;ra 1; he "knew the liberal 

catechisrc thorougbly and had on occasions even made full use of it, but 

he completely failed to understand the revolutionary IT.ovement and did 

not even interest himself in its meaning."(2) In ambiguous caSE,S it 

has been necessary to make arbitrary decisions. 

I,ev Deych once wrote that in part due to the revelations of the 

f\echayev trial, he reacted asainRt violence, ancl at the beginning of 

tte seventies came to consider himself a lib,,-ral but, "It was a rare 

revolutionary of this period who diel not begin his social activity with 

some legal attempt to De of use t rj the need}. "(3) Clearly, if one was 

wil] ing to use a defjnHion of sufficient width, few of the revolutionaries 

could escape r)eing called. ex-liberals. t' .¥.ropotkin wrote, in the same 

vein as Deych, in an article for the K'o.r~nigi1t.1:.:LBev~~.! in led?, that 

"nearly all those who have taken an active tart in the revolutionary 

agitation, before joining the Revolutionary Party, have tried to work 

in peaceful and law-abidin[ ways. It "Csinsky and. Kvyatkovsky ••• before 

they joined the RevolutionE'ry ['arty, served in the ~.§tvo; Voynaralsky 

was a Justice of the reace; Yravchinsky, Doubrovin, 5hishl<-0, Sukharov, 

Vemelyanov were officETs; Neimar was a distinsuiflhed surt"eo!1; and the 

present writer waS for several years a public official naively believing 
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in the good intentions of his Government. "(4-) Numbers of those \'.ho were 

to become revolutionaries did begin in fact as liberal reformers. 

Yekaterina Breshko-l3reshkovskaya offers an intert'stinf case of 

someone who reached the lJosi tien of ;)einr a leader of the Kiev Cor:;,; une 

and an acti ve participant in propafanda a~nongst ti18 peasants, thrcugh 

disillusionment with the possibilities of legal ~j;v~ educational 

and social work. She was born in 1844 in 'Ii tebsk but brought up on an 

estate in Ghernif!Ov. Her father was the scion of an aristocratic 

Polish family and her motht'r a membtT of the Russian aristocracy. Her 

family was liberally inclined, and she explai ned her own liberalism as 

being founded upon her father's teachings and infJuence. However, 

Breshkovskaya went f Jrther to the left tha,n her father's mild liberalism. 

In her late teens, she went to st.Petersburg and became involved in 

liberal and revolutiomry circles around the Fni versity. r'ar:i'ied to a 

liberal in 1869, she left he!' husband. the fol1owinf yea;'. (5) "As an 

already adult young woman, with her father, she took part in the 

preparations on their eflt",te for the liberation of the peasants from 

serfdom, and with her husband she opened the first ~m~.!:'y..2 schools and 

libraries in their district. "(6) "At that time (i.e., the 1860' S), 

Breshko-Breshkovskaya herself dreamt of nothing further than lega 1 

cultural 'Nork in the village. T->geth, r wi th her father, her husband 

and their neighbour, Sinec:ub, she gave herself wholentartedly to the 

organisatic)n of schools, libraries, and hospitals in their ~zd. 

"But neither in the zemstvo nor in the nei€,hbouring: territ\Jry 

did Sinegub and Breshkcvskaya succeed. A larmed by a too rar,id growth 

of cultural instit,.ltions, in the vtlla§"e, the authorities closed the 

schools founded by the ;~reshkovsky and Sinegub families and forbade 

their w,rking amonr the peasants. It was then that a rupture took place. 

Breshkovskaya's father and htr husband submitted to the gove:"nment and 

rerrained loyal liberals, while Katerina and Sinegub, on the other hand, 

placed their duty to the people before obedience to the tovernment."(7) 

Anoth.r future revolutiona.ry, J.1 .Yabli ts, also worked with Breshkovskaya 

in these endeavours. However, th's group of liberal activists had wider 

contacts~ for it was the brother of the K.F.Baydakovsky mentioned below -

favel F,:2>aydakovsky - who, in comf)any with A.A.Yrilj went abroad to 

;)wi tzerland and contacted Lavrov in i'"arch 187? in order to s ugfest that 

he, LEi vrov, should s tart a pEl per. (d) As a res ult of hi s meeting: end 

converS8 -.ion \\i th t!'.ese two, Lavrov went ahea:1 and wrote the first drRft 

of the yp'ered~ programmE:, which is eenerally con:>idered as ~!!,~.!:vo -
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constitutional in tone.(9) The first programme for yp'ered! did inCleed 

state thl'it "we do not call for revolutionary measures ••• ,\hat it is 

possible to do by way of small reform, thAt should also be done. However 

small the legal path is in Pus sia, it does exi st." The ~~tvo worker 

and the lawyer could do much legally to imfrove the material, e:iucational 

and legal lJosition of the peasant.(lO) I-.1?Baydakovsky returned to 

R.ussia and, dl.tring the period from September to l~ovember 1872, was 

visited by S. L.Podolinsky. Baydakovsky presumably must have been content 

with this programme for Podolinsky subsequently wrote to I,avrov that 

"Baydakovsky categorically said he would give 3,0(8 rub1es ••• " and 

appears to have given l-odolinsk:y- no reason tu CJue~3tion his own bp-lief 

that "For the time being in the south it is possible to count on Yiev, 

OdestJa, r ha~kov, Yeliz8vet.9'rad, .l:-oltava and Chernifov ••• " to provide 

an organisal,ion through which the projected journal wO<lld be distributed.(ll) 

However, according to Breshkovskaya it was not the closure of her 

schools and libraries, nor even her argument wi th her fathET, which 

turned her to that revolutionary path embrace;} by her in 1872/3. rrhe 

government had proceoded to remove the lJro{,ressi ve influences from the 

~ezd administration: Y.F.Baydakovsky was sent to Eostrum, from which 

he subsequently fled (I?), S.F.Yovalik was denied confirm3tion of his 

office as a J.P., And l3reshkovskaya' s father -l.as forced to resit'n from 

his ~~j;.Y.2 office.(13) These events confimed to her "the :)tviu~s 

in"possibility" of proceedine by the path of open legal work to improve 

the lot of the narod, whlch remained her aim. She decided "to protest 

against the existinG order, to unite her voice with those of a number 

of protesting friends, it waR not calCulated, of course, to brin!,,: 

immediate ani direct fll'ofit to the narod, the bad position of whom 

i:npelled us to act like this. B".lt I suPC?e~'ted and sugtc:est that the 

louder and the Eiore that protest is expressed a{'ainst this position 

the Cluicker the .pover'nment will turn its attention to it ••• " lit the 

same time, "as I entirely parted from the peaceful path of activities 

I endeavoured to establish a farm on which young ~eo~le from the 

intelligents~ were 8.01e to teach ourselves simple, ihys ical work, to 

study the peasant way of life, in order then to ['.0 amongst the narod 

and to live as one with them, to lift their moral and material way of 

life, to develop in the:~ good inclinations anG. to help in difficult 

situations. In line with this, it was not fJroposed to introduce anti

government propaganda. This attempt, however, again turned out badly 
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and it was to be the last. "(14) Thus Breshkovskaya regarded herself 

as ha.ving embarked on "a criminal and non-peaceful", but not 

particularly revolutionary method of strugc1e; the latter she hnd 

obviously tried to avoid. 

S.F.Kovalik, mentioned above, had been appointed J.P. for ~'glinsk 

uyezd, Cht:rnigov province, in 1870, by t~1e Chernigov provincial zemstvo, 

but this was rescinded by the Senate in the following year. Kovalik 

moved to the capital and applied unsuccessfully for a professorship, 

after which he became incre,gsingl~; active in the revollltionary circles 

of St.J?etersburg.(15) I.LKoval' sky also ap.f:)lied for a. position as a 

J.r. without success, after whicil in 1876, he became a correspondent 

for the Niko1ayev Vestnik. (16) Thus, four of the important le8ders of 

the rev01ution g ry movement in the earlier years had begun by trying 

to a ccommodate themselves wi thin the offi cia1 structure of Imperial 

society: :3reshkovskaya, rablits, Yovalik and Koval' sky. 

F. VOlkhovsky had been deeply involved wi th student 1-oli tics in 

St.l'etersburg and ~\;oscow in the late sixties and had oeen a founder of 

the Ruble Society. He had also been one of those who attended the 

meetings with the liberals in the home of Profes30r Ta ?:antsev at the 

end of 1871 in St.Petersbure.(17) He was arrested in connection with 

the 1,echayev Affair and imprisoned, but after being found not euilty, 

and released from iJrison in 1872, he moved to the Caucasus and from 

there to Odessa "where he obtained a post as a chief clerk to the 

city council."(18) During the following year, 1873, he, F.V.Volkhovsky, 

continued to serve in the Odessa city dumA and was close to the Cdessan 

liberal city mayor, [;ovosel'sky, whom he valued highly and had extensive 

links with liberal groups. (19) 

A.r.Zhelyabov, later to be one of thG lea.ding members of 'l~Brodnaya 

Volya' , also l1adoeen associated with the liberals when younger: 1-. 

Semenyuta wrote that in the early '70' s, even before his arrest, "he 

hung about with a group of liberalS, whose influence on him showed."(?O) 

He wa s al so linked with Cdessan ltberal society throuEh m3 rriave: "he 

had ma-~ried the daufhter of vakhnenko, the m9yor of Odessa. ';'his man 

had thG reputation of being a liberal and was related to the Simirenko 

farcily who had turned their sugar factories into a centre of 

Ukrainophilia and constiLltionalism. "(21) Accordinf to Venturi the 

political climate of Odessa was particularly proritiOLlS for ,:';hel:yabov's 

liberal and revolutiomry acti vi ty: in 1872 he spread prol-'aganda 
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amongst workers and intelligentsia, and "In this he was supported by 

the expanding wave of discontent which at this time was sweeping 

through Odessa, gathering up Ukrainophile and liberal sympathies in 

its train. His political life bet:an in those constitutional circles, 

whose most advanced and pugnacious wing consisted of the young men who 

were ;;'lore or less allied to the Chaykovskists." "But the distinction 

between liberals and Populists which was already so clear in St .Petersburg 

was as yet hardly apparent in Odessa or other towns in the South. I Society' 

as a whole seemed to be united in a general political revival."(2?) 

ValE:r' yan Osinsky came from a rich dviyanstvo family in RostoY -on

Don and in 1873 went to St.Petersburg to study at the Institute for 

Co:n:nunication. At trus time, Osinsky still saw in the zemstvo "the main 

healer of social ills ••• -- a.nd he thouf,ht that it could increase the 

prosperi ty of the narod, proviQe it with education and so on. (23) Later 

he returned to Rostov uyezd in Yekaterinoslav province to take an 

active part in zemstvo work as secretary to the zemstvo board and sub

seouently also of Rostov ci t;y duma. (24-) Through his experience here, 

according to Narodnaya Volya, '"He convinced himself of the staEnation 

of zemstvo institutions." and a.lthough he first joined with the Lavrovists, 

"He quickly (1875) transferred to the narodnichestvo party, and ga.ve 

himself the aim of direct incitement of a bunt."(25) This suggested date -

1875 - of Osinsky's conversion clashes with other evidence. L.Gartman 

met Osinsky at the start of 1877 when the former was a member of the 

Khar~ov-Rostov kruzhok associated wi th 'Zemlya i Volya' and living in 

Rostov. At that time Osinsk.y was with his brothers and sisters on their 

family esbte; a family now headed by Osinsky's elder brothf-r, Paul, 

who was president of the local administration. Gartman relates that 

C sinsky was then a zemstvo Ii beral due to hi s brother's consider3 ble 

influence over him. Osinsky borrowed books but took no further part in 

the kruzhok' s revolutionary activities.(26) 

ethers came from families which were prominent in local liberal 

circles. it.P .Kovalevskaya, for example, whose mai den name was Vorontsov, 

was the sister of the writer later famous as 'V. V. '. George Kennan 

wrote thGt "Her brotht~r' s interest in political economy led her at a 

comparatively early age to study the problems presented by Russian life, 

and even before her marriage she made an attempt, by openine': a peasant 

school, to do something to imprve the condition of the great ~ass of 

the Russian common people. At the rq:;e of twenty-two or twenty-three 

she married a teacher in one of the gymnasia ••• of Kiev named Kovalevsky -
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a man of culture and refinement, who at one time had been a member of 

the city council of Odessa, and wh.o was generB.lly respected and 

esteemed ••• "(27) She "passed from the posi tion of a moderate liberal 

to the position of a revoluti onist. After tryin?: a[ain and again, by 

peaceful and legal methods, to remedy some of the evils that she saw 

about her, and after being oPl-'osed and thwarted at eVf=I'y step ••• 

she became satisfied that nothine: could be done wi thout a chan€~e in 

the existinr form of government ••• tI and so she joined the revolutionary 

circles in Kiev. '1'he situation was similar wi th Yelj zaveta Yu~hakova, 

who was the sister of S.N.Yuzhak,w, the writer, and the editor of the 

Ode~ Ves~Eik. (?,~) 



Soviet historians rarely mention tile invclve:nent of liberals with 

the revolutionaries and the extent to which the survival of the 

revol1ltionary movement depended upon the good will of the liberals. 

As the decade }Jrogresseo an.) t heir methods of fig!1ting the autocracy 

became ;wre eXl,ensi ve and. they increasi ngly cut themselves off from 

legal ways of providing thEMlselves with an income, so then the 

dependence of the revolutionaries on liberal soci ety inc;rep.sed in 

proportion. Some mention has already been lrade in Chapter II section 

4- of the financial assistance given boY society to revolutionaries and 

in this section other forms of he Ip will also be deal t with. One of 

these forms was indicated by ':ite~::niak-Yravchinsky when he named the 

sympathisers in society as the Ukri.:y~t~li (the Concealers): "They are 

a very large class, composed of people in every position, bef,irwing 

with the aristocracy and the upper middle-class and rea chine even to 

the minor officials in every branch of the rTovernment service, 

including the police, who, sharing the rpvolutionary ideas, take no 

active part in the strugf!le, fr)r various reasons, but makint:: use of 

their social 1)osi tion, lend powerful support to t'le combetonttl, by con

cealing, whenever necessary, both objects and men. ,,( 29) 

In the case of Odessa, the autocracy was confronted with a city 

whose liberals gave considerable help to the revolutionaries an(~. who 

consequently had to ue subjected to ,lide.spread purges. Prom the 

beginning of the seventies, F.Volkhovsky "started (mainly for fjnancial 

motives) to have relations with the bureaucratic sphere. "(3C) His 

kruzhok as a whole attached considerable importance to establishing 

"broad links l1'! with "the liberal intelligentsi2; in particular the Zemstvo 

elerrlent ••• "(31) ent-: membE:;r of the kruzhok, A.;~helyab(.>v, as is well 

known, was extremely active in this field and even when the ~.rod 

movement was at its height, he "never turned away from 'society' as 

did the majority ••• "(2) The cousin of '::;helyabov's fathE,r-in-law 

was L' yev Simirenko who not only supported the revol~ltionary cause 

fjnancially but also allowed revolutionad es such as Ivan 3elokonsky 

to spread iJropaganda in his Kiev ~~ and was acquainted with ValerI yan 

Osinsky. (33j Belokonsk.y was indebted to other wealthy sympathisers: 

he went abroad on behalf of a landowner in Tauri de province, Nestroyeva, 

the wife of the district dvoryanstvo chairrran, who supplied the money, 

helped to bring in revolutionary lJUblications and even settled 
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revolutionaries such as Drobyazgin, Dobrovol'sky, V.Vitten, Ivanovskaya, 

Yelena Vitten on her estate.(3li) The liberals' belief that t~ey were 

to some extent on the same side as the revolutionaries was shown when 

P. I :rorgashev was exiled to Yherson in December 1379. There Toreashev 

was offered a job by the local timber-merchant "Who "thought himself a 

liberal, and so consid~~red himself obliged to help a like-minded 

person. "(35) 

lYri ting of Odessa in 1877-1878, Anastaysia 3hekhter records that 

'the democratic population' had links with the 6ashentsev kruzhok and 

provided it with money, hid illegal literature, gave refu!1:e to illegal 

activist" :md set up a R.ed Crrlss for poE tic3l prisoners. (36) I.!,7.Koval'

sky was active in Od.essa in the same period and he went round the local 

liberals for a monthly financial donation with, according to ; ."'rolenko, 

satisfactory results. (37) V.M.Pashchenko who was closely associated 

with Yoval' sky' s kruzh(~k And worked in the Russian Trade and Commerce 

Company, was well acquainted wi tn. the forrrer secretary of the Odessa 

Duma, r,ernet.(38) T-1owever no other kruzhok at this time in Odessa was 

so intimately involved wi th 'society' as that of the 3ashentsev. One 

of the members of the kruzhok recalled that "rrhe support of the liberals 

was very important for us also in narrowly practical, technical matters: 

where, if not at a 'liberal's', was it possible for an il1egal 

revolutionary to fi nd shelter in a moment when the dlinger of arrest 

was threatening; where, if not at a 'liberal's', could one hide illegal 

Ii terature etc.? But still, perhaps, the importance of their role was 

in connection with financial support ••• ", especiaJly important for 

firofessional revolution~.ries. (3q) Amongst such libtorals in Odessa, a 

leading role was played by the eminent woman Soft ya Grie:;or' yevna 

Rubinshteyn, sister of the famous pianists IHkolay and .'inton R.ubinshteyn. 

S.Lion recalled the "weekly 'at home' here, in which liberals and 

revolutionaries met; the legal and the il1egal. •• "(4-()) Zhelyabov, 

TdEoni, Osinsky, all visited, as indeed did almost all Ute Odessan 

revolutiunaries. "Ar,mnd Soft ya Grigorevna grouped all the l.eading 

local liberals, (the editor of Odessa Vestnik, S.[~.Yuzhakov; the news

paper satirist, r;.ertso-Vinogradsky; the secretary of the town council, 

N.I.Drago; (~ernet and lffiny ethers); but about these 'at hOl!:es' only 

the initia.ted knew, and they endeavoured to keep the secret. "(41) 

D.Lizogub had a friend, V .Yh.Kravtsov, who served on trie Odessan 

town council in the second half of the seventies, and contrived to 
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combine this function with propaganda activity amongst the workers (42), 

but the extent of the overla}) of libural and revolutionary activity can 

be better examined by considerinF the case of N.I.Drago who was the 

secretary to that same town council. In 1871 Drago becar:16 a student 

at the ()rlessa Technical Institute and Jurin~ the next two years he 

was associated with the (jdessan Cnaykovtsy a lthough he only j'Jined 

them in 1373. He Vias ch,grged in connection with' :Topaganda in the 

l~mpir€' , not because he had carried out any propaganda himself, but 

because of his close relation with those who had. Tn August 1876 he 

was put under open surveillance as a consequence of his po1i tical un

reliabili ty, but still in the same year he mBn8fed tu parti cipate in 

the organisation of the escape of P.Yropotkin. Then, together ~ith 

Ivanchin-FiRarev and Bogdanovich he he1lJeJ to draw up the programme 

for '6emlya i Volya' which he then joined. In l8T1 he arrived bqck in 

Odessa and retired from revolutionary activity, 81 though once again 

[;ut under 1;01ice surveillance. He ,) eca:ne secretary to the Odessa town 

council in 1879. (43) Between 1379 and the summer of 1832, when he was 

Arrested, he secretly assiste(i the 'L~arodna.ya Volya' Party. "I.S Vera 

Figner rel~ites, the Party used his address for senrling mail to its 

Odessa group b,,:t did. not allow Drago to become 'privy to their business, 

for he was now in contact with the liberal-constitutionalists around 

Panyutin. Nhen this group of liberals was liquidated, Figner anJ the 

narodovoltsy "regarded, with irony their flaying wi th words abuut the 

form of thl::: constitution. n(41+-) 

Jhatev~r ironic or indeed contemptuous attitude towards the 

lib erals may have been har::JOured by the revolutionaries, the official 

organ of the 'Narodnaya Volya' Party (i\arounaya Volya No.1 of 1st Octobbr 

1,37:;-) inveif!hed against Totleben, the new Governor-general of Odessa, 

and the lJUrc:e which he carriei out amongst the city's liberals in the 

summer of thAt year. The paper claimed. that almost sixty .t-,eople had 

been exiled from Cdessa incLlding G-ernet, t he secretary to the Odes san 

may:r, Bemer, an inspector of schools, Vuzhakov, 'the assistant editor' 

of the Odessa Vestnik; Chandatsky, Dubravny, ~<arkovich and Yovalevsky 

all of whom were teach,r-s; A.Fopich, Borisov and !,,'alevanny.y all of 

whom worked in the city council; Gertso-Vinogradsky, who wrote under 

the pseudonym of ~aron Ike, and a vari~ty of other teachers, doctors, 

students and work"ers.(45) However the effectiveness of this t.)pe of 

lJurge was not cOml)lete from the government's point of vi ew, and :indped 
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may lV3Ve been counter-productive. F.I.Drey, who joined the newly formed 

Central Grou~ of '.i~arod.Ylaya Volya' in Odessa in the SclIIllTIer of 18bO 

recorded thAt alreailj' the Group was trying "to form links in 'society' •• "(4E1) 

f5arlier, at the end of 1879, Fiener h8d also been active in Odessa 

and Quickly made a wide circle of 8c~uaintances in which fit"ured 

representatives of all social classes - professors, generals, landowners, 

students, doctors, chinovniks, workers. She defenCled the 'Narodnaya 

Volya' PArty before them. She was anxious to win them over as the party 

needed money, flats in which to keep illegal literature and members. 

Apparently she had some success. (47) Trigoni, who acted as the 8f!ent 

between the t<~xecutive Corr.mittee and the Cdessan Central Group, settled 
. . 5 

in Odessa from the autumn l8t)O and obtained a job as the assilant to a 

barrister at the Odessa (iistriet court Nhich gave him" a lot of 

contacts"(l~) amJngst I society' . 

Trle assassination of the Tsar ani the subsequent reaction by the 

government were to have a considerable iml-1act upon those who inha bi ted 

this world between beina; reformers and beinE revolutionaries and compelled 

them to clarif~v their positiun. A group of young people for example, 

had met at the home of Count Strogono"'l in (des sa, for' self-development j 

from the start of 18·31. There they were able to use the Count's library 

of illegal litet'ature brouc;ht in from abroad. "'l'he terrible event of 

1 March 18,01, divided it (Le., the group), the less decisive part of 

the comrades went over to legal work, the other part continued its 

meetings ••• "(49) This second group later carr:e into contact wi ti the 

'Narodnaya Volya'. 

Nikolayev, l)erhaps because of its proximity to Ooess.'3, also 

illustrates the assistance [i ven by society to revolutionaries. In 

H375, in Odessa, had been formed the kruzhok of lJ.Y.Bu:<:h, Ore1 Gabel, 

Dorfman, Lepeshinsk'y, },jalinka and Gorodetsky.(5C) N.Y.Bukh recounts 

how "Lepeshinsky and I were sent on business to Nikolayev, and stayed 

ma.inly at Shmi tt' s, who had been ex:i led for the student d isorder5 at 

the 3t.Petersburg 'l'echnica] Institute; whose father served on the town 

council and besides the son, had a whole' flower garden' of d~w~::hters." 

lIere Bukh beC81ne acquainted wi th ChuC1novsky, wi th the elder brother 

of' the future revolutionD ry Zlatopol' sky and his other brother 

Aleksandr. LeIJeshinsky, throufh these contacts, obtained lessons whiCh 

providEd the basis of their financial resources. Csl) 
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In the foll07dnf year, 1876, I.~' .Yovel' sky VIlas to find employment 

with the favourably disposed local j\ikolayev newspaper; a task which 

he combined with acti vi ty amongst the Shtundists in the environs of the 

town. (52) Subseqi.lently, in 1878 in l-ikolayev a sympathetic landowner, 

Pulevich, r:ave his house for the revolutionaries Vi Uenb erg, A.G-.Luri, 

and A.N .Zaydner to hide in, after Vj ttenberg had fired at a soldier 

during Yoval'sky's trial.(53) 

Even in out-,f-the-way Simferopol' , ther'e is evidence of assistance 

being provided by liberals: "In Simferopol' comrades fixed up t.A. 

(Dikovsky) as a clerk in the f'rovincial zemstvo office, the chairman 

of which was the VIIell-kno'Nn zemstvo activist, Vitberg, later subjected 

to government repression for acquaintance and friendly relations with 

Zhelyabov, Perovskaya, Tellalov and other revolutionaries. "(54) 

In Rostov, while still working in the town's administration, 

Osinsky and other liberals had assisted the revoliltionaries. Osinsky's 

brother was president of the local administration, and he himself had 

been for some time secretary of the Rostov ci ty duma. It "was partly 

as a result of C~insky' s work that the atmosf;here in Rostov at the 

beginning of the seventies was far more receptive than elsewhere to 

Populist prof;aganda. In some factories the management helped those 

who wanted to get in touch with t he workers, and the revolutionaries 

had many accomplices in the to''ffi administra tion. Some at least of the 

bourgeoi s in thLS industrial and commercial town did not view wi th 

disfavour some n:ovement of protest a nd reform. And the workers too 

were widely influenced by the Fopulists. Such was the atmosphere when 

Osinsky first began to work ••• W(55 )One of Cisi nsky' s coJ1 eat.:: ues , r,;.R.popov 

l,gte:r' recol T ected that n sinsky, in the summer 0 f 1876, left his job as 

secretary of the Rostov town council. Throue;h him it h8 d oeen possible 

to get a revolutionary a job wi th the town council. "On the ~ostov 

Council many of the me:nbers serving Dt this time regarded t.l-J.e revolutionary 

movement sympathetically." and looked favourably ulJon the idea of a 

constit"tion; the mayor ilrivosheyin, for example.(56) P.S.Tkachenko 

also remarks on hoI'! the loca] I Zemlya i Volya' group in Hostov-on-Don 

benefited from the favourable circumstances for revolutionary work. 

It was well connected to the chairman and members of the zernstvo board, 

which [ave it the opportunity to establish in w,jrk electors, med 1ce,l 

assistants anci teachers of the '~emlya i Volya'. "In the uyezd ~tvo 

bOGrd, the secretary was the 'L:;emlya i Volya' member V.Osinsky. In the 
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narodniks. The mana!,er, cle:--k and accountant of ~Traham' f:', zavod WtT'e 

linked with the '~.:.elOlya i Vol'ya'. It had peoiJle in the railway work

shop, in the tobacco fabr~~i, in the city library; in the Azov Commercial 

Bank worked t!~e 'Z.emlya j Volya' member I..Gartman. "(57) 

Rostov continued to be well disposed towards the revolutionaries. 

In 182? to 1<'354, the Central' l'Jarodnaya Volya' G-rou~ in ~ostov was 

involved in the search for financial and otr.er links aTlon~~st the local 

society and the intel1jgentsi~.(58) This was done to such effect t};at 

by the early 1880's "In Rostov the majority of (';~arodnaya Volya') 

links were amonr:st people ht3ving a defjni te iJosition. There were bank 

official s, railway emlaoyees, officials of tr.e toml governme nt, there 

was even the director of Zinger and Co. in l'Jakhichevani. "(59) 

In Yh9r'-kov, there was alsc an element of c o-operati on beb~een the 

liberals and the revolutionari es. In the e8rl:;- sev8nt i es, joint meetings 

of the "a.Koval'sky and Ye.Yoval' skayo' s kruzholrsNere held in the flat 

of "the liberal family of the S habel' skys ••• ", whose children were 

members of these kruz..~oks (60). Such casual but intimnte contacts 

typify the character of the meeting of liberals and revolutionaries. 

Similarly, from 1876, the lib8ral J.P., Varzer, and his wife were ~,ut 

under secret surveillance rrainly due to their re13tionship by marriage 

to Ivan (~.Rasnevsky who was both a J.F. an,l involved wi th the revolutionary 

movement.(6l) 

D.T.Butsynsky believed that the liberals were one of the inf1uences 

which pushed the Khal!kov youth alon~ the read towards a IJolitical struggle 

with the autocracy - the other being the Kazan 0emonstration of 6 Decembt,r 

1876. Dutsynsky was at this time, 1ST', a student at l' !JB:tkov Uni versi ty 

,md leader of a kruzhok whi ch included Steblin-I
; amensky and Sazhin. 

He described hOIll "In Yher!kov arrived a fair1y elderly retired military 

bar-~. He arTlved here from Yiev, having stayed there for two months. 

This was in April 1877. Par the youths he had letters of recommendation 

from Feter afid Yiev s()ciali sts and Ukraino~uhi1 es. H8re he stayed for 

about a month ••• " He asked if' they were willine: to join in a peti tion, 

to be organised by 3t.?etersburg liberals, rec:-ue",ting the government 

to grant wide liberties. "The youth regardecJ it sympathetical1;y and 

was prepared to take pRrt in this petition ••• but not many of the 

local liberals deci ded to take the risk. In F iev he met '.vi th 'l'ore 
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sympathy." "The result of t~lese atten~.i?ts was that dealings were 

established between t~e socialists and the liberals lasting up till 

now •.• "(i.e., ti11 lBcO) r'urther co-operation did indeed. fonow. 

In mid-IS76, the liberals and revolutionaries in the south arrived. at 

an agreement; "the liberals had obtained the means to construct a 

press: the youth undertuok to construct the press; to pub1ish brochures 

both of a poli tical and of a socialist chqracter; for their part the 

lib(rals had to influence thE different insti tuti.ons so that they gave 

ad5re." ses, petitions for the gran tine of freedom; the youth had to 

take lJart in these petitions; only the liberals had to make the first 

step. But afterwards the liberals again did not come to an understanding 

amongst themselves; therefore this agreement rea;ained wi thOllt any 

result. "(6::') .ihetevtr the truth of Butsynsky's thesis, contact with 

liberaL> may he ve had some inf111ence on the student body, for in 

.!:!..e!nIya i Volya No.3 for 15 January 1879, it was ref,orted that some of 

the students 8t Yharlkov T;niversity, e.g., Danevsky, "urged the students 

to SUP1JOrt legal paths to achieve their rights, and. this declaration 

not only did not evoke protest, but actually found a response amonest 

the students."(63) 

In Kiev, contact between liberal and revolutiomny trends ha d been 

remarkably close throuphout the seventies; suffi ciently close as to 

di vide families. hven at the very beginning Ivr-m Deba[~ory-Mokriyevich, 

brother of the revollltionary Vladirr:ir, h.ad set ull a constitutional 

group. Ivan produced a brochure in which he demonstrated that only 

with political fre~dom would the revolutionaries be able to create a 

broad narod organisation.(64) At the same time, Dr.Kaminer, the father 

of the three revolutionary Ya:r.iner sisters a nd future father-in-law 

of l-.B.Aksel'rod, was develofing a reputAtion for himself as a liberal 

radi cal. (65 ) 

Howev.:,r the extent of involvement seems to have changed wit:l the 

arrival of V.Osinsky in Kiev in 1877. As indicated previously, he had 

been a supporter of the liberal movement himself ti 11 recently, and 

had extensive tiesNi th Udessan libe rals. He set about duplicating that 

situation in Kiev. Presumably he was successful, for Lleych subsequently 

described Csinsky a s being the centre of affairs in Fiev, "uni tine both 

representatives of' the liberal end. also of the revolutionary movementl;\." 
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At the start of the 1usso-Turkish V:8r, to Osinsky f1o-"ed "from everywhere 

all sorts of news, underground publ ications, and primarily material 

means in relatively large aIT!ounts."(66:; He had frienos both in the 

government and in the irisons of Yiev. (67) Amongst the former he could 

count Ivan Prisetsky who was the :,ievan l)rovincial secreta.ry (6t3) , Bnd 

Doctor ;'.leksandr Volkenshteyn, who worb:od for Pol tava provincial zemstvo, 

and who obligingly busied himself with transporting cOllies of .zernl,ya 

i Volya from St.FetE:rsburg to Osinsky in Yiev. (69) Further assistance 

was forthcomine: from ;)aron r..eyking whe "time aIH aEain ••• warned in 

advance about searches, time and ap;Bin hi d from the procurator's eyes 

the discovery of j 11ega 1 books." Geyking knew "very :llany of the 

present activirts ••• " in I iev in 1377. £-lowever he showed hitnself to 

be "a liberal onl:, in relation to such harmless malcontents as 

Ukrainophi1es, Lavrovists and others."(70) 

A.B.lJlam has recently ar~ued that his ci ose relationsLip wi th 

liberals influenced Usinsky' s views: it convinced him "that terror had 

to have a rationale in concrete political j,lostulates." ~,iberals wuuld 

not aCC81Jt violence for its Ow rl sake and such behaviour'll ould alienate 

society, and sourc~s of moral, legal mId occasionally financial support 

would dry up. The liberals ',vould howevt:·' accept violence if it was a 

step towards a constitution.(71) 

The traditional description of ; sinaky' s politiC'll evolution holds 

that he was a SUPl_,orter of a bloody mass revolution, but as a consequence 

of a visit to Kiev in 1377 when he b~came involved with the ~iev con

stitutional kruzhok his initial hostilj ty was overcome and he came to 

be a sUhJorter of the idea of winr,ing i}oliticsl rit:hts as a necessary 

prelude to socia] change. (72) Shile this account coml,letel'y ignores 

Osinsky's ovm tiberal background it h: necessary to examine this con-

sti tutional kruzh ok whic;h exi sted in Y iev from 1877 to early 1878 and 

had contacts with the revolutionaries. 

From 1877 to early 1878 a kruzhok (including Yolodkevich), calling 

itself 'the constitutional kruzhok' or 'the constitutional club~ 

existed in Yiev which 1'13.0_ thE aim of' a.vi tation in favour of a constitution 

and propaganda of 'the l,oliticnl idea'. The kruzhok did 1ittle l)r!3.ctical 

work apart from organising a poli tical demonstr,'~tion at the funeral of 

a worker in 1571, and taking an active part in the student agi ta tion of 

1878. (73) ~r.p.Frolenko writes of the composition 2nd i-\UY'lJose of the 

kruzhok: "tlere in j':iev ••• W3S forl'led a club embracing a very sie;nificant 
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number of students, a few radi cals and IJrivate people." In th is 

constitutional club questi.ons about [-) constitlltion were discussed in 

a vt:ry serious ITl[-lllnel' and from this club they hoped tu be able to ,,.iva 

a very soHd push to the constituticna 1 tendency. (74) 

Osinsky became involved with tllese constitutionalists to the extent 

tlL,t it vrecipitated his break with ',_emlya i Vol;ya'. In JanI18r)- 1373 

an 'l cent for the Yiev consti tuti'Jnal e;roup, its leader YLlvena liyev, 

arrived in St.retersburt' to su.z;t;est firstly the joint rublication of 

a revolutionary pa.t-Jer bf:t;w~en it And '.3emly3 i Voly3.' , and secondly the 

1mbli shin:,: of liberal materia 1 on the Zemlya. i Volya _pY'8SS - specifically 

a fJroc18mation from the Kiev graul' to Russian society ca lling for a con

stitution. The Society had a meeting to discuss these su~~estluns. The 

first l'roposal was not approved; even Osinsky "occupied a vac ilia tinE 

l;osition on thi8 question ll (75) Osinsky c1 al-H'ly ar.::ued for the second 

pro.tlosal, sayinc: that "Our press is a free press, and it must be so 

not onl;y for its owners; free for eve-r'yone, the word of i;rotest must 

find a flace in it. By a refusal to llrint this ~)rocla;Hation,'Ne under

mine the proper basis, the holy of holieR of our revolutionary credo -

the rieht of the free word. Our iJress is t '.e only free press in :Lssia, 

from whi cll j SSLles the free word." OthfTS vehelllentl~- opposed this measure, 

but eventually a compromise was acce l , ted by which the liberal materi.'3l 

would be printed but only alonc: with 8 di~claimer of the Society's 

SUi-lport for the views expressed in it and a statement of its sU~1Jort 

for 'the free word'. (76) ';;hortly after this event (!sinsky tried unsucce:lS

fully to pE:'rs'"ade the Society to inclu-ie a demand for political freedom 

in its proeTamme. (n) He had alre!3:Jy told ilptekman thBt if' the meeting 

did not support his view then he would leave the Society: he wanted 

folitical freedom.(78) 

AccordinE to Frolenko the Yiev,an constitutional 'club' elied out 

b€c:Jdse so man,'; of its members were arrested and exiled as a resu1 t of 

the Lavrovskaya affair in Kiev. He maintained ho\~evfrt'r'Bt the idea 

of a constitution remained, and nevp-r 'scared' the southerners as it 

scared the northerner·s. (79) likewise, F. Ventllri recop:nises that the 

consti tutiona 1 'club' h3d sorr:e vitality and "a certain J'ollo'"dne: throu,=h

out the younGer f,;6neration. "(,i3C) 

;~ven if the 'club' \liaS short lived, it reflected a more eeneral 

propensi ty in Lievan radica1 circles to;~ards consti tutional-Lsrn. Vladimir 

Debaf'ory-~,10krjyevich, writing in 1804, pointect ou.t th'lt even before the 

students' 8,yitation of 1877 liberals '\jere trJ:in~" to pt:-l'suade tl18 socialists 
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to ado}-t a form of i:olitical strut~:'le in or :leI' to win C1 consti tutic;n, 

and he added that the 'Gonsti tutional F9rty' ;1eld a considerable sway 

amongst tn.e student s of Kiev. (81) Bo!~uchRrRky referred to"the ,iJenetraticn 

in tile revolutionary milieu of the idea of the Fiev constt tutionEllists 

from 1b77. (32) ~,teblin-Yarnensky r6corded tl:1At "all Kj ev \\as fli] 1 of 

talk about a constitution ••• "(83) Bogucharsky claims thet c' f'unda[]1ent31 

chanb;e came 0'1<':1' the Soutllern revolution?ry movement because of j ts 

contact with lib~rals in 1877: ~the ,iJolitical tendenc~ amongst the 

revoluti ,)nories f~rew l)reci sely from 1877-7(3 slecifi cally in Yiev, in 

the cit:, "saturated with the constitutiuDal tendency ~ ••• "(84) S.S. Yolk 

likewise i,icks out 1877/78 as the time when a ChAnf"e oc curred in the 

Soutilern revolutionary movement, with a 'nove from 8 belief in social 

revolution to a belief in a ~olitical one.(85) 

" 

There was also contact between liberal and revolutiona.ry at a more 

forma 1. level for, "The :.~krainian ~~e'r"stvos, varti cularly those of Cherni gOY 

and Kherlkov, were tinderboxes for the ::tussien cons ti tLltion'11 movement. 

In 1879 a secret conference took place in I'iev; the le8ders of the 

Hrol,!!adA offered their me(iiatiol1 bf"tween zemstvo libera] s and the terrnrift 

'Executive Co:nn'ittee'. The purpose was to Crf'!8te a com::on front of [111 

forces of opposition Bf'!:linst the Butucracy. The confer'~nce foiled, but 

this event shows trwt in thE: lF37C' s there was already a ten,lenc;y of a11 

democratic t:roups of 'South Russia' to unite ... "(86)"hese particulAr 

apiJ!'oaches were tna(je with a view t,) drawine up a commcn i:olicy between 

the liberals and the revolutionaries and. did inrleed come to nothinG. 

On 3rd December 1872, according, to I. I .Fetrunkevich, he a llr, t, .}<'. Lindfors, 

the leaders of this lLOvement of the Zemstvo, went to :neet VAleri yan 

Osinsky ano. sevtor81 other t terrorists', to ask if "they wert, ~)repared to 

put a te:nporary stop to terrorism, so as to fe"ive them the time and 

O'p~ortunity tc raise a public protest ag1'linst the poJiG,), of the covern

ment in wider sociAL circles 8D<1 above 811 in the Asse:TIblies of the 

Zemstvos." "After 3 long Animated discussjcn, we ;lid not reach any 

specific conclusion", Nrote retrunkcvich."(87) The rev'Jlutiorl.9ries who 

attended this me .... ting were V.A.Csinsk~y, r,'.~·.Yovalevskay8, S.A.Leshern, 

I.F.Voloshenkc and V.Y.Debagcry-J,'okriyevich (83/. 
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4. The ,''ltj;ltude of Sout~lprn revolutionRrief, towards the liberals. 

This section j s concerned with tbe view whi ch the revolutionaries ha rl of 

the liberals as ,3 [TOUl:' l,ossessing its own llolitic:::t1 aims. The revolution

aries did not always srenk favourAbly of t~ e liberals bu t they al'Nays 

recognise\l ther' as a force which had to be taken into consideration in 

their analyses of the 81 iEnment 'Jf social forces and of tht:dr revolutir)narj

i)otent~"ll. Tne rt':volution3ries increasingly came to believe tnElt they 

could make use of the liberals tr) Achieve sflOrt t.::rm aims. 

It ,vas sugf~eflted above tr,?t the liberal s in the .soutl, liked Lavrov's 

ini tiaJ dra f't of t1E Vpel'ed; ilI'OfTarfle 8i nee it acCOrlO,! them a con

siderable irnl)Qrtance in working for the improvenent (1f tlw narod, and 

alse opcause to a certain extent it reflpeted the-ir views. S.A.i'odclinsk,Y, 

who was at that vn'ticul'<r moment Lavrov's chief contact wit;. the hrnl)ire -

;];ainl,Y the ~h)uth of the Ellli,ire - infor!red 1Ji fII th,").t "m,Y ojJinion is that 

.Jour l'Y'Ofo'Tamrne (the first.) has [j, ~nuch r:reater c}18rwe of suCGess ••• " 

than any other.(e?) .'>.IJur'ye of the Yi8V Chaykovtsy recal1ed U18t in 

Kiev the lTocrC:WJ'ne of Vi!ered~ ""hich t:'lE:Y haJ tjeclrd ebout freJT[l Chc;)'ushirl 

in "'eDr';'<r~ 1:373 (and so ;llu:d: havp eitheY' beton I;hr' first or' tilE siIl~jlar' 

secon(l version; was consid.ererl "suffic",entJy radical".(9C) HO\i'18VE-"r, for 

tile purpose of gaining the su;'port of tre iidheretlt~\ of Bakun:in in ;:witzer

land, L8,vrov lJroduced tte final version of the ~)rOer8rn:ne of ~red!, in 

which he revErsed hi s ini tia~ jua[e,c~Dt on l;he liberal sand i:roclairned 

th,c'lt the ;"an frcl'Il tLe educ:1ted clASS should 'Oe "refusint~ !1ny FArt in tr.e 

state structure ()f conte!tll,or3.Y'Y Russia", inste8d he ShOllld [ie c:cq'lirint' 

kno1f)h(~ee uf the 2!!£().£ l-rior to Fuing alYlrlnf2'st the .£2l£22.(91) Dr8. immBnOv 

in his autobiofT9.~)hy reported that. at the beginrdnt: of 1373 hE' l;aCl c)f'en 

told by [1 Yievon, 7,1'10 'NBS very close t~) tr:e ecitur of l]pE-;red~, tJ.1Rt "tlle 

fir~;t r;ue'3t.ion in '{L3sia would ()e t;te c:uestion of a consti ti.;.til1D ••• It but 

th? t, I,8vrov COA Id not wrj te this in the journal Eli nee thE~ young !3o.ku{lj ld st 

generAtion ~ICJuld then turn away from it. (9?) i-erhal)S the I't'8sonint~ 

bthind the hosti1ity (y;' thi s ' yocm:::: ,e8Iler3tion' .ot the SLrll't of tit' 

seventien tu 7j1lic;1 Lavrov rf;fe:r'ed, eml be under's,tocJa frum the first 

number of the manuscrivt ,journ,l l,r lYl11ced oy trle Chf'Tnj gov €roul) of 0mn

Dsists /lhj ell Came into oeinr under the infl denee of 30zhko-:)ozhinsky, the 

Yievan student .vith contacts in the l"iev CorrJIT une, and of Ai,sel'rud, vee 

Levental' Bnd S.I.YamintT of t~le Kiev :hRykovtsy. The article corlElidprs 

the 1:iberalE; frr)m the point of v'; ew of l-'eoyle who are thinking exclusively 

in terill;, of brin["in§: about an econ)mic revolution which 'MJUld result fjl'st 
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and foremost il~ the transfE-r of')wnership of lano and. tools to the rural 

and urbou: working c18s8.(93) Their estin(.'3tion of the libcrels, 8S 

people, is not t.oo unsYli:pathet5c: "Tne vC'r'2' best, tbe rno:::;t Etollf-;rOUS of 

the libt'!'a1 IJArty in essence are "nly se1f-J.ecei VETS: the} un<l.oubt.edly 

1I\ish to hel~) the i;pople but their hell' is rrBinl,Y of pall iat:ivps, ,,;ith 

q iJhi18ntllrCipic: oualit:y. "(9L~), and tlil:'y 8r", really only intf;rested :in 

poli tical refor~E ana WJt :j n a fUflU"lmental econclmic transfurm8tion; "the 

most moral, if not the most educated, leave the rAnks of the (liberal) 

i-,arty, hostile to the 1 jberaJ s." "Further,' hi story' was apDinst the 

Hberals: ""This liberal pArt.y, however, notwith,.tathiinf:: th3t in its 

rrembers stand ~;rofessors, a dVGcntes, the most Rdvanced lando~il1eri:'- ann 

finally the majority of the students has no foture ••• ~ because of 

three factors. 'rhese-vere (i) the liberals consist of tlk dV()£l.£!l.!: wLo 

31'e hRted by the ~.2., (ii) the real fi'iE;ncis of the oared reject the 

Uberals becaufl6 they can see the example of };urc;,:e vihere, deSl)ite all 

the 1 ibera 1 reforrlis, economic exploitt1tion continues, (ij) the !!£:Eoo 

listen tu their f'r:iends ::mr'J not to the liberals. (9:» The article con-

cludes that "i.n GGnsecuence of our hostili ty to relntione, with the 

liberals we not only m:.:"t not wait, but with a11 effort TTiGstrlinder their 

inflilence on the .!§.!:9j."(S,6) 

.~ striking cont.rast can be observed between th:i s i;08:1 tion in 1873 

D.nJ the attitclde of an Cdessan activist four YE:oars later. l:n6 of' tflE" 

BasheE~1>~ recalled th2t in Hn? "'/':8ny of us un·,1erstoori that for t.he 

strugi!les with the autocracy, we rq)resentecl. then too s1[.a11 an avant 

garde; that tile ~9~. 1-18SS, in the name of which 'Ne entered on the 13th 

of tile revolution':r:y struu"le for thto t.riumfh of' the social revolution, 

was still to,) i.nert and little conscious, to be able to show us any 

SUh)Ort, not only physical, or active but even moral. 1'h8refore we 

reckoned it very important to have sywpathiH'rs, to find supporters 

amongst the infJ uent ial circles of BO-c~llled society, i. e., amongst the 

libsr81 bouro:eoisie and landowninf~ intel~E.!-sia, and amonest the HberaJ 

and lib1crally-inclined bureaucrats, whom we at thic time called' coat 

liberals'; tsar:i SIP even at this time di.ci not enjoy pOl'ularit;y and to be 

'liberal' was considered R sizn of 'decency'. Tt~ su~port of the 1ib~rals 

was very irnl)Ortant fnr LlS ••• 11(97) 

Osinsky WAS clearly in favour ofp-reater co-operation wi th the 

lib(1'als, as was mentioned in tr801n." llis rel,qtii)ns with '2emlya i Volya.'. 

The first rl'0eramme (1876) of that Society if'TIores the 1iberi'lls but the 
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two drafts of the second l,rogramme - dravlD up after' an :i ntense ca:DJ:,aif,n 

b: Gsinsky in the winter of 1877/73 to fersuilde the Society to include 

'the politicAl element' (98) - does deal with the] ibf:'l'!ll sand ma.y 

reflect the Southern l:resRure to'·,arris a more co-oper!ltive attitude to 

liberaJs. The second programme st8tes briefly that mewb8rs should 

"fi:stablisfl links with the 1 iberqls WH0 the aim r,f exploitiDf, them to 

our .qdvantare."(9:)) The first issue of the .;ociety's l)a~:(;r, ;';en~l'y.9;..J.

VolY.§:, follo/.e:l the nt'w Une and llenicr1 the;t the~Dciety "as <llJl opponent 

of 1:,oli tical freedoms and a h8 ter of ;tussian :ibo'a13 anj cons ti t'J.tiona Lists. 

The l-,aper sRid t11'"t thE ;30ciety tiGuld Ilefine its rfclntion to them (',hen 

"the constitutionalists aH,ear as an A c' .. i ve racty. ~ut they can 0(; 'ieve 

one thillt·, tll'1t any stte;rpt to stru-gle for ;1Um~lY: rL/hts, for oroadenil1t 

freE:: thuui;ht, we hold no h;ss deor thEm the RUC'lsian liberals. ""(lOC) 

Al tiluu61 hcld.ing out the' pros,tJect llf joint action wi th the liberals, the 

ptti tude of ,nany of tr18 !Torthern revo1utiullArit:s had },robably bef:n more 

ac.~urHtely eXj?l'~;sse,i in 'jacll~l-2 fi ve munths eArl icr in '.<1';: 1.)]:" I.hen it 

said trwt j t antieipnted that th" 8Cltocracy wuuld be r8}laced oy a COl1-

stituti(]n,gl demucracy. The eiitors criticiseJ "uch a bou1';ec)i8 tlerr:ocracy 

but claim6u that it l'ii 11 be eS1Jecial1y "eak in 11.uRsia bt:~cause in that 

country thE; Iibprnls have nc) roots. '1.' rue , under a constitution the 

socialicts would h3ve "'cr'e +'reedofll t,:l carry out the~:c wurk, but "socielists 

••• mU8t b::>nj 8h any thou!~hts to he] 1) the iiberals in the strucTle for a 

constitution."DOl; 

Beceuse the '"arolnaya VolY:1' lL"Tty heel strong sU}JIJort in the ::;cuth, 

it .is reasonable to E1 ssume thst the larty I s at ti t:.1de must to some extent 

reflect ~;outhEY'n att.ittlrles to libcoY'''1]s and it miFc::t Even be :=;rf"uHl t]~[jt 

the £.8rty' s 8t~.ituQe iWS deciM'd ~):v .'),)uthern thinkin§': un this "lubject. 

winninE 001itica1 freedom for Russia and by expressions in its ~ap0r of 

solicitude ab';ut the persecution ()f liberAls, obv:iOl<sly envisF):ed a a_e~Tee 

of co-ol-'er2ti011 bE';t'hcen :itself and the liber~:lls. Tnis .(:oint -Nas seized 

".'[-.us 1.10 sce th:t the '"aro:naya 1Tolya' lJp.rty relies 

not only, nor eVt:ll ;:ainl,Y, ()n the workin:~ '3.n,1 pe'1sant clas;')es. lt also 

he s in mind. sGeiet} a nri the uf'fic(:l' cUri)S It -.'iants to cO:lvince the 

liberal ~8rt of that society th~t nwith the present setting of our f~rtY'R 

tesks the int~rests of 2ussian lib~l~lism coincide ~ith those of the 

Russian sociaJ-r~volution8ry pArty· ••• In its f8mous '~ettE::r to ~leksondr 

Ill' the Exec~:t~l ve Co::.:d tt€E a 130:ieman5e -j "the cor:voc",:iol1 of reiJrE:SEntati yes 
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of the vihole Russian J;-eo.t'le to reconsidET thtj existin8 forms of state

hood a.nd ~utl:i c 1 ife and to refashi~)n their: accordint3 to the desi re,'; of' 

~.18 people." That tlrogr:l.mme does indeed coincide Hi th the in terests of 

the Russian libtorals, and in order to cerrJ :i t out they ;vould l~robably 

be reconciled even to universal suf'fr9ge, 'i\hich the '\xecuti ve Gonr~-: t tee 

C.:1.·'wot fail t.: den,and."( lC2) I"lekhsmov's criticism '."182, not share;) by 

the ;r.ejority of thE~ revolutionaries in the S,)uth f"r' tm; }&rty corr:::;.gnried 

a consider'1ble folloRin,' thsre. ~ndeed .'.outLerr..ers such 8S ~helyabov 

conferf,ncE:3 ~~ince they w~re knc)'"n t,) ,~s},ouse views simi lpr to thos8 

vvhich ;;E:l'e f)ub~lequentl'y tc.., be :;I'ouo:Jndecl in the 1:-:-lrtv's .,ro"zranlce (103)', 
J. ... .... ... '---' 

and which recoi~nise the importrlncb ,)f alirnine: the F:wty with liberal 

IThe FrOt~r8nu(:; of the -':xecut:ive COTI]fTlitteE' ""hieh.vas dra'l,n uf' 

betv.Jf:'en September' and 0ee8mbE,r 1879, stated that amongst the iarty' ~~ 

other tactical objectives was ~rhe acq~isition of infl~ential ~ositions 

8 nel. links j n society ••• " "1"01' trle successful ful filment of all 

popu]9ti»)~1 is vel': important. 

ministration and tnt'; ar:::'y'1re eSilecially im~Ol·tant. "(W4}:.'urther, 

th~1t "k,-l 0ppos'i.tion elements, not jcinin.' with llS in i.m:on, find in us 

help and Gefence."(l"c)} In Si)rinr~ of the fGllowin!-: 'yeSI', l8bC, the 

document 'lT811aratOl'Y )Iork of the l'El.rtSI set out th,c; tasks for t;,e local 

grou};s 0:' the FaTty. Local Centr:cll --;'roclps 0:' t'lE; l'arty wer8 told t:18t 

••• the first task ,~as for local :::roui:;sL. '~9in "a .toositLon in the ad-

lninistratL;n and arwy ••• ", awi t:lc:;t; t'1t::ir ... t}lird task M,tS tl18t they 

"m..;st at every possibility meet Nith the local liberals and constitution-

qlists •.• "(lC6j ~7he aCQuisition of positions in the administration 

a.nd army is eS1'6cielly im~Joctan t for the first IT,oments of trJe movE'i!ent." 

(U17) ThEo local ;r(Ju~;s shoul(i :icint out t" ttle liber,3ls that "our 

interests and. theirs compel us to ,"lct ,iointly again."t t!18 stAte. "(lG8) 

Later T'art,'· doc.,llnen ts a] so JIlderlined thE: necessi t:.' of fonnin~~ 10c9l 

groups amonGst syrr:p8tiletic n:8rnbf;l"S of 'society'.(lC9; 

'Narodnaya Volya' s' rival for revolution(~:-'.Y SUI:iJOrt, 'Ch,;rnyy FeY-Gdel', 

had. a harshly contrastin.&' view of the l.ibc::ral:3 b.lt since this Farty did 

not have any fcllo,;ing of significance in ti1e South it will be aealt with 

summarily. CheT:.E.Y.'L~s:~el in tl189.rUcie 'hs'mc k b:lvsni'L tovariSflCnern' 

written by C;,.Ileknanov jn l2.'~3, hAd alreAciy dj;cClried the evaluation of 
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the liberals as besieRlly favourably disposed tO~9rds the revolutionaries. 

"The dvor,y,qne, trle youth of our bourreoisie, the 'lj~terateurs" J:'u~jls 
and others - vIe h'1ve not any inde;:endent i'c.rce~:, they only Tcake uf- in

sep8.l'eble pc:rts of our ;;tatE;, wi th v;hieh they "ire linked more or lesE' 

openly by com:r.on inter,.stf;. l"n.ey are telo p::Jssive, insxpl:Oriulced in the 

strug~le, ~ithout ~rinciple - apart from the ~rinciple of fain - to 

risk the:.r privileged position, tIle} r 1)'.11'S83, in erder tG stru,"p'le with 

the govel~nment, ,.;hich t':ley have hun:bly obeyed fr(;T time itr.rr.er:~')ri3l." 

'Phere re:J'ains only the YOClnD' intelligentsia ."!-1O must thsrefore :-::ake up 

the r:ain cC{ltincent of the revo].uticncc:'J' !Jarty.(110) HOReve:', 'Ch'~rnyy 

?ecc del' 'NarnE:"ri th:'1t if 8 constituLonal regime was achieved by the 

revolutiongries, the bouri!eoisie 'Noilld r3~):i dJy develop, and 'I:aro,::naya 

Volya'should net lay too much store in elections beim a.ble to safE::"'u3rd 

the narod frc'ffl the bourgeoise, for in view of how the elections for city 

mayors and for ~stv2 chg-jrmen ',"ETe r.:anipulated, so too the constitution 

and t he .~t"msky Sobor c()l;ld be invEl Udated. (111) 

Turning to survey opinions about liberals held by indiviJual 

.;outhern revolutionariefl - ratht:T tnan the ,t-lartLes which the}' s:.IVtJOrted 

- A.~;helyabov had definite and strongly held vievls. ;,ccordiaf: to 

Zhelyabov, at the :;iVetsk Conf·,r(-nce, tht;; liberals in Russi8 'j,ler'.:. too 

weak to fulfil their hist0ric mission and consequently although "The 

social revolutionary p'Jrty did not hevc as its .qj m tJolitical refor!};. 

This busineS3 :r:ust 1 ie entirely wi th the peol-Ie vlho call themselves 

liberals. aut (in Russia) these tJeople ••• are absolutely ~o~erless 

and for whatever reason, SLOW thel:tselves unable to F'ive i.ussia free 

insti tutions Find ?,uara.ntees of pprsonal rid--lts." So the revolutionaries 

would have to ass~me the liberals' lrlstoric function of overthrowin~ 

autocracy and winning politica.l ric-;lts.(ll?) iio.vevt~r, ~;hel:,abov made it 

cle2r that even if the liberals c,-uld not carry out their 'historic 

mission' because of thEir ~eakneEs, he oelieved that they could assist 

the revolution1ries to carry out tht-irs. He f,o~nted out how thi S wCJtll;j 

affect the tactics of the r,::voluti onJry llArty: ""On which should the 

revolution:TY psrty lean? en the n8rod or on t ,e liberal bournjoisie, 

which syGpathises ~ith the overthroN of 8usolutis~ Bnd tte Establishment 

of ,tJolitical freedo:ns? If the fOr::1E·r, then find. roc:m for both factory 

and. ;:] grarian terror. If we want t, fjnd support Bmon~st industrialists, 

zeiIlst~ and the Activists of the ci ty guverllments trlEn s ucn policies 
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fush these natural allies from us." He adoed th3t in Cherni":ov e,nd 

'l'auride :,:rovin8es, in ""iev a nll in C dcssa tlh re were lib (roll a cti vists 

who ',,'ere at that time in contact with the revolutionor:v .iJ"lrty oecause 

of the-ir common !~ol itical ai :He. (113! 

r~ven after the conferences at Iipetsk and Voronezh wei'e over, 

Zhelyaoov continued to fieht for his Delief in a conciliatory 3ttitude 

towards the liberals in ord~r to gain their support for com~on short

term objectivEs. At the end uf lE:79 , durin!! the con~3id(rgtions by 

':ib'lJ.ya i. 'Iolya' to decide on their ettituil.e tow3.rds t:'j8 liberals, 

Zhelyabov urced the Society "to C88;;8 coml;letel.y wr~,tinf in the p-'3~;er 

;;'e:rll.l~~j_.~ about the '3 zrarian \~ilesti on, in order net t() fri Ehten 

the liberals, v,ho (he SEliG) re{wr:ed the perty ':,emlYB i Volya' with 

distrust and consider'e3 tal. rf-presente.tives of '.'::err:iya J, Volya' as 

'NoIves in sheeps' clothing.""(lll+) Shortly after, -3t tCl:? oe'!innin; of 

lo2C, :~hel:'y'Rb:;v S1-elt (\dt his intenticm tu Akscl'rGd, wbo ':l3S bound to 

find it objectionable: II" Llr sole 8i:n 8t the l-'resent rncment is to acl--,ieve 

'3 der'locratic const-ituti.Jn. Fot, t~ds ive need t.he s,yrn£-.8thy ,~f society. 

je ~ust therefore avoi~ such ste~s as c0~ld drive our liberal circles 

from us." 3y 'such steps' he ~ad in ~ind tactics ~ike factory ter~or.(llj) 

"-'he practi cal cons idl' rations Ntlich led ZheJy.'lbov t () ur[~e the 

modific,'ltiOl1 of the ,;:J:1rty' 3 t8,:;ties ','iCr~ sm,nd snet were ~;;'3.recl by ot!"lET 

Southerners. Conversely, the con3equenc0s of a failure to R~~recinte 

the repults',f 9 f9rticuJ!1l' rnetf'o3 d' fio'j,tinf" the authorit.ies can be 

seen :n the, case of tLe '~;outhE:rn 'Iork-ers' Union', which ex:i sted frr)m 

lSE30 to 13S1. Tn 1880, Ye .foval' skaya and N .Shcheclrin car,e to Yiev 

from ;'·oscow. (['hey organise:l a workTr::-' p:rou, and won sU-:-'.t',ort among the 

not cOrlceie to Jeinancls of 8D 'econorrist' nature: incrf,asE",j ware;:;, l07ier 

1'Toricin," heUl's vtc •• D~w' n~: F~~l, the Y i ,v Centrql".roup cf ';~arGdnaJT!:l 

'leIya' ,attracted by the success of tIle Urdon in QuiJdinc up H follow:inc' 

amun~st the urban ;"lorkers, 8;;roached Shchedr:in and loval'skaya ~ith a 

view tu their joining '~:ar0::m8ya '1:)1::;8'. "But" 'a'ote Yoval'sJrE2'8 "as 

the2,' (Le., thE:' n"rc,~ov_c:J~t~) p18ced the coni-ition of refra:'ninf: frcm 

economic terror (",'hich in their ,',ords, fr:ic::htened off the libE'rals), 

t-:.en we refused tc join. II( 116) roval' skaya rl;efully observed trnt t,h~ 

bOUl'creoisieNiilirJf':y fave f{j\Jl1ey to }!ertles which, unlike h('r Qi'm, ,nci 

not incl0.(ie econumic terrorism as a flank in their ijrogrem;Ti8. (117) TIte 

Union somewhat later modified its o~n pol:icies. 
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all ~8nif, st a wish to win over the liberals by 3howin~ a sensitive 

a~preciation of their suscertibiJit~es, then others, such as ~.~. 

Komanenko, tried tc sc.?re the Ube:csls into joinine the revcIclti:--nsry 

cerr;p. Romanenko's 'TeC'orjzm i :~utina' v;r:itten in 13\~O was in l'8.rt 

gj"r' ,;sed t the 1iber8.1s around' )-010s'. RomanenKo warnEd th8t "t~Je 

Russian liberal exisb" only in embryo."; he does nothing, criticises 

those who Flre fip';---itin!-' for freedom '3niJ is efraid 0" 'the powers, that 

De' .(l18; L:or would economic p'o,~ress in Rm\sia ref,ult in the strellL

theninp' of the bouq'eoisie, 98 the libErolf' hoped; qL;,ite the oH'osjte, 

it would result in their f''l'iing Bi"Ay Nithout ':'lving had the chr"lnce to 

bJossor-.(1l9; 'I'he Jib,;rals in short had no future. ~'urnin£: tc the 

p01it:'IC'l1 sphere the author ert"ued thAt the su1,pre5sion of norrIal 

progress in thjs area h3d led tel the eplJearance c-f }!oliticel ternTisrn 

,'33 practised b,Y 'I';aTodn3ya 'lolya l
• If' th.co;, I-Arty Si10~11d fail, i.lo1i tical 

terroris,n iV, ul d take OthEor' ford· e: econc;:;-;i c ter!"or, ;,easan t a.ni work ers ' 

terror. ":-listory not a110,'\,e:1 in tllruugh thf: door, comes in t he wi n:mll 

and its form 'tiill horrify. This would no lont::er be political terror 

dirE-'cted by the in.!~]lJ11'.E.~~j,2:, but an e1 d.;ental uncontrol1 qble force, 

which the ruling clasEES ~lo not yet for0s6E'." 'rhis force wOL!la take 

terrible I'E: venre not only on the ::Jruta 1 mOCl8TcDY ~ut <:' Iso on the 

syccllhantic liberals who "stood by and ever: encoura'"Ed this or<.ltali ty. "(l::'C) 

This contrasts :,vi th the somewhAt r'ore sobr"r but probably IJotentially 

more successful a}Jf,roocl1 to {{inning over the 1iberals 'NitnES~;E,j_ ir. the 

case of anothsr Sc~therner, N.I.Yibal'chich. Accorci~ng to his defence 

lawyer, Yib:-'.l'chich had writt.en 1'1 leqflet, 'Pe~khs::~'0g'y~_.p0lo~~b_E.ni~L5' 

dIY~_~£In.!?tvat shortly before his areest ane) fJr'obabl:y After 1 ~\'Arch 13(:)l. 

In it he grrued fer the ~~~!.:::::~ beinr given more independence frolJ the 

admini strA tien. (121) Yita l' chich did not nq ve eny i11 usi,;t1s about the 

strenrth of the liberal s; in '''lis opinic)n the Russian ~Tivo ler"ed c1"lsses, 

unlike their .'ie.3tern counterparts were thE crvatures of the '(u,,"sian 

st,qte anj f'C) were to:) we"lk to carry out Lhe iwliticAl rev()lution in 

Russia - an hi sL)r~ cal function"h~~ch now devol ved upon ';:aroc1nAYCl 

'101ya l 
• (I??) 

L.Ya.Shternber", in ].lis pa:-r.,?hlet 'tol.~_~,i.9he."ki.Y_T§I£.:.9!,-y_'(o~,,::'J-l 

18_.!±' had by then come to entertain less sAl1p,uine hepeR about just hmv 

irnl-artant lib,:r,g] assistance w:;uld ~I;, for the ~2J.9.Y.9.t~_t~,y h2.d stiLl 

not achieved their objectives, ani jn fact, the pArty WAS "anifestly in 
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decline. Concecdng th.gt the ' cultured classes' were "convinced of the 

necessity of fundamental reorganis'ltion of the state str~.Acture of the 

country. II(1?3), suc\; classes however lacke:l "solidari ty'3nd inter

connection ••• ", so "ilhat can be expected froIn these clesses: sY:T,pathy, 

gssistance .@2rt:_s_._to~_t_!,~j.t, at ~~imes, ~erh9tiS, cril'iinal, cowardly 

indifference, but to rely on its ini tLl.tive is irnpo:;sible. ""(1?4) 

T ,8 revolutiunaries -"ish for co-operation betv'EE:fl themselves 

and the liberals continued, and in the 'vecl qrati,)D' of the paper 

SotsialisJ, v,hich trle Fiev group of 'l~arodnaya 'iTolya' tried to 

establish in January 18d4, the elitor promised that it wuuld serve as 

""the orran of the free word", provided it d::>es not contradict the rdms 

of 'i·;arodnaya Volya'. Indeed, it ~-rooised to .~,ublish anything which 

cannot i'ind a place in the legal press.(1?5) The ~oint for which 

V.Osinsk,j had foup~ht durine the :c;eeting of '~ezlya i lTc.;lya', during 

the winter of l87~!7a appeArs here to be conceded. 

Contact between liberals and revolutionaries was of course 

extensive throufchout the }~mpire. For example, as J.H.B~l1ington has 

-.vri tten: tl many innurrectionists est,gblished ties ';;it" /'ikhaylovsky and 

St. Petersburg ngr2~~nichf.cDtv2' often throuf!h Ukrainians on the AnnJ:}~, 

like !-rivenk) and Vovchok. I' ' D:haylovsky' s interest i.robably began as 

eArly as 1875, when beo of r:is closest friblds, Us~ensky 3 nd Ivanchin

Fisarev, visited Yiev and lent their moral support to An extremist 

circle aedicAted to libEo.rating irrprisoneJ radicrds.(1'::6) A liberal 

such 9 n ;'ikh3ylovsky in f3.ct hEd 8 {Teat de131 of cont3ct ni t[l the 

revolutiol1C:ries.(i"'7, !{e was in contact 7"ith 8.nd occasionally carried 

out missions for the ;~xecutive COr;'lT:ittee; for eXB':::le, he clid so for 

Figner (128), and also fer Tikhomirov.(1?9) However if the attitUde 

of 110rthern revolutionsries to the liberDls iVas as l:ositive as t[wt 

shown ; n the Scuth re:I'ains to be cemcnstrgtbi. 

';ihile C.V./\ytekrran rr,8:" ,)E t'x3CP'(:rating "hen he sairl thst trlf..cre 

hali been "aJ.most universal sympathy by the liberal S.t'tler(; for the 

,~.~E.:?~?~_oJ!s'y." (J3(), there ',V8S und~)Ubtedly a lot of co-oliera tion as 

has been sho.vn in the case of thE' 0oL,th. 'r:";'~,lCmirnv, 8 Soutterncr 

even went 88 f 'ar as to su"rest thet "it j,s :impo2.sible not to COr::8 

to the conclus-i em that the tffecti ve cau~~e of' the differenCe oet:,ee-n 

the Social i 8ts and j ibfrals is Ie ss in their .i;ro:'Tamres ::lnd airr,2 than 

in the foct th-:;t the formE:}' are, ai1c1 t'w 13tte":"' "'re ;lot, revoL:tiunists. 
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'i'he differ0nces 9re r'3.tiyl' due to Jersonal QUAlities ..• "(1~1) - . 

','he arguffien t; put f'orv.ard by the Chernif'ov manuscript that the 

wlrod :lated the ,tyoryone - liberal or othcrwi:?e - rna,'. heve been A 

theoretical E1Ti!Ument, valid or invalid in 1:374, for net involvinE the 

revolutionarieR with the dv()rY...s!E~. .\ few .'leprs l"ltE-r the r"volutionc:ries 

{iE:cl'e too anxious to ally themSElves ith liberrl1s, not beC8.:l2e the 137L~ 

arEL:.lTtent hpd D<?8:1 proved f'1 1se t;lh~retic811y or ~~,racticg11y, aut 'oec9use 

th(:o revo} utionRries 1:( re no longEr so conct"rne1 j f 1,:le narod hated 1ibergl 

dvoryane. 1')-Je rEvolution"ll'ies no 1 ong8r looked upon the ~2 8 S t:,pi r 

uainstay, ?ihereas they did want the assistAnce of the liberals. The 

effect of this close contact on the revolutionaries is relevant here. 

,~s riaS been s~lOwn, in the case of Zhely8bov for eX"tr;~,le, the ',;;ish to 

develop re13tld1s -Nith the 1 iberols contribute;; t.u his ,1ecision to 

follo\~ the particulsr ,Dethod of ,201i tical aoti vity which he .gdopted. 

;::;r, 8S L.;~e2'ct -iirote of Csins~y: "Veler'yan C811::-ht this aspiration (LE:" 

for polit:C131 f'reecloc.:) a little E;"orli",r than l~tflE;:'S, owint: to his 

relations with rel,rE:-senVtiYf)s of trle U.::rainian liber·a~s. U(lY') 

The li'oe1'91s dis9r'pointer1 the :;:ore eXRfrerc;ted hopes of tr-le 

revolutioI19r::es. In .;,istck~~rodE'£y"_ Vol! ;io.;:', for Cctober lE)c 3, the 

author reviews the Z8mstvo's 8nti-f':ove:'n:nent sent Lments in the late 

'7e's an,i enrly '8c's in YrY,r'k:)v, ChE:I'nL:ov, ':'guride and Be2sarabi3, 

In retrosptct hE: Ar':''J.8S th<>t the blood spilt by the torroriEtf, is the 

respol1sibilit,r not on1.:- of the :':t3te, but Also of those such 8S the 

~Tlstvc libt'CS 1s v,ho, knc)';;in,?; ab out the l:Jre28ing m' eds of thE: country 

did not ,gnd 8rc Dot, usin@: the peaceful ;r,eans of brin,?'in;? peacE: ',\hich 

the author thoupht NE:re aV9ilablE: to them.(l33) 
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Summarv. ----""-

This -:;haptel' dernon:'ltr,'1tes yet Begin th8 need to view the revoluticmaries 

N"-thin their social context; thfJeiiiTe no finn bounaRries beb'i'J,n the 

revolutionaries and the rest of 'outhern society. Some of the leajinf 

Southern revolutionr'ries had consid~'red themselves, at one time, to be 

'_iberals 1,ef;re they caiT,e t(, R,lCJ.f;t a n~ore ExtrE:r:~e political ,tJosture. 

Fami 1,::- and frif-rl, s :lOwever often continue,] tc: eSt-0use liberal view::,. 

'~herefore it ,L82' "'en be the case that there -,"as 8n eJJ,rr,ent of farTily 

loyalty in SOTe of the help Eiven by liberals t~ revolutionaries. 

rost of the evidence of liberal contact and 9ssict~nce to the 

revJlutionaries rflates to t~e ueriod after 1876/77, when help appears 

to have increased considn'ably tIlr(:;u2:"fl()ut the South. ThE:; Cs:insky kruz:10k 

Se",I!lS to hRve ca1'ke(l 8 new ~,ta(:e in thi:, releticmshjf, but 18ter 

'I;a1'odnaya \lols-a' kruzhoks dEre e~lla lly hel'wi1,Y invJI ved {lith the 

libsrals • .'!hetht:r this increased assist,3nce w.'0S o€eaUSE: of' the 

escalatin~:: expenses of the revoL,tioni'1ries or [cec!] use the liberals \',iet'e 

rrore s~mpathetic to the nE,'>; oliciEs of the revol,ltiouaries, n, eds to 

be established. ;'lid came in various fCI'iT]s: money, jobs, hiding-pIC'] aes, 

literat~re, informqtion anl encoura~e~ent. 

7:,e statements made by the Southern revolutionaries - or oy the 

organisations w~jich S,u therners are known to h,9ve supported - aoout the 

liberals, became inGreasinsly positive and constructive after' About IE)]7. 

Contact wit:, the liberals seemed to hElve led to ,'3 reco,oi tion amongst 

the :outhern revolutionaries of their comTon aspiration to achieve 

political lib, rties, as 7,ell as of the :)enefits to be ,Jeriv8d from such 

'.1n assocj9tion. ,e'hese contActs n;ay have contributed yet qnoth'Jr influence 

directinr revo1,tionariss t,) rolitieal terr'orisrr if they ;'iere still un

deciied; the2'- exL,te:l at a timE '.',hen th8re ''''RS ~re'lt disillusionment 

with the ~eRsantr}. Certainly the re18ti()nshi~s ~ith the liberals 

impe'led those revol,;tionaries who -,vi shed other fOr"rs of l,olitics1 

activity. Thc~ pf;Y'sonal contaetf; :::n3 t:e a.f[;recjat~Gn of the im~oortance 

of l'~bera1 ne~i-' did lead the revoluti.()n~ries tC) Y'f,f','lrci co-operati'~ln iii t:l 

them as neces5Bry. To this enj, the revo1J,tiomries ,V~I.'e prep81'ed to 

modify tu sori;e extent the 1mbl ie sti'1tements of til"ir 8lIT:S anj also their 

Actions, but this willin~ness tc comfro~ise with the liberals Jici not 

extend as far B S 8 wi11int'QE;ss t(1 '~'JRnjon terrorisrr". 
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CHAPTER VII. THE R1!.~OLUTIONARY ~.mVEMENT IN THE SOUTH AND 

UKRAINOPHILISM, 1873 - 188.3. 

1. Introduction. 

The traditional view of the development of the movement in the South 

makes no mention of the influence exerted by Ukrainophilism. Yet, 

this was a force in the South at the time under consideration, and 

so might on that basis alone be entitled to serious consideration for 

its impact on the development of the revolutionary movement. Further, 

local studies of other outlying parts of the Empire have indicated that 

na tionalist feelings existed and that these had a n affect on the local 

revolutionaries. There do appear to be grounds therefore for examining 

this relationship as a possible influence moulding th e revolutionary 

movement. 

This Chapter is not concerned with the Ukrainophile movement itself, 

but seeks to explore its impact on the revolutionaries. However to 

assist an appreciation of its influence, section 2 of the present 

Chapter highlights those aspects of the Ukrainophile movement which 

seem relevant. Section 3 identifies some of the activists Who 

belonged to both movements, while section 4 considers the assistance 

rendered to the revolutionaries in the South by Ukrainophile organisations. 

Section 5 tries to ascertain if Southern revolutionaries in general 

regarded Ukrainophilism with approval. 
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2. Aspects of the Ukrainophile Movement. 

At this time there were stirrings of national consciousness amongst 

the educated classes of the national minorities which composed the 

Russian Empire, and these were reflected in the revolutionary move

ment. As Z.L.Shvelidze has written of the Georgian revolutionaries 

of the 1870's: "Before Georgia were the problems not only of social 

but also of national liberation ••• in the views of the Georgian 

narodniks the national question occupied a much larger place than in 

the Russian!' (1) Similarly in Belorussia: "The national question and 

the struggle against national oppression was quite acute here, and 

occupied a larger place in the decisions of the local revolutionary 

kruzhoks than with the Russian narodniks. This brought out some 

taint of nationalism in the views of individual narodniks of 

Belorussia. In order to rise to the position of consistent revolutionary

internationalists, Belorussians had to renounce definitely the old 

shlakhta nationalism and at the same time to struggle with any 

manifestation arising from Belorussian and Jewish nationalism in its 

ranks. "(2) Inevitably this tendency was most clearly marked in the 

case of Poland where Dluski and Piekarski resigned from the board of 

the paper of the revolutionary party Proletariat because "They do not 

agree with our relA tions wi th the Ru ssians (' Narodnaya Volya' ) • They 

want an organisation with ethnographic frontiers."(3) The Ukrainians 

also experienced nationalism: "It is well-known that in the '70' s was 

the time of the golden age of Ukrainophilism. The question of the 

rights of Ukrainian nationality and about the revival of Ukrainian 

cuI ture were the order of t he day ••• " (4.) 

Many revolutionaries therefore belonged to a second world apart 

from the one of the all-Russian revolutiona~ movement; they also 

belonged to the world of Ukrainophilism, Polish nationalism or whatever. 

They had ties with their fellow nationalists outside the Empire; the 

Ukrainians, for example, with the Ukrainians in the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire. These ties proved to be of practical benefit in facilitating 

the transportation of revolutionary materials across borders. Other 

south Slav countries also provided a refuge for a number of Southern 

revolutionaries such as Z.K.Ralli, V.Debagory-Mokriyevich or K.A.Kats.(5) 

Numbers of the Southern revolutionaries thus led dual existences which 

inevi tably had an impact on their activities as members of the all-Russian 
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revolutionary movement. However apart from its practical benefits, 

this fact also posed difficult theoretical problems when defining their 

attitude as members of a national minority, to the Russian revolutionary 

movement, which can be exemplified with reference to the Polish 

revolutionaries in the Empire. As the Polish historian A.Prochnik wrote: 

"Among the Polish youth (in the Russian Universities) in this epoch ••• 

Two roads, two possibilities are open to them. Some consider it to be 

their aim and duty directly to participate in the Russian socialist 

movement ••• Others take the position that their task is to return home 

and there to lay the foundations of socialism among the Polish toiling 

masses. Naturally this division is not strict. There will be those 

who will siIDultaneously find themselves in the Russian and Polish move

ments ••• "(6) There was indeed much inter-relation between the Polish 

and Russian revolutionary movements. "Many of the St.,Petersburg Poles 

were also members of 'Narodnaya Volya' , as also were the members of the 

Polish socialist groups in the University towns of rf.oscow, Kiev and 

Wilno (where Foles, Jews and Russians, intelligentsia and workers worked 

together). "(7) W'hile recofIlising their different objectives, most of 

these Polish revolutionaries did not seek to cut themselves off from 

the Russian revolutionaries. Indeed, some Poles suggested an all

Russian party of socialists: "One universal socialist party, which 

would consist of the socialist organisations of different nationalities 

in the Russian state ••• "(8) Nonetheless they had difficulty in 

participating fully in the 'v narod' movement, not only for l~uistical 

reasons but also because of a lack of sympathy for the narodnik view 

of the peasant.(9) Their thoughts were more directed to the Russian 

state which had conquered their nation. Even in 1874 F.O.Yurkevich, 

a Fole at Khaz!kov Technical School told a friend that he was "unsympathetic 

to the Russian government as a Pole by birth and with relations who had 

suffered from the government in the Folish revolt."(lO) Clearly the 

tactics of the 'Narodnaya Volya' Party were of a type which commanded 

greater sympathy amongst the Poles in the Empire than the earlier 

manifestations of the revolutionary movement had done and the Party 

was one in which they could participate to the ir mutual advantage. 

The population of the South was polygenous: apart from the 

Ukrainian majority, there were large groups of Poles, Jews and Russians, 

as well as colonies of Rumanians, Greeks, Germans, French, Bulgarians 

and Turks. Indeed it is sometimes difficult to establish an individual's 
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nationality. The Southern revolutionary movement reflected this national 

mixture of the region. The nature of the Ukrainophile movement, its 

relationship with the revolutionary movement and its influence upon the 

latter, will be considered below, but thenother nationalist movements 

existed in the South and they were also in contact with the Southern 

revolutionary movement. Georgi Kirkov and Yanko Sakazov, who were to 

become "leaders of the Bulgarian Communist and Socialist Parties 

respectively, received their political education in the Populist and 

Socialist student circles at the gymnasia of Nikolayev and Odessa. in 

the early l8bO's."CU) Bulgarian students sent to the seminaries and 

uni versi ties of Yiev and Odessa "were usually initiated into 

revolutionary student circles, particularly in Odessa which was swarming 

with these groups in the 1860's and 1870's."(12) The police came to 

hear of an Odessan kruzhok of Bulgarian and local revolutionary youths 

in 1873-74 which had as its aim, "the overthrow of the existing state 

regime." Its members tried to acquire weapons, and individual members, 

such as Kh.Donev, went to the Bulgarian villages around Odessa and 

spread the revolutionary message. One of the 'local' revolutionaries 

in the kruzhok was LDrobyazgin, subsequently in theKoval' sky kruzhok. (13) 

A more important minority in the South was the Poles. At Kiev Univt:'rsity 

the Poles made up almost half the student body and a1 though they had 

their own kassa and library, "in all-student affairs they did not 

separate themselves from the rest of the students and participated in 

all the student activities at the university." At Odessa's Novorossia 

University and at the various educational institutions in Kharkov, the 

situation was similar.(14) Participation was not restricted to the 

Polish stUdents. In 1879, in a Taganrog infantry regiment stationed in 

Yekaterinoslav province, the colonel, a Pole called Salatsky, organised 

a kruzhok of officers and others who had been sent from the Kingdom of 

Poland for participating in the 1863 revolt. These people, with their 

patriotic mood, approved of the Russian revolutionary movement and hoped 

to establish Polish freedom. (15) The connection oetween Polish nationalist 

and revolutionary could be closer than that: K.Lisovskaya, the wife of 

N.N.Kolodkevich, was an active Polish nationalist.(16) So the 

revolutionary movement in the South could experience nationalist 

influences not only, although mainly, from the Ukrainophile movement 

but also from those of its members who were involved in the nationalist 

movement of some other minority. 
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A Western historian has summarised the histo~ of the Ukrainophile 

movement at this time thus: "During the relatively liberal regime of 

Aleksandr II the Ukrainian movement made further progress, and during 

the lS70' s it took on a definitely political hue. A network of con

spiratorial communities (hromady), under the leadership of the Kievan 

(or Old) Hroma.da, covered all the principal cities." The movement 

gained influence in the South-Western Section of the Imperial Russian 

Geographical Society and in the Kievskiy Telegraf. Contact with the 

Russian opposition, both revolutionary and liberal, developed. Between 

1875 and 1876 there was a counter-attack on the Ukrainian movement: 

"the legal forms of social and cultural activity were destroyed, the 

Ukrainian language banned in publication (the Ukaz of Ems), and the 

leaders banished."(17) In 1879, the police informants put the number 

of members of the Old Gromada at twenty-one, wi tl'l a group of at least 

twelve youths associated with it.(18) Ya.Stefanovich, himself 

connected with the Ukrainophile movement, wrote to Pleve in 1882 that 

by lS79 the Gromada had managed to create a 'social-Ukrainophile' party 

in Little Russia which was supported with money and correspondence 

from Kiev, Kharkov and Odessa. It welcomes 'Narodnaya Volya's political 

struggle although disapproving of terrorism but criticised 'Chernyy 

Peredel'. In 1879, the action by Totleben and Chertkov "cleared the 

force of Ukrainophilism from everywhere in the South ••• "(19) However 

P.B.Aksel'rod, even by lS80 noted that the gromadas were "the most 

organised group ••• "(20) 

The Ukrainophiles were interested in the peasantry: as S.A. 

Podolinsky wrote, "The Ukrainian narod are predominantly ~E-iks ••• " 

and so any Ukrainian movement must be "purely concerned with the 

muzhik. " Podolinsky asked V.N. Smirnov rhetorically, "who in Russia 

first indicated the path of v narod, if not the khlopomans. In lS63 

the khlopomans went v narod with the same aims and acted in just the 

same way as the radicals do now." Although the Ukrainophiles were now, 

in the mid-lS70' s, again going amongst the peasants, their movement 

differed from that of the' radicals' (i.e., the revolutionaries) because 

"our ideal is to settle throughout the Ukraine:', not to carry out flying 

propaganda. They would settle as farmers - which would not be difficult 

since "most of us (Ukrainophiles)" were "children of small, often very 

small landowners ••• "(21) M.Dra,gomanov, the leading lTkrainophile of 

the seventies, also recommended settled propaganda: the intellectuals 
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"must settle down in communi ties of our people and use their forces to 

service the needs of the social organism. This will enable tLem to 

spread sound ideas by word and deed ••• If(??) In fact some of the 

Ukrainophiles who settled amongst the narod, had "married into the 

peasants and now once more, some intend to do the same. It Fodolinsky 

emphasised that set tled propaganda offered the opportunity for important 

cultural work simultaneously with revolutionary activity: geoGraphical 

and ethnographical research had to be done, dictionaries created 

etc •• (?3) 

S.A.Podolinsky spent six months, from ?,~ay 1874, in a village near 

Kiev working as a doctor. He criticised the idea of short sojourns 

amongst the narod and he himself planned to buy a homestead in the sugar 

zavod region of Kiev where he would grow his own food and work legally 

amongst the peasants as a medical assistant. His was fairly typical of 

the methods used by Ukrainophiles amongst the peasants. O.V.Aptekman 

for example, had been impressed in the early seventies by the con

struction of a farm by stujent Ukrainophiles near Khatkov where the 

youths dressed in narod custumes, and produced dairy products for sale 

at the market. They also engaged in studying the narod way of life, 

collected narod proverbs, stories, legends songs and other 'products 

of narod creativity' (25) The Poltava kruzhok of Ukrainophiles led by 

N.I.Troitsky, a barrister at the Poltava district court, was active 

amongst the peasants of the vi llafe of Rybtsy in Pol tava di stri ct where 

they distributed books. (26) Berenshtam of the Old Gromada al so spread 

propaganda amongst the narod as did S.S.Topchayev (27) and zemstvo 

doctor, V.Pokramovich, (28) both of whom belonged to the Young Ukrain

ophile group around the Old Gromada. The group called Chernomortsy, 

which functioned in Yiev between 1876 and 1877, concentrated its 

attention on the peasants in the areas from which the group's members 

had corne.(?9) 

Given this particular interest of the Ukrainophiles, it is not 

surprising that they were the activists who most acutely felt the 

inadequacy of the rJaterials which were used in activity amongst the 

narod of the South. S.A.Podolinsky claimed that the narod books of the 

Great Russians were inappropriate for the south because they used the 

Great Russian language, illustrations, manners and so on, which were 

not relevant to the region. (30) He repeatedly upbraided the editor 

of Vpered~ for not printing books for the narod in the Ukrainian 

language. (31) However nothing was forthcoming from that source and 

the Ukrainophiles had to produce their own narod literature. 
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V.F • Zakharina , in her study of revolutionary propaganda in the 

seventies, states that twenty-nine ~ brochures were written and 

published from 1872 to 1877 inclusive, of which only five were specially 

published in Ukrainian (by the Vienna kruzhok of Ukrainian students.). 

She divides tnese twenty-nine narod brochures into two groups: those 

seventeen which were published between 1872 and 1874, and the remaining 

tweJ.ve published between 1875 and 1877. The majority therefore were 

produced before or during the initial movement to the peasants in the 

summer of 1874. Curiously all the Ukrainian brochures were published 

after this date. Thus while the output of Great Russian languafe 

brochures began to decline, the output of Ukrainian literature developed 

as a proportion of the total: in 1875, seven narod brochures were 

published of which two were Ukrainian; in 1876, three narod br:)chures 

of whil!lJ one was in Ukrainian; in 1877, only two narod brochures were 

published and these were both in Ukrainian. Four of these brochures 

were written by the same nan" S.A.Podolinsky. The fifth waS the work 

of F.Volkhovsky. Zakharina detected an ideological difference between 

the material produced in the two periods; "In the popular literature 

1872 - 1874, mainly questions concerning the socio-economic position 

of the narod, and also the programmatic-tactical question of the 

impending revolution were considered. In the literature of the second 

period, side by side with these questions appeared a range of new ones; 

the central problem becomes a critique of the capitalist regime. A large 

place in the narod pUblications of this period is occupied by con

siderations of general theoretical problems of a poli tieo-economic 

nature, but also by the idea of peasant socialism."(32) 

The significance of the lateness of the Ukrainophile response 

to the need for narod literature appropriate to the Southern peasants 

is not at issue here. It was a practical point which caused difficulty 
t 

for all revolutionaries: the conspirators in Chigrin had to have 

their appeals and charters for the peasants printed in Ukrainian, at 

considerable effort, in Geneva. The Ukrainian student group which 

Zakh~rina identified as the pUblishers of the narod brochures discussed 

abov~ was headed by Dragomanov, had agents in L'vov and directed its 

activity exclusively towards the South.(33) Its activity was quite con

siae~able by the standards of the day, and, for example, on 14 Febru9.ry 

1876, one of its members, O.S.Terletsky, wrote to V.N.Smirnov that three 

thousand copies of narod books had been sent to the Ukraine.(34) 
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However two years later, S.A.Podolinsky was complaining to Lavrov that 

a large part of the group's Ukrainian brochures were lying abroad since 

they could not be got into Russia.(35) At least one attempt was made 

by the Ukrainophiles to construct a press inside Rus sia, in Odessa 

in fact, with the assistance of revolutionaries. (36) 

The Ukrainophiles were not interested only in the peasants, 

they were particularly interested in peasant sectarians. Dragomanov, 

for example, was very concerned with the Shtundists and "As early as 

1875 he endeavoured to provide Ukrainian translations of the Bible for 

them. "(37) Antipovich, a member of the Old Gromada and a Kievan land

owner, along with the Pol tava landowner Yanovsky, who also supplied 

money for Dragomanov and the Genevan press, both gave encouragement, 

money and literature to enable P.D.Galushkin to carry out propaganda 

amongst the Shtundists of Yelisavetgrad district in 1877.(38) 1.1. 

Basov was similarly helped to carry out propaganda amongst Shtundists in 

1878 and then assisted in his escape abroad in 1879 by Yanovsky.(39) 

Ukrainophiles did not reserve their admiration for the peasantry 

but attached considerable importance to the existence of urban workers. 

M.Dragomanov, in his editorial for Gromada no.4, in 1879, admitted 

that he had considerable doubts about the supposed progressive nature 

of the mir and added that "one sees that in our lands too we already 

have the embryo of a better society. '.'Ie dare to say that the beginning 

of an urban educated working class, which combines manual labour and 

reading, is the foundation of all foundations. "(40) Considerably 

earlier, Dragomanov had been involved in educational work amongst urban 

workers. From 1859 to 1862 he had been active in the circle of students 

at the University of Kiev which "founded the first adult folk schools in 

the Russian Empire~ (41) S.A.Podolinsky likewise considered that Ukrain

ophiles, although regarding the muzhiks as the main target of their 

attention, should also be active amongst the emerging workers in the 

cities. (42) Sometimes this activity amongst the factory workers w as 

carried on with the connivance of the factory owners. Thus the Ukrain

ophile p. P. Chubinsky was given a job by th e management of the Yakhnenko 

and Simirenko fabrika in Kiev so that he could agitate amongst the 

employees. (43) In Kiev in the second half of the seventies, F.Vinichenko 

spread anti-government propaganda amongst the workers (44) and in 1877, 

a large group of Ukrainophiles which included I.I.Basov, members of the 

Young Ukrainophiles around the Old Gromada and others planned to carry 

out extensive organisational and educational work amongst the town 

workers. (45) 
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The Ukrainophile movement had close links with the liberal move

ment and this association was illustrated in 1878 when members of the 

Old Gromada - Antonovich, :Zhi tet:5ky and Berenshtam - arranged and were 

present at the meeting of revolutionaries and liberals in Kiev.(46) 

Dragomanov was 'liberal' in his political views and shared their belief 

in the necessity of political reform, while rejecting the use of 

terrorism. (47) Dragomanov tried to convince the revolutionaries that 

the struggle for political freedom must have priority over specifically 

socialist aims if only because these freedoms were necessary before 

there could be a flourishing labour movement.(48) 

Where Dragomanov and the more determined Ukrainophiles differed 

from the others was in their insistence on a separate Ukrainian 

organisation. Dragomanov wanted the complete organisational independence 

of the l.Jkrainian political parties and groups - "No Ukrainian group can 

unite with any Russian group or party - not until ~he Russian groups 

are ready to renounce the theory of 'Russian unity' , to acknowledge 

the Ukrainians as a nation on precisely the same footing as the Great 

Russians, Poles etc., and to accept the practical consequences of this 

recognition. "(49) 

There is often insufficient evidence to determine directly the 

motivation for a particular revolutionary activity: K.A.Kats' curiosity 

about peasants' songs and legends in the summer of 1874, or the land

owner's son, N.A.Zhebunev's marriage to the daughter of a Ukrainian 

peasant, mayor may not have been manifestations of Ukrainophilism.(50) 

Clearly the Ukrainophile activity amongst thee oarod or the religious 

sects meant that such activity had oyertones for Southern revolutionaries 

which it did not have for ~ortherners. Similarly Ukrainophile support 

for the creation of decentralised political structures could be in

distinguishable on the surface from reYolutionary Bakuninists' support 

for the idea of federations of autonomous communes. The Ukrainophile 

movement in the '70's and '80's had many aspects which were strikingly 

similar to the revolutionary movement. It is the purpose of the 

following sections to consider how the former might have influenced 

the development of the latter. 
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3. Southern r-evolutionaries who were associated with the 

Ukrainophile movement. 

In considering the influence which Ukrainophilism had on the revolutionary 

movement the most obvious area to consider is that of revolutionaries 

who were simultaneously involved with both. However in the absence of 

definite parties this may be too narrow a view. It does not appear that 

A.I.Zhelyabov, for example, was a member of a Ukrainophile group but he 

was constantly surrounded by Ukrainophile influences to which he always 

showed himself cautiously friendly. By marriage, Zhelyabov had links 

with the Simirenko family "who had turned their sugar factories into a 

centre of Ukrainophilism ••• "(51) Later he repeatedly rubbed shoulders 

with Ukrainophiles on the committees formed to raise money for the 

Slavs of Herze€,:ovinia and Bosnia in their struggle with the Turks,(52) 

in 1875. Then again it was Zhelyabov who chose to writ e to M .Dragomanov 

on 12 }tay 1880 asking him to act as the European representative of 

'Narodnaya Volya'. In this letter he explained that he and the others 

were "convinced autonomists" but for largely tactical reasons - i.e., 

the lack of support for the idea amongst the peasants - they were unable 

to put this at the forefront of their programme.(53) He repeated in his 

trial that he supported the "principle of the federal structure of the 

state ••• "(54) which may be slightly less than fulfilling the aspirations 

of the Ukrainophiles, but none the less shows no hostility towards them. 

An alternative example is that of N.Kolodkevich, the survivor of the 

Kiev Chaykovtsy, of Osinsky's group and of 'Narodnaya Volya', whose 

sister was a participant in the Ukrainophile group of youths around 

the Old Gromada (55), and who counted the Ukrainophile M.Dragnevich 

amongst his contacts. (56) Yet another revolutionary who may well have 

been affected by Ukrainophilism through family and friends was the Buntar 

M.P.Kovalevskaya whose husband, N.V.Kovalevsky, had led a group of 

Ukrainophiles in KhaI-kov in the late '60' s and early '70' s and subsequently 

became an important Ukrainophile.(57) Possibly even D.Lizogub may have 

been influenced by the movement, for his family had been connected with 

the two founders of Ukrainophilism: Shevchenko and Kostomarov. (58) 

Conversely there are those such as K.A.Kats and N.Zhebunev whose activities 

were those characteristic of Ukrainophiles but who cannot be identified 

as being in contact with the Ukrainophiles. 
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There were however revolutionary activists who had certainly 

participated in L~rainophile kruzhoks even from the start of the period 

under consideration. At the illegal students' congress in St. Petersburg 

in January 1871, Kiev had a delegation of four, which was the second 

largest delegation. These four students were Armashevsky, Andreyashev, 

S.A.Podolinsky and Ivan Ya.Chernyshev.(59) The fjrst three of these 

were UkrainoiJhile activists and the first two spoke in favour of this 

type of agitation at the congress. 

F.Volkhovsky, an eminent Southern revolutionary at the start of 

the seventies who numbered amongst his credits leadership of the 

Odes san Chaykovtsy, had a life long association with the Ukrainophile 

movement. During his student days in the 1860's, at }~oscow University, 

he was arrested and charged with being the secretary of a Little Russian 

obshchina - a students' zemlyachestvo. His second arrest came in connection 

with his activities as a member of the 'Ruble Society'.(6o) Volkhovsky 

contributed to the composition of the Society's programme, which showed 

a strong awareness of south Russian distinctiveness.(61) In a letter 

of 1875, S.A.Podolinsky chose Volkhovsky to exemplify a 'radical' of the 

revolutionary movement who was also a Ukrainophile.(62) In the following 

year, 1876, Volkhovsky's 'narod' book, written in 1874, in Ukrainian 

was published by the Vienna kruzhok of Ukrainian students.(63) Almost 

twenty years later, Volkhovsky wrote that "a necessary condition of 

political freedom is the recognition of the right to political self

determination, for all the nationalities entering into its (Russia's) 

composi tion." (64) 

Ya.Stefanovich, a member of the Kiev Commune and subsequently the 

most famous of the 3untars, while in the last year of gymnasium 

participated "in one of the Ukrainophile kruzhoks widespread in Little 

Russia, having the inoffensive aim of facilitating the development of 

their native language, literature etc •• "(65) Other members of the 

Commune were also involved in Ukrainophilism: L.Il'nitsky was a Ukrain

ophile (66), as was the active propagandist of the peasantry, 8.S. 

Topchayevsky (67). 

Amongst the Buntars, Ukrainophiles included S.Yastrembsky (68), 

Vera Okhremenko who in 1878/9 aligned herself with those Ukrainophiles 

of "extreme revolutionary convictions. "(69) ,and of course V.Debagory

Mokriyevich who subsequently became a close associate of M.Dragomanov. 
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In the Bashentsev group of Odessa, 1" • .A.Shcherbin had been in 

the Odessan :-:-rolTtada since 1874 as had P.T.Klimcvich and G.V.Yhandoz

hevsky who also joined jl.~alevannyy' s Ukrainophile group. (7C) All thrE::e 

were more preoccupied with the Ukrainophile movement than with the 

revolution9ry kruzhok of the Bashentsev. Shcherbin had also been 

involved in LJaslavsky's Union, working amongst the Odes san urban 

workers and had contributed 50-100 rubles to the 1Jnion to assist it 

in setting u~ a press, during the winter of 1875. (71) 

In the middle years of the decade in Kiev, the '.2hi tomir-Kiev' 

group was lead by a Ukrainophile, 1.1. 3asov (72), and included amongst 

others, A. Trushkovsky who was involved with the Young Ukrainophiles led 

by V.Pokramovich. Ukrainophile P.D.Galushkin frequently worked along

side this kruzhok.(73) Basov, later in the decade, in 1878/9, was in 

contact with members of Osinsky's group which similarly contained a 

considerable number of Ukrainophiles: Ivan Ivichevich, V.Sviridenko 

and the invaluable servant of that group, Volkenshteyn. (74) Osinsky, 

himself, was sufficiently alive to the issue of Southern distinctiveness 

to have informed his comrades in 'Zemlya i Volya' in October 1878 that 

he and his group meant to start soon the pUblication of a journal in 

Ukrainian "with a terrorist tendency." (75) 

Another Ukrainophile - later a member of Osinsky's group, as 

well as participating in many others - was Rostislav A.Steblin-Yamensky, 

the son of the Poltava police chief. (76) In 1874, N.I.Troltsky, a 

barrister at F-ol tava district court, and a member of the Old Gromada 

formed a local revolutionary kruzhok of Ukrainophile socialists in 

Poltava. This group was joined by Steblin-Vamensky, N .Sazhin, N. V. 

Yatsevich, Khokhul, Uarchenko, Ostapenko, Sin'kevich and .:i.Ogolevts 

and others. (77) ene of the members, D.Le;YYin, recalled that most of 

the early members were gymnasists, but later they were acquainted with 

older activists who had experienced imprisonment, Y.I.Grinevich, 

AS.Kalyuzhnyy and M.A .Olekhovsky, and they became convinced of the 

necessity of going to propagandise the peasants. "both Rostislav 

and all his friends decided to go ~E2~ but, unable to become simple 

workers, they decided to go v narod mainly as me:lical assistants. Some 

(Ogolevets, Reyder) soon obtained for themselves medical assistants' 

diploma.s and took a place in the zemstvos, although quickly passing on 

to other service. Rostislav wanted to {'O to the university to graduate, 

simultaneously distributing propaganda amongst the narod. "(78) According 

to one source, the group, by the beginning of 1875, was known as 'Uniya', 
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and possessed illegal literature. (79) "In the spring of 1875 and 1876, 

Rostislav and some friends often took long walks, sometimes lasting 

a whole school day, in the area around Poltava wi th the aim of closely 

studying the life of the peasant. "(80) Evidence given to the police 

suggests that some members of the group also distributelil1 egal books 

amongst the peasants of Rybtsy in Poltava di stri ct as well as carrying 

out propaganda amongst the workers in Foltava itself. (81) 

On the 8th December 1876, Steblin-Kamensky was arrested with 

Sin'kevich and Ostapenko for propaganda. In 1878 he was freed and went 

to join the Veterinary Institute in Kher-kov. There he, Sazhin and 

Yatsevich soon joined up wi th the local revolutionaries. (82) A member 

of this group recollected that it was known, and well known, as the 

'kruzhok pol tavtsev' since "Its nucleus was rrade up of the three comrades 

of the Poltava gymnasium: R.A.Steblin-Kamensky, N.Sazhin and N.V.Yat

sevich ••• " as well as D.T.Butsynsky, the leader, A.I.Preobrazhensky and 

V. S. Yefremov. (83) By the "summer vacation (1878), Rostislav began 

advocating the necessity of terror." He had been involved in the 

attempt to free V • Malinka , took part in the a ttempt to kill th espy 

Nikonov in Rostov and was associated with Osinsky's group in Kiev. In 

August 1878 he became 'illegal', and travelled to Yelizavetgrad di strict 

to obtain a medical assistant's diploma. At the beginning of February 

1879 he arrived at the coneress of revolutionaries in Kiev where, on 

the 11th February, along with the rest, he was arrested after an armed 

resistance. (84) 

Amongst the 'Narodnaya Volya' party there were also those Southerners 

who were committed to Ukrainophilism. N.Kibal' chich, for example, "to 

the last kept certain marks of a Ukrainophile tendency."(85) In August 

1879, although by then a supporter of 'Narodnaya. Volya' s' terrorist 

struggle, "he made up his mind, independent of 'Narodnaya Volya' , 

together with certain people not joining this party - to start independently 

a paper in the south. The programme of this organ ••• although containing 

a political element, reserved a large place for a distinctive 'federalism'. 

He thought it necessary to give the opportunity to express local, 

provincial elements, since ,a revolutionRry organ existing in the 

capital of necessity deals only with the centre, concentrates the main 

attention only on it. But it seems ••• that his tendency would probably 

be called 'provincialism'".(86) 

At a less exalted level of 'Narodna}~ Volya's' hierarchy, was 

P.F.Lobanchuk-Gudz' who was also known as Gudz' and P.F.Lobanevsky.(87) 
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A metal worker by trade, he was a member of the Young Group which was 

associated with the Old Gromada. He was involved with 1.I.Basoy's 

'Kiev-Zhi tomir' kruzhok in 1877, participated in the armed demonstration 

at the time of foval' sky's trial and busied himself with transporting 

books from abruad. (88) Later he moved to Kharkov where he joined 

'Narodnaya Volya' and headed a students' group at the University where 

he helped to operate the kruzhok's hectograph.(89) 

Many other examples of important and active revolutionaries who 

were also members of Ukrainophile groups could be given; the Bio

Bibliograficheski~ Slov!!' lists many who were members of Gromada, the 

Ukrainian Party, the Black Sea Group, etc •• It may be true, as asserted 

by D.h,irsky, that "~:ost of the numerous socialists and revolutiona.ries 

produced in the '70's by the Ukrainian intelligentsia had no particular 

national tendencies."( 90) It was, however, clearly an exaggeration when 

Ye.K.Breshko-Breshkovskaya wrote that "Ours was a struggle for the whole 

nation and for all other nations under the yoke of despotism. In our 

prosecution and in thest that followed, a great many people of various 

nationalities were tried. The general oppression eclipsed separate 

national interests, and no one ever thought of separate nationalist 

social-revolutionary organisations." (91) Also very few of the Southern 

revolutionaries ever expressed opposition to Ukrainophilism; one of the 

few being Lev Tikhomirov (92), who condemned it consistently because he 

opposed nationalism in general. 

Even those who were not associated with Ukrainophile groups often 

co-operated with thea: in their revolutionary activities, as will be 

apparent from the following section of this Chapter. The revolutionary 

movement must have considered itself to have 50methings in common with 

the Ukrainophiles before such activities would have become possible, 

which in turn suggests that they had established some familiarity with 

ea.ch others views. 
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4. Co-.operation betwe~Q_~Ee revoluti::maI.Y and Ukrainophil~ movements. 

The last Section considered individuals who were involved with both 

movements, the present Section is concerned with the contact between 

individuals resulting from co-operation between the two organised 

movements. According to one source, in 1875/76, the " ••• Hromada was 

in close touch with Russian revolutionary organisations, many of whose 

members were of Ukrainian origin ••• "(93) Also in 1875, S.A.Podolinsky 

informed V.N.Smirnov that "mutual help (between Ukrainophiles and 

revolutionaries) is very common", regarding 'harbouring', finance and 

the distribution of books.(94) Podolinsky went on to illustrate this 

by writing that "The distribution of your publications (yPered~ etc •• ), 

recently unfortunately in very small quantities, were also in our (i.e., 

Ukrainophiles') hands ••• ", adding that "Regarding Vpered!, the 

Ukrainophiles, I am assured, regarded it more highly than the majority 

of radical-Great Russians. "(95) For such servi ces some reciprocity was 

naturally expected, so, for example, in 1878 Ukrainophiles visited the 

Bashentsev kruzhok in Odessa and rather disconcertingly asked the kruzhok 

to assist them in the distribution of the Gospels, translated into 

Ukrainian. (96) 

With the advent of 'Narodnaya Volya' contact became much more 

extensive. The Soviet historian, S.S.Volk, has written of the Ukrain.

ophile revolutionaries that "They either entered the 'Narodnaya Volya' 

circles in Kiev, Odessa, Kharkov and other cities or functioned in close 

contact with them. "(97) Certainly, in Yiev where the Old Gromada was 

located there were discussions between the Ukrainophiles and the 

narodovol'tsy, N.N.Kolodkevich and S.S.Zlatopol'sky.(9S) Co-operation 

was manifest at a more mundane level. In 1879, the Ukrainophile 

R.Zhitetsky obtained a printing press so that the Kievan Ukrainophiles 

would have their own press. Unhappily, he was arrested but the press was 

passed over to the 'Narodnaya Volya' - 'Chernyy Peredel' kruzhok of 

M.R.Popov. ',\llen the latter group was itself destroyed by arrests the 

press was once again rescued and in February 1880, another Ukrainophile 

Ya.G.Piotrovsky gave the press to Shchedrin and Koval' skaya.' s 'Workers' 

Union of South Russia'. (99) A later incident illustrates another type 

of assistance. At the end of 1882, the Kiev Central Group of the 

'Narodnaya Volya' Party printed a proclamation entitled 'K UkraiEskomu 

narodu' in Ukrainian. This work so "pleased the Ukrainophiles, whose 

centre was in Yiev, that they even undertook to distribute it amongst 
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the narod, notwithstanding its socialist content. "(100) 

In Odessa in 1873 there had been an abortive attempt by P .Levchenko, 

who was associated with the Buntars and wi th Csinsky's kruzhok, to 

establish, along with the Ukrainophi1es Shu1'gin, Ma1evannyy and 

Andriyevsky, a press for the production of books "wi th a Ukrainian 

tendency.'" The money for this may perhaps have been going to be supplied 

by Chubarov.,'10l) This project was eventually carried out about four 

years later when a Ukrainophi1e, K.Maslov "organised at this time (c 1882), 

in association with the narodovottsy, a secret press. The narodovolets 

A.A. Fomin, with ~/as10v' s money bought a press-bed abroad and delivered 

it to the Ukrainophi1e, 8.Russov, in Kiev. Another narodovolets, I. 

Gorovich transported this bed from Kiev to Odessa."(102) 

Even in out-of-the-way Ye1izavetgrad, there was, according to 

8.S.Volk, "Close links between the 'Narodnaya Vo1ya' party and the 

Ukrainian circles ••• " which involved the future writer Ivan Tobi1evich. 

They communicated to each other secret information which they had 

obtained concerning the gendarmes' instructions and planned searches by 

the authorities. They also assisted one another in the distribution 

of their respective papers.(103) 

Contacts developed at the highest levels of the two organisations. 

In 1880 Zhe1yabov sent a letter to Geneva in which he asked Dragomanov 

to be the political representative of 'Narodnaya Vo lya , in ~Vestern 

Europe, and the guardian of the Party's archives (104); an offer which 

Dragomanov could not accept as he objected to 'Narodnaya Volya' s' use 

of terrorism. Inside Russia, one of the leading Ukrainian activists, 

V.G.Ma1evannyy, more than once, in 1881, appeared in Moscow for talks 

with the members of the Executive Committee. Malevannyy directed the 

activities of the Ukrainian circles on the path of friendly co-operation 

with the 'Narodnaya Vo1ya' Party. However, in 1882-83, under the 

influence of a speech by M. P. Dragomanov hostile to the 'Narodnaya Vo1ya' , 

certain Ukrainian activists began to treat the narodov01tsy with distrust, 

which had consequences for most 'Narodnaya Volya' circles. (105) 

Later, Dragomanov received from Russia, in the summer of 1883, a 

politico-socialist programme, compiled by different Ukrainian kruzhoks 

which were in contact with active Russian revolutionAries. It featured 

an organisation based on Jacobin centralism. At the end of June 

delegates of two of these kruzhoks followed later by others, arrived in 

Geneva to work out a fuller programme with Dragomanov. They wanted to 

conduct agitation ma.inly in the Ukrainebut not exclusively. Dragomanov 
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also discussed this with those people belonging to the 'Narodnaya Volya' 

Party in Southern Russia having Ukrainian sympathy and prepared to join 

with the Free Union. But Dragomanov disagreed with these people, in 

part b8cause he felt that they did not want to concentrate - as much as 

he did - on activity in the Ukraine and. they wanted a relationship with 

'Narodnaya Volya' , which in the opinion of Dragomanov was too close. 

Howeyer in August 1883 the prograrr:me had been printed and taken into 

Russia. (106) The Union did not materialise as, in September 1883, in 

Kiev, V.G.Malevannyy and IoN .Prisetsky, who were living illegally, were 

arrested.CI07) 

One episode in the 1870's which swept up both revolutionaries and 

Ukrainophiles and brought greater contact between them, was the Volunteer 

rrovement to assist the revolt against the Ottoman Empire in 30snia and 

Herzegovinia. It was ine vi table that the South wouli feel the impact 

of the revolt, and the subsequent Balkan War, more than other parts of 

the Russian Empire (108), given the proximity of the South to the Balkans 

and the existence of groups of people in the South who had nationalist 

links with the Balkans. Bulgarian and Rumanian groups, for example, 

functioned in the South (109). Then there was the general atmosphere 

in the South, particularly in Kiev where "national and social problems 

were closely entangled. There were, too, the traditional links with 

Poland and the other Slav countries which were then seething wi th the 

desire for liberty ••• (llO) As Ya.Stefanovich described it to A.N.Bukh, 

-the radical public in Kiev was carried away by the Herzegovinian revolt 

and it set off to fight the Turks, ••• From our kruzhok - since we could 

not dissuade them - Khod' ko and Lepeshinsky set off to Herzegovinia ••• "(111) 

Amongst those who flayed a notable part in the revolutionary movement 

in the South and participated in the Volunteer Movement or planned to, 

there was I.F.Kostyurin of the Odessan Chaykovtsy (112), I.F.Voloshenko 

(113) N.K.Sudzilovsky of the Kiey Corr:nune (114), Dzvonkevich and Bal' zam 

(115), Orest Gabel and Vl.Debagory-Mokriyevich (116), and many others 

(117). Even S.A.Podolinsky was anxious to participate, being restrained 

only by parental obligations. (118) 

Apart from Ukrainophiles and revolutionaries finding themselves 

fighting side by side or at least sharing a common cause, the two move

ments we!'e brought into contact in the organisation of the Movement. 

Zaslavsky's Union was involved in the collection of funds for the 

Movement (119), while on the Ukrainophile side, Dragomanov was among the 

first, in 1875, to begin the collection of funds a nd supplies to aid the 
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Serbian rebels of Herzegovinia in their fight against the Ottomans. (lX) 

Dragomanov recounts how, through working for the Volunteer Movement, he 

met Zhe1yabov in 1875, "in a semi-public Co:Pmittee engaged in gathering 

money and dispatching it to Herzegovinia ••• on it were two Serbs, three 

Ukrainians (one from Austria), one Fole." In his autobiography, 

Dragomanov refers to two such committees - one in Odessa with Zhe1yabov, 

and another, entirely Ukrainian in Kiev. "The Kiev and Odessa Ukrainians 

even in the autumn 1875 composed co~~ittees for directing volunteers 

to Hercegovinia. In Odessa however in the committee participated 'the 

radical' (Zhelyab ov), who there drew much closer to the Ukrainians." (121) 

As the revolt turned into the Balkan W8r, the two movements became 

aware of greater commonality of views: D.T.Butsynsky recounted the 

immense popularity amongst the young people of Dragomanov' s brochures -

'Vnutrenneye rabstvo i voyna za osvobozhdeniye', 'Turki vnutrenniye i 

vneshniye', 'Kto nashi vragi' - which were in keeping with the students' 

own annoyance that the Russian Empire was fighting to give the Slavs 

freedom to establish constitutional rule while persecuting their own 

youths for seeking the same goal in Russia.(1?2) 
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5. Attitudes to Ukrainian self-determination. 

So far, this Chapter has considered only the objective factual evidence 

of a connection between the Southern revolutionary and Ukrainophile 

movements. It is also necessary to try to probe the more nebulous area 

of what revolutionaries thought about self-determination in general and 

about Ukrainian self-determination in particular. Apart from those who 

were simultaneously in both movements, unfortun~tely few of the Southern 

revolutionaries went so far as to commit their personal attitude towards 

Ukrainian self-determination to paper. It is however possible to examine 

relevant pronouncements in programmatic statements originating in the 

South or in organisations and papers which, although not Southern, are 

known to have enjoyed some support in the South. 

Given the nature of this evidence - theoretical, and frequently 

pertaining to the whole of the Empire rather than just the South - it is 

attitudes towards self-determination within the Empire which should be 

sought, since the Ukraine is unlikely to be mentioned specifically. Yet 

this is not quite satisfactory oecause) other than by the numerous small 

groups of various types of nationalists in the Empire, the use of the 

term 'self-determination' may not have been thought appropriate. To 

the Great Russian, or to anyone not personally identifying with nation

alism, a statement in favour of 'federalism' obviated the need for any 

separate mention of self-determination since the former would seem to 

cover the latter. The nationalist might object that such a view is 

indicati ve of a misunderstanding of the nature of national identity, 

but he might find that I a federation of free areas' would satisfactorily 

allow for national self-determination. Demands for the establishment 

of a separate regional identity could be subsumed wi thin the demand for 

'federalism I, 'regional unions' 'independent obshchina' and other such 

expressions which appeared in many of the revolutionary publications. 

Such a case was when in Kiev in November 1873, the Zhe bunev kruzhok 

decided that it should strive for a political and social reconstruction 

which would create a federal union of village obshchinas totally 

independent from each other, without any general laws or representative 

assemblies (123). Perhaps it is in this light that one should view 

J .R.Billington' s comment that "The vision of a loose multi-cultural 

federation, ••• was particularly dominant among non-Great Russian 

revolutionaries ••• " And later, his reference to the southern tradi tion 
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of support for "a decentralised federal system and the creating of local 

revolutionary councils ••• "'(124) The commonality of view which could 

arise between Ukrainian nationalist and anarchist federalist is illustrated 

by P.B.Aksel'rod in his memoirs of the early seventies: "We Bakuninists 

were not interested in the Ukrainophile tendency of Dragomanov ••• But 

the idea of autonomy which played so large a role in Dragomanov's views, 

drew him to a certain extent close to us: from it, it seemed to us easy 

to cross over to the anarchist ideal. "(125) and "only Kropotkin did not 

maintain personal relations with Dragomanov."(126) Similarly, Stepniak

Yravchinsky, a Great Rus sian, wrote tha t part of political freedom in 

Russia would be "autonomy, local and regional; we desire a federalism 

which will render independent all those races and lands which make up 

the state." (127) Conversely, "Amongst the Ukrainophiles, of course, 

there are no, or almost no centralists ••• " Interestingly, P.L.Lavrov, 

in 1883, when discussing the 'Ukra inophiles opposition to 'centralism' 

refers to their favouring "the old federalist idea".(l28) 

Reverting to the South and once again to the early seventies, in 

the manuscript journal, written by a kruzhok of Chernigov gymnasists 

wi th the help of 30zhko-Bozhinsky and others from tile Kiev Commune, 

is found the follo·.nng: "In the replacement of the state, - that is, 

the SUbstantial terri tory with a diverse pOiJulation, the heterogeneous 

(natura,l) localities, artificially joined by a higher authority - we 

put forward the ideal of ••• anarchy, Le., the idea of the freedoTr. of 

each obshchina, of each group of people to join in a uni on wi th groups 

and obshchinas voluntarily, consistent wi.th their own inter",sts." 

"Under anarchy, consequently is implied a free Imion of persons in 

obshc.bin~and a free union of all obshchin~ consistent with their 

economic and other interests and needs. "(129) This would appear to allow 

for the existence of national areas. Tt is important to note however 

that revolutionaries who were not anarchi sts; indeed who recognised the 

value of the state, still envisafed that the flost-revolutionary state 

would be federalist: A.Zhelyabov i:!roclai:ned At his trial ttat "We are 

not anarchists, we stand for the principle of the federal structure of 

the state ••• "'(130) and ~r.N.Trigoni similarily admitteo th'lt he was ""A 

follovrer of the federative principle ••• "; the Empire he said had no 

purpose for the narod.(l3l) These last two were of course members of 

'Narodnaya Volya' which in theory was a highly centralised organisation, 

a fact accepted by i..helyabov and Trigoni and others as a temporary 

necessity in the circCJrnstance of arll'ed struggle with the state. Others 
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insisted that t'iE;ir belief in the federative principle should al so be 

manifest in their party organisation. Thus, in the summer of 1873, the 

i..hebunev group had returned to ~ussia and worked out a program:i.e, the 

second point of which was "to create a federal organisation." (132) 

Seven years later, P.B.Aksel'rod wriS worrying that the union of 'narod

niks' in north and south Russia should be on a federative basis and 

that th;:re should be "autonomy of each federation concerning the tactics 

of struggle ••• "(133) The l!krainophile, then, could accept a declaration 

in favour of a federation of autonomous regions as holding out a prospect 

for collaboration but he was much less happy about participation in an 

organisation which was centralist, i.e., was not federalist and so did 

not admit of the possibility of different ways of struggling against 

the authorities in different areas of the Empire. 

'rhere were however many declarations in unambiguous terrr:s in favour 

of independence for the Ukraine, even from before 1873. Zaichnevsky's 

'Young Russia' rr.anifesto (186?) had included a call for freedom for the 

regions (134), while S.Nechayev, at the start of the seventies, appealed 

"to the national sentiments of the Ukraine ••• "C 135) The first version 

of the programr:e of Vpered~ might be considered as the first programmatic 

expression which contains statements about the question of self-

deterrrina tion. It was wri tten on the basi s of what a number of Southerners 

had told Lavrov was the prevailing mood amongst the 'radicals I and 

liberals. Lavrov later reported that when he drew up the first draft for 

Vpered!, "I only knew the oppositional aspir8tion of my personal friends, 

writers, radicals and liberals." "The (first) draft was fitted to the 

people who I thoufht would be future collaborators. "(136) These people 

were pre-eminently two Suutherners, A.A.Kril' and F.F.Baydakovsky 

(brother of the liberal associate of E.K. Breshko-Breshkovskaya), who 

approached Lavrov at the beginning of 1872 with a view to iJroducing a 

journal. (137) In the first dr~aft of the programme it declares that it 

is not important if in the future the Russian Empire is "a single all

Russian republic or some federation more or less independent ••• "(138), 

and later thnt "each obshchina would decide independently which they 

wanted to be - Russian, Polish, Latvian, Little Russian. In the future 

boundarjes between states would have very little meaning in the United 

States of F:urope."'(139) The second draft was drawn up after Lavrov had 

had an olJportunity to discuss matters with the Bakuninists in Switzerland 

with the aim of winning their support for the publication, and it is more 

hostile to nationalist aspirations. According to the third and final 
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version of the programme: "The national question, in our opinion, 

must absolutely vanish before the important i-roblem of social strug!lle." 

(140) Lavrov called for a decisive struggle against these national 

differences and hostilities which, he believed were rranifest too often 

even in the habits of thinking people; "Any encouraf'ement to rivalry of 

race or nation is a direct contradiction of the international social 

question of the single struggle of the oppressed classes of society 

again.'3t their oppres20rs."(14l) For Lavrov - and this became increasingly 

clear as the decade progressed - regarded nationalism as something of an 

anachronism and believed that social strufp'le was the single worthwhile 

activity. After the consummation of- this strugfle, a federal system 

would operate which might well prove satisfactory to the UkrainOlJhile. 

However IJavrov's indifference to nationalism and in particular his 

unsympathetic attitude to the Balkan rising of 1875 hastened the decline 

of his influence during the '70's.(14?) 

In 1877 a group of "former Lavrovists or persons who had contact 

with Lavrovist activity in Russia ••• "(143) drew up a programme for a 

paper which they intended to call Narodnik. rrhe paper did not materialise, 

but the editorial statement indicates a marked dissatisfaction with 

Lavrov's and Vpered~' s attitudes to nationalism. The editor wrote 

that "the !Japer Narodnik will consider the question of :rethods of setting 

up strong and sound relations b~tween the parties of the Russian, Little 

Russian, Polish and the Dther socialists. Although the editors support a 

cosmopolitan view, it is not possible to reject or ignore the fact of 

the existence of divergencies in the nations' mor~ social and economic 

interests. And in this sense, the study of the national question, in 

the opinion of the editor, represents an absolute necessity for Russian 

socialists, the activity o~ whom automatically come in contact with the 

acti vi ty of Little Russian and Polish socialists. Recognising that 

social revolution in Russia depends on successful action by all the 

mentioned parties, it is important that their parties should help each 

other: and such a solidarity amongst them can arise only when there is 

a clear understanding of the intETests of each separate nationality."(I44) 

ConseCluently, one of the points in the Narodnik's programme was that 

there would be ".t,rticles on the working out of n"ltional questions of the 

different separate peoples joining in the composition of the Russian 

state. "(145) 
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The programmes of 'Zerrlya i Volya' give prominence to the need for 

self-determination for the constituent parts :;·f the Empire. ~'he first 

program:re was written in January 1877 at the time of the union between 

the North Russian Revoluti(lnary r;.roup and the southerners: Tishchenko, 

r oshchenko, AptE:kman etc.. It was drafted by Oboleshev, and Point 2 

states that one objective of the party was wrhe breaking-up of the 

Rllssian empire according to local desires.", and the establishment of 

fully autonomous obshchina. (146) The second programme was drawn up 

between the winter of 1877/78 and the spring of 187e. Two drafts of 

the second programme of 'Zemlya i Volya' exist: the origina.l and the 

final. Clause three of the original draft reads: "In the composition 

of present-day Russia are joined such localities and even nationalities 

which, burdened by this unification, at the first opportunity are 

prepared to separate themselves, such as, for example, Little Russia, 

Poland, Caucasus, and others. Therefore we IT.ust not hinder the division 

of the present-day Russian Empire into parts corresponding to local 

wishes. "" The final draft was slightly amended: "In the composition 

of 'The Russian Empire' are joined such localities and even nationalities 

which at the first opportunity are prepared to separate themselves, such 

as : Little Russia, Poland, Caucasus and others. It follows that our 

obligation is to assist the division of the present Russian Empire 

according to local wishes. " (147) Thus the final draft of the second 

programme of 'Zemlya i Volya' represented a hardening of the party's 

attitude towards self-determination; it identifies the areas most 

concerned and states that the party will 'assist' the break up of the 

Empire. 

The illegal paper Nachalo which was appearing in St.Petersburg 

during 1878 had a very similar attitude to self-determination. In 

issue No.1 of T."arch 1878, the editorial article argued that the basis 

of the state should be "a federation, formed by means of a free union 

of free obshchinas, without any compulsory central authorities ••. "(l48) 

In issue No.4, the paper anticipated that this would result in the break

up of the Empire into "several independent members of a federation, e.g., 

Little Russia. "(149) 

The emigre paper (ib shchina, which functi oned in 1878, "took into 

account also the national interests, for example, of the Lit tle 

Russians ••• ""(150) A not surprising consequence of the fact that most 

of the editors were from the South. However Lavrov in 1579, accused it 
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of causing splits amongst the revolutionaries who previously had been 

united without a thought to national differences; the editors, he claimed, 

had in their journal, given open access to 'south-Russian nationalism'. 

(151) This was something which was scarcely in keeping with the paper's 

declared policy of 'federal - internationalism'. It.Dragomanov, writing 

in Vol' noye Slovo, confirms this appraisal of Obshchina by his praise for 

the paper. He wrote that Obshchina "in its programme devoted some lines 

which showed an intention to raise the 'Russian social-revolutionary 

party' from the Russianised unitarism of Nabat and Vpered!. (The 

programme of Obshchina recognised the necessity of regional-national 

organisations of socialists in Russia.) "And he cited approvingly the 

article by N.Zhukovsky 'Reform and Revolution' which argued that there 

were regional differencts in the E!!!,'od in the Empire which should con

sequently be reflected in the socialist propaganda used. (152) 

In the case of the 'Narodnaya Volya' Party, its programme stated 

in 1879 that it would support, after the revolution, " ?) wide regional 

self-government, ••• independence of the mir and economic independence of 

the narod. 3) independence of the mir, as an econofT'ic and administrative 

unit ••• "(153) There was a stronger statement of the position in the 

Programme of 'Norker N.embers of the Party Narodnaya Volya' which appeared 

in November 1860: "Peoples, forcibly united to the Rlssian tsardom, are 

free to separate or remain in the All-Russian Union." and "The structure 

of the state must be based on a federal pact of all the obshchinas. "(154) 

The appearance of this more explicit statement may be due to the fact 

that it is generally held to have been composed by A .I.lhelyabov, but it 

has been suggested by A.B.lJlam that whereas the Farty's statements on this 

issue were more muted in other publications it was stated frankly for the 

workers because they were considered to be a more advanced audience. (155) 

However the reality of the heterogenity of the Empire was recognised 

by the Party when local groups of the Party were instructed to limit 

themselves "to t';eographic or ethnographic areas of activity."(156) The 

Party did find itself imposing a very important qualification on its 

endorsement of the freedom of the nationalities to leave the Empire, 

which was well expressed by A.Tun: the' Narodnaya Volya' did not visutJlis'3 

that netj ons would be restored imn ediately parliamentary government had 

been established - rather the Empire as a whole would have to undergo 

revol;;tion and only then could various regions re-establish therr.sel ves, 

if they wished. In this way no region would oe able to harbour a 

reactionary force which might fight the revoluti on. (157) Equally the 
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Party could not accept that there could be any separation of national 

groups before the revolution had taken place; even in the case of the 

folish party Proletariat, which the Party had no alternative but to 

recognise as being a separate organ"i sati an, it nonetheless declared 

that in the struggle to overthrow thE Russian state, the "Poli sh 

revolutionary forces, for this particular task, join, as an au"dliary 

co-worker corp. "(158) 

In 18.?, the Executive Comri ttee had tried to clarify its position 

by stating in the columns of '!aTodnay~ Volya th'lt the Party regarded 

the oppressed of all nations as its brothers and denied that it aspired 

to subjugate other nationalities to the r,reat Russians. It accepted 

the right of nBtionali ties to separate themselves, but against the 

common enem:y, must be directed. a.mi ted effort. Only once the govern

ment has been overthr;jvm can the separate nationalities consider 

separation. (159) 

Supporters of 'Cherny) Peredel' manifest a similar awareness of 

and sympathy for anti-centralist tendencies within the Empire. In 

the 'Frogramme of the socialis t union of work ers of' th e tovm N.' , 

probably written in the winter of 1879/80 by Aksel'rod in connection 

wi th the founding of the 'Workers' Union of South Russia', decentralisation 

is advocated as one of the themes of its ;ropaganda: it would call for 

"the establishment of the complete independence of each village, volost' 

and town and the abolition, to this end, of the Rus sian state wi th the 

replacement of its organisRtion by a union of self-governing ~chiE£." 

More to the point, the programme envisaged one of the reforms which should 

be carried out was that of giving "equal rights for all nationalities 

in the empire."(160) Local 'Chernyy Peredel' groups witnessed a similar 

sympathy for the nationalities. In Novocherkassk, for example, a kruzhok 

headed by the 'Chernyy Peredel' member, M .~"etrovsky, produced a pro gramme 

for itself entitled the 'Don 'Zemlya i Volya' Soci ety' , in 1832. Thi s 

evinced an extreme dislike for the Russian control of the Cossack areas 

and for their imtJosed administrative structures: "Autonomous regions, 

wide narod independerlce, absolute equality of members, freedom of the 

individiJ.al, liberty of conscience, absence of private immovable property ••• " 

were the traditional ways of the Cossacks, which had been destroyed by 

the "Russian despots"; "the Russian state, by means of violence and of 

artificialadministrative centralisation of provinces which are very 

different in their relations, Little Russia, Poland, Belorussia, the 
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Caucasus, Siberia, the Cossack regions." "the contemporary system of 

centralised monarchist government ••• never abdicates voluntarily from 

its claims to the region of the Don Cossacks, and any attempt by them 

to realise their wishes encounters hostility and it (the government) 

resorts to force of arms. "(161) The 'Don 'Zemlya i Volya' Society' was 

consequently going to organise secret Cossack revolutionary groups, 

peasant detachments and workers' unions, to carry out agitation, 

propaganda and terrorism. "(162) The Society lis ted in its aims: 

"The destruction of any administrative centralisation, and freedom 

to organise obshchina by a general plan worked out by means of a 

uni versal vote." and "Federation with other nationalities of the 

Russian Empire."(163) 'l'he Minsk branch of the 'Chemyy Peredel' in 

its programme of 7 April 1881, enti tled 'Programme of the I~arod Party' , 

called for the independence of nationalities "mechanically" linked to 

the all-Russian Empire.(164) 

The programmatic material of revolutionary organisations extant 

at this time, and not merely of those originating in, or supported by 

the South, does almost unanimously endorse greater freedom for the 

regions whether this is clothed in support for autonomous ohshchina or 

is ~ore explicitly presented as endorsement of national independence. 

This evidence is buttressed by the information provided in the second 

Section of Chapter II concerning the self-conscious separatism shown 

in Southern organisation. 
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6. Sum:nary. 

An organised Ukrainophile rrovement existed in the South. A signiflcant 

number of Southern revolutionaries Nere participants in it albeit to 

varying degrees: Ukrainophiles Nere to be found in Volkhovsky's, the 

Buntars, the Bashentsev, Osinsky's the Kiev-Zhitomir group, and in 

various Southern 'Narodnaya Volya' kriJzhoks. There was a considerable 

degree of mutual help and collaboration between the two movements. This 

varied during the time under consideration but on several occasions the 

organisations seem to have been very close which must have been the case 

before discussions in 1831 about closer co-operation in the future could 

have taken place. The revolutionaries in the South and in the 1'1orth 

either implicitly, when they called for federalism, or increasingly as 

the years passed, explicitly, when they demanded self-determination 

for the Ukraine, were acknowledging the existence of the Ukrainophile 

movement and declaring their approval of it. 

The Ukrainophile movement mirrored the revolutionary movement in 

many 'Nays-- in the form if not in the content of its activities. It had 

members who particularly in 1875-7, participated in activity amongst the 

peasants, albeit with the intent of studying and helping them rather than 

inciting them to revolt; it :nanifest an interest in the religious sects, 

albeit as a phenomenon of the Ukrainian spirit rather than as the most 

inflammable peasant revolutionary material; it admired the emergent 

urban workers, albeit as the oasis of the future society rather than as 

the most easily organised and reliable f--;rces of discontent. l-Jowevc-r the 

Ukrainophile movement had turned to demands for political freedoms before 

the revolutionaries and it urged the latter to do likewise. Gi ven the 

shared personnel, the intiIJ1.acy of organisational links, and a common 

sympathy for federalisrE or self-determination (for the UkrainophiJ es did 

not demand complete separation from the Great RJssians), it seems probable 

that the Ukrainophile movement should be counted as one of the factors 

which was urging the Southern revolutionary movement along a number of 

roads amongst which was the road towards political terrori sm, and away 

from 'social' agi t8 tion, at an early stafe in its development. 
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CHAPTER VIII. CONCLUSIONS. 

';"Ihis thesis initially set itself the task of examinine; the constituent 

parts of the' tradi tional' view of the development of the revolutionary 

movement in the South, (see page 25). It has found theIr to be, to 

varying extents, inadequate eXi'lanF)tions. The Southern revolution[lry 

movement may be considered different and discrete but it should not 

be thought of as being iJolitically 'backward'. The South generated a 

SE ries of revolutionA r.y kruzhoks which manifest a distinctive organis

ational pattern; it enjoyed continuous and wide contacts, not :ferely 

with the centres of the emigration in London, Vienna and Switzerland, 

but also with south Sl8v centres; it provided money, personnel and 

information to thE:: centres of e:nigration; produced its own literature 

inside the South as Nell as contriving to get sup~lies of literature 

independently fr'() IT, :Jt .Peters':)urg. 

Nor can it be accepted, in the face of the evidence llresented in 

Chai;ter II, that the Southern iTuzhoks VierE: ever subject to the 

organisatiunal leadershil; of thE' capital. Practi cal problems mi1i tatel 

against this possibility: distanc e, an antagonism towards the capital's 

revolution8rj es, the infcrma li ty of the krLlzhoy structure of tLe move

ment in these years. further the North was only one of A nurrber of 

competing sources of that money , literature and leadershiiJ, which were 

the channels for exercising control. The existence of a com~lex of 

competinp; and ji verse sources prt"vented anyone becoming dominant. 

b:ven the Buntars, turned away by SO:i'e St. Petersburf'" revolutionaries 

when seeking mone,l', rej ected by the leading Southf:. rners and probably 

also by the Ukrainophi les, could still find assi~;tclnce fro:n sorrewhere. 

Certainly at times the capitRl did try t" encouralS8 pay·ticular 

tendencies amongst the Southerners and hinder others throu;:ll these 

channels, but argua~ly it was the weaker kruzhoks which were more 

likely to fall under Northern control. The Andreyeva and Kc\valik 

kruzhoks vvere both North8rn inspired and sUE;l:ied but since they lacked 

indigenous sUPJoort, they foundered. Also , it should be recognised that 

at t:imes the Northern orgAnisations were simply un~nter(sted in strivine 

for such leadership. furing the existence of '.zemlya i '.lolya' , for 

example, the r;orthern revolution,grjes Here not concerned to extend their 
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organisation beyond r::reat Russia. The only occasion -:;hen organisational 

leadership came ar.ywhere near to beinE; exerci sed by st.PE-tersburg was 

during the period of 'Narodnaya Volya' , but it should be borne in !Tind 

that those SOCltern kruzhoks which entered into this all-Russian 

organisation predated its foundation, had to be treated with considerable 

circurr.spection by the r~xecutive Com'i'ittee and, givEm their quert..lousnes3, 

they were not expect(;d to endure a harsh serv~tllde. It is also worth 

menticminf! that' .\arcxinaya Volya' di,l not actually b'lve its centre in 

st.Petersburg, but rr:oved around the Err.pire. Nor does the idea of 

'leadership' by 'l;arodna:ya Volya' over Southern kruzhoks seem sound, 

in the sense of an all-Russian organisgtion directing the deveol0p.!!l~nt 

of i ts com~onent parts, since '1~arodnay8 Volya' wa s ba sica:ay only 

prol'olmding a ~olicy which had become c0m;non~jlace in the SQuth two ,vears 

previously and w!"lich already commanded wide support thEre. Finally, on 

the point of St.Fetersburg organisntional leadershi~l, the inforl"::ation 

provided in Acpendix I tends to indicate trot '.Jarodnaya Volya' may 

arguably be considered [l Southern lJarty in as much as (if the rate of 

arrests d~)es, in any way, reflect thE. degree of support) around half 

of that Party's SUPtJort T,a,; have come frcrr: the South. 

The third strand in the 'traditional' view stresses the importance 

of police l;ersecution of the acti vists and the unresponsiveness of the 

peasantry as the caUses of the Sout)-;ern revolutionaries firstly 'oecoming 

advocates of buntari§~, and subsequently of' poli tical terrorism. That 

these extrinsic forces were elements in the explanation of the movement's 

development is undoubted, but not that thE::y were of special imi'ortance. (1) 

They were .urobably more important in speeding the demise of agitation 

amongst the peasants than they were in initiating political terrorism. 

Some of the propagandists because of these forces made a transition to 

poli tical terrori sr;" others withdrew from acti vi ty. (?) But they are not 

adEquate explanations beCal,.lSe the Sout1:lern police may in fact have been 

less efficient than their collea,gues in other pa.rts of the Em~~ire, where 

agitAtion amongst the pea.sants experienced a :wre prolonged existence (3), 

whereas it is difficult to know if the Southern peasantry was any more 

or less responsive than peasants elsewhere. HO'Ivever, more to the point, 

the exarr:ination of the 3un~~ kruzhok showed that in reality only around 

one in three of the members ha d b ,en in vol ved in rura 1 agitation before 

joinine that kruzhok, and only a n average of 1&;£ of the membE.rship of 
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those kruzhoks, which were thE, first to turn to political terrorism, had 

been so involved. Both the 3ul1~.§l~ and the activists of 1877-79 had had 

the oPiJortunity to be active at the time when rural agitation was at its 

height in 1873-74, but had ch~sen not so to do. Therefore they were not 

the ones who wer~ most affected by ~olice persecution or by peasant un

resfonsi veness or concerned ab out then:. Indeed nwnbers of the acti vists 

in political terrorism in 1877-79 had disapproved of rural a~itation 

and tried t'J discourage others fro~n involvement in it. Some of the 

most eminent of them feared the conseouences of a successful fropaganda 

campai !-'n amongst t he peasants. As for the reality of the caus 3.1 sig

nificance of temperament and clim.3te in hastening the onset of poli tica.l 

terrorism, the se lie outwi th the sc ope of the present study. They ma.y 

have been elements, but there were certainly other reasons which rest 

ullon surer and more easily demonstrable grounds than they do, and these 

reasons will be discussed at a l'lter point uelow. 

In Chapter 1, general grounds were indicated for Jo\..<.bting the four 

premises which sustain this 'traditional' view of the moverr:ent. ~.'ore 

concrete reasons for doub tinE': the adeq ua cy, at least in so far as they 

pertain to the South, have been revealed in the course of this thesis. 

The first ),.remise was that the revolutionaries were from the intelligen~§ia, 

a body uniting peo~;le from various social classes on the uasis of their 

shared beliefs. The thesis indicates th!'lt in fact there was a significant 

change in the coml-'osition of the Southern revolutionary movement during 

these years, 1873 to 1883, with a consequential change in the beliefs 

eSiJoused by the revolutiona.ry moven:ent. (4) In a typical kruzhok of 

1373 - 1~376/7, 5CJJ~ of the members would have been the children of 

dvoryane, 4-9.5% would have received some of their education outwith the 

South and 68.4% would have had higher education at some establishment. 

During 1877 to 1879, (and the limited investigation carried out on one 

'liiaroelnaya Volya' kruzhok in Chapter IV, may indicate that this, in the 

main, holels tr.le for kruzhoks in 1880 to 1883) of the average kruzhok's 

meIr.bership only 38% were the children of dvoryaneJ 255S were educated 

outside the South, and 57.8% had had higher educ8tion. In the very first 

kruzhoks to turn to political terrorism some of these indices were even 

more divergent frorf the situation in 1873-1876/7. One would hesitate 

to claim that this represented a change in the social composition of the 
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revolutionary movement, since fatters' officia.l ranks cannot rea.dily be 

translated l nto terms of social class. HoWeVtT therE:: may 'Nell be a 

connection between the decline in the number of children of dvor;yane 

in the movement, and the decline in those being able to afford to 

receive higher educati(m, and in those being able to attend the 

prestit:ious universities in the l~c;rth or abroad. This second group 

of activists was in a sense more 'provincial' since it was less well 

educated and less wel; travelled. The chan~e in the composition of 

the revolutionary movement heralded an altE:ration in the policies 

advancedoy the movement. 

The second prerr:ise was that the different grou.r;ings arr:ongst the 

revolutionaries can only be explained in terms of their corr:mi tment to 

the ideas of Bakuninism, Lavrovism and Tkachevism. It mii:Pt be. 

sufficient to indicate that it has been i-'ossible to disCL<sS the 

revolutionary kruzhoks in the South 8 t some length wi thout using the::ie 

terms (except Nhen mentioned in quotations from other sources). Al though 

these kruzhoks had access to the emigres, there is no evidence tco sub

stantiate the view that they discriminated amongst themselves on the 

basis of commitment to ideologues. Indeed it is one of the main con

clusions of this thesis that in reality the revoluti onary activists 

wer:e subjected to a multiplicity of influences deriving from their 

social environment ann their pra ctical experience. Thus they were 

influenced by liberal society, by r:krainophiles, by urban workers, by 

peasants as well as by money, or the lack of it, the influence of 

dominant personalities wi thin particular kr~zhoks, the police and by 

government attitudes. These pressures were more irr.mediate and stronger 

than the influences of the emi gre ideologue s. I nstead of attaching 

undue portentousness to the view of Lavrov, Bakunin and Tkachev, the 

acti vists ',,"'ere more likely to upbra id these emigres for their failure 

to produce the narod books which the activists required, or for having 

the wrong level of theoreticality in their \~-orks. Thesctivists could 

always ul timE' tely exercise control OVt,r the emiGre ideologues since they 

supplied the latter wi th funds, worked to bring the literature into the 

Empire, and supp:ied the emigres wHh information. -qegaTding the 

ideolofS of the n-.ovement, Z. V.Fereshina has recently tried to demonstrate 

that "'rhe sources of the ideas sha~inf, the views of the revolutiunary 

narodniks in the South were COifiiJ10n to the revolutionaries allover the 

land. ,,( 5) ':'his is At variance with the argument presented [lere, but 
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even in so far as it is true that the works of the ideologues did inform 

the views of all the active revolutionaries, their perception of these 

ideas and how they were realised in lJractice was profoundly moulded 'oy 

local social and political circumstances. 

The term' passive nature' has been employed to describe the tilird 

premise, by which is ~eant that the changes which took ~lace in the 

revolution'1ry movement were sim,le and direct responses to extEcrnal 

forces, and that the movement did not generate any changes itself. 

In this thesis an alternative has been advanced. The evidence s ,gpests 

thqt within the moverr,ent a n,llnber of competing and divEcrgent groups co

existed, with different ones predominating at different ti!I'es. It is 

true that the precipitation of a change in the movement may have owed 

something to external events but the resi-l0nse was the consequence of 

the internal composition of the wovement itself. Thus, police 

repression, or the influence of St.retersburg or peasant unresponsive

ness coulQ create the climate Rnd the oPt,ortuni ty for a po-:"icy, but 

the tactic to be used by the movement and the SUi_port fur it was 

developed within the movement. These internal ~ctors altered over 

time, and the particular juxtaposition of factors which stimu19ted '~ne 

tendency and stifled another at a particular time was delicate and 
~../ 

largely fortuitous. A second element in the view of the nature of the 

movement presented here is that the movement should not be regarded as 

a bod,Y to which things were done; rather it was itself an integral part 

of society, and those who influenced it - whethc:.r liberals, Ukraino;hiles, 

urban workers, or even government officials - were to a degree also part 

of the revolutLJ!lary movement. Indeed in certain c:lses, revolutionary, 

Ukrainophile and urban work",rs (or, less comfortably, official, revolutionary 

and liberal) could be err.bodied in the one person. ':'hese different move

ments sha:ied iffiiperc-eptib!y into one another, co-existing not only in an 

individual but also in a family and in the community. The revolutionary 

movement was then firmly embedded in the specific social context of 

Southern Russia. 

The fourth prerrQse - that the sequence of stages through which the 

movement passed in St.Petersburg was substantially repeated everywhere, 

and done so under the leadership of the capital's revolutionaries - was 

the one which emerged most explicitly in the 'traditional' view of the 

develoIJment of the Southern revolutionary movement, and so it has been 

discussed above to a certain extent. HOHever, at the risk of slight 
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repetition, the present study indicates that St.letersburg's leader-

ship was inconsequential and its sequence of sta ges irrelevant. 

'Narodnaya Volya ' alone was an all-Russian organis~tion. The sequence 

of stages which appears to have obtained in the South was of this 

character: a variety of trends co-existed; initially agitation amongst 

the peasantry enjoyed a weak ascendency, but from 1877 onwar'ds, political 

terrorism rapidly won wide support, and from 1879, the 'i~arodnaya Volya ' 

party harnessed it tu the achievement of the assassination of the Tsar. 

In the process of exa~ining the 'traditional' view of the develop

ment of the revolutiunary movement, an al terneti ve explanation has been 

cast uP. It depends upon an understanding of the revolutionary move

ment as existing in a matrix of social and political forces, often 

specific to the i:louth. This can be seen in the course of considuring 

the two central problems of the development of the Southern revolutionary 

movement: why the movement for propaganda amongst the peasantry was 

weakly supported, and secondly why }Jolitical terrorism began here so 

early and enjoyed such dominance. 

Regarding the first problem, there were firstly some specifically 

Southern practical problems which inhibited activity amongst the peasants. 

It Nas widely held that the obshchina was not the prevalent forr!' of land 

holding, but that instead individual farmsteading }Jredominated (a view 

shared incidentally by the Ukrainophiles). Thus i.t was considered that 

these Southern peasants were less likely to respond to the revolutionary 

message. Secondly, there was a serious language difficulty, and also a 

lack of narod books in the 1i ttle Russian languaf.~e until the second half 

of the seventies. Thirdly, a section of the urban pop...llation of the 

South was Jewish and this was naturally reflected in the composition of 

the revolutionary move:nent. These people were reluctant to propagandise 

in the villages - a s was demonstrably the case wi th, for eX3Inple, 

P.Aksel'rod of the Kiev Chaykovtsy - because of the anti-Jewish sentiment 

which was tleiieved to exist amongst the rural pOiJulation. Jewish 

revolutionaries ['Ely also have felt the language problem particularly 

acutely.(6) They also may have had difficulty in gaining access to the 

peasantry since they were very much less likely to have relatives with 

estates which was, for rrany activists, proba bly the si ngle most common 

venue for reaching the rural pOJ:ulation. 
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There were intellectual problems too. The UkrainoJhiles, at the 

same time as the revolutionaries were active amongst the ~i, albeit 

with cultural and. educ"itLmal motives, and particularly so amon~st the 

peasant sects. This fact :nust inevitably have be en inhibiting, especially 

as numbers of the revolutionaries were Ukrainophiles and so did not hope 

for a peasant revolt. Fow, after all, could the peasants be rou.sed to 

a revolt - in the near or distant future - when one was simultaneously 

subjecting them to sE::rious cultural study; in search perhaps for the 

'Little Russian creativity' which I.Koval'sky and S.Zlatopol'sky saw 

in the peasant Shtundists? The Volkhovsky kruzhok was deeply linked 

with the Ukrainophile movement and its members provided translation 

into Little Russian of ~ books and actually wrote some. On the 

other hand, although the kruzhok conformed in most ways to the profile 

of a kruzhok which would be deeply involved in revolutionAry propaganda 

amongst the peasants, actually its contribution was very disappointing. 

A further problem of an intellectual nature was that the Ukrainophiles 

amongst the revolutionaries, and also the Jewish p:!.rticipants, were 

disposed to regard the urban workers as almost as valuable a social 

group as the peasants; they were also more accessible and less of a 

problem linguistically as well as being generally more congenial. Th-ls 

for these activists the same primacy was not attached to the pe8.santry 

as was done uy other revolutionaries: it was not a case of propaganda 

amongst the peasantry or revolutionary quiescence. 

However, the most important limiting frJrce on Southern support 

for agitl'l tion amongst the peasants was the fact that it was mainly 

those kruzhoks which had a fJredominance of members wi th educational, 

organisational or othE::r ties with the North or abroad, who favoured 

this for:n of activity, and these were by their nature limited in number. 

Their fIiembers a1 so tended to have fathers fro:n the dvoryane which may 

have facilitated access to the peasantry. But, even amongst kruzhoks 

so characterised, and so disposed, their intentions could be stifled 
------

by lack of money. LibE::ral society did not support a policy of 

revolutionary rural agita tion in the case of the kruzhoks examined here, 

although it occasionally feted its practitioners. Assistance from the 

liberals was not forthcoming if, as Zhelyabov was later to caution his 

fellows, the revolutionaries continued to discuss the land question and 

to support agrarian violence. The Bash~ntsev, initially a poor kruzhok, 

received assistance from Odessan liberals at a later stage in its 
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existence. What propaganda activity was carried out by this kruzhok was 

mainly performed in the earlier stage and far from increasing such 

activi ty with its new found affluence, it actually contracted it. It 

may also be significant that Volkhovsky's kruzhok - despite expert leader

ship, good contacts with the North and the emigration, plentiful literature, 

a strong organisation - did surprisingly little in the villages but was 

intimately bound up with Odessan liberals and in receipt of money, sympathy 

and help from them. 

On the other hand, support for agitation amongst the peasants was 

also limited by the fact that a substantial body of activists stood back 

from participation in it. This included some of the rrost vigorous and 

capable later leaders, such as Osinsky, Voloshenko, Vittenberg, Butsynsky, 

Tellalov, S.Zlatopol's<y, Zhelyabov. Some were active in urban agitation 

at the time, while others were busy in zemstva. If their statements of 

a few years later represent their views in 1874, then at the time of the 

'v narod' movement in the summer of that year, they disapproved of such 

activity, and indeed feared a peasant revolt. Others, active in the 

field of urban propaganda, may have approved of rural agitation and 

may have considered their work as assisting it, in that they were forming 

mediators - a widespread view till the mid seventies. But even the 

decision to concentrate upon the formation of rrediators from the iIidst 

of the urban workers, at a time when other revolutionaries were going 

into the villages, rrust of itself be a token of a qualification in support 

for that practice in the minds of the activist. 

The upshot of these specific Southern factors was that Southern 

support for rural propaganda was weak, and in so far as faith can be 

put in the statistical material discussed in Appendix I, then the South 

contributed far less to this propagandist movement than was even 

reasonably predictable on the basis of the size of her student popUlation. 

It may be thought that the South's contribution to political 

terrorism was only impressive in comparison to the meap;re part which 

it played in propagenda amongst the peasants. However Appendix I, 

bearing in mind the strictures mentioned above, appears to show that 

the South made a greater contribution than any other single area, and 

one far in excess of that which its population would have warranted. 

This policy swept up support from all corners of Southerll society and 

it 'Nas aided not just wi thin the South, but, through financial 
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remi ttances, also on the all-Russian staGe. This raises what was 

identified above as the second centrAl problem of the development of 

the Southern moverr:ent: why .tJoli tical terrorism began here, why it 

began so early, and why it enjoyed such dominance? It h8s already 

been argued that the wish for revenge for, and defence from, police 

persecution, and disillusionment with the lack of res'ponse from the 

peasants, should not be di scounted as reasons. Certainly some 

propat;andists did turn to terrorism for these reasons; certainly some 

people who had IJrevious ly been politically disinterested and inactive 

were motivated to attack the authorities because of their sense of 

outrage at the treatment of some of the activists. (7) Honever these 

factors, of police persecution and lack of success with the 'peasants, 

were more important in ending sU[JPort for propaganda amongst the 

peasants (the Southemrevolutionaries more easi ly and n:ore readily 

cast off this policy since commitment to it had been weak and its 

failings and difficulties were ~ore quickly perceived) than they were 

in initiating political terrorism. This statement can be m5CE.- because 

Chapter TV has shown that the .]eat :J1ajori ty of the rrcemb ,TS of those 

kruzhoks which were the first to turn to political terr'ori sm in 1,377-

79 had n'~ experience of these factors the:Jlselves; their revolution8ry 

backgrounds lay elsewhere. 

The central explanation for the precipitous and sizeable Southern 

switch to poli tical terrorism rests u:;on an appreciRti::m thRt a 

different stratlill; of thEo revolut ionRry movement h8d moved to the fore

front; one which ,tJreviously, during the period characterised by rural 

agit,-.,tion, had remained in the ~ackground. Then, it h,gd besa either 

inactive , involved in urban )ropag8nda or in zell;stvo 'Nork, but in r::en era. 1 , 

not in rural aFitation frolrJ lNhich it stood apart. Cnly 18% of the 

membership of the averaGe kruzhok functioning in 1877 to 1879 had been 

in vol ved with ,uea sent .:.,ropa!~anda oefore 1877 or l'as so, during those 

two years. These were typi cally people who wer'e less "Nell educated 

and with part:-nts of " son:ewhat lONer rank than those "MlO had been 

active lJreviously. The [cost :rJ'1rked difference between them and their 

predecessors WR s their grep, tly reduced contact with the i;ortr.: there 

were siEnificant1y fewer who had received e~ucation outside of the 

::outh, or who !iad the personal ties with the St.P6tersburc and rcscow 

student kruzhoks, which had been distinctive feaL,res of their 
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predece.'::' sors. They showed a continued distr~st of the CBlji tal and 

of central control. 

Perhaps these people had not participated in rt).ra 1 agi t'ltion 

siml'ly because they he d not had the opportunity to g') to the liorth, 

or abroad, to aDsorb the ideas there; perhaps some of them lacked 

access to the peasantry which the children of dvoryane were Jl10re 

likely to hAve; perhaps they avoided the peasants since they were teo 

familiar with them to hAve any illusions about theIr, or conversely 

because through a lack of familiarity they feared them. Such specific 

factors could have ad sen from the socio-economic background of these 

activists of 1877-79. They were a1 so subject to the factors which 

help to ex,;;lain the limited nature of Southern involvement with rural 

Fropaganda discussed above. In so far as their views of 1873 to 1876/7 

reflected their view of 1877-79, then there was a significant group of 

the activists in the former period who did not want a major social 

change tc be initiated by the peasants, believing thAt the peasants were 

too backward to conceive of it and too ignorant to control it, if it 

began. They did want rolitical reforrr: which would include the establish

ment of a democratic and consti t.lticnal £!cove rnment and which would 

further the development of the Fass of the .,JollUlation, but they eli d 

not s(;ek a bloody and chaotic social revoluti on. 

r/ore important than the motive for its ber...aviour in 1873 to 1876/7 

are the eXl-'lanations for the choice of fJo1itical terrorism by this 

stratum of the revolutionary movement in 18T7-79. It has been argued 

in the course of Chapters V, VI and VII that the .::;ursuance of l;oli tical 

reform by the revolutionaries was enco:J.rar,ed by liberal society, by 

Ukrainophiles and by urban workers and that from these sources the 

revolutionaries received the aid which allQ'.'Iled them to carry out their 

activities on such a grand scale during 1877-79. Also it has been 

argued that it L wron£: to envisage these influences as being outside 

pressures on the movement since they Nere all, to a degree, part of 

the movement itself. Given the gre8ter 'provincialism' of the 

revolutionaries in 1377 to 1879, they were more s~sceptible to such 

influences than had been their more outward looking and more widely 

travelled predecessors, who had experienced countervailing influences 

from the ~orth. Not only were the activists of 1877 to 1879 more o.r;en 

to the clim8te of Southern opinion wi thin which they functionecl, but also 

the libbrals and Ukrainophiles were more vip'orous in endeavo:1rines to 
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spread their own influence in these years than thEY had been previously. 

This juxtaposition of influences would ap;;ly particularly to 1877 to 

1879 since after the latter dnte, ~olitical terrorism was advocated in 

most parts of the J:i~mpire and so Northern influences only served to re

inforce the indigenous Southern development. 

'Libi:oral soc; ety' assisted the revolutionaries in many ways anJ 

there seems little doubt that th1s was a source from which Osinsky's 

kruzhok got some of the means with which it was able to operate on a 

comparatively spectacular scale in 1878 and 1879. Such as?istance was, 

at this stage of the movement's history, more vi tal than before due to 

the increasing professionalism of the participants and the greater cost 

of the activities with which they were now involved. The 'confiscation' 

of mone,Y from the govbrnment clearly did not meet thE- new needs and so 

the revolutionaries were :!lore receptive to influences exerted through 

financial control. 'i'he revolutionaries realised that this aid was 

continl3:ent upon their behaving in certain ways, a nd the liberals 

sought political reform, not social anarchy. It is not being suggested 

that the liberals were bending the revolutionaries to their will by 

financial bribes. Rather they were encouraging an exhting propensity. 

The evidence suggests th3t many of the activists of 1877 onwards already 

shared the aspiration of the liberals for poli tical ref o TIll , either 

because of their earlier involvement with the zemstva or as a result of ----
convictions arising from their intercourse wi th the liberals. Southern 

program'Tles, and revolutionar:y organisations which enjoyed Southern 

support, from 1877 do not manifest hostility to the liberals, indeed 

they advocate co-operation and stress the importance of liberal aid. 

Clearly then the revolutionaries considered thq t there was much cornmon 

ground between them and the liberals; a feeling rr.anifest by the meeting 

of the revolutionaries, in 1879, with Petrunkevich and other liberals. 

The Ukrainophile movement) which held many views and supporters 

in comilon with the liberal movement, was more organically bound up with 

the revolutionary Ircovement than even the liberals were.(8) Few of the 

important kruzhoks functioning after 1876 lackeo. a Ukraino"hile element 

in their membership. There tad, of course, been Ukrainophiles in 

earlier krllzhoks but not, as far as can be discovered, to the same extent. 

'fhe whole revolutionar'y moverr:ent, both in the North and in the South, 

showed no hostility to Ukrainophilism, but in the second half of the 

period under consideration, the revolutionaries increasingly adopted a 

position wore in keeping with that of the Ukrainophiles. They moved 

from a positiol1. of demanding a federal union of obshchinas to one where 
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they were syecifying political self-determination for the Tittle Russians. 

Thus, given shared membership, co-operation and a general sympAthy for 

ekrainoph:: lj sm - although s lightl:; less so for their views on decentralised 

party structures - it does not seem improbable that Ukrainophilism 

influenced the development of the revolJ.tionary rnovement. Since the 

UkrainOi)hile mcvement was seeking, initially Fit least, primarily for 

political reform of the Empire, and the establishment of a constitution, it 

is very likely that the revolutionaries after 1877, who were also 

Ukraincphiles, carried this viewpoint over into the revolutionary camp. 

The urban workers were yet a nother group which overlapped with the 

revolutionary movement. Their own aims, such as they are known, would 

appear to have been for political reform and 'economist' objectives. 

Until the mid seventies, the revolutionaries were inclined to view 

them as :nediators with the peasantry, but the revolutionaries altered 

their perception of them fro a: around 1876, after \'Jh lch the urban workers 

were accorded a more independent role and, to a greater or lesser extent, 

a more important role. Tn this new situation the aspirations of the 

urban workers, rather than those attributed to them, had to be taken 

more seriously. Once again, there 'Nas a shared membership, for the urban 

workers, frorr: the mid sevent~es, had a growing i)reSence amongst the 

revolJtionAries, and were soon to be found in the local Central !;roups 

of 'NarodnaYF:l Volya'. Con tact with the urban workers right, then, be 

considered as a further reFiS on for the South t urni ng to political 

terrorism. The workers' personal involvement in the revolutionary 

movement, the wish to retain their support, the influence of contact 

wi th urban workers in the course of urban agitation, all indicated that 

the revolutionaries should be de'TIanding political reform and, given their 

dislike of and disbelief in, peasant revolt, then political terrorism 

was the only way that this could be accomplished. It is of considcerable 

significFince that the first a ct of jjoli tical terrori sm in the South was 

an attack upon someene .vho had betrayed a workers' group to the police, 

and that i t.vas carrifd out by revolutionAries who had a background of 

agitation amongst urban workers. 

The perspective on the revol'ltionar~, movement outlined by S.N.Valk 

some fifty years al'o is still mOst valuable, and the preceding Chapters 

have eWleavoured to deal with some of the points which he identified 

and to suggest their interconnections. He wrote that: "Its historical 
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pa.st , its economic and social structure , its national composition 

and culture, finally differences of !"ov(:;r'nmental .f:.olicies in the 

Ukraine and in Great Russia ••• all this could net but creRte here 

a revolutionary rr.ovement, the class character' of which had its 

specific features."(9) 
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2. Refer,,;nces. 

(1) Disc,~ssions on the relevant importance of these two 'extrinsic' 

factors is to be found in V.Bogucharsky 'AktivE2~~ar2dnich~stvo 

Semidesya~.Y'!::E_"2odg~' p.198, or in V.A.Tvadovskaya 'Yrizis 'Zerrli 

i Voli' v kontse 70-kh godoy' in Istori~~§.S.S.~. 1959, no.4, p.61. 

(2) N.Langans, S.Lur'ye and T.P.Belokonsky, amonpst others, did 

become disillusioned V'7ith the peasantry and turned to politicAl 

terrorism. 3ee ~y~oye 1906, no.5, pp.?74-5, 291; L.Deych 'Za 

Polveka' tom I, p.295; LP.Belokonsky 'Andrey Ivanovich :::'helyabov' 

in Byl_oye 1906, no.3, p.:9. 

(3) R.Seth ''rhe Russian_1'~!'.£!'J-.§_~.§' pp.166-7, has asserted that the 

police in the South, even by the early eighties, were 'grossly 

incompetent'; S.Chudnovsky 'Iz dal'nikh let' in Byloye 19C7, 

no.le, p.?30, makes a simi18r judgement on the Odessan police in 

the early seventies. 

(4) s. t' .Baykov describes a similar chance which occurred amongst the 

Belorussian revolutionaries at this time: "In this i--eriod the 

na tional and class composition of the intelligentsia of Belorussia 

changed. If until recently the cadres of the local intelligentsia 

were recruited entirely from, in the T.ain, Folish or polishified 

Belorussian dvoryane, now its ranks were joined by the new 

intelligentsia from the raznochintsy, of Belorussian, Jewish and 

Poli sh st ock. ", see S. f(. Baykov ':)vyazi narodnikov Belorussii s 

iJol'skim revolyutsionerami' in V.A..D'yakov 'Svyazi revolyutsionerov 

Rossii i Pol'ski XIX: - nachala XX v.' p.1l5. 

(5) Z. V .Pereshina 'Ocher'!:::Listo,!'ii revol,'lutsionnogo dvizheniya na yuge 

Ukrainy' p.76. 
(6) Apparently numbers of the Jewish popule tion di d not learn Russian, 

let alone Little Russian, till their late teens, see r!.A.Krol' 

'Vospominaniya 0 L.Ya.Shternberge' in KiS 1929, k.8-9, p.214. 

(7) On the entry of new pe ople into the moven1ent, motivated by a sense 

of outrage to, become politically active, see }I:.~.Popov 'Iz moyego 

revolyutsionnago proshlago (1878-1879gg) in Byloye 1907, no.7, 

p.245; N.F.Frolenko 'T,ipetskiy i Voronezhskiy s"ezdy' in Byloye 

Jan. 1907, no.l/13, p.83. 

(8) On the close relations between libf'rals and Ukrainophiles, see 

for example, V.Bogucharsky '!ktivnoye Narodnichestvo Semidesyatykh 
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r;odov' p.327; V.Levitsky (V.Tseder:;auJE) 'Fartiya 'Narorlnaya 

Volya'. V0l.miknoveni.¥.§!. Bor'ba, Gibe1" p.162; A.A.Rusov and 

F. K. Vo1kov 'Primechaniya' in 3y1oye 1907, no. 5, p .15 3. 

(9) T<'oreword by S.N.Valk to Vl.Debagory-r/~okriyevich 'Ot Bunt.?ri?~.:ya. k 

Terrorizmu' p.3. 
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APPENDIX I: A Review __ of~tatistical Studies of the Revolutionary 

Movement, 1873:1883. 

The purpose of this Appendix is to review the relevant statistical 

information in order to ascertain if Southern revolutionaries con-

tributed more in the second half of the period than they had in the 

first half. That is, were more Southerners willing to become involved 

in revolutionary activity from the late seventies? If there were, then 

possi !)ly this might indicate that they were more approving of the type 

of activity prevailing at that time and of the objectives which it 

aspired to achieve, than they had been of previous a ctivities and 

objectives. However since there was a general upsurge in revolutionary 

activity from 1878 throughout the Empire (1), it is not sufficient to 

distinguish an increasing number of Southern revolutionaries; it would 

only be meaningful if the statistics showed that Southern revolutionaries 

constituted a larger proportion of the total number of revolutionaries 

in existence at any given time. However, the primary and secondary 

material available for this purpose is far from ideal. 

The primary statistical material for the revolutionary movement 

is derived exclusively from figures concerned with arrests. This is 

unavoidable since there was an absence of formally constituted and 

continuous party organisations during the period, which would have 

been the obvious source of informetion. Using the figures for people 

arrested as a gan.ge of enthusiasm for the revolutionary movement has 

two main defects. The first defect is inherent since it is not safe 

to suppose that arrests and revolutionary enthusiasm are correlated. 

The number of arrests at any particular time could reflect a greater 

or lesser efficiency amongst the police in all or in part of the Empire, 

rather than an increasing or diminishing enthusiasm for the revolutionary 

cause, amongst all or part of the Empire's population. Indeed this almost 

certainly was an influence, for by the Ukaz of 5 April 1879, Odessa, 

Kharlkov and St.Petersburg were put under military rule in the persons 

of Generals Totleben ,Count L()ris-P,~elikov and Gurka respectively, thereby 

extending the regime which already existed in Moscow, Kiev ani Warsaw. 

The actions of these men must inevitably have manifest themselves in the 

rising figures of revolutionaries arrested in these different parts of 

the Empire. Similarly, it should not be assumed that police arrests 

necessarily followed rapidly u~on involvement in the movement, or even 

that police invariably apprehended the guilty party. 
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A second defect in the primary material is that the statistics 

·Nere originally produced for police, judicial or administrative 

purposes, and consequently the time span which they encompass does not 

necessarily correspond to any natural episode in the life of the 

revolutionary movement. Nor should it be assumed that statistics 

relating to contiguous or overlapping periods can safely be treated as 

comparable, since the two sets of statistics may have been compiled on 

different bases. (2) For example , it would not be sensible to endeavour 

to compare directly the data in 'Zapiski ministra yustitsii grafa 

Palena' (3) which deals with the '~rod' movement, and 1:.M.Merkulov's 

report of 1877 which covered the years since 1873(4), with the infonnation 

contained in two statistical articles in ~~arodnaya Volya entitled 'K 

statistik gosudarstvennykh prestupleniy v Rossii' which cover August 

1873 to the end of 1879 and the first six months of 1879(5), with 

Scheb~ko's study(6) published in 1890 concerning the years 1878 to 1837, 

in the hope of establishing a trend over the whole period from 1873 to 

1887. 
Secondary works also do not offer a ready and reliable answer to 

questions concerning the changes in the composition of the revolutionary 

movement, and this is for at least two reasons. Firstly, it is because 

the secondary works which involve statistical studies also have the 

period of their investigation dictated by the dates covered by the 

primary material. Thus, I .Avakumovif!' s study covers 1873-1887 because 

his work is largely based on Scheb~ko I s earlier work (7). Similarly 

B.S.Itenberg's statistical analysis is based on a Third 3ectbn Report 

for 1873 to March 1879.(8) The second reason is equally deep rooted. 

Partly as a result of the constraints of the material, but partly also 

because of the belief that the revolutionary movement did not significantly 

alter its composition between 1873 and 1883, secondary statistical analyses 

have invariably focused upon the ~ fir::ures for whichever period is 

under considera ti on, in order to proauce generalisations based on this 

summative picture. There have been no longitudinal analysis of the 

movement on a year by year basis. This type of summative analysis can 

be seen in B.S.ltenberg (9), V.S.Antonov (10) and even in the o~herwise 

most imaginative article by Ye.D.Nikitina (11), as well as in the other 

works mentioned above. 

A further feature of statistical writing on the revolution!1ry move

ment is the limited nature of the questions put to the material: the social 
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rank, educational experience, age, length of service in the revolutionary 

movement are regularly considered. The nationality or the place of 

higher education are also often mentioned, but neither of these features 

are useful for the present purposes, since a Polish national could have 

been born in the Tauride and a student at St. Petersburg could be a Ydevan, 

and so - for the purposes of the present st udy - be Southerners. 

A number of works actually do consider the place of origin of the 

total number of revolutionaries with which they are dealing and these 

shall be discussed here although this material suffers from the limitations 

mentioned above. M.M.Merkulov in 1877 was able to identify the province 

of origin of a sample of 760 people arrested between 1873 and 1877 for 

revolutionary activity. Of these, 184, that is 24.2,Po of the sample, were 

from the South. The most 'fertile' Southern .fJrovinces were Podolia and 

the Don Military Region, which were ranked respecti vely 6th and 7th in 

the Empire for this particular characteristic.(12) This figure is 

similar to that produced by L.Tikhomirov in 1881 Feb., for a slightly 

different period. Tikhomirov studied 2,238 people accused between 1875 

and 1880 and found that the Malorussian provinces had produced 440 

of these Le., 19.710 (13). The South was of course somewhat l!lrger 

than ~,Talorussia. The Soviet hi storian, B.S. Antonov suggests that 

around 22% of revolutionary students in the 1870' s were from Ukra inian 

institutions; 70% were from higher institutions in St.Petersburg and 

!,~oscow. (14) More recently N .A. Troitsky has examined 1,238 revolutionaries 

who were sentenced in 211 trials held between 1871 and 1890. He is able 

to identify the place of birth of 940 of these, and 162 (Le., 17.2%) 

were found to be 'Ukrainian' .(15) All this evidence despite its possible 

unreliabili ty does appear reasonably consi stent: it suggests that one 

should expect about one revolutionary in five a.ctive in the 70' s a.nd 80's 

to have been frorr the South. 

Howevbr studies which concentrate particularly on the late seventies 

and eighties show a somewhat different pattern. I.AvakumovH: in 1959 

analysed the provinces of origin of his sample of 453 revolutionaries 

and this shows that the Southerners were very prominent during 1878-1887. 

The 12 Southern provinces - from the total of 60 provinces dealt with -

contributed 45.25% of the saillple. The three most 'fertile' provinces in 

the Empire were all Southern: Kherson, Poltava and Kiev; St. Petersburg 

was fourth. Indeed, of the 18 most fertile ,provinces, 10 were Southern. (16) 

Many years earlier, Ye.D.Nikitina had examined the years frorr around 
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1330 to 1890, and had identified 175 leading revolutionaries linked with 

the 'l~aroJnaya Volya I Party, who had been trie(l during that period. This 

study shows that the six most fertile provinces were all Southern: Tauride, 

Odessa, Poltava, Kherson, Chernigov and Kiev. These accounted on their 

own for 33.8% of the sarr:ple. St. Petersburg, the rT.OS t fertile of the 

Northern provinces contributed 4% of the sarq)le and was placed seventh. 

The total contribution by all I? Southern provinces vms 40.1% of the 

total sample. (17) A different form of testimony to the importance of 

the South as a centre for revolutionary activity at this time could be 

deduced fr:lm the material provided by N.A.Troitsky: he shows that 

between 1379 and lS8?, 20 politicalttrials were held in Kiev; 14 in 

Odessa; 13 in St.h.tersburg but only 9 in Yoscow.(18) The informqtion 

}.irovided by Troitsky about his sam.lJle of revolutionaries tried between 

1880 an::l 1883 makes it possible to calculate the percentage of the 

accused which was from the South in each of these yeers. In 18bO, 

Southerners comprised 57.3'1~ of the sample; in 1881, 6cPft; in laS?, 331~; 

in 18J3, Tf/o. This indicates that a yearly average of 55.3% of this 

sample of accused revolutionaries in 1880 to 1833 were Southern. (19) 

This admittedly inadequate material does seem to indicate that the 

South played a much more important role in the second half of the ten 

years under consideration than it had done during the first. A relevant 

statistic is the proportion which the students in the Southern universities 

formed of total student population; it stood at this time at approLimately 

one third. (?O) Thus the ab ove stati stical material would suggest that 

from 1873 to around 1878 the 00uth may have contributed considerably 

less to the revolutionary movement than mi[ht have been eX}.iected, 'Nhereas 

in the subsequent five years it lJrobably contributed much more to the 

all-Russian move"'ent than its size v;ould have sUffested. 
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(1) N.A.Troitsky 'Ts3rsk~!:\U~L....2rotiv revolyutsionnoy Ross.~.i' pp.7,)-76, 
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APP"":NDIX II. A Select Index to References to the Main Southern 

Kruzhoks, mentioned in the Text. 

Andreyeva, A.V. 48, 65, 14-8-9, 172, 176. 
(Khar'kov) 

Bashentsev 46, 70, 131, 14-6-7, 164--7, 177, 259, 288, 298, 325, 328. 
(Odessa) 

Basov,1.1. 4-4, :')03, ?20-1, 325, 326-7. 
(Kiev-Zhitomir) 

Buntars 
(Kiev) 

Butsynsky, D.T. 
(Khar'kov) 

Chaykovtsy 
(Kiev) 

4L~, 46,60,71-3,79,134,142-4,157-9,177,324. 

4-8,73,203-4-,222, :::>92-3,326. 

4-4,53, 64-, 70, 82, 85,86, 14-1-2, 155-6, 176-7, 256, 
259, ;;60, 261. 

Chaykovtsy 
(Odessa) 

(F.V.Volkhovsky) 4-6, 52-3, 59, 70, 82, 83-4-, 137-8, 14-5-6, 

Commune 
(Kiev) 

Kovalik, S.F. 
(KhaAov) 

Koval'skaya, Yeo 
(Kharkov) 

Koval' sky. 1. ~~. 
(Odessa) 

162-3, 177, 196, 256, 259, 287, 324. 

4-4,53,69,85, 133-4-,137,139-4-1,151-4,175-6,195-6, 
324-. 

4-8, 65, 69-70, 134, 14-7-8, 168-71, 176. 

4-8, :::>04, :::'23-5. 

46, 55, 58, 59, 70-1, 134--5, 196, 199-200, 209-11, 
24-3, ?88. 

Levinsky, I. Ya. and Gortynsky ,1'. V. 
(Kiev) 

i,4-45, 61, 88-89, 197-8, 206, 229-30. 

Osinsky,V. 
(Kiev-Odessa) 

4-4, 4-6, 60, 73-4-, 86, 201-3, 215-9, 243, 293-4-, 325. 

Te11a1ov, P.A. and G1ushkov, 1.1. 
(Khar!kov) 

4-8,75,77,89, 131-2, 205-6, 226-8. 

Vittenberg, s. 
(Niko1ayev) 

200-1, ?l2-4-, 24-3, 290-1. 

'Zemlya i Volya I 0' .Popov) 
(Khar~ov-Rostov) 

4-8, 71,86-8, 14-9-50, 173-4, 177, 291. 
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